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PREFACE

The primitive features of Palestine are disappearing so quickly
that before long most of them will be forgotten. Thus it has become the
duty of every student of Palestine and the Near East, of Archaeology
and of the Bible, to lose no time in collecting as fully and accurately
as possible all available material concerning the folklore; customs
and superstitions current in the Holy Land. Such material is, as we
have begun to learn, of the greatest importance for the study of
ancient oriental civilization and for the study of primitive religion.
I, as a son of the country, have felt it my special duty to help
in this scientific work; but, since I do not claim to be a trained
archaeological student, I am not attempting to do more than place
on record the bare material which I have collected, leaving the task
of comparison with other data to the professional archaeological and
biblical student.

This change in local conditions is due to the great influences
which the West is exerting upon the East, owing to the introduction
of European methods of education, the migratisn of Europeans t~

Palestine, of Palestinians to Europe and especially to America, ~,
above. all, to the influence of the Mandatory Power. The simple,
crude, but uncontaminated patriarchal Palestinian atmosphere is
fading away and European civilization, more sophisticated but more
unnatural, is taking its place.

Our subject of study leads us into the most holy and mysterious
shrines of the life of the inhabitants. It is not always easy to examine
the structure of a sanctuary and the objects found in it; but it is
still less easy to gain the confidence of the jel1JlIJ to such a degree
that he will speak freely and with detail about his religious practices
and rites and about the nature and character of the saints, the
knowledge of which is of the greatest scientific interest. Thus,
even for me, it was not always possible to get at the root of many
beliefs.



VI· Preface

The present work is based on a study of 235 shrines which I
have examined personally, 348 shrines about which exact material
was available, attendance at Mohammedan festivals, dikers, molads
and other ceremonies, a large assortment of stories told about the
saints, a large collection of verses sung by the people in honour of
the awlia, and a very extensive collection of amulets. My voluminous
collection of Palestinian proverbs and idioms has helped me in the
explanation of some customs and practices connected with saints
and shrines. Every superstition which might help in the explanation
or comparison of the text has been cited and analysed. Yet the
subject is so vast and complicated that I cannot claim to have gathered
more than a handful of grain from the large heap of corn. I hope
that soon more of this unexplored material will receive attention.

I have made as much use as possible of the Arabic literature
touching on the subject since only a small part of this has hitherto
been systematically employed for comparative purposes. The resem
blances which can be found in such Arabic literary sources show
that much of the existing folklore. of Palestine is not peculiar to
this country but common to the Arabic world. Of European literature
I have made use only of such works as deal directly with Palestine.

A study of "Saints and Sanctuaries" brings the reader into direct
contact with the daily life and customs of the inhabitants of Palestine.
It explains much that would be otherwise obscure in popular belief
and superstition: it affords a glimpse into the mysterious regions of
local ceremonies and throws light on much that is dark in the working
of the popular mind. What is still more interesting, it makes possible
a comparison with customs, practices and rites of primitive times.
It is remarkable how many ideas have remained virtually unchanged
for thousands of years; and the study of many current beliefs may
disclose the clue to much that has hitherto remained unexplained
in the religious usages of the ancient east.

The various ideas described in the following pages are common
to both Mohammedans and Christians among the Palestinian peasantry;
where the two groups differ the differences are only superficial.

I take this opportunity to thank Dr. W. F. Albright, the Director
of the American School of Oriental Research, for his valuable advice
and continued encouragement; and Dr. H. Danby for his help in the
completion of the book.

JERUSALEM, May 15th, 1927 T. CANAAN
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MOHAMMEDAN SAINTS AND SANCTUARIES
IN PALESTINE

T. CANAAN
(JERUSALEM)

A. SITES AND TYPES OF SANOTUARIES

1. SITES

Atraveller in Palestine is struck by the baldness of the hill country.
Here and there Borne gardens, orchards or vineyards are to be

met with, generally grouped in the vicinity of a village. During the
spring and the first part of the summer some patches of land are
sown with various cereals. Scattered here and there on the barren
mountains or in the plains a solitary large green tree or a small
group of trees beautify the surrounding region, giving it a fresh and
an animated aspect. They are a welcomo shelter for the wayfarer;
protecting him from the burning rays of the summer sun. These
trees are sacred to Mohammedans since they indicate the presence
of some nabi, weli or seb. This sacredness was and is still the only
reason why they escape the destruction which has been the fate of
the forests of Palestine. It is a pity that we have not countless
sacred trees commemorating holy persons, for Palestine would then
be more wooded and consequently more healthy, fertile and beautiful
If such a tree-and most of them can look back on centuries of
life - could tell us all its experiences, -we should know much more
about the history and folklore of this country. I shall try to analyse
the nature of Mohammedan sanctuaries in Palestine of which trees
are only one feature, and I hope thus to be able to explain some
religious problems.

By sanctuaries I do not mean only those places where .a well-known
Prophet or weli was buried, but every place-shrine., tomb, tree,
shrub, cave, spring, well, rock or atone-s-which is invested. with some

1
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religious reverence, even if such reverence be based on superstition,
and thus non-religious in the sense of the Qoranic teaching and
ereed. Only such a widening of the field of researcch will enable
us to approach many very important questions of comparative religion
and primitive belief.

a) Their Relation to RumanHabitations

Sacred shrines are innumerable In Palestine. Nearly everywhere
-in the .villages, on the mountains, in valleys, in the fields-do we
meet with them. There is hardly a village. however small it may be,
which does not honour at least one local saint. But generally every
settlement boasts of many. Thus, for example, 'Awartah possesses
fourteen, eleven being in the village· itself and three outside at some
distance from it; CAnata seven! (one is not accepted by all inhabitants 2);

Jericho six; the Mount of.Olives six; 3 Kolonia five. Such local saints
are honoured. not only by the inhabitants of the village to which
they belong , but in many cases their renown is widespread and
pilgrimages of individuals or companies are made in their honour.
Some of these shrines are situated in or close to the village. In such
a case one of them serves as a mosque where the inhabitants perform
their prayers. 4 But the greater number of them lie outside, and
some even at a considerable distance from the area occupied by the
town or village. 'I'hus we meet with a large number of holy places
in the fields far from any habitation. As every village possesses lands
which stretch for miles beyond the settlement itself, every shrine

1 The names of the different saints will be given at the end of this study.

2 The {Julla[i. (pI. of ,ale~, pious man) inhabiting the ruins, at the entrance of
the village from the west side, are not accepted by all as authentic. My guide,
Mohammed of this village, related that some people had heard at different
occasions ciddeh (religious music) at this place. A feua~ who passed water at
this spot was at once afflicted with eye-trouble. These fullilll inhabit the ruins
of a church. The son of ea-seg cAbd es-Salem , ea-sey Sliman , is also a less
important welt

3 A seventh holy place on the Mount of Olive was :ijarrubet el.cAsara, a tree
which grew on the western slope, in a piece of ground which belongs at present
to a Latin Mission. The tree has been cut down.

• Such djawami~ - especially those of villages situated in the direct neighbour
hood of the large cities - are not much used. Many of the peasants come on
Friday to the city to perform their mid-day prayer (~alQ,t ed-djum' an), and to
transact their business.
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situated in such land belongs to that village, and is also honoured
primarly by its. inhabitants. There are exceptions to this rule.
Es-seh es-Sidri in the lands of (Anata is honoured mostly by the
semi-Bedouin living to the east of the village.

The following is an analysis of the sites of shrines taken from "-a

few villages around Jerusalem:

Name of the
villag-e

CAnatft
CEsawiyeh

Kolonia
'Awartah

Number of
sanctuaries

7

3
5

14

Those inside the • Those outside
village the house"area

3 4

1 2
1 4

11 3

Some villages have their awlia (pl, of weli) only in the house area
itself or in the immediate vicinity of it. This is the case in Bet
Hanina, Surbahir and SaCfat, each with four such saints.

b) High Places

The shrines are mostly situated on an elevated place - the top of
a mountain, a hill or a small elevation in the plain-thus commanding
all the neighbouring country. Even such shrines as are built on the
sloping side of a mountain, or just above the bed of a valley are so
placed that they more or less dominate the surrounding area and
are visible from afar. Comparatively few welis are situated in valleys;
but if one should be, it is generally found to be in the neighbourhood
of the junction of two wadis or in a place where the wadi has
widened its bed, so that they are seen at a distance from different
directions. Many a sacred place, although situated on an elevated
spot, is not easily seen owing to the character of the wel%, in that
it has no building and DO large tree. This is true of all such
sanctuaries as are found near caves, enclosures, springs, cisterns, rocks
or "heaps of stones. Some shrines on the tops of mountains are:

en-nabi Samwil Mizpah of Samuel,
ea-seg el-Qatrawani between Bir Zet .and cAtarah

e§-seg Al}mad el-Karaki et-Taiyar Qastal
Abft Hurerah Wadi eA-Sarrah
el-Tlzer near <Awartah

es-~eb el-Tlmari ed-Djbe'eh near Bet cAnan
el-Mas'ad Mount of Olives.
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The shrine of e~-seb el-Tlmari ed-Djbe'eh is built on the top of
a high mountain. The view from this spot to the west is magnificent.
The plain, Ramleh, Lydda, Jaffa and the sea are easily seen,
especially when the weather is clear. Around the maqam is a ruin!
and many natural caves. No tomb is to be seen, and the room
shows nothing but a mihrab. The two large carob trees withered
away owing to the severe winter of 1921-1922. Everybody who
takes refuge in this weli is absolutely protected.

By elevated places I do not mean only the very summit of a
mountain, but any spot which is high and. to some extent dominates
the surrounding area, such as:

Es-seg. cAbd es-Salam CAnata
Salman el-Farsi Mount of Olives
En-nabi Liqia . Bet Liqia

sitl9 ed-Dawa'ri Surbahir
en-nabi Musa near Jericho
en-nabi Yusif Bet Idjza
es-seg Yasin Der Yasin
es-seg A\1mad :ijirbet Is'ideh
es-seq I'mar Bet Duqqu,

This peculiarity is very characteristic, not only of Palestinian
Mohammedan shrines, but also of sanctuaries elsewhere in the
Mohammedan world. Paton's statement on this point-although not
absolutely correct-is more exact than that of Mc Cown. The first
writer says: 2 "The majority of the alleged tombs of saints in modern
Palestine are situated on the summits of high mountains". Mc Cown's 3

statements in this respect are hard to understand. I shall, later on,
discuss his first idea, namely: "A very considerable number of shrines
are on hilltops because the cities or villages to which they belong
sought such sites, not because the hill is sacred." In reviewing
systematically the villages of the Jerusalem district which I have
visited for the purpose of this study, and noting exactly the position
of the shrines, I found than-in 26 villages 70 % of the shrines occupied
the top of a hill or mountain, 240/0 were on the sloping side of the

1 The ruin is called :ijirbet 'ed-Djbe'eh.
2 Annual of the American School of Oriental Research in Jerusalem I, p. 62.
3 Annualofthe.AmericanSchoolofOrientalResearchin Jerusalem11and Ill, p. 63.
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mountain below its summit, and only 50/0 were ina valley or a plain.
Of these shrines 45 % belong to the built maqdm, 18 0/0 are tombs,
and 37 % are sacred springs, trees, enclosures and caves. In other
words, only 52% (45°10 built shrines and 7 0/0 holy trees) would be
more or less easily seen, while the character of the other 48°10 lessens
the possibility of their being seen from it distance.

Nor do I agree with McCown's statement about Jerusalem. He
writes: "There are vast numbers of shrines, several to every good
sized town, which are not easily seen, because they are not on hill
tops. Such is Jerusalem." He does not appear to have considered
the following very important facts, wich make most of the shrines of
Jerusalem not easily seen:

1. The built shrines of most of the welis, inside the city, are low
in structure, and on their roofs houses have been erected. Examples
are: Bairam 'Sawis, es-seg Ri1}.an, es-seg. Hasan el-Qerami.

2. The crowded 'houses in the city proper hide from sight shrines
which have no building above them.

3. Most of the important sacred places in the haras» area are enclosed
in the Omar and Aqsa mosques, and .na turally cannotea,sily be seen.

On the other hand the greater part of the .shrines situated outside
the city-wall are easily seen; e.g. es-se!! Ahmad et-Tori, Sa'd u S'id,
es-seg Djarra:Q, es-~eb cOka~eh etc.

This choice of situation is not a new custom, for we read that
the people of the ancient Orient used to choose such places for the
erection of their temples and the worship of their gods. InEzek, 6 2

we read: "And say, Ye mountains of Israel, hear the word of the Lord
God; 'I'hus saith the Lord God to ..the mountains and to the hills,
to the watercourses and to the valleys: ' Behold ,I , even I, will bring a
sword upon you, and I will destroy your high places." It is interesting
to see how these two' verses t refer to mountains, watercourses, valleys
and green trees - in other words "high places" combined with water
and trees, a feature still characterizing the present shrines.

Mountains and hills seem al:ways to .have played a ~ great r?l~. in
human religion.t It is interesting to note that all the 'great ' dlv~n e '

1 Other verses are Lev, 26 so; Num. 3362; 1 Kings 12 S1, 1332; 2 Kin~817 29.,
213,235-19; Jer. 32; etc.

2 See Curtiss.
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works have; traditionally, been. performed on mountains: Ararat and
the ark of N oah, Moriab and Abrabam)s sacrifice, Sinai and the
Law, Ebal .and Gerizim with the blessing and the cursing. It is the
same also with Jesus: on a mountain he was tempted, was transfigured,
preached, prayed" was crucified, and from a mountain he ascended to
heaven. The prophets and kings also preferred these lofty places for
many of their important actions. Elijah received the word of the
Lord on Mount Horeb; 1 the "schools of the prophets" were on hills
and mountains; 2 on Mount Carmel Elijah won the victory over the
priests of Baal who worshisped their idols on this mountain; 3 Moses
died on Mount Nebo, from whence he saw the Land of Promise;
Aaron died on the top of Mount. Hor; on this mountain Eliezer was
ordained as his father's successor. I need not multiply these
instances, which illustrate the fact that mountains were, in olden
times, regarded as in some degree sacred.! This idea 'was adopted 
from their predece,ssors by the Israelites and by them transmitted
to following generations.

A traveller through Palestine is· struck by the many mountain
tops which are covered with a prominent 11Jeli; still greater is the
number of summits which bear shrines undistinguishable from a
distance. Does this not indicate that the present inhabitants still
believe in .the peculiar sanctity of mountains? McCown minimizes the
importance of this supposition; Curtiss 5 and Paton stress it. Which
view is correct?

Many primitive ideas have unquestionably persisted through thousands
of years and can still be traced to the present day in one form or
another among the inhabitants of the "ifnmovable· east." The sacred
character of mountains seems. to have been ·a widespread conception
in the ancient Orient. The modern Palestinian places most of his
shrines on mountains and hills, irrespective of the fact whether or
not these places serve for human habitation. Although most awlia

lIKings 19 8.-9.

2 1· Sam. 106.

3 H. ZellerJ B·iblisches Worterbucll, pp. 146, 1,47.

4 Yahweh appeared on high places, 1 Kings 3 4-6. It was forbidden for the
Israelites to partake in the worship on high places like the heathen, Dent. 12 2;
Jer. 220; Ezek. 2028-29; etc.

5 Curtiss, p. 134.
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are situated in the immediate vicinity ' of' villages, it is striking that
so many uninhabited mountains have shrines. This fact prove's that the

old idea .of the sacredness of mountains has probably been transmitted

to the inhabitants of modern Palestine. 'I'hey do not accept it

explicitly as such, but the old practice continues neve~theless.

c) Relation of Shrines to Cemeteries

Very important is the fact that the shrines or graves of many
"holy men" are situated in the midst of cemeteries or adjacent to
them. The following list is a rough comparison between holy places'

(shrines, graves, etc.) found in connection with cemeteries and those
liaving nothing to do with cemeteries:

Name of the village Number of sanctuaries

e~TQr 6
Jericho 6
Sa(fat 4

Surbahir 4
~A Data 7

In cemetery

3
2

3
1
1

Not in cemetery

3
4

1
3
6

I should add the following facts. In Surbahir the five tombs
of ed-Dawa'ri are counted as one shrine. The three tombs of

ed-Djarahid which represent in reality three holy places I have

also considered as one. The same is true of the t\VO graves of
ed-Dawa'ri of SaCfat, which are to be seen in the cemetery.

The above list shows that 63 % of the shrines are situated in a

cemetery; but the sanctuarie...s of some villages are in no way connected

with burial places, so that the general percentage of such a combination

amounts only to 30 % • In some cases a cemetery surrounds the shrine,

while in other cases only a few tombs are found near by. The question

arises whether the burial place was formed , around the shrine, or

whether the tomb of some distinguished man was built in an already

existing cemetery. In most cases the cemetery is , the more recent,

the holy place leading to the choice of that place for public burial.
'I'his is always the 'case ,where the shrine is an old one. But in

connection with awlia of recent origin we nearly always find that

those men who were looked upon during their lifetime vas "blessed

men of God,'" were buried in the common cemetery, and became
tvelis after their death. Their tom bs began to enjoy private and



Jerusalem
~Awartah.

SaCfat
Sa~fat

~Anata

Bet cAnan

Jericho

Bet Likia (I.Jiqiit)

Bet Iksa'
CAwartah.
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finally general reverence. The following 'shrines are probably older

than the cemeteries in which they are found:

e§-§ee Nftran t Between Sallaleh and {lan Yunia

es-§eb Badr Jerusalem
en-nabi Mftsa near Jericho
Rdjal el-~Amftd (Fig. 2, Plate Ill) N ablus.

The contrary is the case with:

e~-se9' Abu Halawl

es-seg ez-Zu'beh

Sanctuaries or sacred tombs situated in a large public cemetery

are met with ID nearly every village and city. Some prominent
examples are:

es-seb 'Abd el-FattaJ) ed-Dawa'ri
,es-seg Abu ser
es-seh Zed

\J

es-seg Abft Yamin

es-seb Ghanim

es-seb Sa'd
es-see (i) Mbarak '
el-~Azerat

The top of the highest point of the mountain on which CAwartah
is built is crowned with the m,aqam of el-cAzerat. This contains

two rooms, the eastern one with two domes, the western with one.

The maqam is surrounded by the cemetery. No cistern or tree
belongs to it. Not far from the shrine there is a pool hewn in
the rock. In' the eastern room there is a prayer-niche, opposite
to which' an entrance to a cave is seen. Many match boxes, oil

<bottles and oil lamps are scattered here and there. The women

of the village assemble every feast-day in this place to perform
their prayers. The western room is large, lies higher and is

1 It is interesting to note that in the neighbourhood of this saint, as well as
around es-seg A~mad es-Sarrisi of Aba Ghos, and: es-sey tAbdallah of Sa'fat only
young children are buried. In the case of e~·8eb Nuran I noticed, while the
Turks were digging trenches around the shrine, that the bodies of dead children
were always placed in large broken jars (cf. the Canaanite practice of burying
children in! jars).. ,
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much less used. The dead are ritually washed here before thel
are buried.

Shrines In whose neighbourhood only one or few tombs are
found are:

es-seg Al)mad et-rorl
es-seg Badr
Sittna el-Hadrahv •

There are two reasons why some prefer to bury their dead in the
vicinity of the grave of some weli.1

1. The nearer the person is buried to a weli or se~'s tomb or
maqam, the greater is the blessing which he may receive in the world
to come. This is why so many Bedouin carry their important dead
from a great distance to 'be buried near a saint's tomb. Thus the
Bedouin of er-Rasaydiyeh inter some of their dead around siug
ed-Djarahid of the Mount of Olives, and the 'Idwan carry their dead
to Nebi Musa.

2. The protection exercised by the saint, because of the general
respect he enjoys, is another cause for burying the dead close to the
1veli's tomb. This used to be practised especially by important
political families who were continually on bad terms with other
families. When a leader died they buried him near a sacred spot to
protect his body from being exhumed by his enemies and thus dis
honoured. The "man of God" is sure to protect every thing put
under his care; nobody dares to molest the sanctity of a man so
buried. Such reasons led the family of cAbd el-Hadi of Nablus to
bury three members of their family-s-Mohammad el-Husen , Yusif
Sliman and 'Abd el-Karim-near the maqam of el-Hadrah.

d) Relation oj' Shrines to Ruins

'Another fact not without interst is that a great number of sacred
sites lie in or near a ruin. It is not to be" expected that one will
always find remains of a large' ruin; there may be only a few old
rock-hewn tombs, remains of a few houses, several

0

old cisterns, or
some ancient pillars. Such a ruin in itself must have ~been a striking

1 A custom which is also prevalent among some Bedouin tribes, according to
J auasen, Couiume» des Arabes, p. 99.,
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object to the simple mind .pf the' Palestinian, and the ruin certainly
existed long before the present shrine. A ruin, an artificial cave,
a solitary tree, or some old cisterns in a lonely deserted. spot, would
stimulate the imagination of the fella~. Some night vision, or the
hallucination of seeing lights and hearmg prayers or religious music,
enforce the idea of the sacredness of the spot. About 32% of all
the sanctuaries which I visited were in the vicinity of some ruin.

Some welfs situated in or near a ruin are:

el-Qatrawani N. of Bir Zet

es-seg -el-cUmari
ed-DjbeCeh near Bet cAnan

Du-l-Kafl near Qatanneh

Ahmad et-Taiyar Qastal

'Abd el·cAziz between Qastal
and Bet Sunk

Sittna es-SamiJ'eh Kolonia

the ruins of a church.

the ruins of several buildings.

Hirbet el·Kfereh.
\001 •

ruins of a fortress.

a ruin with a water reservoir,
hewn in the rock.

a tomb hewn in the rock,
and the canal of the
spring is ancient.

tombs hewn in the rock ..
w. N. W. of Bet Iksa a small ruin with two cisterns.Abli Lemfm

el-MufaQQel 'Awartah a rock-hewn tomb.

2. STRUOTURE OF THE SANCTUARIES

Let us approach a common type of wel~ and examine it more
thoroughly. What do we find here? Of course the same objects are
not found in every case. We shall try to investigate every object
separately, leaving the classification till later.' For our purpose we
will take note of the following: A building" a tomb, a tree. (or a
group of trees), a water reservoir (cistern, well, spring, basin, ·etc.)
and a cave. It will be rather difficult to give an absolute description
of each one since they vary so much in the different parts of Palestine
that we rarely meet with two completely alike. '
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a) The Building

The building itself-the shrine, maqam, qubbeh, or, as it was
called in Biblical times, "house of high places" 1_is in most cases,
and in all the simpler cases, a quadrangular building. We will
consider at present only this form. The door-and there is only
one - is . low. There is generally one small window, but sometimes
there may be more (taqah, taqat or sarraqah, §arraqat), though
occasionally there is none at all. The roof is a simple vaulted dome
with a long perpendicular stone in the centre, which is raised above
the vault itself. This stone is in some cases cut in the form (of a
'half-moon. Instead of such a stone an iron bar with three balls
-the lowest the largest-and a half-moon at the top may sometimes
be found.! This dome-form (qubbeh) is a very characteristic feature
in Mohammedan shrines. It is not found only in the simple weli,
but also in the large and important shrines of the prophets as well

as in common mosques. "The qubbeh is," as McOown says.! "a
characteristic feature of the Palestinian landscape." Very often the
word qubbeh is used as a synonym of "shrine," although originally
it stands for a vaulted building." The inside is always plastered and
whitewashed, but as the buildings are very often very old, everything
may consequently be defective. A great many of the maqdm» are in
a pitiful state of disrepair, mainly due to neglect, winter storms and

old age. The war was another cause of their ruin; as in the case
of es-seg A1}mad el-Karaki et-Taiyar (Qastal), en-nab! Samwil (Mizpah
Samuel), es-~eb Hasan (Bet Iksn) , el~Qatra,vani (N. of Bir Zet),
Abu-I-cOn (Biddu), es-seg 'Abd el-cAziz (near Bet Surik), etc. During
the war some had to be levelled to the ground, in order to deprive
the enemy of a mark for hIS guns (es-seg Nllran, between Sallaleh
and ~an Yfmis). Doors and other wooden parts were nearly always
taken away by the soldiers and used' as fire wood (es-~eh 'Anbar,
'Abd es-Salam, el-Tlmari ed-Djbe'eh etc.), In some cases the villagers
have replaced the lost doors by others and repaired the shrines in

lIKings 1231; 13 3~.

2 The qubbeh of the Bedouin is an imitation of the text, Jaussen, 102.

3 Such a decoration is a sign of the building being of recent construction.

4 Annual 11 and Ill, 50.
fi See Multi! el-multi!, and Hava, s. v.
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a more or less primitive way, as in the case of el-Qatrawani, e~-~eg.

Hasan and en-nabi Samwil.
An inspection of the interior of a shrine proper will show that

one or more niches (also called taqah) are situated in the wall, a
feature common to all. Actually they look like elongated cupboards.
Occasionally there may be only a single niche, though generally more
are to be met with. In the simple, small one roomed shrine of
es-seg Badr, which lies on the top of a hill in the north-west part
of Jerusalem, I counted eight. In el-Tlzer CAwartah) there are
some dozens of them. They are built at different heights and are
irregularly distributed in the four walls, without any regard for
symmetry. With few exceptions they are dirty, even the wall around
and especially the part below being badly smeared with oil. This
unsightly effect is due to the fact that it is here that oil lamps, oil
bottles, matches and other small objects are deposited.

The inside generally shows· signs of having once been decorated
with 1;tinna or n~leh or both. The decoration consists of simple lines
running more or less parallel to each other, around the inside making
~ sort of frieze. Often the frieze is more complicated. Some typical
designs are represented in Plate I.

But in addition to the frieze we find two other ,very important
decorations, viz. representations of the hand and imitations of palm
branches (sometimes twigs or trees), both of which are explained by
superstitious beliefs. In Mohammedan superstition the hands represent

the hand of Fatimeh (the daughter of the Prophet), in Christian the
hand of the Holy Virgin, and in Jewish the hand of God.! This
superstitious decoration is said to bring blessing. We encounter it
very distinctly and often on the two outer sides of the door (~dagha.t)

on the top stone (sa~iyeh), and on the inner walls of the shrine,
especially around the mi~1rab. It is generally an. imprint of a human
han'd dipped in blood, hinna, or nileh. A dozen such impressions
may be seen in such shrines.

Not only in ·shrines but also on the doors of houses may such
impressions be seen. They are intended to protect the inhabitants
against the bad effects of the evil eye. .Small imitations of the hand,
made of glass, mother-of-pearl, silver, gold or some other metal, are

t Canaan, Aberglaube, pp. 64 fr., Doutte, Magie et Religion, pp. 325 ff.
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carried by small children for the same reason. 1 Blood impressions
of the hand 'ar e rarely found. I have seen them on newly-built houses

when a sheep was sacrificed before the house was inhabited, as well
as at the feast of Bairam Cid ed-Dhiyeh): Once only have I observed
blood impressions of .the hand on the door of a shrine. This mark

was made by .a man who offered a sheep which was vowed to the weli.
The imitation of the palm tree (Plate I, Fig. 8) is mostly used as

an inside decoration. It is made up of a perpendicular line with
shorter side lines, which unite, making an acute angle, opening

.upwards. The total number of 'the side branches is never constant;

but in most cases there is an equal number on either side. I examined
carefully to see whether the number on one side coincided with the
sacred numbers 3, 5, 7 or some multiple of them,2 but in most cases

they did not. In some, especially in el-Badriyeh (Sara,fat) and el

Qatrawani (N. of Bir Zet) they all coincided with the numbers three

and five in the first and five and seven. in the Qatrawani. This feature
is always explained' as standing for palm branches or palm trees

(na1.Jl). We know that palm branches are carried in most funeral
processions of well-to-do people or of,important men, as a symbol of
life. Mohammedan superstition holds that palm-trees were created
from the same earth from which God made Adam. 3 This is why

this tree is .said to have many resemblances to man.s The Qoran
mentions it very often, as it is one of the chosen trees."

Nevertheless I would raise the question: Is it. not possible that
these figures were. formerly rude imitations of the hand and that
gradually the distinct number five was lost and thus also the original
meaning?

Other decorations which one may find, are seen on plate I, and
Fig. 5 of Plate IL The representation of the serpent points to long

life.6 "lJaiyeh" (Figs. 1, 7; Plate I) serpent, and ,,~~aya" life, have

1 Canaan, l. c.; Doutte, I. c. pp. 317 fr.; L. Einsler, Mosaik.
2 Very few examples offered the number four.
3 Uaridatu-l-rAdjayb, p. 102:
4 Alerglaube, p. 87.
i Kahle, PJ VIII, 141, explains the palm branches as a prophylactic measure

against the evil eye. I have never heard such an explanation. Neither palm
branches nor_their representations are ever used as an amulet against the evil eye.

6 KaWe, PJ VIII, 140.
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a similar sounding root.! 'I could not explain the squares with the
dots (Plate I, Fig. 6). u is improbable' that the dots (PI. I, Fig. 4
and 5) represent "visiting cards" of the pilgrims, as Kable thinks.
In some shrines I have seen rudimentary representations of a mosque,
a minaret, a ship, flowers, etc. The only purpose of these figures is
to beautify the maqa1n. Sometimes Qoranic verses or the names of
God, the Prophet, and some of the ~ababeh are written on the walls.
The shrine of ea-sey Yasin is the best example, where beside the
words allah and Muhammad, which are surrounded by wreaths of
leaves, we find the Mohammedan creed "There 'is no god but God,
and Mohammed is the apostle of God"; two flags (the Turkish and
that of the Prophet), a half moon and many five-pointed stars. In
the mi1:trab censer and chain are painted.

These decorations are made with J:tinna, nilel} or siraqun. Some
peasants think n~leh should never be used in holy places, ~~inna being
the only suitable material. When 1;tinna (Lawsonia inermis) 2 is used
as a red dye, it is kneaded into a paste and 'then daubed on the
wall. Very often samneh (butter) is mixed with it,3 but not necessarily
always, as Curtiss thinks.! It ,is with this paste that the impression
of the hand is so often made. While adhering to the wall the paste
has a dirty greenish-brown appearance, but when it falls off it leaves
a brownish-red colour. The mihrab6 and the immediate surroundings
are decorated first of all. Most of the other decorations are made
with nileh (methylene blue) and siraqun (minium),

In many of these simple shrines, but not in all, there is a mi/:trab,
which has the usual form and points southwards. ·There is at least
one in each of the larger sanctuaries. In some there are several.
Thus qabr er-Ra'i near Nebi Musa has three.s In some a't!Jlia the
milfrab is only indicated on the southern wall either with colour, or
with a ridge-like frame of projecting plaster. In the Christian church
of el-Hadr (between Bet Djala and the Pools of Solomon), which is

1 Canaan, Aberqlaube, p. 85.
2 Hava, 138.
3 Kahle, 1. c•
• Curtiss, 209.
5 That of ea-sultan Ibrahim el-Adhami of Sa(fa~ and the shrine of el-Irnam

fAH on the carriage-road near Bab el-Wad, showed dozens of these imprints.
6 In the eabrah (The Dome of the Rock) there are several prayer niches

which will be described later.
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honoured and visited also by the Mohammedans, the prayer direction
is marked by a large picture of St. George. I have seen Mohammedans
go in and perform their prayers turning their faces towards the
picture and 80 to the south. All mi1J,rabs are marked in the southern
wall of the sanctuaries. The following three are the only exceptions
I know of. A mihrab in the building below el-Aqsa, a mibr4.b in
~i Dahlid a~d one in the shrine of el-Mufaddil CAwartah).l In the
first it is said that the Prophet prayed during his night-visit to
Jerusalem, and when he had finished the angel Gabriel ordered him
in future to perform his prayers with the face turned to Mecca.
Thereupon the Prophet turned his face in this direction and per
formed. his second prayer.t

The floor of the poorer .maqams is mostly bare, but sometimes
mats are present. The larger and more important shrines have mats
and often costly carpets.

While. the last description holds true for all simple maqams, we
have still. to consider those which are larger, more important, and
more elaborate. I shall try to describe them according to the various
complications of their structure. But before proceeding to this part
of our subject something should be said about the qubbeh or "cupola."
This is one of the most important features of the awlia and belongs
to almost every typical shrine. In examining a qubbeh 3 we find two
different types:

1. The simple one, where the qubbeh is built directly over the four
walls of the shrine. It looks like a hemisphere superimposed upon
the walls.

2. The square space formed by the four walls is converted into
an octagon near the roof by filling in the corners with pendentives.
The octagon is raised a little, and the hemispherical qubbeh rests on
it. A perpendicular section of such a building (cut diagonally) is
shown in Fig. 4, Plate 11.

The maqams which possess two instead of one vaulted dome, are as
simple in character as those just described. In reality such a building

1 The last two are mentioned in PJ VII, 86.
2 It is curious that Abraham and Lot are thought to have performed their

prayers with the face turned to Mecca (southwards), although they are pre
Islamic characters.

3 For a short description of it see PJ VII, 92.
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represents two rooms which, by dispensing with the separating wall, are
united to form one elongated whole. A high strongly built arch, which
helps to support the roof, takes the place of the missing wall.

In the next class are sanctuaries which have a rawaq (open arched
hall) built in front or at the side. This may be composed of one
arch, but more often of two. The people assemble here before and
after their visits to the shrine. Sometimes meals ~re taken and
festivals are held in this place. In Bet I;faniDa the inhabitants have
recently built to the south-east of djami' ea-sultan Ibrahim el-Adhami
a three vaulted hall, opening to the north, and with a miJyrab. Ea-set
Salman el-Farsi (Mount of Olives) has such an open rawaq in front
of the Sall?tuary itself. In el-Tlzer (el-Qariyeh) and es-seg Hamad
(Kolonia) the rawiiq is at one side of the sanctuary.

Still more complicated are those shrines where one or more additional
rooms are built beside or around the sanctuaries opening into the
vaults. These" serve as kitchen, dwelling-place for the servant (baddam,
qaiym) and store rooms. Sometimes, only of course when the sanctuary
is situated in or quite near a village, one of these rooms may be
used as a school room (kuttab or'maktab), and occasionally another
one is occupied by the sel] or batib, who may act as the teacher.

"Some cases in point are:

es-seg. I;Iamad Kolonia
es-seb I'mar Bet Duqquh
el-l:Uzer Abft Gho~

el-Anbia Nablus

In a few cases one room is used for the ritual washing of the
dead before burial, as in el·l:Azerat CAwartah) and djamiC el-Tlzer
(Abft Ghos).

At times the mactafeh (guest-chamber) is connected with the shrine,
as in en-nabi Sftcah 1 (in the village Sftl:ah) '2 where it is a room built

over the shrine. In es-sen. Abft Ismacil (Bet Liqia) and es-seb Hsen
(Bet CAnan) the front room serves as a rJ~a4afeh. In "both these cases
we find in the centre of the room the hearth (el-wdjaq) on which
coffee is prepared for those present. The guest-house of es-seb Yasin
(Der Yasin) is situated opposite the maqam and separated from it

1 Although the name lookes as if it were feminine it stands for Y'Ula'.
2 South of Bab el-Wad.
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by an open place. 1 It is only in the cold months of the year that
these guest-houses are used; in the summer months the people prefer

to sit outside under a tree or in a rawaq.2 A rough sketch of es.~eh

Hamad (Kolonia). well illustrates the class described above. See

Fit 1, Plate 11.
Another class is formed by holy places where the real sanctuary

is surrounded by many rooms. The rooms serve for pil:rims who
make a visit once a year and generally spend several days in the
place. In such cases the building is mostly composed of two, at
times of -three, stories. The lower story is used for store rooms,
kitchen and stables, and the upper for the use of visitors. A servant
lives all the year around in such a sanctuary to guard it. These

larger shrines are not generally dedicated to awlia but to prophets
(anbia, pI. of nam). En-nabi Musa is the best known example of

this class. But only a few prophets have such large shrines. En-nabi
Salel) (Ramleh), el-Anbia -(Nablus), en-nabi Yl1sif (Bet Idjza) and many

others have fairly simple buildings, while el-Tlzer, el-Maneuri and
el-Mufaddil (all in 'Awartah) who are also counted as prophets, have
no building at all.

Some djawami C and awlid are certainly ancient churches or old
houses. 'I'hus I think that dja.111,i c 'Omar ibn el.~attab (Surbahir)
and djami C el-Tlzer (el-Qaryeh) were once churches.! The shrines of

es.~e9 'Abdallab (Bet Surik), es·~eh Sale!) (Der Ya~in), es-se!} Srftr
('Awartah) and es-se!} en-Nubani (Nablus) are simple rooms, which

were once used as dwellings. They have no mibrab or vault and have
no signs of any tomb. They are at present in very bad state of

disrepair.
Many a built maqam is an open sanctuary, where the walls of the

roof rest on pillars. The best example of such a shrine is that of
Hasan er-Raci,4 who was supposed to have been the shepherd of the

prophet Moses. Inside of a rectangular enclosure, built of stones

1 The school-room of es-sey Iteyim (Bet Iksa) is used according to Kahle (PJ
VI, 71) as a maq,afeh. Every kuttab may be used at times as a guest house, but
this occasional use does not give such a place the special characteristics which
are found in a ma4a,feh and which were mentioned above.

2 For ma4afek see Haddad, JPOS 11, pp. 279 ff.
3 The best book on this subject is Mader, Altchristlicke Basiliken und Lokal

tradition in Siidpaliistina, 1918.
( Kahle, PJ VII, 91.

2
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and mortar, we see an elongated and vaulted roof which rests on
six pillars, three to the north and three to the south. Between these
pillars is the large tomb. EI~Ma~~ad (Mount of Olives) is an octagonal
sanctuary with the sides closed up. Masadjid sittna ~.A.iseh has a vault
resting on four corner pillars, where the south side has been completely
closed, and the eastern and western only partly built. The western
and the :outhern walls of the shrine of Ahmad es-Sarrisi 1 are closed,
while the two other sides are open.

I do not propose to give an exhaustive architectural description
of all types of shrines. My only aim has been to give simple examples
of the different classes. Descriptions of beautiful mosques like es
Sagrah, el.Aq~a, etc., need not be given here, since they may be
found in convenient form elsewhere.t Many of the sanctuaries which
are situated in a village serve at the same time as the djamiC of
that place, where the people assemble for prayer. Many a djamiC was
built in the immediate neighbourhood of a weZi, as in the case of
es~seg Djarrah, Sa'd u S'id (both in Jerusalem), Salman el-Farsi
(Mount of Olives) etc. Some sacred sites which are situated out in
the fields, and which contain no tomb, serve for the passer-by as a
place in which to perform his prayers, e. g. el-Irnam cAH, on the
carriage-road from Jerusalem to J affa,

We often find in front of the sanctuary an elevated place, well
covered with large, smooth stone flags, called m~alzayat. They are
generally in close contact with the sanctuary and serve for prayer.
It is. not necessary that a ritually clean cover be spread on them
since they are always kept clean. Such "prayer platforms" are met
with in es-seg ealel) CAnata), Irdjal Sufah (W. of Der Ghasaaneh),
es-seb l)amrah and es-~eb en-Nubani (both in Mazaric eu-Nubani."

Before passing on, it may be well to note that in some shrines
there are inscriptions. They are generally found just above the
door of the sanctuary or above that of the court, though occasionally

1 On the top of a mountain in Abft Ghos.

2 Short descriptions are found in Baedeker, Meistermann and other guide
books ; scientific descriptions are: Gressmann, Der Felsendom in Jerusakm, PJ
IV, 54 ff.; R. Hartmann, Der Felsendom und seine Geschichte, 1909; De Vogue,
La Mosque d'Omo« et Jerusaletn, 1905.

3 I am indebted for information regarding the last three places to Omar Effendi
Barghuti.
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they may be found .above the window (ea-seg Djarra\l): or above
one of the pillars ot the vault (ea-seg. Hasan er-Ra't). Some such
inscriptions are:

1. Above the central door of the shrine el-Hadrah t (Nablus):

~\ ~r (~\ v,W; ~.~\ ~ ~\ v~\ ~4.\ ~~\ \J.. ~
.2S~ r O'?~\ ~ (~\ ~\ v~\ ~~\"

This prayer house was built during the (reign) days of the sultan,
the king Self ed-Din Qalawan, the pious. God make him powerjul;
and his father es-sultan the pious king cAla ed-Din. His victories
be glorious.

2. Inside maqam el--t£ac.lr (Nablus): 2

~~\ ))W\~ ~,~\ ~\ .~\ ~l.AA ~,~ 4. ~,-w\> 4.
o Das'Uqi 0 Badawi The maqam of el-!!a4r A~mad el-Badawi 3

cAbd-el-Qadir ed-Djilani.

3. An inscription on velvet laid on the cenotaph of el-Anbia
(Nablus) :

4v.,J~; ~, ~~. L.i.>..~ >)1,' 0"" 1'1.fJ1 AllI ...~I L.i,~1 F;r">'J..
'r~\ ~f, ~~\ J.d\ s~\J\ r~ ~, ~,~ ~?, 5~.,

ThiS is the tomb of the prophets oj God, the Glorious.' the sons of
our master Jacob, and they are Rayalun, Jaiadjar and Asar. On
behalf of our Prophet, these, and all other prophets may there be the
most efficacious prayers, and the most complete peace.

4. In the rawaq adjacent to the shrine of el-Anbia:

6 LSj) la ~ ~, y\r 4;) ~> L..1S'
Whenever Zacharias went into the chamber to her (his wife Mary)

he found provisions with her. 7

1 On a marble stone.
2 The writing is in five sect.ions, side by side.
3 EI-Badawi is repeated twice. The second time should be er-Ritaci,.
• Obviously a scribal error for Zebulon.
~ Stands for Issachsr.
6 A verse of the Qoran, Surah Ill, 37.
7 Sale's translation. The commentators say that none went into Mary's

apartment but Zacharias himself, and that he locked seven doors upon her, yet
he found she had always winter fruits in the summer, and summer fruits in
the winter. - I cannot find the connection between the above verse of the
Qoran and the shrine of el-Anbia, which has nothing to do with Zacharias
and Mary.
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5. On a marble stone above the entrance to the shrine of as-sultan
Ibrahim el-Adhami (Bet I:Ianina):

er. ~.,,,,,, ~I • • •~I IJ-A, :W:..!4. .rol ~}I ~}\ ~\ t""""4
1.~.~::...w, ~~, ~ ~ ~ A.1J\ ~) ~.~

In the name of the most merciful God. The l:tadj Sweid the son
of lfamayd, God be merciful to him, has ordered the building of this
place of worship . . . ·in the year 637. [A. H.]

6. Above the door ot maqam el-Yaqin, Beni N'em (on a marble
stone) :

• • • tk.1.J\ ~ ~+~ ~~\ \~ W:J 4 rc' ~rJ\ ~}\ 6JJ\ ~
• . . 6JLa ~ \J-A, • • • dLcJ\ ~

In the name of the most merciful God. Mohammed Abdallah · ..
cAli e~-$ale1J has ordered the building of this prayer house, from
his OUJn money 2

7. Between the two northern vaults of the -shrine of Hasan er-Ra'!
(near the Nebi Musa) we read:

~\ ~~ .~ ~1; ~\}\ ~ ~ ~)L:J.\ ~\ .J-A, 1~\
il,) _1.. .:~\. :.••. _i ••_L\ ~J~\ · A .. ,. ~G~u ., ~- . ~ er~ [ . . 0 d ~ ·

l~:)\ ~.} ~ ~ \ ~ lJ.\ J..Li ~lAi 4JJ \~ ~Ab ~ :itA

.~J\, ~Lo, ~ ~) \ ~ y\,;:J\ ~,
Mol:tammed Pasa, the doer of good, has erected this blessed qubbeh

on lfasan er-Ra/i, God sanctify his secret, as he (the Pasa) was
returning from welcoming the Mohammedan pilgrims. He proceeded
in building but found no water. But because of his high zeal, God
protect him, the water was brought to the place 3 from the village of
Jericho. Thus he deserved the heavenly reward. The 1 Rabf 1110.

8. On the tomb of es-~e9 Abn-l-Halaweh (Jerusalem):

.b.,} .i,~\ ~\ ~ ~\ ~I ~, ~ IJ-A, .JoYI ~I ~
.U-.Q .~W,

1 Dots represent words which are indecipherable.

2 The qufic inscription on the tomb of Fa~imeh the daughter of ij:asan the
grandson of the Prophet is:

_.-1\ ~- -:1\ ~ • ~ lu ~!.~ ~\ ,~ vis" 0"'"~
ft~' . r .... ~ \ .r. "r(

.;A y\ ~)J\ ~ ~ )J\ ~ Wli O'?' ~ ~li ~.~,
See Mudjir ed-Din I, 67.

3 Lit. "to the village."
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He is the everlasting living one. This is the tomb of the friend of
God,' eS-stl:J lfasan Abu el-ljalaweh. For his soul (read). "al-jatiba.h."
1305. [A. H.]

9. A golden embroidered writing on a red silk cloth placed on
the tomb of en-nabi Lftt (Beni N'em), runs:

'r~\' i~ \ 0 .b.,J ~\ ~ \J.a

This is the tomb of the prophet Lut, peace and blessings be on him.

10. On another cloth in the same shrine.

~\ b-.J\ ~ AlJ4 ~\ ~~lA, ~ ~, ~.,J\ ~}\ 6J.j\ ~4

J~) .b,J ~~ AlJ\ ..~ lA b-.lJ\ ~ tk.u\ J~) ~~ li~ 4o.lJ\

.AlJ4 ~\ i~ ~, J,,:a...~ A.l.J\
In the name of the most merciful God. In him we find help. My

success (good l'UCk) is only in God. There is no god but God. Our
l01"d 2 Muhammed is the apostle 3 of God. In the name of God; what
God wishes, My lord Lut is an apostle of God. There is neither

. might nor strength but in God.

11. The writing on a banner, presented to en-nabi Lut by soldiers
coming from Aleppo and proceeding to the S';ez Canal front during
the last war (1915-1916), was as follows:

a) ~li}\ ~\ ~~ i~ 4.
Oh excellency,4 rny Lord AQmad er-Rifdei

(written in the upper right corner of the banner);

b) ~ ~\ »liJ\ ~ ~~~ ~i4}\ ~J\ i~ 4.
Oh excellency, the divine pole, my lord 'Abd el-Qadir ed-Djilani

. (in the left upper corner);

c) 5~,..,uJ\ ~:..\ ~~ ~,aJ\ ~\ i~ 4.
Oh excellency, the supreme pole, my lord Ahmad el-cAdawi

(left, lower corner); .

•• \~\ ~\ \ ~~\~\i· b
':?~ ~ ~ ~.. ••.. . ~ ..

Oh excellency, the true pole, my lord Ibrahim ed·Dasuqi
(right lower corner);

t Hava, p. 887.
2 Lit. Master.
3 More than a prophet.
4 hadrat is a title of honour. With Hava I render "excellency."
& ~l ~ I Adawi is used here instead of el-Badawi.
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e) ~\ J~)~, ~\ )J\ ~, ~

There is no god but God and Mohammed is the apostle of God
(in the centre);

f) r~\ ~ AlJ\~Li~

Our Lord the Friend of God, peace be upon him
(between a and. e);

g) The 'I'urkish crescent, between band e.

b) The Tomb

Inside the shrine and generally in the centre of the room we find
the tomb of the holy person whose name it bears. Before giving
any description of the tomb itself one point should be made clear
the connection of the tomb with the building. The tomb is often
not in the shrine, but outside of it: on the ma~tabah, in the rawaq
or in the garden adjacent to the maqtim. But it is not at all necessary
that there should be a tomb directly or indirectly connected with

the place to make it a shrine, and there are many tombs which
have no qubbeh. Both these features will be" discussed at length in
another part of this work. We may classify tombs according to their
position as follows:

1. Those connected with a maqam, may be situated

a) in the shrine itself; as el- Badriyeh (Sarafat), Bisr el-aaJi

(N ab Ius) etc.;

b) in the rawaq; es-sayid Ahmad let-Taiyar (SaraJat);

c) in the garden adjacent to the sanctuary; en-nabi 'Anntr (Der

'Ammar), es-seg Yusif (Ijarbata).

2. Those which have no shrine built, but are situated

a) in a cave; es-seb es-Sidri (Anata), es-sitt er-Rab'ah (Mount of
Olives);

b) outside in the fields or in a cemetery; es-seg Muhammad el
Baqqani (Nablus), e~-se9 Ramadan, e~.s~g. (Bed (both in Qatanneb),
el-Tlzer (CAwartah):etc.;

- c) inside the village, among the houses and not attached to any

maqam or cemetery; es-se9 Suwan and es-seg Isma'i] (both in
Surbahir).
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It often happens that in addition to the main tomb or tombs,
which are situated inside the shrine, there are one or more outside
which are intimately connected with the life history of the main weli.

\
These may be situated at various distances and still retain their
association. Some illustrations are:

In the' neighbourhood of es-seg 'Abd es-Salam and outside the
maqam is to be seen the tomb of his son Salman, .EI-Badriyeh has
outside her shrine and in the adjacent hall the tomb of her husband
es-sayid Abmad et-Taiyar. Es-seb Ahmad el-Bustamt and his brother
es-seb Murad (Nablus) have their negro servant buried outside of
the maqam. EI-Qatrawani's shepherd lies buried near the sanctuary
of his master.

The number of tombs in one sanctuary varies. In the majority
of cases there is only one, but some have two, others even more.
One of the tombs, generally the largest, is of more importance than
the others. It contains the important weli, and therefore the
sanctuary takes his name. The other graves are those of his near
relatives: his wife, his brother, his male descendants and sometimes
his servant. The shrines of es-seg fAnbar and es-seb Badr comprise
two- tombs each, that of the weli and that of his wife. In the case
of es-seb Badr both tombs are in the same room, while in that of
es-seg 'Anbar the tomb of the welZ's wife is in a small room adjacent.
In el-Badrijeh one tomb in the shrine itself is said to be hers, the
other to the north that of her children, while the tomb outside her
shrine is believed to be that of her husband. More interesting are
those cases where we meet with more than two tombs. In es-seb
Hamad (Koionia)' there are five, the tomb of the weli, two for his
two wives, one for his son and the fifth that of his servant (really
black slave rabd). The tomb of the servant is shown partly in and
partly outside the shrine. But the two halves do not correspond to
each other. We often meet with tombs which are arranged side by
side and which belong to one of the following classes:

1. The graves of members of the same family, like the Dawa'r! in
Surbahir and the Yamin family in Bet tAnan. All are regarded as
~ulla1J, .righteous men (pt of $ale1J,). In Satfat there are also two tombs
of the family of ed-Dawa'ri. In Irdjal el-fAmud (Nablus) we find
many tombs outside the maqain which are supposed to be the graves
of the servants of the awlia buried here.
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"2. The tombs of mudjahdin and suhada. Both words mean
"martyrs." The first denotes those who have fallen in a holy war.
In Hebron we are shown the tombs of es-Suhada. After decapitation,

it is said, the heads rolled down shouting nMhadu, naShadu, naShadu
("'We witness, we witness, we witness"). In Ramleh the tombs of
el-Mudjahidin are arranged in several rows, not far from en-nabi
ealel).. Some' large tombs are said to contain the remains of more
than one saint, as in al-Anbia (Nablus), The 4ari1J, is supposed to

be built over the remains of the prophets Raiyalnn, Yasdjar and
Asar· the sons of Jacob. An inscription on silk hanging over the
tomb reads: "This is the tomb of the prophets of God, the Glorious,
the sons of our master J acob, and they are Raiyalfin, Yasadjar and
Asar. On behalf of our Prophet, these, and all other prophets may
there be the most efficacious prayers and the most complete peace." 1

In Abft Gho~ we find that the tomb of eS-Beb Isma'Il el-Tnbawi,
which lies by the north wall of the shrine, has a structure connecting
it with the wall. This structure is said to be the tomb of his son

as-seb Na~ir.

The following list illustrates the number of the tombs at some
maqiims, and their connection with the leading weli himself:

'-T f th lA L ti Graves of Graves of Wife or 80 8 a t
.l....ame 0 e we ~ oca Ion the welt brothers wives ns erv n

es-Hamad 2 Kolonia 1 2 1 1
es-Badr 2 Jerusalem 1 1
es-cAnbar CEsawiyeh 1 1

es-Isma
ci1 2 el-Qaryeh 1 1

es-Icmar Bet Duqquh 1 1 3 3

Zawiet ed-Darwisiyeh NAblus 4 1 1 1

el-Qatrawani near Bir Zet 1 1
el-Anbia 2 Nablus 3
el-Badriyeh 5 Sarafat 1 1 1
es-cAbd ee-Salam cAnata 1 1

1 The tradition that Zebulon, Issachar and Asher are buried in Nablus may
go back to the Samaritans.

2 Already described.
3 Es-seb L'mar is the son of ea-seg eale\t. His son Dahud had one SOD,

Ma:r;rar, whose son's name was Qasim. L'rnar and the last three are buried in
this sanctuary..

4 The two brothers Ahmad and Mrad el-Bustami are of equal importance.
5 The more important grave of the two is that of el-Badriyeh,
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T~e tombs are built of stone. In most cases the whole is simply
plastered ever and whitewashed. Even if they are situated out in the
open' air (cemetery, fields, etc.), and have no protection at all from
the storms, they are no better treated. Other tombs are constructed
of good hewn stones, which is usually the mark of a tomb of recent

origin.' The tombs of el-Tlzer, el-Mufaddil and of el-Mansur! are

very well kept. In the case of the first (Fig. 2, Plate 11) I could

recognize three layers of well wrought plaster (qsara). The general
structure of these tombs and of the cenotaphs of many important
'tvell,s consists of an upper gable section superimposed upon a lower
oblong base. Fig. 3 of Plate 11 shows a transverse section of such
a cenotaph. .

The orientation of the tomb is in general from E. to W., i. e. the
orthodox orientation of all Mohammedan tombs in this part of the

Mohammedan world. The dead are laid on their right sides with

their heads to the west and their feet to .the east, thus turning their
faces to the qibleh (direction of Mecca).» There are a few exceptions
to this rule. Es-seg Ghanim of Jericho, situated in the western
cemetery, is the best case of such an exception since his tomb is
built from N. to S. This saint is of the holy family ed-Dawa'ri, We
have already seen that some of them are buried in Surbahir and
others in Satfat. In the case of es-seg Zed CAnata) it is somewhat
difficult to decide how the tomb is supposed to lie. The wall runs

from N. to S. and in the midst of it there is a ~ahid, but only one,

and no signs of any enclosure running from east to west, defining
the direction of the tomb, It is generally said that graves showing
this direction belong to the pre-Islamic prophets, but this explanation,
although true of 'some, does not hold in the two cases alluded to.

The graves ot en-nabi eam\\'il, el-cl]zer, el-Mufaddil " and el-Anbif; 4

run approximately north to south, that of Lot 5 (Beni N'em) has a
N. to S. direction.

1 With regard to the general construction of modern Mohammedan tombs I
may refer to Boehmer's article, Aut den muslimisclu'Il Friedhofen Jerusalems.
ZDPV, 1909-10.

2 PJ VJI~ 86; Jaussen, Coutwme«, p. 99.
3 Both in CAwartah.
4 In Nablus.
:; It is curious that while the direction of the tomb is N. S., this prophet is

reported to have turned his face, while praying, to the south.
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ems.

Breadth Height

362 385 ems.
235 ems.
264 ems.

564
440
468

458

EI-(Uzer 'Awartah
el-Mansnr! CAwartah
el-Mufaddil 'Awartah
ea-sultan ~alil Qalawani Nablus

In shape the cenotaphs are elongated with top rounded', flat or
with a triangular section rising to a single edge. The tomb of el
Badriyeh (Fig. 1, Plate Ill) has a line from end to end of the top,
running parallel to the axis, and thus dividing the cenotaph into
two parts. It looks as though two tombs were indicated, but popular
tradition allows only for one. At both ends we find perpendicular
stones, na~b 1 or sahid, marking the head (west) and the feet (east).
Very often only the head na~b, sometimes carved in the form of a
turban, is found (es-seg Abll Halaweh, Jerusalem); in others neither
head nor feet are marked at all (es-seg Saddad and es-seb Salel;t).
Female saints (el-Badriyeh, Rab'ah etc.) and gigantic tombs (el-Tlzer
and el-Mufaddil) have no sawahid. In many cases, where we do not
find any such stones, a careful investigation shows that the cenotaphs
once had them, but have lost them (es-seg cNeni in Surbahir). Where
more than one saint is supposed to be buried in one and the same
grave, we may find more, than one sahid, as in el-Anbia (Nablus),
where there are three sawahid, one standing for each of the three
sons of Jacob, who are supposed to be buried here. According to
Jaussen these two perpendicular stones are symbolie, representing
the two angels who visit the' dead. 2 I could not verify this
statement. 3

The tomb may be as high as 1-1.50 meters, but some are very
low. The tombs of es-se!} Badr, of his wife, and that of es.~eb Rtl)an
are not raised at all above the surrounding floor. Those built outside
a maqam are generally elevated, while the lower ones are always inside
of buildings. The sizes of tombs differ enormously. The greater number
are of normal size, though some have exceptionally large dimensions.
The following are the largest that I have seen:

Name of saint Location Length

1 Mu~i~ el·mu~i~ and Hava do not give this special meaning, but "a stone
set up".

2 I have been unable to find such an explanation in the Arabic books.
3 Coutumes, 387.
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Name of saint Location Length Breadth Height

el-Anbia Nablus. 410 ems.
~asan er-Ra'i near. Jericho 590 225 140 ems.
en-nabi Musa near Jericho ems.
es-~eb Djarral) Jerusalem 195 137 185 ems.

Many cenotaphs have in one of their walls a small niche (taqah), in
which oil lamps (sradj, pI. surdj), matchboxes (ilbit kabrit, tsaJi/:lateh) 1,

ete. are placed. These niches may be found in the northern side of
the tomb, as at e~.seb ~uwan,2 e~-seb Imbarak;s in the southern side,
as at ed-Dawacri ,2 ed-Djarahid.! es-seg Zed,s e~-se9 Ismacil,2 or in the
western side, as in the case of es-seg Hamdallah 6 and es-seg 'Anbar.?
Some tombs' possess more than one, as in the case of the siub ed
Djarahid on the Mount of Olives, where there are" three tombs in
one line.s The one in the centre has two niches, a western and a

southern. The last niche is supplied with a wooden door. In one

taqah I found a lamp and tins of oil and in others water, matches,
and burned incense.s Es-seb ez-Zughbeh (near the tomb of el-Mansuri
in cAwal'tah) has such tdqat (pl, of taqah), a southern, a western and

an eastern one.
While in tombs situated in a shrine, with such a taqah the incense

is generally burnt in one of the 'wall niches.tv in all tombs found in
the fields or in a cemetery and having no building, light and incense
are placed in these cenotaph niches.

Some have on top a circular, shallow or deep cup-like cavity, in
which water, but more often flowers are placed. It is believed by
some that the soul of the dead visits the tomb once a week, on
Friday and expects to find some water to quench its thirst. These

t Really ka~~ateh, the "k" is pronounced in some dialects "ta".
2 In Surbahir.
3 Bet Iksa.
4 Mount of Olives.
5 eAnata. The taqah is made in this case by removing a stone from the wall

running from north to south.
6 BiddU.
7 tEsawiyeh.
8 Kahle mentions only two tombs, but there are three; PJ V~I, 90.
9 The middle and the southern tombs are connected at their head-ends with

a small wall, Whosoever lies between them will be cured from his disease. See
also Kahle, PJ VII, 91.

10 Tn ea-sen :aamad the oil lamps were placed on the tomb.
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cup-like holes are to be found more frequently in the tombs of common
people than in those of$ulla1J (pl, of $dleb, pious man).

From what I could gather from different people these cups are
used for one of the following purposes: 1

1. Water and flowers are placed in them. The purpose of the
water is to keep the Howers living for a long time. This is the
explanation given by the better class of people.

2. The water in the cup is for the birds, to drink (ann ru1), eZ-maiyet,
"for the (benefit) of the soul of the dead." The idea behind this
explanation ,is that the birds will thank the soul of the dead for
this benevolent act, and will in case of necessity testify to this good
action. Such an.explanation is given by people of the middle class.?

3. The water in the cup 3 serves to quench the thirst of the soul
of the dead. This idea I have heard from peasants and Borne simple
Mohammedans of Jerusalem.

Flowers, water, etc. are generally brought on Thursday afternoon,
the day when the cemeteries are usually visited.

Another custom, which points to the belief mentioned under
No. 3, is the fact that very often the relations of the dead read
the jatibah for his soul in case his widow becomes engaged to
another man. At the same time an egg and a small jar full of
water are buried at the head of the tomb. The water is supposed
to quench his thirst and wet his mouth, while the egg will burst
asunder, in place of the dead man, when the behaviour of his wife
becomes known to him."

Up to now only complete tombs have been mentioned, but parts
of tombs are also found. A short description of one of them will
suffice. In Snrbahir 5 just behind the guest-house there is a rectangular
depression in the rock about 4 x 2 metres in extent, with a depth
of 50-60 cm. Two steps lead down. In the midst of the western

1 It is curious that Kahle gives only one explanation of these cups, PJ VII, 90.
2 For the same reason, as Kahle thinks, about 450 kg of corn and a zir of

water are placed on the feast-day of el-imam es-Saft'! on the roof of his maqam
(Cairo).

3 At times there are two such cups. Ev!n on common tombs one may find them.
4 This custom is dying out.
- I have heard both "Surbahir" and "Surbahil".
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wall there protrudes a small, very simple building resembling one half
of a common Mohammedan tomb. Enquiring about the significance

of this I was told that es-seh Isma'il was buried in a small cave in
in the rock, and t~at this \,I building is intended to cover his feet,

which protruded since the cave was not long enough for the whole

body. In the east side of this half tomb there is a taqah which

serves light and incense.

Very often tombs are decorated. Ijinna, siru·qun and nileh are
used. Palm branches, hands, lines and dots are frequently met
with. Siraqun produces a beautiful red colour. It is curious that all
representations of palm branches made· on the graves of ed-Dawa'ri
(Surbahir) had five or seven branches. Sometimes verses from the

Qoran or the' names of God are written with these colours. In the

case of the three tombs of syug. ed-Djarahid (Mount of Olives) I
noticed a red line running across every tomb, commencing with the

lower and middle part of the northern side and terminating at the
lower and middle part of the southern side. In many cases an

inscription may be found connected with the tomb. The inscribed

stone is on the sides or on the top of the cenotaph.

Lastly it should be noted, that a great number of the tombs
situated inside a 1naqa.m are covered with one or more smrat 1 (pl, of

starah, cover). Generally it is a greenish cloth, often with a border

or embroidery in other colours. Sometimes the covers are decorated

with verses from the Qoran. On the ras2yeh (headstone) a turban

and sometimes a masbalJah (rosary) are placed. This last may,as
in the case of Beiram Sawi~ (Jerusalem), be placed around the whole

tomb. In many cases the starah itself is not put directly on the
tomb, but on a wooden cage, which is made in the form of the tomb

and encloses the grave. Such are especially used where the tombs are

very low, as in al-Badriyeh and the already mentioned Beiram Sawi~.

In many cases an inscription laid on the suiroh; and embroidered on

a piece of velveteen, informs us of the name or names of those interred
in the grave, as on the tombs of Irdjal el-cAmud, el-Anbia, es-seg

Ahmad el-Bistami and ea-sultan Badr el-Ghafir (all in Nablus).
Sometimes the tomb is encircled with an iron frame (es-seg Salman

el.Farsi).

1 Also sitrat, pl, of sitreh. This expression is not used much for these covers.
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All tombs so far described have been tombs" built of masonry.
But there are others made of an elongated heap of stones, surrounded
by a stone enclosure.' Such graves very much resemble the present
simple tombs of the peasants. We meet with t~em especially among
the Bedouins (es-seg Zughbeh.t Jericho). In some cases there is no
surrounding enclosure, and this points to the most primitive type of
tomb cult. The only example of this kind which I have seen is that
of es-seg Hues 3 of Biddu, No fdqah is connected with it.-4 In others
we do not find a heap of stones, but only a perpendicular stone at the
head and another at the foot to mark the position of the grave (qabr),

as in e~-se9 eabbftl) at Jericho. This supposed tomb is surrounded
by a 1J,uwetah (enclcsure).!

c) Trees

Trees constitute a very important element of most shrines. This is
not a new custom, for many of the "high places" of the Old Testament
were associated with "green trees". I have no doubt that with few
exceptions every Mohammedan sanctuary is, or was once, characterised
by one or motf3 trees. Welts of recent origin, however, are generally
treeless, like es-seg Abft IJalawi. A large number of these trees were
cut down during the war, while many have died of old age or been
uprooted by storms (el-Butmeh in Bet eafaJa). These are doubtless
the main causes why so many shrines are at present treeless.. I have
very often heard the following statement: "The weli has no tree at
present, but I remember very well that during my childhood there
stood a large tree there." In many cases, where the old tree was cut
down, the inhabitants of the village, to whom that particular saint
belongs, have planted a new one of the same species, as was done,
for example, in es-seg cAnbar. The huge fig tree which once grew
there was cut down and burned by the soldiers, whose camp was in
the neighbourhood. The people of cEsawiyeh have planted another

t Doutte, Magie et Religion, p. 432.
2 Not Zu'beh, as given by Kahle, PJ, 1911, p. 88.
3 In 1922 the inhabitants of the village had heaped stones together to build

the tomb.
t Kahle describes another example of this category, namely ea-sen Mo~ammed

Darir' el.Qadri (PJ, 1911, p. 87).
s In the vicinity there is a zaqgQm tree (a kind of myrobalm).
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in its place. At times it so happens that at some distance from the,
weli a tree grows up, and a statement by some one from the adjacent
village, that it was revealed to him in a dream that this tree belongs
to the same weli, is sufficient to protect the tree completely. A mes
tree (celtis australis L.) growing quite near es-seg 'Abdallah (SaCfat),
and a fig tree growing above the cave of es-seg. cAbd es-Salam CAnata,)
are .regarded at present as belonging to the saints.

According to my data from all the shrines where I was able to
obtain definite information 'RS 'to the presence or absence of trees,
they were found in 60 % of the cases. From an analysis of the
different species of trees growing \ near, these places we find that
sanctity is not attributed to one more than to others. 'I'his fact
indicates that it is not the tree itself which makes the place holy
but that the tree derives its sanctity from the weli to whom it is
dedicated. In some cases it would appear that there is proof to the
contrary, but see below. The following analysis may not be without
interest. Out of 128 cases where trees were found near sanctuaries,
in 30 cases the trees were oaks (ballut 1), in 25 figs (tin 2), in 21 carobs
(7:Jarrub 3), in 16 olives 4 (zetun 5), in 14 Mulberries (tut 6), in 12 lote
trees (sidr 7) and in 10 terebinths (butu1n 8). Other trees occasionally
found are:

1 Quercus coccifera L. In this connection I wish to express my thanks to
Mr. Dinsmore for his kindness in giving the exact botanical names.

2 FicU8 carica L.

3 Ceratonia siliqua L.

4 Olea europea L.

5 A few words about the role played by the olive tree in the Palestinian
folklore may be of interest. The olive tree is called in the different commentaries
on the Qoran. el·'adjarah el-mubtirakeh, the blessed tree. It comes from Paradise,
and is the most noble among all the plants (Fabr er-Razi VI, 264; VIII, 458).
A common proverb compares the olive tree with the bedouin (who can live
anywhere in the desert and requires very little for his living) and the fig tree
with the fellafJ (who has more necessities) and the vine with a sirMyeh (who
requires a great deal of attention). Christians belive that olive trees kneel down
in the night of the feast of Holy Cross. .

6 Moru« nigra L.

7 Zizyphus Spina Christi L.

8 Pistacia palestina Boiss~
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EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES IN PLATE I

Fig. 1. A frieze representing two serpents.

Fig. 2. The number 810170 inscribed over the entrance to the

sanctuary of en-nabi Lut,

Fig. 3. A frieze (ea-sultan Ibrahim el-Adhami, Sa(fat).

Fig. 4. Dots of hinna, or nileh.

Fig. 5. Dots of the five fingers.

Fig. 6. Decorations seen in the shrine of es-seg Hamed in ed-Djib.

I could not elicit their meaning.

Fig. 7. Representations of two serpents.

Fig. 8. Representations of different sorts of palm twigs, some have 5,

others 7 leaves, while most of them have more.
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snobar Pinus pinea L. stone pine,
sari; Cupressus sernpervirens L. cypress,
qres Pinus haleppensis Mill. Aleppo pine,
na7.Jl Phoenix dactylifera L. palm tree,
mallul Quercus aegilops L. Greek oak,
sabr Opuntia ficus indica L, Mill, prickly-pear,
dalyeh Vifis vinifera vine,

rumman Punica granatum L. pomegranate,
mes Celtis australis L. hackberry, nettle tree,

djummez Ficus sycomorus L. sycomore,

gMr Laurus nobilis laurel.

Trees which naturally predominate on the plains- such as
mulberries, palms and sycomores-are naturally more common in
connection with shrines found in the plains. .

In some cases a solitary tree serves to beautify the shrine, in
others a small or a large grove is assigned to the holy pe'son. It is
my opinion that in the neighbourhood of many of these holy trees
there used to be woods, from which one or more trees now survive,
testifying to the former "forest glory" of Palestine. Es-seh el-Qatrawant,
Irdjal Abll Tftb,l e~-~eg A1}.mad,2 es-~eh Abfi Lemun,3 etc. illustrate
this view.

It is not necessary that a group of trees assigned to a well, should
be all of the same species. The following shows that different trees
may be connected with the same weli:
Abti Lemtin Bet Iksa terebinth and oak trees;
el-Mansnr! 'Awartah mulberry and vine trees;
el-Tlzer 'Awartah terebinths, a palm and a c~;
sadjarat el-Arb'rn Qubebeh figs, oak and terebinths;
el·(Uzer CEzariyeh pomegranate, cypress and a lemon;
Salman el-Fars! Mount of Olives Aleppo pine, cypress, olive and

pomegranate;
Abtl Ttig. Bet Likia olive, oak, terebinth, carob and

several other sorts.
The trees are generally in close proximity with the sanctuaries.

In very exceptional cases the building encloses the tree, or rather·

t Bet Likia.
t tIirbet Qariet Sfideh.
s Bet Iks8..
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part of the trunk. But it is not infrequent for the tree to be found
at some distance from the weli. In cases where the holy man has
several trees dedicated to him, one may grow near the maqam, while
others are at _considerable distance from it. The best example of

~

this is al-Badriyeh, who has in her sanctuary an oak, two olive trees
and a lemon tree, another large oak tree to the east of the maqam,
a third oak in the valley, one on the way to el-Mal!)a and a fifth
which stood once east of er-Ram. This last was cut down during
the war. Ea-sultan Ibrahim el-Adhami (Bet ~anina) has a mulberry
and at some distance two oaks and a meseh. The last died recently
and was cut down.'

Holy trees, not connected with any qubbeh or tomb will be
described later. All holy trees, whether they be near to or far from
the shrine are revered and respected; even those that are not
connected at all with any shrine enjoy the same reverence. If the
holy tree is a fruit-tree such. as mulberry, fig, vine, cactus, etc. it
is regarded as a sabil,2 i. e. everybody who passes that way is
permitted to eat as much as he chooses, but nothing must be
carried away. One who breaks this rule is said to be severely
punished by the saint of that particular tree. Nearly all who avail
themselves of this privilege will recite the fati/:tah before plucking
the fruit. In other cases the qayim or ~addam (the responsible
servant of the shrine) reserves for himself only the right to gather
the fruit of such trees, as well as those of the wag! gardens
belonging to the shrine, as in the case of sittna 'el-JjaQ-ra in
Nablus. In the case of el-Mansuri (CAwartah) the large vine is
rented to some inhabitant of the village, who has the sole right to
cut the grapes. The income from the fruits is used to repair the
'inaqam.

How severely the saint will p~nish anyone who steals from his
property is shown in the following story about el- Man~uri.
A gendarme happened to pass through CAwartah. He rested under
the mulberry tree beside the sanctuary. Seeing the beautiful

1 Other examples are ei-aeb J;[amad (Kolonia) with a mulberry in the sanctuary
and an oak at a distance j ea-seg. CAbdallah (el-Qubebeh) also has a mulberry and,
OD the hill opposite OD the south, a carob (el-!J.arrubeh ed-djdideh),

2 SabU is used also for a water reservoir, as will be explained elsewhere.
3·
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grapes in the maqam, he cut a few bunches, despite the repeated
warnings of the people of the village. Before long the gendarme
began to vomit blood incessantly. Nothing helped or relieved him
until he bought a sheep and offered it to el-Man~tiri, thus appeasing
his wrath and atoning for his fault.

Another well-observed rule is that no one dares to cut any branch,
however small it may be, from any of these trees. Furthermore, the
saint will not allow anyone to gather and take away the broken or
withered branches. They may only he used for cooking such meals
as are offered in fulfilment of a vow, or meals prepared in festivals
of that particular well. Es.~eb Brek (pronounced by some Brets)
south of Yalo had many trees which were cut down by some of the
inhabitants of that village and converted into charcoal. According
to local belief he revenged this infamous act by slaying everyone
of the trespassers. The people always believe that locusts cannot
injure the huly trees. Most of those I asked about this subject
assured me that while all other trees of the village in the year 1916
were completely eaten up by this frightful curse, the holy trees
remained untouched. This can be taken as an excellent illustration
of the childlike belief of the peasants, for only such trees which
were in general not attacked elsewhere by the locusts, were spared
in the case of the welis.

One additional point should be mentioned in connection with
trees. The sacredness of the trees and the respect shown to every
weli is the reason why peasants of the neighbouring fields deposit
their grain and wood, their ploughs and other agricultural implements,
and the like, under these trees for one night or longer, feeling sure
that the wel~ will protect them. More will be said later about this
subject.

Not to be confused with holy trees which are associated with
saints, are those which are inhabited by demons. It is very difficult
to give any definite rule by means of which a stranger can differen
tiate between the one and the other. The following points appear
to be characteristic:

1. I have never heard that a tree supposed to be inhabited by
demons was hung with pieces of cloth. Every person whom I asked
about this answered in the above sense; and so I can not verify the
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statement of Mills, quoted by Goldziher 1 in his Mohatn'lnedanische
Studien.

2. While any tree can be sanctified by a weli, the djinn seem
only to inhabit certain kinds of trees, especially the l~arrub. Several
stories illustrating this belief may be found in my A.berglaube. 2 This
is why an Arabic proverb says, "Sleeping below a carob tree is not
recommended," 3 since it is thought that these trees are not only
preferred by the demons as a home, but that they assemble here
from time to time, Therefore a simple fella1J, will not bind his donkey
to a carob tree without asking the djinn first for permission. Super
stition tells us that this tree was the .cause of the ruin of king
Solomon's kingdom. The misfortunes attached to it may arise from
the idea that the !Jarrftb 4 belongs to the misfortune-bringing planet
Saturn.s Black fig-trees are also thought to be preferred by the
demons. 6

When a tree is inhabited by a. demon it cannot belong at the
same time to a weli. This is different with springs, where a good
and a bad spirit may dwell in one and the same water course. 1

The story of the ~Larrub tree and the ruin of king Solomon's
kingdom runs as follows: One day in the temple courts king Solo
mon noticed a young plant unknown to him. He asked this plant
for it name. ".IJ:arrftb" was the answer. "Of what use art thou?"
continued the king. "To destroy thy works," replied the plant.
The king then asked God that his death whenever it should occur,
might be hidden from the demons till all mankind should be .aware

1 11,850.
2 p. ss,
3 en-n8m tapt eZ-fJarrUb gher mamd'u[l,.
4 EJ-Madjriti, gltaiatu-l-(i,akim.
& The word lJarrab (carob) comes from the same root as fJarraba, "to. ruin,"

and so it is a very bad omen to dream about this tree; cf. 'Abd el-Ghani en
Nabulsi, taf~ir el-anam fita·bir el-manilm and ZDMG.

6 The following story may illustrate this point. M. I. from Artas went with
his wife S., daughter of M. Z., to the vineyards. He approached her under a
fig tree and forgot to say: "bismi-llab er-ra{l.man er-ra{l.im," to drive away the
djinn who Jive in such a tree. Soon afterwards his wife was attacked with
epilepsy which, as we know, is' thought to be caused by a djinn. In this case
he was told by a sea, to whom he went for advice, that the inhabiting demon
was a {eyr {aiyiir, "a flying bird," which could not be caught.

7 ,TPOB, I, pp. 158-170, and Aberglaube.
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of it. Having prayed thus, Solomon dug up the carob and planted
it in his garden where,. to prevent as far as possible any harm
coming from it, he watched it closely until it had grown into a
strong sapling. He then cut it down and made it into a walking
stick.

Now, many years before, Balqis, Queen of Sheba, had come to
prove the king with hard questions, one of which was how to pass
a silk thread through a bead, with a screw-like perforation. He
asked all animals, birds, reptiles, insects and worms for help.
Only a small white worm undertook the task, which it performed
by taking the end of the thread in its mouth, then crawled in at
one end, and out of the' other. Solomon granted its request that
it might lodge in any plant it chose, and feed thereon. Unknown
to him it had found a home under the bark of the [}arrfib tree,
which had become his staff, and had penetrated to the very centre
of the trunk. The time arrived for the king to die, and he
happened to be sitting as usual, leaning on his stick, when the
angel of death came and took away his soul; unknown to the
demons who continued their work according to the king's instruc
tions for full forty years. At last, however, the worm hollowed
the whole staff, which suddenly broke and the body of the king
rolled to the ground; and thus the evil spirits knew that their
tyrant was dead. 1

d) Water Courses

Another feature of most of the holy places is the presence of
water. This is either rain-water stored in cisterns (bir, pI. biar) or
hrabat (pI. of hrdbeh, a cistern-like hole, which is not plastered), or
living water of wells and baiyarat (pl, of baiyarah, which are
especially found in the plain), and lastly running water from springs
and brooks. Of course not all shrines have water near them, but it
is to be found in the greater number. Such a spring or cistern is
more or less sacred to the holy man near whose shrine it is, and
from him it may derive supernatural power, which if known is made

1 The story is found in Dairatu-l-macarif VII; a part of it is mentioned in
al-uns ed-djalil etc. I, 121; Hanauer, Folklore ot' the Holy Land pp. 49~ 50. The
text is taken mostly from the last source.
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use of by the fellahin. This subject will be dealt with later in greater
detail

In many cases the cistern or the well is in a ruined condition
and thus does not hold water. 1 At shrines situated on or near the
tops of high mountains, cisterns are more usual; in the western plains

wells, cisterns, baiyarat and hrabat are generally found; while in the
hill country, where the holy places are situated on the sloping side
of the mountain, springs are more common.

In a few cases a sabil is attached to the sanctuary. Sabil means
in this case a reservoir, built by the public road and filled at re
gular periods with water, so that every thirsty passerby benefits by
it. A cup is always left in these places. Among wells with sabils
may be mentioned: al-imam (All and es-se!} Djarral}.. The latter is

surrounded by a zawiyeh (a sort of a convent). Outside the maqam
a new mosque was built, on the inner walls of which hang tbul (pl,

of tabl, drum), $nftdj (pl, of ~indj, brass castanets), spears (~arbeh,

pI. b,arbat 2), long sharp spits or siab (pl. of silt) and lims (pl, of ~iS)

spits of another sort. 3

The word misqay is used in some places for sabil. Some shrines,
like sayidna Sa'd eI-An~ar and e~-~eh Hamdallah, have one or more
big earthernware jars (zir, pI. ziar), which are kept full of water.
The pious pilgrim and the passerby find water for their ritual puri

fication and refreshment.

The weli Hamdallah 4 is situated in the immediate neighbour
hood of the western cemetery of Biddu, It is composed of a quad
rangular enclosure, built of stone and mortar. The door is in the
northern side. Around the tomb an oak-tree and a rose-bush
grow, and another rose-shrub is to be seen outside the enclosure.
A similar jar to that mentioned above was placed in the outer

south-west corner, but was broken when I visited the shrine in 1922.
A mi~rab, indicated on the southern wall, marks the direction for
prayers. Some rags were fastened on the tree. To the north of
this shrine there is a large water basin, hewn in the rock.

1 As is the case in Aba Lemun, el-Qatrawanl, es-Sidri, etc.
2 The correct plural is [lit·ab.
3 The use of these weapons and musical instruments will be described else

where.
• l\lcCown, 1.c., mentiones only the name, not having seen the actual place.
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EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES IN PLATE II

Fig. 1. A rough sketch of es-seh Hamad in Koldnia.

A = Outer Court.
B = Maqam
.C = School Room
D = Rawaq

E = Room for the teacher

a = Cistern
b = A mulberry tree
c = Mi1}.rab
d ~ The tomb of the servantv , partly inside

the shrine and partly in the court
e = The tombs of the seh, his two wives and

that of his son.

Fig. 2. A rough sketch of the sanctuary of el-'Uzer CAwartah).

A = Elevated place
B == The huge tomb
C = A room with a Samaritan inscription on the western

wall. Below the inscription there are three niches
a, b, c = Three rooms, in b there is an inscription (Samaritan),

in c food is cooked by the visitors
1, 2 = Two butum trees

a = Several carob trees
4 = A palm tree
5 = A quadrangular opening leading to a cave.

Fig. 3. A transverse section of the tomb ·of el-rUzer. The other

tombs of 'Awartah have the same form.

Fig. 4. A perpendicular section of a complicated qubbeh..Section

running through two opposite corners.

Fig. 5.' Decorations around the mihrab of the sanctuary of es-seb
Yasin (Der Yasin).
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Sometimes the running water and the tree are the only indications
of the sacredness of the place, and at other times we find only
water courses, which although not connected with any shrine, grave
or holy tree are considered to be sacred and are assigned to some
holy person. In one case, el-Matba'ah, there is a swamp connected
with a weli. This marsh has a widespread reputation for relieving
rheumatic pains and is at the same time supposed to cure sterility.

650/0 of all sanctuaries recorded in this connection possessed a
source of water (flowing or standing) in the neighbourhood.

e) Caves

The last feature to be noted is the presence of a cave in or about
the shrine. We must consider three quite different kinds of caves:

I. Sacred caves connected with a sanctuary, either tomb or maqdm.

2. Sacred caves, which have no connection with any shrine.

3. Simple caves, having no apparent connection with the sacredness
of a shrine, though situated near one.

It is interesting to note how many holy places are directly or
indirectly connected with one or other kind of cave.

Sacred caves sometimes lie inside the maqam itself and appear
rather like a shallow cistern with a wide opening. t In such cases
we seldom find a tomb in the shrine, and the people believe that
the tomb is inside the cave itself. 2 Of course no one has ever dared
to descend into the cave to look for the grave. The mouth of such a
cave is generally closed.

The following story .illustrates this belief. The qaiym of es-seg
Mohammad, whose shrine lies in wadi ed-Damm, to the south of
ed-Djorah, once ventured to decend into the cave (el-ghar) of the
shrine. There he saw the 'lveli with a. bloody sword in his hand.
This sword was thal of the Mohammedan - leader who fell here
while leading the troops who finally conquered Askalon. As soon
as the .qaiym climbed out he fell sick, and died in a few days.

More often the caves are outside the building, either near by or
some distance away. Occasionally people relate that the holy man

1 As is the case, for example, in the sanctuary of en-nebi Lu] (Bani NCem)
2 S. Kahle, PJ, 1911. p.92.
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has been seen leaving his shrine and walking to .the cave, whence,
after staying some time, he returns to his maqam. Caves connected
with holy persons are always respected. Some have never been
entered; others are approached only during the daytime, as their
ioahrali (condition of inspiring awe) is very strong. In many cases
oil lamps are lighted and incense is burnt in the cave itself. No
animals are allowed to enter such a cave, for it is believed that the
spirit of the holy man will sooner or later inflict severe punishment
upon such an animal. Many peasants say that they have seen in
such a cave a greenish light, which is extinguished as soon as a
human being approaches the place.

In most respects the above description also applies to sacred
caves not connected with any shrine. Fuller details regarding this
type of holy places will be given later. Among such caves we may
mention: One on the left side of the carriage-road leading from
Jerusalem to Kolonia, just opposite the last house of Lifta, which is
situated on the right side of the road. 1 A cave in the garden of
the Leper Hospital in Jerusalem. 2

In addition to these two groups of caves there are many instan
ces where caves are not far distant from sanctuaries but have no
direct connection with them. Often they lie in a ruin. Shepherds
may keep their flocks there during the night. Instances are the
caves found around the shrines of es-~eg 'Abd es-Salam, es-seg es
Sidri and es-seg 'Anbar, The caves of the first are in the ruins of
birbet cAlmit, those of the second in girbet Der es-Sidd, and those
of the third in birbet Ibqu' ed-Dan, The caves below the shrine of
es-sitt el-Badriyeh (Sarafat) are used for storing straw (tibn).

These caves are of two types - either natural or hewn in the
rock. Most of the latter are ancient rock tombs, the entrances to
which have been enlarged. It is sometimes observed that old, damaged
and partly buried vaults are counted as caves. This I have especi
ally noticed in CAwartah.

The three caves belonging to this class are to my mind the
crudest type of sanctuaries. They were ruined, dark, dirty and
unattended. Es-seg Srur is situated inside the village and is made

1 The terrain where this cave is found is known by the name el-:aomeh.

2 The story of this cave is given on another page.
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of a low, dirty,. dark and half ruined room which was at the time
of my visit full of lime. EI-fAdjami is a very low, narrow and
dirty opening in the habitation of a peasant. The maqam was
filled with firewood. A second CAdjami has as shrine a roomlike
cave, situated below a building and vaulted over.

Although these sanctuaries are of so crude a type, they are
honoured and respected by the peasants. Oil-lamps are lighted
in them, oaths and vows are made in their name.

Among sanctuaries having a sacred cave in their vicinity are:
EI·cUzer near "Awartah, e~-~a9rah in the mosque of Omar (Jerusa
lem), es-seg Al)mad el-Hwes in Biddu, and es-§eg es-Sidri near
CAnata.

The first two will be described more fully later. The tomb of
es-~eb Al}.mad el-Hwes t lies in the common cemetery, while the
cave, which is more highly honoured, lies at the very edge of the
village. It is an ancient tomb hewn in the rock which, becomes
partly filled with water during the winter time. All vows and
lights are offered to this saint in this place. He has been also
seen to walk out of the cave.

The es-Sidri has been already described.

Sacred caves which are not connected at all with a tomb or a
masonry maqam will be discussed below. Among caves which, although
found in the neighbourhood of holy places, have no connection with
the sacredness of the maqam are: 2

e~-8eg Yusif between el-Bireh and Surdah,
es-seg 'Ammar in Der Duwan,
es-~~g. AbO. Y1isif north of Kafr Ni'meh,"
es-seg (Abd es-Salam in fAnata.

The shrine of es-seg r Abd es-Salam "lies east of C Anata· in the
vicinity of the ruin. It has one room enclosing the tomb, which
is covered with a green cloth. The head stone is dressed with a
greenish laifeh (the head dress of the peasant). I found in the
shrine a straw mat, many oil-lamps, oil-bottles which were mostly

1 McCown, Ope cii. p. 50, seems to know nothing a bout the tomb of this
weli. He describes only the cave.

2 These caves need not be always close to the u'eli.
3 Reported to the writer by Omar Effendi el-Barghfiji.
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empty, straw brooms, an earthern oil-jar and a copy of the Qoran.
Outside of this room there are several caves, small and large, which
do not share the sacredness of the weli. To the northeast we see
the tomb of his son, e~-~eg Sliman. A fig-tree grows in the rock
adjacent to the shrine. It is related by some that the father
planted it; according to others, God made it grow in the rock to
prove the authenticity of the weli.

We have hitherto dealt only with those caves whose nature as
such is apparent. Very often people tell us that beneath or beside
a wel?' there is a hidden cave, inside of which the tomb of the holy
person is situated. This feature is met with in es-seg Al)mad -el
Karaki et-~aiyar (in Qastal), sittna el-Hadra (in NabIus), es-seg el
Qatrawani (between Bir Zet and CAtarah) en-nabi Samwil (Mizpah
of Samuel), e~-~eB-lrAbdallah (in Qubebeh), etc.

Sittna el-IjaeJra illustrates this class. Three doors, the middle
one being the main one, lead to an elongated room which is spread
with carpets. The walls, especially the southern one, are decorated
with' rough paintings, Qoranic verses, and hung with musical in
struments and weapons of the dervishes. The mib·rab is beautifully
decorated. A door in the western wall leads to a small and dark
room, which is known by the name huzn -Ia'qub ("Jacob's sorrow"),
since it is believed that Jacob wept here for the supposed death
of his beloved son J oseph. The se~ relates that this room is built
on a cave which was once opened. Fifty two steps used to lead
down to it. This cave is thought to be the actual place where
J acob spent his days of mourning. 1 The sanctuary is surrounded
by beautiful gardens.

It is a mistake to confuse the caves described above with those
inhabited by djinn, who appear in different shapes, mostly during
the night, and always try to injure the passerby. Such caves are
Mgharit Abll Far]; and Mgharit Mardj el-Badd (both in Abft Dis).
In the first one the djinn appear sometimes in the form of animals
and sometimes in the shape of human beings. At the second men
tioned cave the demons assume the appearance of a cock.

Places and caves regarded as holy by Christians and Jews 'may,
at the same time, be considered by the Mohammedans to be the

1. There is no tomb in this cave.
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abiding place of djinn. Although this is rare, the following episode

illustrates the point. Sliman Mu~tafa, a peasant of MaJ!:ta, was
returning one evening from Jerusalem. As he was overtaken by
heavy rain, he sought shelter in a cave which lies near Bir el-Balat,
and not far from the convent of the Holy Cross. The monks of this
convent are said to have buried their dead. here in former years.

No sooner had he sat down on a stone than a he-goat came close

to him. The peasant, joyful at this unexpected gift, struck a match

but could see nothing. .A.t\s soon as the light of the match went out,

he saw the goat again. Frightened by the repeated appearance and

disappearance of this animal, he rushed out of the cave with the

words "in the name of the Gracious, Merciful God." This freed him

from the demon, which was following him in the shape of the he-goat.

3. TYPES OF SANCTUARIES

We have now considered all the characteristic elements of these

sanctuaries - with the exception of stone circles, stone heaps and

rocks, which may also be found. We now proceed to deal with the

various combined features which may make up a weli. Attention

must first be drawn to a constant factor affecting the importance of

the different features of a shrine. The two most important parts of
a sanctuary are without doubt the maqam and the tomb; trees and
water-courses rank second, other features being generally of minor

significance. I hope, however, in the following pages to make it clear

that even to these unimportant features is sometimes granted a high

degree of sanctity, No place can be considered holy, i. e. inhabited

by a holy person, unless two conditions are fulfilled: (1.) The

performance there of religious acts, such as oaths, vows, lighting lamps,

burning incense, etc.; (2.) the occurrence there of unnatural phenomena,
as, for example, hearing religious music, seeing a light lit by itself,
or a severe punishment befalling a trespasser. These points will be

considered in a subsequent chapter. Let us now study the different

features which may constitute a shrine in the wide sense of the word.

They may be divided into nine classes:

I. Sanctuaries consisting of a maqam and a tomb, with all or

most of the other features;

11. A maqam but no tomb;
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Ill. A tomb without a 1naqam;
IV. A cave with or without a tomb;
V. A simple circular enclosure of stone, without a tomb;

VI. A spring or a well;
VII. A solitary tree or a group of trees;

VIII. A heap of stones;
IX. A simple large stone or a rock.

I to VI may, or may not be combined with one or more of the
following features: a tree, water, a ruin or a cave.

I. Sanctuaries with a shrine (maqiim} and a tomb.

These are the most complete and highly developed forms. Usually
we find them whenever we. have to do with an important, well
established and highly honoured saint. In such cases the tomb of
the holy person was the primary part of the shrine, and in the
course of time an individual or village built the sanctuary. The more
important the holy man, the greater the complexity of the building.
Prophets (anbia) enjoy the largest maqams. But even many of the
simple syu~ have shrines falling within this group, as, for example,
e~-~eh et-Tori, es-seg 'Anbar, etc. Some of them are elaborate
structures, as eA-seg Tmar (Bet Duqqu), es-~eg Hamad (Kolonia)
and Irdjal el-cAmftd (Nablus), Good examples of large and complicated
buildings are those of en-nabi Musa and Ali ibn C(E)lem.t

The shrine of es-seg I'mar 2 the son of e~-seg SaleQ is situated
on the mountain on which Bet Duqqu is built. The sanctuary
consists of three rooms, a cistern and an open place to the north
of the rooms. The open place is surrounded by a massive wall
and has a palm-tree on its east side. The two western rooms
communicate with each other. In the southern one there are the
tombs 3 of the welt and his wife, while in the northern one. his son
es-seg Dahud is buried. On each side of the door which leads
from this room to the open place we see a tomb, the eastern one
of which covers the remains of es-seg Qasim, the son of cAli the
son of Marar, while the western one belongs to this Marar the

1 North of Jaft·a.
2 Corruption of 'Omar,
3 The tombs were decorated with ~inna and maghri.
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EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES IN PLA.TE III

Fig. 1. Plan of el-Badriyeh.

A = Outer Court
B == Inner Court
C == Back Court
D = Small Garden
E = Cemetery
F = Sanctuary
G = Ruaq, serving as a djami'

Fig. 2. Plan of Lrdjal el-CAmfLd.

a = door to outer court
b ==-door "to inner court
c = entrance to the maqam
d = cistern -
e = tomb of el-Badriyeh
f = 'tombs of her children
g == tomb of her husband
h = pr~yer niche
i == two olive trees
k == an oak tree
1 == entrance to a cave.

- j

a = entrance to court
b == cistern
c == private tombs (those of the servants and relatives of the Saints)
d == qubbeh
e == a djami C with a m~rab

f == under the , window is the opening to a cave, where 4Q martyrs
are said to be buried. It is called ghar seydna 'Ali ibn Abi Talib

-g == the tombs of the siuy.

On the sQsiyeh of the main entrance (a)·8 fragment of a-pillar is built.

Fig. 3. A part of the wall of.the enclosure of e1-Man~uri in 'Awartah.
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son of Dahfld. The eastern room used to serve as a makiob

(school room), but its ruined state at present makes it useless.
In the 'two western rooms there were oil-lamps, oil-bottles, two
long wooden sticks for banners, a pot with sweet-basil t and a
heap of carob fruits. 2 The last is the weli's portion of the
carob tree, which belongs to him and grows at some distance
from the maqam.

Since every point in connection with maqiim» of .this group has
:already been described, we may pass on to the next class.

11. Maqams without a tomb

They are sanctuaries built in a village and bearing the name of
a djami'3 (a mosque), like djami' el-Arbin (Esawiyeh), djami' 'Omar
ibn el-lJattab 4 (Surbahir 5), djami' el-Tlaer 4 (el-Qaryeh), etc.

Djami' el-(Uzer lies to the east of the French Benedictine church
and convent. The shrine consists of an open place, to the south
of which there is a rawo;q with two arches and a prayer room,
which has two beautifully decorated mi1;trabs. To the west of the
open court is a small room, in which the dead are ritually washed
before they are buried. A spring and-a palm-tree are found in
the open courtyard. Around the two mi1J,rabs of the prayer room
and around that of the rawaq there are impressions of hands, and
representations of palm branches, some of which have nine, others
seven leaves.

The people are well aware that the holy man whose name the
mosque bears was not buried here. They explain the connection of
his name with the place by the fact that during his lifetime he was
very pious and therefore so honoured that in every place where he
is supposed to have offered prayer-and he never missed one of the
five daily prayers-a mibrab was erected and later a djami( was
built. This explanation, told me by the mubtar (the village chief) of

1 Bi~an, ocymon basilicum.
2 QarrUb, carob.
3 This, of course, is not an absolute rule, for there are mosques containing

tombs, like djamiC el-cAmari (Der Aban).
~ Probably a church which was changed into a mosque.
5 Pronounced at times also Surbahil.
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Surbahir, and by people of Soba, is commonly given in connection with
the Caliph 'Omar ibn el-lIattab and ea-sultan Ibrahim el-Adhami.!
Many mosques bearing the name of the Caliph are "called 'Umari,

This may account for some, but, of course, it cannot explain all the
djawamiC (pl. of djami) of this category. In many cases it is believed
that the holy man lived, taught, or appeared after his death in this
spot and that therefore a mosque was built in his memory. A third
explanation was given me by the mubtar of CAnata. He said that
every time a new mosque is built it is dedicated to some saint, who
is not necessarily chosen from among the most important. But the
present writer is of the belief that the basis of such a dedication is
"a legend connecting the man of God in question with the locality.

The following stories will serve as illustrations.

In the room known by the name of huzn Ya'qub and situated in
sittna el-lJa<}ra (Nab Ius), Jacob is supposed to have mourned for the
death of his beloved son Joseph.

EI.cUzer came to el-Qaryeh to adore Almighty God. He fastened
his ass to a pillar beside the spring and prayed. His devotion was
performed with such intensity that it lasted one hundred years, and
he thought it was only a few minutes. As he turned to the place"
where he had fastened his animal he found that only the skeleton
of the ass was left.2

Es-seb el-Qatrawani lived in the village of Qatrah north of Gaza.
According to one version of the story he left his village - since he
could not fulfill his religious duties there-and came to the lonely

t In Sa'fat, Bet l;lanina and eoba. In the first two there is a mosque, while
in the third we find only a square place with a m~rab, a large fig tree (not an
oak-tree as McCown says) and a small enclosure (ltu/UJetiyeh) in the north-west
corner. In the ~aqak situated in the west wall are found various pits of broken
pottery, in which incense was burned. , Most of the people gave me the name
es-sultdn Ibrahim, not es-seg Ibrahim (Mc Cown).

2 Cf. Qoran, Swrah 11, 258ft'. The text (Sale's translation) runs: "And God
causeQ. him CUzer or Ezra) to die for a hundred years, and afterwards raised him
to life. And God said, How long hast thou tarried here? He answered, A day
or part of day. God said, Nay, thou hast tarried here an hundred years. Now
look .on thy food and thy drink, they are not yet corrupted, and look on thine
ass: and this we have done that we might make thee 11 sign unto men. And
look on the bones of thine 8S8, how we raise them and afterwards . clothe them
with flesh."

4*
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spot of pahrit Hammudeh,' a high hill between Bir Zet and CAtarah.
Bere he lived in prayer and self-mortification. According to another
version when his dead body was being carried for burial, he flew up
off their shoulders and descended on the hill, where his shrine stands
at present.t

In the room leading to the so called Stables of Solomon, "the crib
of Christ" (stir saiydna 'Isa) is shown. It is related that St. Mary
used to put her child here.

Below the Holy Rock of the "Mosque of Omar" visitors are
shown places where David, Solomon, Abraham, Elijah and Mohammed
are thought to have prayed. Each of these spots is holy.

Near some shrines of the first group there has been built recently
a mosque, which bears the name of the holy person honoured near
by. But such a djamf serves only for prayer, while all honours
continue to be given to the old shrine. Examples of this are e~-seb

Djarra}.1 and Sa'd u S'id 3 (both in Jerusalem).
Hitherto we have only dealt with shrines of this class, where it

is absolutely certain (according to general belief and to external
appearance) that no tomb exists. But there is a subdivision of this

. class forming a connecting link between this and the previous group,
and comprising those sanctuaries where no tomb exists and where
there is not the slightest external sign pointing even to the possibility
of a tomb, though local tradition asserts that the saint was buried
there, either beneath the building or in a cave which was afterwards
closed. Such sanctuaries are el-Qatrawani, es-~eb Ahmad el-Karaki
(Qastal), es-~eb Husen (Bet Stirik), es-seg Abli. lsma'il (Bet Likia),
es-~eb (Abdallah (Qubebeh), etc.

E~-seb Abl1 Isma'il, which lies in the midst of the village, consists
of two rooms. The front one serves as a guest-house (ma4ajeh),
while the second is the shrine of the saint. No tomb is anywhere
to be seen. But it is said that the well is buried in a cave which
lies beneath the shrine. In the middle of the guest-house is the
fire-place (udjaq) where coffee is prepared. In the outer courtyard

1 The shrine is surrounded by the remains of a church.

2 I heard these two versions from people of &Atarah, the second seemed to
be the prevailing one.

3 The shrine of the latter Bel! is in ruins.
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is a sidreh (lote tree) which furnishes a protecting shadow, so that
the guests assemble under it in the summer months.

Another subdivision is the group to which Qubbet el-Arb'in j ("the
dome of the Forty") belongs. Every Mohammedan knows that "the
Forty" were not buried in this sanctuary; nevertheless an elongated,
rectangular frame of stones in the midst of the floor running east
and west, stands for a tomb.

Ill. A tomb without it building

There is scarcely a village which does not possess at least one such
·weli. In some places - as in Surbahir and Jericho-this type is by
far the most common. Such holy places may be composed of one or
of a whole set of tombs. Where several tombs are found side by side
the persons buried generally belong to the same "holy family." Such
cases are syuh ed-Dja'abri s (Hebron), hadj I'bed (St. John), Irdjal
Stlfeh (Der Ghassaneh 3), es-seg Abtl Yamin (Bet fAnan), es-Suhada
(the martyrs of Hebron) and el-Mudjahdin (the fighters in the holy
war- of Ramleh), In many cases the descendants of these saints
are still living.

The shrine of es-seg Abft Yamin is surrounded by an enclosing
wall. The tombs of es-seg and of his son. are in the maqam, while
the graves of his descendants are in the open court around the
.building, enclosed by the wall. A pomegranate, a palm and a fig
tree belong to the saint. It is said that he is often seen flying
while his band of musicians is playing. According to local belief
he and all his descendants were chosen men of God.

With the exception of a few such places -like those of es-Suhada
and el-Mudjahdin-c-most representatives of this class belong to recent
times. They generally come within one of the following categories:

1. A living seg· of a holy family dies. His tomb receives more or
less the same honours as those of his ancestors. Examples are es
seg Bget, es-seb ailft and es-seg Salel}. of the family of ed-Dawa'ri
(Sftrbahir).

1 Situated on the Mount of Olives, in the midst of the cemetery. It is a square
building with a small dome. A small fig garden is connected with it.

2 Their ancestor was the renowned scholar (aUm) ed-Dje'bari,
3 lnformation derived from Omar Effendi EI-Barghutt
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These syug. ed-Dawa'ri are interred in the common western
cemetery of the village. Their tombs are enclosed by a rectangular
wall which is in many places defective. The most important of
them are es-seg. el·cNeni and Abu Mita. Although their tombs are
smaller than the three mentioned above, they enjoy greater respect
and honour. All except the tomb of el-cNeni have stones at head
and foot and a niche in which oil is lighted. The newer tombs are
decorated with binna and ~raqun. Broken oil-jars and oil-bottles
are scattered around the tombs.

2. If there dies a famous holy man or a derwiS who had founded or
was a prominent member of a tariqah, or used to heal the sick during
his life, his tomb tends to become sacred and himself a weu: The
best example of this is es-seg Abft J;lalawi.

He is buried ·in the cemetery which runs along the east wall
of Jerusalem. The tomb is situated on rising ground to the north
of St. Stephen's gate. The qandzl, described ?y Kahle t and shewn
in the photograph which he took of the place, was stolen "during
the war. Flowers are very often deposited on the tomb. This seg
was very much honoured during his life. Sick people and those in
trouble used to obtain healing and help from him. While his dead
body was being carried to the. place of burial, it flew away and
descended on the spot where the soul of the welt chose to have
his remains interred. His tomb is honoured and the sick very
often tear a piece from their garments and bind it around the
head .stone.

. 3. A night vision of some villager shows him that this or that
place, in or near his own neighbourhood, is sacred as the burial
place of a 1,velt The people of the village will then probably build
there ,a tomb, as was done in the case of es-seg Suwan,

A peasant of Snrbahir, who lived ina small cave, lost one
member of his family after the other through death. No one could
explain his misfortune. One night a reverend se~ appeared to him
in a night vision and reproaching him severely said: "Why do you
not respect my habitation? If you will not atone for your past
forgetfulness I will cause the remainder of your family to die."

1 PJ VI. p. 67.
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The frightened man asked: "Who are you, my Lord?" The reply

was: "I am seg Suwan and am buried here." Early in the morning

a tomb was built, the cave cleaned and the family moved elsewhere.

In many cases a low circular enclosure, 1;lu'tvetiyeh, surrounds the

tomb. Even in high structures it is never vaulted. Generally it is

constructed of simple, unhewn stones, as in the following cases:

E~-se9 SabbaJ}. in Jericho,
eS-geg. Zughbeh in Jericho,

es-seg Hamdallah in Biddu,

es-seg Imbarak in Bet Iksa,
es-seg c~eri in Der Ghassaneh.!
es-seb el-Habil! in Der Ghassaneh.

Sometimes this enclosure is built more solidly, hewn stones and

mortar being used. The walls may be high and surround the entire

group of objects: tomb, trees, mibrab and open court. This open space

surrounding the tomb is often paved with stone slabs, especially in

the case of important welis like el·cUzer (Fig. 2, Plate II), el-MufaQQil

and al-Mansurt (all in 'Awartah). In the case of al-MaD~l1ri the wall

surrounding the tom b is constructed on three sides of beautiful small
vaults (Fig. 3, Plate Ill).

In the case of simple enclosures an opening like a door is some

times left on one side. This door is often made of two large side

stones set upright with another on top, and is rather low. Although

visitors are supposed to enter through this door, this is seldom done.
Many Bedouin welis are of this type.

Es-seg Sabbah and ez-Zughbeh 2-both in Jericho-are good
illustrations of the foregoing type. The former has a very low

door, while in the second a breach in the low wall serves the

purpose. A visitor must cree~ if he wishes to enter through the

door of the enclosure of Sabbal) in orthodox fashion," so every
one prefers to jump over the wall.

In most cases of a tomb with an enclosure it is said that at

different times the people proposed to erect a maqam, but the saint

t Information from Omar Effendi el-Barghfiji,
2 Kahle, PJ, 1911, pp. 88. Not Zu'beh but Zughbeh.
3 Creeping through the door, and thus humiliating oneself is regarded with

more favour by the le!!, than jumping over the wall.
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himself refused to have one and pulled down in the night what was
built during the day, throwing the stones far away.

The tomb of es-seg. Darwis of Bet Surik is surrounded by a
high enclosing wall. Every time the peasants of the village tried
to build him a suitable tomb and to 'put a roof on the four walls,

. the saint showed his dissatisfaction by pulling down their work,
until they were obliged to give up their idea. The same is said
of el-Man~uri, el-Mufaddil and others.

In some cases we are shown a tomb, but exact investigation will
fail to disclose any thing, even a heap of stones, which might mark
the existence of a tomb. Under the terebinth tree of es-seb Mu~tafa

<eBb§,) irregularly scattered stones were said to represent the tomb
of the welt But I could not distinguish any characteristic of a tomb.
The scattered stones were shaped like ordinary field stones.'.

IV. A cave with or without a tomb

There are two types of sacred caves: those with and those without
a tomb. The first type is rare and its best representative is es-seg
es-Sidri, 2 A careful description of this sanctuary may suffice to explain
this point more exactly. The weli is situated in the ruin Der es-Sidd,
south of es-seg. 'Abd es-Salam, on the top of a low hill. In the ruin
there are many caves 3 hewn in the rock, with stairs leading down
to them. Many cisterns, mostly defective, are scattered here and
there. Bir ez-Zqaq provides water for shepherds. The saint's tomb
is situated in a rather large, natural cave with a low roof. The
entrance is built of good hewn stones and surrounded by a square
outer court, which lies lower than the western part. There is no door
to close the cave. At the N. N. E. extremity we find the tomb erected
on an elevated square platform with two pillar fragments on the
front corners. On both of them, as 'well as around the tomb, we find
oil-lamps, candle-stumps, matches, broken jars, bottles, etc. Besides
this tomb there is no other building. At present no tree is connected
with this sanctuary, but formerly a large terebinth adorned the
empty space.

1 McCown, Ope cii., p. 56.
2 According to some his first name is Muhammed , according to others

cAbdallah.
3 These are used at present for cattle.
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Other examples of this type are: Es-seg AQmad el-Gharib (N. of
el-Mdjedil near Nazareth); as-seb Salman el-Farsi (Mount of Olives):
who used to have his tomb in a cave, and es-sayidi er-Rab' ah,

By the cave of es-seg Salman el-Farsi a beautiful qubbeh 1 was built.

Formerly a narrow canal (dahliz) used to lead to the cave. In
front of the pretty shrine several trees were planted: a cypress, a
pine, two pomegranates and an olive tree. A cistern is also
connected with the place:

Es-sayidi er-Rab'ah 2 (not Rahba, as stated by Meistermann.s
nor Rahibet as stated in Baedeker 4) who has her sanctuary near
el-Mas'ad (the place of ascension) and below Zawiet el-As'adiyeh, is
honoured by the Mohammedans, Christians and Jews. The Ohristians
and Jews do not reverence here er-Rab'ah.! but Pelagia " and the
prophetes Hulda,? respectively. Twelve steps lead from the upper
room to the cave in which the tomb is shown, all hewn in the solid
rock. ·A small room near the grave is said to be the place where
she used to perform her daily devotions. Er-Rab'ah, it is said, used
to kneel a thousand times daily saying: "I ask for no recompense,
but to satisfy the Almighty God." In the upper room there is a
cistern whose water is said to have a specially pleasant taste.

There are some caves, in front of which tombs are found and
both these two features are intimately connected with each other.
It is said that the weli has been seen occasionally walking from his
~omb to the cave. As illustrations we may cite es-seg Ahmad el
Huwes, which has already been described, and e~-seb CAsfftr 8 to
the south of Der Ghassaneh. 9 In the first case, all honours are paid
to the cave, where it is supposed that the soul of the saint lives.

t Kahle, PJ, voI. VI, 1910, po. 79. The ruined qubbeh has been restored.
2 The full name is er-Rab'ah el-'Adawiyeh el-Basriyeh of the descendants of

Al CAqil. 0

3 Guide de la Ter,oe Sainte, p. 278.
t Paldsiina una Syrien, p. 94.
5 She is said to have died in the year 135 A. H.
8 She was formerly called Margarita, and died 457 A. C. Here it is supposed

that she atoned for her sins (Meistermann).
7 The inhabitants of the Mount of Olives pronounce it :ijuldah.
8 I owe this information to the kindness of 'Omar Effendi el-Barghfrti,
9 In reality this shrine does not belong to this but to the tirst class. It is

said that the saint used to sit in the cave during his lifetime.
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The second category-a cave without a tomb, and supposed to be
inhabited by a saint - has many representatives in Palestine. The
caves are either natural or rock-hewn tombs. They are situated on
the edge of a village, or outside in the fields. We seldom find them
among human habitations. Among caves which are considered to
be the habitation of saints are: t

el-Hadr Mount Carmel, 2

es-seg cAli Qaitun Hebron,.
es-seg Ghreyib el-Hadr, near Bet DjaJa,
Mgharet es-Seg. Kufr 'Aqab,
Irdjal el-Arb'in Biddu,
el-Arb'in Mghazi Bet Likia,
es-seg t~ sa Bet Likia,
IrdjaJ Abft ~ug Bet Likia,
es-seg. Yusif Bet a:anina,
es-sen 'Abdallah Mizpah of Samuel.

Six 3 steps lead down to Mgharit Irdjal ! el-Arb'In of Biddu,
The cave is small, somewhat round, with a low roof. During the
winter months part of it is full of water. In front of this cave
two oaks, an olive and a terebinth grow one beside the other. In
their shade the batib (religious head of the village) teaches the
children. No tomb is anywhere attached to this "Forty."

The Irdjal Abu ~ub, whose number is unknown, inhabit a small
cave, situated in a rather large grove. i The entrance to -the
mgharah is so small that no one can enter. Broken jars, oil
bottles, oil-lamps and burned incense are scattered around the
opening. These saints are very much respected, no one daring to
cut off a twig from their groves.

The different names used for caves, irrespective of whether they
belong to this group or not, are mgharah, ghar, sqaf, and hikf.
These different expressions do not mean the same thing. The ex
pression gho/r is used only for cave-like cisterns, which are situated

t J aussen, Coutumes des Arabes, P: 302, mentions also a cave called Mgharet
Imm Djdec

•

2 Ourtiss, Kahle and Miillinen.
3 Not eight: Annual cf American School of Archaeology 11-111, p. 58.
" Very often Irdjal is abbreviated and we hear only Djar Arbcin.
5 It is one of the largest groves connected with wens.
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in the maqam. They are always treated as the most holy places
and nobody dares to enter. A ~adi~ says: ma minn nabiyn illa
walahu ghar: "Every prophet has a cave assigned to him." In many
cases (e. g. en-nabi Samwil) the visible tomb found in the shrine is
said not to be the true one but to surmount the actual tomb, which
is in the ghar and cannot be seen nor visited. Hikf) stands mostly
for a small cave covered by a large stone slab, like es-seh el-Tlmari
east of ij:izma. The other expressions generally denote ordinary
caves. As has been already observed small, low, vaulted rooms are
sometimes called caves (mgharah). I met this peculiarity in 'Awartah,
In S6ba the Arb' in Mghazi are represented by a small shallow hole
in the old masonary. This was also called mgharah. Here lights
and incense are burnt. 2

Of course all honours are paid to such a cave just as to any
shrine. It is lit up, offerings and even sheep may be vowed, a pious
woman will never enter any of them while impure, and no animals
are allowed to defile the holy place by their entrance. 3 Not in
frequently the cave is connected with a tree, a grove or a well as in
the case of:

es-seg. Ahmad Ghreyib in el-Mdjedil near Nazareth, 4

es-seh Mtlsa in ij.arbata 5

Irdjal Abu ~tiQ in Bet Likia,
Irdjal el-Arb'in in Biddu.

The following story illustrates how a simple cave may eventually
come to receive the honours of a shrine.

The' Mohammedan leper Djum'ah," from Abli Dis, while in the
leper asylum "Jesus-Hili", Jerusalem, used to live during the

t J!ikf is not known in Mu!ti~ el-Mu~i~. It may be derived from kahf, where
the first and second letters have been interchanged, and !~ pronounced instead
of h.

2 See description and plate in McCown's article, p. 56. He does not describe
the place as a mgharah. When counting the welis of this village, 1\lcCown was
not shown the tomb situated in the village cemetery and which is dedicated to
es-sey S~adeh and es-segah Mascudeh. This place is not highly honoured.

3 This rule is not kept so strictly as it used to be.
4 I owe this information to a student of the English College, Jerusalem, who

comes from Nazareth.
~ 'Omar Effendi el-Barghfiji.
6 Heard from this leper himself.
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summer months in a tent out in the large garden of the institution,
to guard it from thieves. While, one Thursday evening, he was
saying his prayers, he distinctly heard prayers and religious music
of dervishes. Djum' ah at once left his tent and walked slowly
towards the place whence the madi1;t (religious song) came, a cave,
in which a greenish light was burning. Djum'ah dared not enter.
Remaining outside the cave he waited until these mysterious
visitors had finished their prayers. Afterwards he noticed the
same every Thursday evening (lelatu-d-djum

C

ah). Since that time
he kept the cave and its surroundings clean, since ~ullal:t 1 (pious
men) lived or gathered every Thursday evening in this cave to
perform their prayers. Djum'ah was too poor to offer a light
every week, as he should have done according to common belief.2

The foregoing story illustrates also the fact that many places are
held sacred only by a few private persons. Their renown has not
yet spread.

We must not overlook the most important sacred cave of the
Mohammedans of Palestine below the Holy Rock in the "Mosque of
Omar." The different parts of this cave, which are highly honoured
by every Moslem, will be described in the section dealing with sacred
stones. Even Christians believe in some holy caves, e. g. the "Milk
Grotto" 3 of Bethlehem in which, tradition alleges, some drops of the
milk of St. Mary happened to fall while she was suckling her Child.
The curative powers of this place will be described later.

v. A simple stone enclosure

Such an enclosure may be very small, having a diametre of not
more than 30-40 cm., though sometimes much more. The circular
enclosure <1}uwetiyeh or bU1vetah 4_sometimes also called bol! 5 or

t When no special saint can be nominated, vague expressions like ~ullQ,l~,

awlia, darawis, a'djam, etc. are used.
2 The sacredness of this cave has been forgotten siuce Djum'ah left the in

stitution long ago.
3 This grotto will be described later. _
, The common expression, hauwa~ak ballah, "I(beg) God to be a wall around

you" (e. g. may God protect you), comes from the same root hauwa!a. See
.J{ulti~ el-Multi!, vol. I, p. 477.

5 l!oq, means really a watering-trough.
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~ireh 1) was in every instance known to me made of simple, unhewn
stones, set irregularly side by side, and with no attempt at symmetry.
Often a gap is left in the circle to act as a doorway. In the case
of es-segah Imbarakeh (Kalandia) the female saint is said to gather
clean pieces of broken pottery and arrange them as a 1}uweljah,
leaving a small gap for the entrance. Since the war it is observed
that she does not replace the old pieces with new ones as she used
always to do. Somewhere in the inner wall of these circles there is
usually a f;d,qah, in which oil-lamps and matches are placed, and
where incense is burnd.

In Biddn we find the western cemetery on a small elevation.
At its north-eastern corner is a small crudely built enclosure in
which e~-ie9 lr Ali et-Ffallal2 is honoured. Near this holy spot grow
an olive and a fig tree, and a cistern was lately discovered there.
All these belong to the saint. Two sides of the elevation are
made of old masonry. This place is a good example of a sacred
enclosure combined with trees, a cistern and ruins.

In the case of' es-seg Fredj (Bet I;lanina,) an old petroleum tin
partly covers the sacred enclosure, and thus protects the light from
being blown out. The fact that awlia belonging to this class are
not kept clean and are not much cared for, points to the conclusion
that they .are not so highly honoured as others. We hear of cases
where villages have tried to erect a maqam for one or other 8e~ of
this group, but where the holy men prevented the completion of the

.work in the same way as we have seen in the case of es-seb Huwes.
Some of the sanctuaries belonging to this group have been trans
fered to the category mentioned under 11 by the erection of a
building ' in place of the stone enclosure. Masadjid sittna f Aiseh in
the neighbourhood of nabi Mftsa illustrates this point. A simple,
square handsome building with the northern side completely opened,
and the east and west sides partly open, stands on the site of- the
old enclosure. No tomb, cistern nor tree is connected with this place.

1 ~irek means really an enclosure for cattle. The Arabic dictionaries give
neither to this word nor to ~a4 the meaning used in the text, i: e. a sacred
enclosure.

2 Not et-Talali as in McCown, p. 59. "The depressed spot" is the enclosure
and not the grave of the welt Es-§eg l;£asan Abu-l-cAlamen of Biddfi is not
mentioned in the list given by McCown.
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A few metres to the north of el-Man~uri (Awartah) one is shown
a very badly made enclosure said to mark the tomb of Hnsa', the
son of el-Mansuri, A large wind-proof kerosene lantern is placed
in the centre. Of this and the other important worthies of 'Awartah
it is said "that they do not wish any building to be erected over their
tombs.

It is interesting to note that even Christians have similar en
closures, which they respect and honour. On the left side of the
stony road leading from Bet DjaJa to el-Hadr, passing el-Maral}.
and going through es-Sarafeh, just before the latter is reached, there
is a small enclosure into which a passer-by may throw bread, figs
or grapes. It used always to be kept clean. The peasants of Bet
Djala tell how that when St. ~eorge (el-Hadr) came from the north
to the village el-Hadr (where a church is built for him) he walked
with gigantic strides, one of which happened to fall in this spot. 1

A few enclosures sacred to Mohammedans which have not yet
been mentioned in the text are:

es-sag Ghreyib 2 in YaJo,
en-nabi Danial near el-Hadr,
es-seg Sa'id 3 in Idna,
es-seg Mrad in Ya,lo,
es-seg Abu-l-Kfer t in ~irbet el-Kfereh,5
es-seg 'Abd el-Muhsin in Djibiah,

En-nabi Daniel (also pronounced Danian) has his 7:tuwetah in
a vineyard, situated between Artas and el-Hadr, in Maral}. ed
Djami'. The prophet, passing this way, performed a prayer at this
spot. Some oak trees, to which rags and hair are fastened, grow
near the enclosure. He is supposed to appear occasionally walking
in the vineyard and wearing a green crown. With him is his horse
which he ties to one of the trees. Formerly he always refused to

t This is the only enclosure which I know of honoured by Christians.
2 Near the enclosure there is a gharah (laurel) tree, on which no rags are

fastened.
3 The stones of the enclosure are painted with [linna. .A man with fever

is said to be cured if he liea for a while in the enclosure.
.j In the enclosure there is a heap of stones (tomb ?). A carob and an oak

tree are near by. ..
5 This ruin is surrounded by the remains of a deep trench and a wall.
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have a building, but lately he changed his mind and, appearing
to Husen Musa (from Artas), asked him to build him a shrine.

VI. A watercourse (spring or cistern)

We know that nearly all the springs of Palestine are thought to
be haunted by spirits. These spirits are supposed to belong to the
class of demons. 1 But at the same time there are watercourses
definitely assigned to some. holy man. Their number is much less
than that of those inhabited by demons. Kahle 2 thinks that two
conditions must be fulfilled to make a spring holy - 1) that the
source should be more or less mysterious, a dark canal, or a large
cavity; and ~) that the spring play an important role in the water
supply of the adjacent village. Although many springs fulfil both
conditions the greater number fulfil one only, whereas many springs
inhabited by demons satisfy the same two conditions.

For our purpose it is necessary to study especially the differences
between sacred springs and those haunted by djinn. The following
is a comparative table of the differences:

Springs inhabited by

Holy Men Djinn (demons)

1. May be situated in the neigh- 1. Never.
bourhood of a welt.

2. Prayer and religious music may
be heard especially on Thurs
day evening.

3. A light with a greenish flame
may be observed appearing and
disappearing.

4. The water may be used for
different ailments.

5. The inhabiting saint appears
as a reverend se1], (with white,
red, or green head dress) or a
pious se~ah.

2. Never.

3. Never.

4. In exceptional cases.

5. The djinn take the shape of an
animal, a negro, a monster or
a bride.

1 Canaan, Haunted Springs and Water Demons, JPOS, vol. I, p. 153 etc. and
Aberglaube.

2 PJ, vol. VI, p. 93 f.
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Holy Men

6. People falling accidentally into
a cistern or well inhabited by
a holy man are generally pro
tected from any injury, especially
if they call for the help of the
~e~.

7. The saint likes to hear the name
of God and prayers.

8. A wondrous sign may appear.

Djinn (demons)

6. On the contrary the dJinn may
even injure the victim.

7. The demon trembles before
these powerful words, and is
usually driven away by them.
He may in revenge injure the
person who has ~ttered them.

8. Never.

Although these statements are true of all watercourses which are
directly or indirectly connected with a shrine, they also apply to
those which, while having no connection at all with sanctuaries or
tombs of the saints, are nevertheless believed to be inhabited by the
spirit of a holy person. I shall deal only with the latter category.
Often such sources of water have a tree growing near by, and since
both may be holy it is sometimes difficult to know which is the more
important: the watercourse or the tree.

El-Matba' ah 1 is a marshy pool said to cure all sorts of rheumatic
ailments. No unclean women (nidjsih) may approach the holy spot.
Once a barren women made a pilgrimage to this place, hoping to
find help. It so happened that at the moment of ·her arrival she
was overtaken by her period (itwassa1j rasoo). Being pious she waited
far from el-Matba'ah until she became pure (tihrat) , then took some
mud and rubbed her body with it. Scarcely a year had passed
before she conceived and borea child.

cEn es-Sarif just above (en e~-Samiyeh (Kolonia) is a newly dis
covered spring and a newly found welt A few weeks after the dis
covery of the spring, a seb with a green turban appeared in a night
vision to Muhammed 'Ali and ordered him to tell the inhabitants
of the village that they should not defile his shrine, the newly

t It is situated between es-seb Ibrek (from whom it draws its power) and
Tell es-Sammam. I owe this information to 'Omar Effendi el-Barghfiji.
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discovered spring. "What is your name, my se~?" asked Muhammed,
"Es-Sarif" was the answer.

Some waters derive their power from the fact that they mix once
a year with the water of the holy well Zamzam in Mecca. r At such
a period the water is curative. Wells of this type with a special
reputation are: 'En Irnm ed-Daradj in Siloam.t

Hammam es-Sifa 3 in ,Jerusalem, 4

the cistern in the shrine of en-Nuban! in Nablus,

This overflow of the water of Zamzam takes place generally on
the tenth of Mobarram, which is also known by the name cAsura,
and is thought to be the anniversary of the death of Husen, the son
of Fatimeh, Mohammed's daughter. The connection of the over
flowing of the spring and the memory of Husen is not without interest.
According to some the water of this holy well at Mecca mixes on
this day with all springs in Mohammedan countries, thus giving
every Moslem the opportunity of drinking from Zamzam.

The sanctity, as well as the curative action of other waters, is
said to be derived from .various holy men: Job, Jesus, el-Hadr,
Sitti Mariam, etc. Springs connected with Job will be described later
OD. Since it is believed that Jesus sent the blind man, whom he
healed by earth moistened with spittle.! to (en Imm el-Lozeh 6 to
wash his eyes there, 7 some Christian women 8 believe that this water

I JPOS, vol. I, pp. 153-170.
2 According to Uns ed-Djalil 11, 407, ij:alid bin Macdan thinks that this

spring gets its water from ed-Djanneh (paradise),
3 Also called :J;[ammam cAsura, from calarah, the tenth day of the month

Moharram.
~ I have to call attention to the widespread belief that most of the Turkish

baths are thought to be inhabited by djinn. The following story may illustrate
this idea. The wife of an effendt lost all her jewels in the bath. All enquiries
failed to find them. At last a wizard woman (8~reh) assured her that the in
habiting djinn had taken her jewels. She gave her a written talisman and
ordered that for three days every day one third of the talisman should be bur
ned in the bath. This was done and, behold, on the third day the wife of the
effendt found her lost jewels in the place where she had left them.. In Abet"·
glaube I give another similar story.

~ John 9 i ff,
6 Just below Bir AyUb.
7 The Gospel of St. John relates that Christ sent him to Siloam, This spring,

!mm el-Loseh, is not far from Siloam.
e Heard from several Armenian women of Jerusalem. JPOB, I, 163-170

6
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pas still the' power to cure inflamed eyes. The Mohammedans of
Nablus believe that el-IJaQr takes a bath every Thursday evening
in the basin found in Hammam ed-Daradjeh, This is the reason
that it is' thought to be inhabited or visited by this holy man. The
sick go there at this time to take a bath, burn incense and light
candles. In Hammam Sitti Mariam 1 (near St. Stephen's Gate,
Jerusalem) barren women bathe' in the hope of becoming fruitful.
It is believed that St. Mary once took a bath in this place; so
candles, oil and flowers are vowed. 2

A connecting link between waters haunted by demons and those
inhabited by saints is formed by cases where the people believe that
a good and a bad spirit haunt the same spring. This is a special
characteristic of periodical springs. Thus C en Fauwar 3 is thought to
be inhabited by a 1J,urr, "free man" (master) and an 'obd, "servant"
(slave born). The first is a white person, the other a negro, as the
words themselves indicate. "I'he following are the springs 4 which
may be grouped in this class: 5

'En ed-Djoz (Bamallah) inhabited by a. white and a black sheep,
cEn A~tas (Artas) inhabited by a white and 8. black sheep,
Bir cOnah (Bet Dj8Ja) by St. ,Mary and sometimes an Cabd,
'En el-Hadjar (Der Ghassaneh) inhabited by es-sitt Mu'mineh

and sometimes by a maria.
I have never heard of a spring that was inhabited by a being

which might at times be a weli, and at other times change into a
djinn as Curtiss was told about Zerqa Macin. In all probability this
spring belongs to the foregoing group and is supposed to be in
habited by two spirits - a good and a bad one. Both are separate
beings, and one nerer changes into the other.

It is often reported that these two classes, of powerful antagonistic
spirits are continually fighting each other. In the case of (en Fauwar

t According to Uns ed-Djalil, Balqis the daughter of king Sara\1il of Yacrib
(Qa\ttAn) took a bath in this place to remove the hair growing on her legs and
thigh.. This goat. hair was an inheritance from her mother, who was a
djinnilleh (.JPOS).

2 This custom is dying out.
3 See Aberglaube•

. 4. They have been described in JPOS 1,-10S.
& tEn Fauwar is thought by some to be inhabited by a white and a black

s~ep.-
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we are told when the burr gains the victory he allows the water to
flow for the benefit of thirsty mankind. But it is not long before
the 'obd recovers and resumes the battle. As soon as he overpowers
the hurr he shuts off this blessing of God and thus avenges himself
on the human race. This. antithesis of

good against evil,
white against black,
light against darkness,
angels against devils,
upper against lower world,
God against Satan

is a very old idea in Semitic religions, and we could not have it
better reproduced than in the present simple imagination of a
Palestinian fel741). t

The following is a list of holy springs with the names of the saints
inhabiting them, modified from my article "Haunted Springs and
Water Demons," JPOS I, p.153-170:

Hammam ed-Daradjeh Nablus el-ljaQer,2
Hammam sitti Mariam Jerusalem St. Mary,
Hammam es-Sifa 3 Jerusalem Job, 4

Bir en-Nnbant 5 Nablus mixes with Zamzam,
Cen Imm ed-Daradj Siloam mixes with Zamzam,6
Blr es-Sahar Der Tarif el-weli Suceb,7
Bir Ayflb Siloam Job,
Br Sindjil Sindjil J oseph,
cEn Qina .Qina el-weli AbO. el-4tEnen,8

1 JPOS I, 153-170.
2 Many a woman, together with her newly born child, takes a bath in the

djurn of el-lJaf)er on the seventh day of her confinement.
3 Also called ij:. 'Asura. The water is said to mix once a year with that of

Zamzam.
4 There is a basin in which it is supposed that Job took his bath and was

cured.
5 The cistern is found in an elongated room whose walls are hung with dervish

musical instruments and weapons, a banner and Qoranic verses. No tomb is to
be seen. It is supposed that many aqlab gather here to perform their prayers.

6 This spring used to be inhabited by a camel. A hen with her .chiekens took
the place of this djinn after his death.

, Aberglaube.
8 JPOS, 1. c.

o·
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cEn el-J:ladjar
cEn ed-Djaknk
cEn el-Amir
(En Ma~itin

Bir ed-Djabbarah
Bir in
Bir Imm Djde'
cEn el-Qubbeh
cEn es-Sarqiyeh
cEn es-Samiyeh
cEn es-Barif
EI-MatbaCah
cEn ed-Djoz
cEn Rafidiah

Bir el-W araqah
c:En er-Rahib
cEn Karim
Bir cOna
cEn Kibrian
cEn Imm el-Lozeh

Der Ghassaneh es-sitt Mu'minah,

}{
east of MiZpah}{a weli,

of Samuel $ulla~~ and awlia,
Ramallah an angel,
Yalo es:-seg Ahmad ed-Djabbarah,
I;[izmah $ulla':t,
Bet Djibrin $al~at,:

Kobar es-siii Zenab,
Kobar es-sitt Fattftmeh,
Kolonif, es-sitt es-Samiyeh,
Kolonia es-~eb es-Barif,
Tell es-Sammam eB.~eh Ibrek,
Kolonia es-se!! I.Iusen, 1

Rafidiah es-seg Nafi\2
J erusalein leads to paradise, 3

Nablus monk.!
cEn Karim the Virgin Mary,
Bet Djala the Virgin Mary,
W. of Bet Djala St. Gabrianus;
below Bir Ayftb cures eye troubles.!

Mohammedans as well as Christians believe that these saints try
to save those who happen to fall into the welL The following story
will illustrate this. A child of CEsawiyeh happened to fall into a
ruined cistern. Soon afterwards his parents got him out. The boy
said that two men came to his help, while he was falling, and carried
him softly to the bottom. One of them was a reverend old man;
the other wore clothes similar to those of the villagers of the
surrounding district, and two old fashioned pistols in his belt. 6 The

t To this saint a tree is also dedicated.

2 An oil-lamp used to be lighted here.

3 The story of this cistern is told in Un» ed·DjalU 11, 368.

• This spring stops its flow once a week OD Sundays, as the monk is said to
fulfil his duties on this day.

5 Curtiss and Kahle give few examples of holy springs.

6 Other stories are given JPOS, 1.c.
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old people of the village remembered that a dervish of this description
had" fallen into the cistern many years before. 1

The belief in sacred springs, inhabited springs and curative waters
can be traced back to the Old and New Testamenta. Naaman was
cured of his leprosy by washing himself seven times in the Jordan. 2

The blind man sent by Jesus to Siloam came back after he had
washed his eyes, with his sight restored.e The pool Bethesda cured
every disease, "for an angel went down at a certain season into the
pool and troubled the water: whosoever then first after the troubling
of the water stepped in was cured of whatever disease he had,"!
Names like cEn Shemesh, "Spring of the SUD," S etc. point to the
fact that these springs were dedicated -to gods.6

VII. A solitary tree

I do not prop~se to include under this head any tree which, though
situated in absolute solitude, far from any shrine or grave, belongs
nevertheless to a weli, who has a sanctuary somewhere in the vicinity.
i'hus, for example, es-seg Hamad, situated in the midst of the village
Kolonia, has a tree on the opposite mountain to the S. E. of the
village, on the old road leading to Jerusalem. Another case is
el-Badriyeh.? I have already mentioned the different trees belonging

to this holy woman.

1 I will not describe here ci12n (pI. of Cen) el-~a~r (springs of retention of
urine), since they are generally not connected with any shrine or name of a wm.
They are not revered religiously. I think that what Ourtisa says about, the stones
which cure backache, is truer of these springs, i. e., that their therapeutic ,use is
based on the belief in a magic power, the supernatural powers of good spirits.
For these springs cf. Aberqlaube and JPOS, 1.c. -Minute questioning of the people
of ~oba during my last visit resulted in their saying that cen el-hasr of. this
village was called also cenMus8., and that they have seen sometimes two beautiful
young ladies, sitting beside the water and combing their hair. They disappeared
as soon as they knew that they were seen. Some peasants referred the name
Moses to that of the Prophet Mdses. If this is true then 'the spring' belongs
to the category already mentioned, where good and bad spirits haunt one .and
the same spring.

2 2 Kings 5 1 if.
3 John 9 6-7.

" John 5 1-6.

5 Jos. 15 7.

6 L. B. Paton, Annual of Amer. School, vol. I, pp. 51 ff.
7 Kahle mentions some of these trees, PJ VI, 98~
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Only those trees will be described which, although considered as
being the habitation of some -samt, have nevertheless absolutely no
connection with any maqam. J aussen 1 seems to include in this group
trees which are connected with a holy spring and a holy rudjm; such
cases I have tried to avoid since it is very difficult to say which of
these features was primarily sacred. There are several cases belonging
to this group, and it is at times difficult to explain the reason which
gave such trees their sanctity. This question, which often arises,
will be dealt with below in another connection. Among sacred trees
of this type, which receive honours like other welis, are: 2

Name of saint

Es-seg Barn
Es-seg itAbdallah
E~-se~ itAbdallah

Es-seg Abu Ri~

Sadjrat Abft Nar
Sadjrat es-Sacadel)

ljarrftbet el-cAsarah 6

Zettlnit en-Nabi 7

Es-seb Hasan
En-nabi Abu Lemun 10

Location

Der Ghaseaneh
Qatanneh
SaCfat4

Bet tlAnan
es-SaCrawiyeh
between Yamtln

and Djinin
el-CEsawiyeh
Haram e~-Serif

Kolonia
between Bet Iksa

and Biddu

Kind of tree
Oak,3
Oak,
Olive and, at a distance,

celtis,
'I'erbebinth.!
Greek oak (Quercus

[Aegilops L),
Zardeh,
Carob,
Olive.s
Oak,9

Oak and terebinth trees.

1 Goutumes des Arabes, p.831.
~ Curtiss seems to have seen or heard of only a few examples. He describes

briefly one tree in Northern Syria.
3 Heard from 'Omar Effendi el.Barghuti•
• Kable, PJ VI, 98, 99.
& There is a small cave beside it, in which lights and incense are offered.

I think that the tree is the more important feature.
S Another ij:arrubet el-cAsarah used to grow on the western slope of the

Mount of Olives.
'1 See Canaan, Aberglaube, and Kahle, PJ VI, 97.
8 In its' place it is said a palm once grew. When the Prophet visited Jerusalem

in his miraculous journey, he sat under this palm; the palm soon withered and
the olive tree grew in its place.

9 Around the oak tree there is a ruin. The lamps are placed in a small cave.
To the S. S. E. of this sacred tree there is a spring now bearing the name of
the welt Formerly it was known by the name ten ed-Djoz. .

10 Also mentioned by Kahle, PJ VI, 98; 99. A ruin with a newly discovered
cistern surrounds the trees.
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Other trees will be mentioned below. . A fewobservQ,tions must
still be made regarding some peculiarities of these trees. Sadjarat
Abl1 Nar has a menstrual period (bithi4) every time she is Irritated
by a trespasser. A viscous fluid is excreted.'

Under Sadjaret es-Sa'adeh the seg Hasan el-CArflri was ordained
to a qutub (a "pole" in religion, 'i. e. a leader) by' several saints.
This is of course sufficient cause for making a tree sacred.t It
derives virtue from the'm~n with whom it came ~n contact, and is
able to help the needy with this power.t

E~~se9 Mu~tafa and ea-sultan Ibrahim of eoba belong to this
category. The first has a terebinth, an almond and a q'U4q.,eb tree.
The stones scattered irregularly under these trees and supposed to
represent the tomb, hare no connection with a grave. Ea-sultan
Ibrahim's shrine is made of a square open enclosure with a taqah,
a prayer niche, a small 1J,uwetah and a fig tree. I .thi~k that this
sort of sanctuary is the connecting link between the class of shrines
under discussion and the large enclosures.

In reviewing critically the Dames of the welis.belonging to this
group, we observe that some have; as their own holy, name, the simple
name of the tree. We never find any name of a person assigned .to
such trees. Thus, for example.s Sittna el-Gh~rah5 (Laurel Lady) is
situated to the E. of Bet Nllb~. There are two holy terebinths,
each of which bear the name el-walzyeh el-Butmeh (Holy Terebinth
Lady). One is north of Bet Nuba and the other in Qubebeh, It
is said that the Laurel Lady appeared during the attack of the
British (1917) standing on the top of the tree, with a greenish
garment, a light head-shawl and a sword in her hand, which dripped
with blood. Every time the English troops advanced she threw:
them back. .

1 This is the only case I have been able to.collect of a tree having a menstrual

flow. For this condition with demons see.JPOS. I 153, etc. I owe this information
to the kindness of 'Omsr Effendi el.Barghuti.

2 Related by 'Omar Effendi el-Barghuti.

3 Curtiss mentions another such case.

4 The following 'holy trees were not included in. the foregoing list.

& Fumigating a sick person with the leaves of this tree will effect 'a cure,
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In Bet eafa,fa, a djamf was erected on the site of the holy Butmeh, t

whose sacred tree had been uprooted by &, violent storm. The ruins
of this djami: .are still known as djamic el-Butmeh, This sacred tree
was supposed to be inhabited by $w,ld,}j,.2

Fastened to most of these trees are rags of all possible colours.
Even stones, as will be mentioned later, are placed at times on the
twigs.

Should a tree and an enclosure be found, as in the case of e§-seg
Fredj in Bet Hanina, I think the tree is the more important. But
when a tree and a spring represent the sacred place, it is most difficult
to know which of them has priority.s

We generally find' a taqah connected with these sacred trees. It
may be represented by a crack in an adjoining rock, a low enclosure
covered with tin or with a stone' slab, a hollow in the tree itself or
it may be a built structure. In this taqah oil-lamps are lighted and
incense burned. An excellent example of a built niche beside a sacred
t~ee is that of lJarrftbet el-~Asarah near el-'Esawiyeh. Just beside
the tree a low, roomlike niche has recently been built. I should not
reckon this one cubic metre building a qubbeh, as does Kahle.s In
es-seg. cAbdallah (Sa'fat), a petroleum tin 'serves as a taqah.

, Even some Christians of Palestine believe. more or less in the
sacredneas of certain trees, but they do not burn lights or incense
to them. Among trees of this type are:

1 Near the Mamilla. pool there used to be a terebinth tree. The common
belief was that· when' it was cut down or withered away the rule of the Turks
would depart from Palestine. It so happened that during the last year of the
war it dried up, and soon afterwards Jerusalem was taken by the British troops.
This tree used to be known also by the name el-Butmeh,

2 A Bethlehemite was allowed to take the wood of this tree for use in an oil
press (badd). He had to build in its place a d:jami~ with a rawaq and a cistern.
But since he did the work so badly that it collapsed a few years later, the saint
living in the tree punished him very severely, and one by one all his family died.
Under el-Butmeh the people of the village used to assemble for gossip and
entertainment of their guests, as in a ma4afah (related by the imam of Bet
~afafa).·

a In, the case of es-~eb I;Iusen we have a tree and a spring dedicated to him.
I think that the tree is the more important feature, although the saint is seen at
times sitting 'near the spring. The spring used to be called r en ed-Djoz.

~. rr. I. c.
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Terebinth,
Oeltis.?

Butmet el-cAdra1 Djifna
A mes tree near St. Elias,.

between Bethlehem
and Jerusalem

Mar Saba,3
Gethsemane,
in the Shepherd's field (Bet Sa\!ur).5

Palm tree
olive trees 4

Olive tree

We also find parallels to such trees in the Bible, especially in
the case of the Burning Bush." This was not connected with any
shrine, being itself holy, since the Lord spoke from it. The same
may· be said to be the case with the mulberry trees of David. Their
sanctity showed itself through "the sound of a going in the tops of
the trees." 7 This was a sign from God. Abraham builds his first
altar, and receives the first revelation which God makes to him,
under the terebinth of Moreh (Gen. 12 6-7). The next altar he built,
is under the terebinth of Mamre. In Beer sheba he plants a tamarisk
and calls on the name of Jehovah (Gen. 21 38). Under an oak tree
the angel appeared to Gideon (Judg. 6 11; 24- S. Ourtiss).

VIII. Heaps of stones

When one stands at such a spot it is a cause for wonder to look

round in every direction and find nothing to suggest the idea of
sanctity except mere heaps of stones which, of course, differ in size
and form in different places. It is to be noted that (i)rdjumeh (pl,
of rudjm) may also be inhabited by djinn. Thus, for example, one
of the stony tumuli in el-Baq'ah (the Plain of Rephaim) is thought
to be inhabited by a hen with. her chicken.

1 A man who cut it down was punished with death.
2 Cf. Canaan, Abergla'Ube, p, 63.
3 Aberglaube, p. 87.
~ The oil of these trees is sold for a high price. Fromthe olive-stones rosaries

are made.
5 It is said that the angel appeared to the shepherds at the spot where this

tree is growing. Some peasants who tried once to burn the tree noticed, to their
great astonishment, that fire had no action on it. This proved to all the
sacredness of this olive (related to me by L. Baldensberger).

G Ex. 32 if.
7 2 Same 524.
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Such heaps of stones or tumuli are of the following types: 1. quite
isolated with no other feature, except that at times a few stones are
set up to form a small taqah for the oil lamps; 2. the rudjm, or its
summit only, is surrounded completely by an enclosure of stones;
3. very rarely the rudjm may be placed in a cave. As exam.ples of
these forms we may cite:

1. es-seg I'bed in eataJ,
es-seg Sa'd in wadi Hadr east of Abu Dis,
es-seg Ahmad ljirbet el-Qsnr, opp. to ed-Djorah;

2. es-seg 'Abd el-Muhsin Djibiah.!
es-sen" EI-Birdaq 2 Bet Rima;

3. es-~e9 Murdjan 3 Djorah (near cEn Karim),

Naturally one asks what the rudjm represents, and what is its
purpose. We often hear expressions which indicate' that there is a
tomb under the rudjm. We also know that the ancient Palestinians 4

used to pile large heaps of stones on the tombs of. their important
dead, and up to the present day most fellalj tombs are either marked
by a small enclosure of stones or an elongated low stone heap. "Jaussen 6

reports that the Bedouins still mark the places where some one has
been killed, be it in war or treacherously, by a heap of stones. In
the case of some of the rdjumeh which I am now describing, this
explanation may be true, but certainly not in every case,

A special class of stone heaps must still be mentioned - el-maSahid 6

(pI. of mashad). These are recent heaps of stones placed irregularly
and at different places. The word 1naShad may express one of the
following meanings; . '~ ."

I. The place from which something is seen. 7

2. Since at such places the pilgrim always utters first of all, a'§hadu
anna la ilahan illa allah, thus testifying to the unity of God, the places
may be named mashad after this testimony (§hadeh).8

1 The Jea appears as a negro, with a sword in his hand.
2 Inhabited by CAdjam. Only the top of the large hill is surrounded by an

enclosure.
3 A negro saint.
4 Jos. 726; 829.
5 Couiwmes des Arabes, p. 336.
G Not often used in the singular.
7 From the root liihada "to behold."
8 From the root sahida, s£hiideh, "to give testimony."
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3. Stones which are believed to be witnesses before God that the
person who erected them visited that sanctuary and said a prayer.
It is belived that in tbe day of judgment men may ask animals,
plants or stones to testify for them. Thus these stones piled up by
the pilgrim while uttering a prayer and saying the fatibah, may bear
witness1 both to his piety and to his visit to the holy place. They
will at the same time remind the holy man, in whose honour the
ziarah (visit) was made, to help and to intercede for the pilgrim.>
Even in the Old Testament we have a heap of stones set as a witness,
as in the story of Laban and Jacob. 3

Travelling from Jerusalem to Jericho there is a road branching
to the right, a few kilometres after passing el-Hod, This road leads
to Nabi MQ.sa. The hills where the shrine is seen for the first time,
are covered whith these stone heaps. Every Mohammedan who passes
by- whether during the festival or at any other time - throws one
or more stones on such a heap or makes a new one. As he does so
he utters the above mentioned siluldeh and recites the !dtiljah. Few
heaps are large, most of them consiisting of a few stones only. The
lowest stone is the largest and the top one the smallest. These small
heaps may be made up of 2, 3, 4 or five stones.·

Generally, on every road leading to the sanctuary from whatever
direction, nawa~ 4 (pl of fta$b, another .name for these stone-heaps)
are erected. Thus I observed such heaps on the four roads leading
to Nabt Musa, on three roads to el-Hadr (Bet Djala) and on two

1 Cf. Luke 19 40; Heb. 3 11.

2 Such a belief is not recent. In et-tu~fat'U-l-mar~iyahfil-aBbar el-qudsiyak
(by cAbd el,.Madjid CAH) we read on page 62 that a man, while on CArafat, took
seven stones and said: "Oh stones, witness that I believe and say, there is no
god but God, and Mohammed is his prophet." That night he dreamt that in
the judgment day he was tried and found to be a sinner and sent to hell. As
he approached the first gate of hell one of the stones blocked the entrance. All
the angels of the lower world were unable to remove this obstacle. The . same
thing happened at every one of the seven gates of hell. He was in consequence
brought back to the heavenly judge who allowed him to enter heaven since the
stones had borne witness in his favour.

3 Gen. 31 45 if.

t Not na,'ib as McCown has. NaI}'ib means "lot, luck"; while nasb (pI. nawa~ib)
"stones set up as a sign," comes from the same root from which nusb or 'nusub
(pt a~ab) "idols" is derived. Cf. Mu{li~ el-MulJi~. ..
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leading to es-seg el-Tlmari ed-Djbe'i, and also on the two roads to
:aasan er-Ral.1

This custom of making small 'piles of stones applies only to
comparatively few sanctuaries. Christians are also acquainted with
these qanatir (pl, qantarah, a third "name) and they-pile stones when
reaching es-Sarafeh, on their way froin Bet Djala to el-Hadr, since
from this point they can see on one side Mar Elias and on the other
side the convent of St. George.

These" sawahid do not closely resemble the stones that mark the

boundaries of fields, as Mc Cown 2 thinks. Landmarks 'are generally
made of large stones placed separately at a distance from each other,
running more or less in a straight line, usually between fields. When
they are made of stones they differ from qanatir in using far larger
and fewer stones.

Qanatir may also stand for quite different purposes. Among these
minor purposes we may mention:

1. Heaps which are raised in a place where a holy man is supposed
to have rested, as in the neighbourhood of the sqif es-sel}. cAsfur.3

2. Sometimes a traveller after climbing a high mountain raises a
heap of stones or throws a stone on an existing heap, saying at
the same time a prayer as a mark of thanks to God that he has
overcome a difficulty. Heaps of this sort are generally known by
the name eZ-Majdzeh. 4 At the top of the ascent of Farbah near SaIfit
such majaeat may be seen. Similar cases are described in Joshua,
where the Israelites erected stones at Gilgal as a memorial after
crossing the Jordan and thus overcoming the difficulties of long
wandering.s Samuel also, after subduing the Philistines, "took a stone
and set it between Mizpah and Shen and called it Ebenezer, saying;
Hitherto hath the Lord helped us." 6 .

1 Other sanctuaries where such stone heaps are set up are: en-nab! Lilt,
en-nab! Yaqin, CAll bin 'Lem, el-Tlzer, etc.

2 Annual of the Amer. School 11 and Ill, p. 66.
3 Heard from 'Omar Effendi el-Barghfiji.

4 Mafazelt means in reality desert. Here it denotes success in overcoming a
dangerous difficulty. Mu!t~t el-Mu~~~.

5 Joshua, ch. 4.

6 1 Same 712.
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3. Where prominent chiefs of. a village or a district are killed,
heaps of stones 1 are raised by passers-by and prayers are said for
their souls. Such qanatir are smaller and much less numerous than
those near a sanctuary. In Maqtal el-Masaig 2 on the way to Bet
Rima we find such heaps. The qanatir of this class are the connecting
link between prominent persons and holy men, a point on which I
shall dwell later.

In concluding the treatment of this group I must observe that while
the rdjumeh are regarded as holy places and the dwellings of holy
men, the sawahid, qanaf,ir and mafazat do not enjoy this dignity.

On the southern road leading from Qastal to Soba we find a
large heap of stones, built in a circular form. It is about 1.50 metres
high and 2 metres in diameter. In the centre of the upper part a
perpendicular stone projects. No taqah, tree nor cistern is connected
with it. The people whom 'I asked for explanation said that a weli
had appeared (alhoar nafsuh) at this spot which belonged to him.
In piety the peasants erected this heap.

IX. A single large stone or a rock.
\

We have only few representatives of this category. With the
exception of the Holy Rock, a~-eag.rah, of the "Mosque of Omar,"
which is highly honoured not alone by the Mohammedans of Palestine
but by the whole Moslem world, the other holy stones and rocks of
Palestine receive far less respect and religious reverence than the
other kinds of shrines and maqamat. The sanctity assigned to them
is in every way slight. A description of the Holy Rock is of prime
importance and will be given at the end of this chapter.

Some holy places of this category are the following:

lrAraq el-'Adjami 3 in Bet Idjza is a natural rock, in no way
prominent, nor is it connected with any maqasn, tree, cave, or
cistern. In the middle of it is a small, artificial depression, in which,
I was told, offerings are put.

1 These resemble in some respects the heaps of stones mentioned in J os. 7 26 ;

829 and 2 Same 1817.

2 When I saw this place in 1921 there were but few heaps.

3 I found no ~ah connected with this place.
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In the neighbourhood of Der Ghassaneh there are some rocks
called Nuqqar el.fAdjam. 1 They are situated between two hills, and
are assigned to el-fAdjam. In passing, the fella1) will recite the
jati1)ah to these awlia, just as he would at any other shrine. No
vows, offerings, or oaths are made to or by them.

In the village Seg Sacd (in the Hauran) there is a stone called
eabret Ayub, on which it is said that the prophet Job used te lean
during the days of his affliction. The stone is an ancient stela with
hieroglyphics of the time of Rameses 11. 2

On the height of the mountain el-Martum,3 near the ruins of
Beni Dar,4 and to the south of the village Bani N'em, a maqam is
built for the supposed prophet Yaqin.! In the room we notice a
rock encircled with an .iron frame. This .rock shows the impressions
of two feet and of two hands. It is related that Abraham was
ordered by God to come to this place, where he could observe the
destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah. It is curious that although
Abraham is known to be a pre-Jslamic prophet the impressions show
that he performed his prayer with the face turned to Mecca.

Outside this maqam there is another rock. showing also the im
pressions of two feet. They are said to be those of Lot. This rock
is surrounded by a 1:tuwet~yeh.

Hadjar el· 'Arftri 6 to the south of Salfit. is a large piece of rock,
beside which as-seg. el-'Ar1iri is said to have rested. 'Qarat er-Rifaci
to the west of Der Ghassaneh is supposed to be the place where
er-Rifai used to rest. In the cemetery of Bab er-Rahmeh situated
along the western wall of Jerusalem to the south of St. Stephen's

1 The nuqqar are composed of several large stones raised from the ground.
The lJuffi1leh darawil are afraid to pass in their neighbourhood, especially during
the night. The night between Thursday and Friday is the most dangerous
('Omar Effendi el-Barghuti), These features are true of many other holy places.
A complete description of them will be given in another chapter.

2 ZDPV XIV, 147. I have not seen this place.
3 The view from this high mountain, especially to the east, is excellent. The

Dead Sea and the mountains of Moab are distinctly seen.
~ The ruins are at present also called birbet nabi Yaqin.
:-. Mudjir ed-Din says the shrine was called masdjad el-Yaqin, because Abra

ham said, when Sodom and the other cities were destroyed: "Hacj8 hua-l- l}.aqqu
l-yaqin", This is the sure truth, (el-Mm ed-djalil p. 85).

6 'Omar Effendi el-Barghu,i,
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Gate, there is a broken pillar, t beside the tomb of es-seg. Saddad.
It is believed that by rubbing one's back on this pillar one will be
cured of any backache. 2

El-Hadjar el-Mansi, "the forgotten stone," is supposed to be the
grave .of a Christian who joined the Mohammedan faith just before
his death. Some inhabitants of the Mohammedan quarter on "Mount
Zion" 3 observed on various occasions a light shining from this spot.
This proved to them the sanctity of the place. 4 A light used to
be burned every Thursday evening to this "forgotten man."«

In el-Aqsa Mosque there are two pillars, between which it is be
lieved that no bastard child can pass. 6 This is one of the many so
called "ordeals of God". 7

Inside el-Mas'ad; ' the Chapel of the Ascension (on the Mount of
Olives) we are shown on a stone. the impression of the right foot of
Jesus, This place belongs to the Mohammedans but it is also held
sacred by the Christians, who celebrate mass here on certain days.
The sacred stone is surrounded by· a beautiful octagonal building
with a vaulted roof. 8

Christians honour also other stones and rocks. I need not mention
Golgotha, and the pillar where Christ was bound and scourged, but
will limit myself to a description of the 'sacred stones of St. George,
-the "Milk Grotto," and the rock on which Elijah is supposed to
haTe rested.

The holy stone of St. George (el..:ija«lr between Bet DjaJa and
the Pools of Solomon) still plays an important role. The story as
it is recorded in the author's Aberglaube is as follows. While a
Greek priest was officiating at the Holy Communion in the Church

1 Kahle, 1. c.
2 It is to be presumed that this pillar draws its curative power from the

le!! near whose grave is is found.
I, 3 The quarter is known &S l;Iaret en-N abi Dahlid.
If' It is in the Armenian cemetery.

11 5 Heard from the Armenian Vi(\toria.
• It is· also believed that only those who will enter Paradise can pass between

the pillars.
'7 For parallels see Goldziher H, pp. 408, 409; and Curtiss, 1. c.
8 In the AqS8 mosque we are shown qadam Btgidna eIsa, the foot impression

·of Christ, and in the room 'leading to the so-called "Solomon's Stables," srir
seyidna Isa, the cradle of Christ.
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of Mar Djirius, a few drops of the sacred wine were spilled. They
penetrated through his foot and burst the stone on which they fell.
The wound of the priest never healed and he died as a punishment
for his carelessness in handling the Blood of the Saviour. The stone
received a supernatural curative power from the sacred wine, which
benefited every sick person who happened to kneel on it. Its repu
tation soon spread all over Palestine, and great numbers of sick
flocked thither. Even the Czar of Russia heard of the wonderful
virtues of this stone and sent a man-of-war to Jaffa to bring it
away. In solemn procession the stone is said to have been brought
to Jaffa. But St. George did not allow it to be transported further.
Every time the boat carrying this precious treasure removed some
distance from the shore el-Hadr brought it back with his spear. All
recognized the folly of disobeying the wishes of the saint and so the
stone was brought back to its place. 1

The white stones of the Milk Grotto are used by Christians and
Moslems of Bethlehem and the surrounding district as amulets to
increase the flow of mother's milk. It is supposed that a few drops
of the Virgin's milk dropped on the floor,

Opposite to Mar Elias on the western side ot the carriage road
there is a depression in the rock. It is related that St. Elijah slept
in this place while escaping from his persecutors. 2

But the most important rock is e~-~abrah which measures 17.7x 13.5
metres and is situated in the midst of the "Mosque of Omar," The
rough surface of the rock stands in great contrast to the beauty and
harmony of the interior of the most beautiful mosque of the Orient.
The rock is in itself sacred, and is protected from visitors by a
railing. Its sanctity is due to its connection with so many prophets,

1 See Hanauer, Folklore of" the Holy Land, p. 52.
2 From between Mar Elias and Tantur a piece of rock was carried to Bet

DjaJa. It is said that while Mary was coming from Bethlehem to Jerusalem
carrying her child, she passed Jews threshing beans on the rock east of Tantur.
Christ cried for some, and she asked ·the people to give her a handful. They
refused and said that they were not beans but only stones. And forthwith they
turned into small stones. The workers at once followed her and accused her of
being a witch. She hastened to escape and when she was on the point of falling
into their hands she asked a rock to hide her. At once the stone opened and
sheltered her. In vain did her pursuers search for her. This stone carries the
name of srir es-Saiyaeh.
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especially Mohammed. When the Prophet ascended to heaven the
rock would have followed him, were it not that the angel Gabriel
held it down. On two occasions the rock spoke, once to Mohammed
and again to 'Omar, I shall not describe all the beliefs connected
with this stone since they can be found elsewhere. On, around and
below it we find the following sacred places:

I. On the rock itself: 1

1. The impressions of the fingers of the angel Gabriel, who kept
the rock from following the prophet while he ascended to
heaven (western part).

2. The footsteps of Ldris (east).

3. The footsteps of Mohammed, twelve in number. The prophet
is said to have walked over that part of the rock. The stone
yielded and so the impressions remained.

11. Below the rock:

4. Before entering the cave below the Sacred Rock one is shown
the "tongue of the rock." It is said that in the night visit
(lelatu-l-Mitradj) of the prophet he saluted the rock: as-saldswu
taleiki ya §abrati-l-ldh ("peace be with you, 0 Rock of God"),
and it answered at once: labbeik waaleik. as-salan~ ya rasul
allah ("at your service, and peace be with you, 0 Apostle of
God").

5. Fifteen steps lead to the cave below the §abrah. To the right
of it we have the niche of king Solomon.

6. Still further to the right the place where Mohammed prayed;
since he was tall and the roof low, he would have struck
his head, but

7. The rock gave way in that place, and we are shown taCdjit
~·~a~rah (the impression of his head).

8. The praying place of al-Hadr, at an elevated point.

9. 'Masnad Djubrail is the place where the angel' waited until
the prophet finished his prayer.

10. Mil)rab Ibrahim el-Halil, and to the left of the staircase,
11. Mi~rab DAhfid.
12. The rock js perforated in the middle and it is said that the

prophet ascended directly through it to heaven.

t Kahle, PJ VI, 93, mentions only 20 places (under 19 heads).
6
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13. Just below the centre of the cave is believed to be the Bir
el-Arwah, which is covered with a marble plate. The souls come
together twice a week in the cistern and perform their prayers.

Ill. Directly around the sacred Rock:
14. The impression of the foot of the prophet, which is shown

on a separate stone, placed on small pillars to the S.W. corner.
15. The hairs from the beard of the prophet are kept ina silver

case just above No. 14.1

16. The banners of the prophet and of Omar are kept in a box,
which is near No. 15.

17. Two niches connected with Hamzeh,
18. A mibrab in the northern side of the ~abrah, where some

of the prophets used to pray (mihrab el-Anbiaj.?

IV. At a distance from e~·Sa:grah:

20. Bab ed-Djanneh (the northern door)."
21. El-Balstah es-Sodah 4 (which was removed by Djamal Pasa)

is also known by the name of Balatit ed-Djanneh. It is said
that Mohammed drove nineteen golden nails into this stone.'
From time to time God was to' send an angel to remove a
nail, and" when all have been removed the last day will be. at
hand. One day the devil succeeded in removing 'some of them.
While he was taking them out he was driven away Qythe angel
Gabriel who found that only three and a half nails remained.

22. Near the southern door we see mihrab Abi Hanifatu-n-Nu'man. 5

23. In one side of the eastern door we find a mi~rab bearing the
name of lJiluet 'Ali 5 (the secluded place of prayer of 'Ali),

In el-muriid liz-zair wad-dalil we find an enumeration of these
places. A special prayer for every place is given, and the number

1 They are shown on the 27th of Rama<}.an, which is thought to be lelat'l,-t-Qadr.

2 It is said that the Prophet Mohammed prayed here with ?ther prophets
in lelatu-l- Mi' radj.

3 The four doors of the mosque are the western (Bab el-Gharb, or Bab en
Nisa), the northern (Bab ed-Djanneh), the eastern (Bdb Dahftd, or Bab es-Sinsleh)
and the southern (Bdb el-Qibleh). Uns ed-Djalil gives to" the eastern door the
name Bab Israfil.

4 Under it is said to be the tomb of Solomon.

s It is not regarded as so important as the others.
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of kneelings to be performed is indicated. Mudjir ed-Din 1 mentions
only Nos. 1,4,11,14,21, and the cave (al-ghar).2 Al-imam Abft Bakr
bin el-CArabi3 pretends to have seen the rock floating in the air,
without any support. A modern belief which has its parallel in al-uns
ed-djalil4 is that from under this rock four streams flow,5 to the south
Hammam es-Sifa, to the east Siloam Cen situ Mariam), to the north
en Hadjdji and en el-Qasleh, and to the west Hammam es-Sultan."

Before closing this chapter I may further mention Abu ed-Dhur
a rock situated on the left side of the carriage road from Jerusalem
to Jericho, after passing (~n el-I:IoQ.7 This rock has a widespread
reputation for the cure of backache. After a patient has rubbed his
back against the rock, he plac:s a stone on it. When last I saw
this "father of backs" he was loaded with a large heap of stones.
He is not assigned at present to any weli, and I cannot explain its
widespread therapeutic use, except by assuming that it must have
been once connected in some way with a holy man or object of
worship. 8 I do not think that Curtiss is right in saying that such
stones act by their own magic power. N either the colour nor the
substance of which our last example is composed differ in any way
from the rocks in the neighbourhood as to attract special attention. 9,

We note also in this connection that this idea of honouring stones
is not a characteristic of the present inhabitants of Palestine, but
was well known in the ancient Orient. In Gen. 18 18 fI. we read:

1 El-uns ed-djalil ft tari~ el-quds wal-balil, p. 371 fr.

2 In an appeal by the Supreme. Moslem Council of Palestine, which contains
a short guide to the Temple Area, only Nos. 5,8,10,11 are mentioned.

3 Referred to by Mudjir ed-Din, p. 371.

4 )Iudjir, p. 205..

5 JPOS I, 153-170.

6 Mudjir ed-Din says that all water that is drunk comes from under the
~abrah. Everybody who drinks water at night time should say: "0 water of the
Holy City you are saluted" (p. 206).

'1 Called also the "Spring of the .Apostles" It is probably the "Spring of the
Sun," mentioned in Jos. 157.

8 It is curious that in the continuation of Wadi el-Hod and not far from
this rock we have I~raq es-8ams and Mgheiyr es·Sams which correspond to the
Biblical name of f enha-semes.

9 This rock is not mentioned in the guide books. No religious honours are
paid to it.

6·
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"Jacob rose up early in the morning, and took the stone that he
had put for his pillow, and set it up for a pillar, and poured oil
upon it. And he called the name of the place Beth-el", t In Is. 57 6

we read about "the smooth stones of the stream," to which the Israelites
had "poured a drink offering" and "offered a meat offering."2

Before leaving this section of our subject we may call attention
to those rare sacred places that are not characterized by any of the
aforementioned features, i. e. those that exhibit no tomb, maqam,
tree, cave, enclosure nor rock. It is hardly possible to believe that
such dirty and unasuming places have ever attracted the attention
of the peasants. We find generally no clue to explain why they have
been assigned to a welt Among pla~es of this nature I may mention:

EiS-seg Salman (Bet Snrik), a small cupboard-like hollow in the
wall of a garden. The pomegranate trees near by do not belong to
the weli. In this opening I saw oil-lamps.

El-cAJjami CAwartah), an open place having on two sides the
remains of two old and strongly built walls. No tomb, cistern nor
tree belongs to the weli. In the western wall there is a taqah,
where oil is burned and incense offered.

EI-CAdjami (a second saint of the same name in 'Awartah), a ruined
building with no remains or signs of a rn,i1J,rdb or tomb. The inhabitants
of the village say that the place used to be the house of a peasant.

It seems that a ruin is connected with most examples of this class.
Thus the place bought by the Russians in 'Anata shows a ruin of
a building with some pillars, probably the remains of a church. The
fellalyj,n of this village believe that it is haunted by $ulza~~, but no
body knows who they are.

Not all of these places are well cared for. They are often dirty
and unattended. Thistles and other weeds flourish. Old tins, stones
and rubbish fill them. This was especially true of the two sacred
places of 'Awartah, also of Banat es-~eb ~alal)3 and of el-Tlmari
(both in Jericho). Of the last two 4 the former shows an outline of

t See also Curtiss, 1. c.
2 S. Bevan, in ROasting's Dictionary of the Bible Ill, 188t
3 Some call them Banat ea-eey eabba~.

4 They were three and were honoured in two places in Jericho. When their
habitations were ruined they left Jericho and went to ij:asban. They used to
appear in the form of Bedouin women.
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a small square building t which was very poorly constructed. Near
the second 2 there is a ruihed cistern.

B. RITES AND PRACTISES

In our study of the different forms and categories of Moham
medan shrines in Palestine we have laid the foundation for our
further investigations. Without a thorough knowledge of the former
the study of the latter will be difficult and incomplete. I intend in
the present chapter to take up the question: What is done in the
holy places?

Acts connected with a shrine may be performed in the maqam
itself, outside of it, or at a distance from the sanctuary. They
comprise simple acts as well as complicated ones. The following
classification includes the most important acts performed in a holy
place, arranged according to their degree of complexity:

1. Religious acts

I. Utterance of simple protective words

11. Repetition of prayers

Ill. Reverence

IV. Religious service as in a mosque

V. The barakeh

2. Placing private property under the protection of the welt ,-

3. Tying ~f rags

4. Healing

5. Making oaths

6. Paying vows

7. Celebration of feasts, mawasim
8. Processions.

Some less important acts will be mentioned under the above
headings.

1 I found tin oil-lamps in the so-called shrine.

2 A djami' is said to have once been situated here, bearing the name of 'Omar,
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1. RELIGIOUS ACTS

I. Utterance of simple protective words

No pious peasant ever approaches or enters a maqam without
first asking the permission of the welt The general expression is
dastur t (ya sidna 2 CAbd es-Salam 3), "with your permission (0 our
lord cA ••• )." It is a common Arabic-especially Mohammedan
custom never to enter a harem without asking permission to enter,
or more correctly notifying the bari1n 4 (women) that a man is coming. 6

Dastir qabl ma iudhul, "get permission before you enter," used to
be a I rule enforced on every male servant. 6 It is customary to use
the word dasiu» alone or combined with ba4ur, as well as with
different appeUatives of God.? Even when somebody intends to
contradict or criticize the statements of another he begins with
dastur 8 (el-mas'alih miS hek), "with your permission (that is not the
question)."

Much more significant and therefore more frequent is this custom
when a person approaches the abode of some supernatural being,
~s a demon, a spirit, 0'1" a saint.. Nobody used to approach an

1 This is a Persian word coming from dast ~.> "rule, order," and uun: ),
"owner" (cf. Mu~i~ f.l·M'U~i~ I, 650). The direct meaning of' "permission" does
not occur in literary Arabic, but in the common language it is so understood.

2 Sidi means "my master, my lord." In Palestinian Arabic it also means
"my grandfather" (djiddi).

3 CAbd es-Salsm el-Asmar came from Morocco to Palestine, and lived in the
village of Ijirbet CAlmit, now a ruin. Owing to a conflict between the government
and the inhabitants of this village, the former destroyed the houses of the rebels.
'Abd es-Salam went to cAnata, bought the site and lived there. His descendants
are the peasants of this village. The se~ had six children, one of whom, Qasim
died 'without leaving children. The other five were cAlawi, Ibrahim, cAli,
(Abdallah and c.ibd el-Latif; cAlawi begot lIanldan, father of Mol}ammed, father
of Al).mad who is still living. To this Al}mad I owe this story and the chronology.
Sel! 'Abd es-Salam belonged to the order of the Rifaci•.

~ 1!arim means also "wife," ~arimi. "my wife" (as well as "my wives"). Many
use (elt~, which really stands for "my family," ill the same way.

& Even when a man entered his own house, he used to notify his entrance
without fail, as there might be women guests.

6 This custom prevails more in cities than in the villages. The inhabitants
of Hebron, Nablus and Gaza used to be very ·strict.

., Ya sattar, "0 Concealer;" ya ftafi/, "0 Keeper;" ya amin, "0 Faithful," etc.
8 The above-mentioned ~a4ur comes from ha~4ara and means "be ready, be

on your guard." When rocks are blasted this word is also used.
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'inhabited cave, spring, or tree, or to draw water from such a spring
without asking permission. 1 The irritated djinn may otherwise injure
the person. For the same reason one should never put out burning
coals with water without a direct and loud request for~ permission: 2

dasiur bai!ur ya 8ukkan en-nar,3 "with your permission, take care,
o inhabitants of the fire." In other parts the expression is: ya ahl
el-ard i~na fil-

c
ard, "0, inhabitants of the earth, we are under

your protection."
Cemeteries are the abiding places of the souls of the dead and

they were formerly never entered without asking permission.! So
also holy places are only approached or entered after dasiar» This
act not only expresses respect for the weli, but also reverence. In
the case of djinn respect and fear are the reasons for asking per
mission. Through such a behaviour one both gains the favour and
the help of the men of God, and avoids the danger which may befall
him from the evil spirits..

Not only are such precautions taken in approaching a maqam,. but
also whenever the name of an important saint is mentioned; one is
afraid to trouble a weli. 6 The following example will illustrate this
custom. When I asked a peasant of cAnat§' about e§-seh 'Abd es
Salam, he told me a story to convince me of the importance and
power of this seh. He began: marrah rikib walad (ala qobr eS-seJ]
cAbd es-Salam-dastur ya sidna 'Abd. es-Salasn ..., "Once a boy rode
on the tomb of e..~-se~ (Abd ... , with your permission 0 our lord cA ..." 7

1 ..4berglaube, p. 8 if.
2 A custom wide-spread in Palestine and proving that demons are supposed

to abide in fire. For still other proofs see Aberglaube. p. 11.
3 Another sentence is dastu'r fl,aq,ur itfarraqu la ti,[ltirqil, "with your per

mission, take care, disperse, else you will he burned."
• This custom is now dying out.
5 The Kurds say at such occasions: quddus ~ubb~ rabbuna 'loa rabb el-mala'

ikah war-~, "Holy and praise to our lord the lord of the angels and the spirit"
(heard from Mr. St. H. Stephan).

6 Saints are always at work praying or helping others; therefore they should
never be troubled. Asking permission to call upon them assures their consent.

7 No sooner was the boy on the tomb, than it began to rise and rise, while
the ceiling of the maqam grew higher and higher. The frightened boy. promised
the le!J, a present if he brought him down, and at once the tomb began to descend
until it was down again. Trembling, the boy got down and hastened to fulfill
his promise (related by Mo.l}ammed of cAnata).
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As we have seen in this example the name of the saint is added
to the word dastur. Sometimes instead of the name itself the ex
pression "0 friend of God" is placed after dastur: dastur ya weliy
allah. Very rarely da3tur alone is used. In the case of nem MfIsa
I heard from a woman of Jerusalem the following expression:
dastur yabn cImran 1 illi naruh min bdjaruh, "dastftr, 0 son of
"Imran, whose fire comes from his stones."! On entering nebi Sale!),

dastur ya nebi $ali1J, 3 ya raci en-naqah, "dastur, 0 Prophet Saleh,
o shepherd of the she-camel," 4 is used. With cAli ibn cAlem, dastur
ya 'Ali ibn cAlem 5 ya ladjim el-bahar ib~acrah, "dastftr, 0 CA. ibn cA.
a thou who bridlest the sea with a hair" 6 is heard.

This custom is not only found among the Mohammedans, but the
Christians also use it. St. George enjoys a great reputation in
Palestine and it is especially in connection with him that dastur or
es-salam C aleh is used by the Christians.

On rare occasions one who enters the enclosure of a shrine (the
ruQ,q or arcade in front of the real maqam) and says dastur may
receive from persons sitting there the answer dasturak macak, "you
have your own permission," i. e., you can not enter the shrine. Such
an answer is given when women are in the sanctuary, and the
presence of a man is not allowed. This same expression means just
the opposite, "you may enter," when it is said to a man asking per
mission to enter a house.

Beside the asking permission. we meet continually with cases
where the weli is invoked, in every phase of daily life. No peasant

t According to the Koran.
2 The stones around Nebi Musa are black and contain some bitumen, so they

burn when put on a fire.
3 Nebi ea.le~ has several maqams. The above expresaion is used by the people

of the village of Nebi ealel}. The sanctuary is situated on the top of a mountain,
and encircles his tomb. Under the kitchen there is an olive-press (badd) where
the soul of the prophet's servant dwells •

• See the Koran, Sureh VII, for the story of the she-camel sent by God to
the tribe of ~amud.

5 .His sanctuary is situated on the sea-shore north of J affa, He is said to
be the descendant of 'Omar ibn el-:ija~tab. In the neighbourhood of the maqam
we see the ruins of cAr~uf. Common tradition relates that its inhabitants sinned
profusely, so that the holy man punished them by throwing a sherd from a
broken jar (qarq12m ibriq) on the village, thus destroying it (heard from
O. S. BargUti).

6 It is believed that as soon as this hair breaks the sea will flood the country.
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will begin any work without asking the help of the Almighty or that
of a saint. The usual phrases are: bism allah, "in the name of
God;" bism el-cAdra, "in the name of the Virgin;" ya nabiy allah,
"0 prophet of God;" ya UaiJr el-.AJyJar, "0 green IJa<Jr;" ya nabi
Rubin, "0 prophet R.," etc. The most common expression among
the Mohammedans is the first one. No meal is taken, work begun,
food handled, flour kneaded, wheat measured, etc., without the saying
of this short prayer. It is believed that the djinn will take possession
of everything upon which the name of God has not been uttered. t

According to et-Tarmadi the Prophet ordered: ida akala ahadi,ku1n
falyarJkur allah, "when one of you eats he must mention (remember)
God." 2 Such a precaution will not only assure a blessing but will
also banish all demons, which are always ready to hurt human beings.

Whenever a person passes a shrine, and even if he is some
distance from it, and meets with a difficulty or inconvenience, he
begs the assistance of that saint, biyn~ah3 or bistadjir [ih, "he urges
him by his honour." Usually the nearest weli is called upon for
help. Many prefer their local ones, whose power they have tested.
All believe in the Prophets Abraham (tIalil allah 4), Moses (Kalim
allah"), David (Nabiy allah s), Mohammed (Rasul allah ") and .Iesus,
<tsa (Rill) allah 8). The usual expressions are: driljil 9

Calek ya rasul
allah, "I implore you, 0 apostle of God;" ana tanib C aleki10 ya sitti
ya Badriueh, "I am your neighbour, 11 0 my lady, 0 Badriyeh."

1 L. Einsler, Mosaik, p. 2 ff.; Aberglaube, p. 11.
2 El-eeg cAbd el-l\'Iadjid CAll, at- Tultfatu l-Mar4iyah fil-AlJbar el·Qud.~iyah,

etc.,p.4.
3 The h is to be pronounced.
.. :ijalil = "friend," the surname of Abraham.
5 Kalim = Interlocutor, the surname of Moses.
6 Nabiy = Prophet, the surname of David.
7 Rasul = ApostJe, the surname of Mohammed.
s Ru~ = Spirit, the surname of Christ: This name is based on Sureh XXI,

where we read: "And remember her (i, e. the Virgin Mary) who preserved her
virginity, and into whom we breathed of our spirit."

9 Da!Jil Calik, dalJil luzrimak, dalfil earq,ak and dalJilak are expressions used
when one beseeches another for help.

10 '!'u,nub is "tent rope, tent peg;" ~nibi, "my neighbour whose tentropes
are near mine" (Mulai~ el-MulIi, 11, 1297; JPOS 11, 43); ~nib "alek, "1 beseech
you to accept me 8S your neighbour (and thus to give me your help)."

I t A man is obliged according to Arabic rules to help, protect and safeguard
his neighbour; ed-djar lad-djar u-kuo djar, "a neighbour is (responsible) for his
neighbour, even if he acts wrongly toward him."
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Often the simple invocation ya sultan Ibrahim (iij'z ibni), "0 sultan
lb. (cure my son);" ya Abit l-anbia, ·'0 father of the Prophets (i, e.
Abraham)" are used. Every fellaZt believes firmly that the saint
will respond at once to a call for help. In the Lebanon I have
heard the following expression used by a muleteer.! whose animal
had fallen down under its load: ya mar Elyas ilak nussuh. u'ala
i~u~~uh,2 "0 St. Elias, you will get the half of it-if only it is not
injured." 3

I shall cite some cases where their help is implored to illustrate'
this belief: A camel belonging to a poor camel-driver (djaf!lmal)
slips over a rock and there is danger of fracture 'of a leg and the
loss of the precious camel.s An ass loaded with a heavy flour sack
falls under its load.! A traveller loses his path during the night.
and all his efforts to find the right direction are futile. The following
story illustrates this point. Dr. Djad from ~aifa was invited to
attend the wedding of a friend in Ya'bad, While there he had an
attack of fever. As a coachman who was leaving for Haifa refused.
to take him along, he begged the $ababeh Mesar 6 to punish the
coachman, whose wheel was broken on the way. This physician also
implored the same saint to bring back his brother, who was deported
by the Turks, and the brother was brought back in a miraculous way.

Not only in simple inconveniences but in great difficulties the
assistance of the saints is asked for. In examining vows we shall

1 Muleteers (also coachmen, porters and boatmen) are notoriously profane,
therefore the Arabic proverb mitl el-mkdri, ma biyud,ku'r aU{i,h ilia ta~t il-fl,iml,
"like the muleteer, he does not call on God, except when in difficulty (under a.
load).

2 Pronounce the k in n'U~~'Uh and ilJ~~ult.

3 Ib~fuk was explained to me as "injured;" I tried to find out whether it
is not ilJu8Sk, "become less," but it was always pronounced, with a clear ~.

4 A camel used to be and is still sometimes (but much more rarely than
before) the only support of the family. Such an animal often formed the only
capital of a peasant.

s A man who drives donkeys carrying wheat to a mill (or flour from it) is
called iarriis. In classical Arabic this meaning is not known (see M~i~ el-M~~).

Hava gives it the meaning "Hirer of donkeys," and says that it is "only used
in Egypt." In Jerusalem it has the above-mentioned meaning. In the district
of Beni Zed the ~oot means "to load heavily": djamal miiris, "a very heavily
loaded camel;" fulan airas bagkluh, "N. loaded his mule very heavily."

G Mesarah bin Masruq el-cAbsi. His shrine, situated on the top of a mountain.
and near a ruin, lies between Djiffin and Baqah. (0. S. B.)
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see that they are really nothing but invocations combined with pro
mises. I will relate here another story 1 to illustrate more fully the
point in question. The Bedouins of the Tayaha tribe attacked Bet
DjaJA one night. The frightened inhabitants, who were much less in
number than the Bedouins, besought ~Iar Inqula (istandjadu) to
help them. Suddenly the Bedouins began to run in disorder,
shouting: aCuiJu bil-lah min balad sdjarha iursuk bdjar, ·'1 By for
refuge to God from a village whose. trees throw stones." The peasants
of the village assembled in the church of this saint to thank him
for having delivered them so wonderfully from their fierce ennemies,
They observed, to their great surprise, that the quneh. was dripping
sweat,2 which was another sign of his power.s

11. Repetition of prayers

In entering a rnaqam a pious fellalp will recite the fatibah or
first sftreh of the Qoran. The recitation of this prayer is believed
to be followed by the blessing of the saint and God. Not only when
a simple peasant enters the shrine, but every time he passes beside
a 1naqam-especially during night time-he recites this prayer.

When a pilgrim is on the way to visit a prophet's shrine, and
when he reaches a high place from which the sanctuary is visible,
he stands still and says ashadu, anna la ilahan illa-llah, "1 witness
that there is no God beside God." 'I'he same is done very often
when a traveller-without intending to visit a shrine-beholds the
maqam from afar. In both cases the passer-by lifts up his hands
and passes them down his face (et-tabarruk 4). In the first case
several stones may be thrown in a heap, which is called mashad. o

In the case of a prophet the visitor says a$-$ala.tu wassalamu
caleka ya nabiy allah, "prayer and peace be upon you, 0 prophet of
God." Such a prayer is never used for a common weli. A pilgrim

t Heard from different people of this village.
2 Other instances where the picture, of a saint shows a miraculous sign will

be discussed elsewhere.
3 Since this time Mar Inawa is regarded as the protector of the village.
4 El-Kawakibi thinks (in l'abai,cu l-Istibdad:) that this performance is a vestige

of the Christian custom of "crossing."
~ I have never heard the expressions karkar and rakOJJeh (or ragflbeh?)

mentioned by Doutte in Magie et Religion, P: 420fr. "in connection with heaps
of stones.
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says In visiting Ahmad er-Rfa'i: 1 ya Alimad. ya RfaCi ibmina min
kull 8~ 80/i, "0 Ahmad, 0 R., protect us from every creeping
(following) thing (reptiles)." 2

Prayers said in a shrine are generally made for the benefit of
the saint; it is supposed that God will reckon them to the credit
of the weli. This is why we hear in some places: iqra l-fatibah can
rul} eS-se~ ... (iqra l-fatibah laS-se~.· . .), "Recite the fati~ah for the
soul of the sel] . . . (recite the f for the se~ · · .)."

Many visitors perpetuate their names by writing some verse of
the Qoran on the wall of the maqdm, or on the cenotaph. As a
typical sentence we may quote: auddtu li haga l-maqan't sihadati
anna la iltlhan illa-lltih, "I entrust to this maqam my confession
(witness), that there is no God but Allah." After finishing his visit
the pilgrim often makes the request itqabbal zyarti ya ... , "accept
my visit, 0 ..." 3

Ill. Reverence

The reverence shown in connection with holy places is general
and manifests itself in different ways. It is at present not nearly
so strictly observed as it used to be. A pious peasant will not enter
the shrine of any important weli without taking off his shoes. 4

These he either leaves outside or carries with him.> In some cases
(~·sel] et-Tori, es-§e~ 'Abd es-Salam, etc.) I have not been allowed
to enter except barefoot, while in most of them (es-se~ "Abdallah in
Qubebeh, eS-~el] Salman el-Farst on the Mount of Olives, Hasan er
Raci near Nebi Mtisa, eS-~e~ Hamad in Kolonia, etc.) no objections
at all were made.

1 Al}mad er-Rfa'i was renowned for curing patients bitten by serpents. His
followers are still serpent-charmers.

2 Al}mad er-Rfaci was a qu~ub. His shrine in Palestine is in Beni Zed, about
one' hour to the east of Der Ghassdueb. It is believed that under the maqam
there is a ghar (cave) in which lies his tomb.

3 Christians write u4kur ya rabb 'abdak . . . , "remember, 0 Lord, your
servant •.. "

• As the shoes are made unclean by walking on the street. which is full of
impurities (including human and animal excretions), they have to be taken off.

r. In the' case of the Omar Mosque, el-Aq~a, Nebi Musa and other shrines,
all those who do not desire ·to take off their shoes put on slippers or sandals!
in which they may visit the shrines.
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Many will not enter a shrine except in a ritually clean condition.
For this reason many peasants would not enter with me into the
maqam, but waited outside. Even when I enquired about one thing
or another, they answered without stepping in.!

'I'hese customs of the modern Palestinian remind us of olden times,
when the Lord called unto Moses out of the midst of the Burning
Bush: "Put off thy shoes from off thy feat, for the place whereon
thou standest is holy ground." 2 The ancient Hebrew worshippers
were also not allowed to approach the sanctuary without first purify
ing themselves, for only the ceremonially clean were accepted.s

No unclean woman" ever approaches or enters a shrine, touches
a holy tree, draws water out of a sacred well or comes near a
consecrated spring. There is nothing which will irritate a man ot
God as much as such an imprudent act.! . In the midst of the
vineyards of Betunia is the source of llirbet :N ftta, which is guarded
by the soul of eS-~e1:J, Salel). From time to time the water gets
scanty and may' even stop flowing. This is always thought to result
when an unclean woman approaches the opening. Once the water
stopped flowing, and as the inhabitants of Betunia searched in vain
for the impure woman, a sheep was offered to e§...se1j Salel) , the
source was well cleared out, and the water flowed again, even more
abundantly than before." Nor are springs inhabited by demons to
be approached by any menstruating women, or a woman with a
bloody issue. The spring of Djifna, inhabited by a ubride," is an

1 Once a person ascended the roof of the shrine of es-selJ, Abu Ismatil (Bet
Likia.) without taking off his shoes. This impious act irritated the man of God
so much that he punished the evildoer with paralysis, which did not disappear
until the weli was reconciled by the offering of two sheep.

2 Exod.31S.
3 Gen. 85 2; Ex. 1910; 1 Same 165 .
• It used to be believed by the Arabs that when Eve 'plucked the fruit of

the tree, it bled. As a punishment for her disobedience the female race must
bleed every month (D8iratu l-Macarif, vol. I, p.48). .

5 Uns ed-Djalil, vol. I, p. 37, tells us that when the inhabitants of Beersheba
drove the patriarch Abraham away, their only well dried up. Thus they were
obliged to go and beg the man of God to help them. He gave them some of his
sheep and said: "As soon as these animals approach the well, the water will rise
to the brim and will remain so. But as soon as an unclean woman comes near
to the water it will dry up for ever."

6 See Canaan, JPOS 11. 159 and Aberglaube, p. 37.
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This is not the place to discuss the exact effects-good and evil
which are supposed to be caused Py a menstruous woman. t

Those who enter an important shrine remain silent, devout and
humble. When someone talks the voice is kept low; no smoking,
laughing or any other irreverent action is allowed.

Before proceeding I must emphasize the fact that reverence as
above described is paid regularly only to the prophets and the
important awlia. It is practised much less in the case of the other
shrines. When visiting the djarniC el-Arb'In i~ CEsawiyeh I found a
tax-gatherer of Jerusalem sleeping, eating and transacting his business
in the holy place. We were offered coffee which was brewed in this
place, and all smoked their cigarettes completely unmolested.

The holy men are exceedingly irritated when anybody commits
adultery while in or in the neighbourhood of the shrine. It is
believed that the whole mountain on which the shrine of Nebi Musa
is built, shakes severely when such an' impious act is performed,

No animals are ever allowed to enter a shrine. Some peasants
object most vigorously to fastening a horse in the immediate neigh
bourhood of a maqtim: This last custom, however, is vanishing
slowly. Many stories are told to illustrate how awlia have punished
intruding animals with death. The following is an example: 2 Some
inhabitants of CEsawiyeh, while going to their daily work in the
fields, one day, found a dead jackal with an oil lamp in his mouth.
He lay directly in front of the shrine of es-sel] cAnbar. This showed
clearly that the beast had entered the shrine and carried away the
oil-lamp, for which it was punished at once. Sometimes the saints
are forbearing and give animals sufficient time to stop profaning the
sanctuary. But at last, especially when human beings begin to doubt
their power, they take revenge. cEn Qina is inhabited by the weli

1 Some effects have been mentioned in Aberglaube, p. 36 ff. Others are: If a
menstruating woman walks through a green field, the grass will wither. Some
foods should not be prepared by a woman in this state, since they may spoil;
milk, for example, will sour. Anyone who sleeps with a menstruous woman
will become a leper.

2 Other stories are: Abu ea~iyeh (Bet 'Anan) kills every gazelle which eats
leaves of his olive trees. Every animal which climbs on the building of ea-sel!
·~"8.sin falls down dead. Whenever a herd of goats or sheep approaches el-Qubbeh
{to the east of Der Djrir) the ~ulla~ drive them away. See also Jaussen, p.308.
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Abul-CEnen. The peasants used to light in his honour, every Thursday
night, an oil lamp, the oil of which was regularly drunk by jackals.
This irritated the owner of th~ ground just around the spring
(Mohammed 'Abdallah), so much, that ,he lighted an oil lamp for
him with the words: "If you can not protect your property, we shall
never light your lamp again." The next morning the jackal was
found dead, with the oil lamp in his mouth. This of course proved
the power of the weli conclusively.

A woman used to placp a toz (pronounced really tos), bowl of
butter, under the protection of the weli Abu N djem, The next day
she observed that a part of it was stolen. Imploring the saint to
paralyze the hand of the thief, she put down another toz, and the
next day she found a jackal (wawi) with a paralyzed foreleg still
dipped in the bowl. Abu Ndjem is situated on the top of a hill
one hour south of Artas. He was the na.ddjab of the prophet.
Nadfljab means "one who goes before the prophet (or the se~ of a
tariqah) in procession to the next village and announces his coming
with this. followers." Es-sel] 'Abed (near SataJ) is said to kill any
goat or sheep which enters his cave. There are exceptions, where
animals are intentionally allowed to enter the door of the shrine,
but no further. These cases will be mentioned later.

The shrine and its surroundings are supposed always to be kept
clean. But this is rarely actually the case. We should, however,
specify what the peasants understand by cleanliness. Nadjaseh means
"whatever is ritually unclean," as human and (less) animal excretions.P
dead bodies, unclean food and drink.! Et-tadjmir, the cleaning of
the penis on the walls after urination, is strictly forbidden. In this
sense the holy places are kept more or less clean, but not in the
sanitary meaning of cleanliness, for quantities of rubbish are found
in and around some such places Banat es-seb Salal). and el-' Uman

t Heard from Miss Baldensberger.

2 Urine, faecal matter, pus, menstrual blood, expectoration, etc. A Turkish
officer evacuated once under the tree of e§·~elJ Abft Ris (Bet CAnan). The
punishment followed immediately, the officer being beaten very severely by a
branch of the holy terebinth. A stranger who spent the night in djami~ Abu
I-cOn (Biddfi) broke wind during his sleep. The irritated weli threw him at once
outside the holy place.

3 Pork and all alcoholic drinks.
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se1j Nuran, 1 and cut down a tree of eS-se1j Abn Hureri, 2 F. A., an
influential person of Jerusalem, asked some peasants of Sarafat to
cut off a dying branch of the holy oak tree of el-Badriyeh which
grew in his grounds. All refused to do such an infamous act and
advised him strongly not to touch the tree. He hired a Christian
from Jerusalem who sawed down the branch. But behold the very
next day F. A. fell sick with an acute attack of articular rheumatism.
The peasants knew that this was the expected punishment of el
Badriyeh."

IV. Religious services in a shrine as in a mosque

In some shrines daily prayers are performed, i. e., they serve as
a mosque. All such shrines have a mi~rab, and they are located in
the villages or not far from them. The inhabitants of villages near
Jerusalem do not have many such djawamiC owing tu the fact that
the peasants come to the city on Friday 4 to perform the noon
prayers ($alat ed-djumCah) in the Mosque of Omar. In villages at a
distance from Jerusalem such djawamiC are common. These mosques
are visited especially in lelat ed-dju'Jnc

ah and on Friday. In some
lelat e~-~nen5 also enjoys this honour. The same may be said of the
feast days. The visits in the mawasi1n will be described below.

In this connection I wish to observe that some Christian churches
are respected and visited by the Mohammedans. Churches dedicated
to St. George-especially in the village el-Hader near Bethlehem
frequently enjoy this privilege. Sitti Maryam comes next. The
Chapel of the Ascension, the Church of the Nativity, the Milk Grotto
and Mar Elyas 6 come after. The last two enjoy only the respect
of the neighbouring Mohammedan villages.7 According to Mudjir

t Between Sallaleh and Tell es-Sericah.

2 On the road Beersheba-Gaza. The same causes are given in connection with
ea-seg ~ale1} (er-Ram), en-nabi Nun, etc.

3 This story was told me by F. A. himself.

4 Many come on this day to attend the cattle market (BUq ed-djumcalt) which
is held once a week on this day.

~ Kahle, PJ VII, pp. 99ff.

8 Kahle mentions some of these places, PJ VII, 100.

7 It is to be noted that some djawami 'l -like el-'Uzerat-serve only for the
religious acts of women. .
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ed-Din it is not advisable to perform any prayer in the Ohurch of
St. Mary, as it is built in wadi Djhannam (the valley of hell). 1

V. The barakeh

The peasant does not visit a shrine only to fulfil a vow, to make
an oath or to be cured from a disease, but he goes very often to
these places .to get a "blessing." Barakeh 2 means even more than
a simple blessing; it denotes, as Kahle says," a benevolent power
which radiates from the holy place to everyone who comes in
contact with it. In order to get such a blessing, the visitor touches
the tomb, its coverings, the rosary, etc., and then passes his hands
over his face and down his body, thus distributing the blessing
transmitted through his hands to the whole body.!

Others will kiss one of these objects, or even take a part of the
starah and wrap a part of their body with it. From the oil of the
lamps, which may be used to rub the hands and the face, one
receives a more lasting barakeh. 'Water from sacred cisterns may
be drunk as a blessing, and at the same time the devout peasant
believes that it has an especially good effect on the body. Many a
had} brings back with him one or more bottles filled with water
from Zamzam, and distributes small quantities of it to his friends.
I have also. been honoured with such water.

Many visitors will take some souvenir of the shrine as a barakeh.
One will carry it on his body or hang it in his house, believing that
it will bring. fortune. The most important object belonging to this
category is en-ndj{i:~ah, "the pear,"! said to be made of earth of the
mosque el-Ka beh, dipped in the blood of the sacrifices, and has the
the shape of a pear." Nearly all pilgrims bring several and distribute
them to their friends, who hang them in their houses."

t See IT. 411.
2 I do not think that barakeh means the contrary of the evil eye, as Doutte

states in A.Vagie, p. 440. .
3 PJ VII, pp. 104 fr.
4 'I'he same custom exists in some Eastern Churches after the offertory (Stephan).
s Canaan, Aberglaube, p. 86.
6 Mr. Stephan calls my attention to the fact that such earth barakeb are sold

from the shrines of Karbela, Nadjaf and Kadimen,
7 The same belief exists among Christians, who take with them. Jordan water,

leaves of the olive trees of Gethsemane or keep the pictures which have been
sanctified by their being placed on the Holy Sepulchre or in tbechurch of the Nativity.

7-
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As all above-mentioned examples have shown, it is not only the

unseen souls of the holy men which possess this power, but every
.thing which belongs to the maqam-the abiding place of the soul-
has it and is able to radiate it to human beings.! Doubtless a part
of the body of the saint himself.t or an object connected directly
with his life-history possesses more of this miraculous virtue. Thus
the hairs from the beard of the Prophet 3 which are kept in the
Omar mosque, are visited every year on the 27 th of Ramadan.s
A piece of the "true cross" 5 of Christ is carried by many Ohristians

for the same reason.
Besides these wayrs of deriving a blessing from a weli, many

peasants try to get this profit by visiting different important shrines.
Thus many of the pilgrims to N ebi Musa, after the mosam is over,

pay visits to I.laram el-.J;I.alil, Nebi ~amw'l, Nebi ealeQ., etc. Many
a pilgrim makes his ·way back over Palestine and Egypt merely to

obtain ei-tobarruk from the different awl-iytl. A repentant sinner
believes that through such visits and prayers he will receive a blessing
which will take off all his burdens.s The soul of the saint, which
is pleased with such actions, is always ready to help."

In every important shrine, the visitor is guided by the so-called

~uddam el-1naqam, who are attached to the different holy places, and
advise him what prayer is to be said in each spot. But there are
now also small guide-books for the holy places of Jerusalem and

Hebron. The best known is al-mursid liz-zair wad-dalil fi manasik
wa zyarat amakin el-Quds wal-!!alil,S a larger one than that mentioned

1 This sympathetic power is known in sorcery (es-sifl,r) as "contact magic,"
and we shall often meet with ' it in our discussions. See also Doutte , Magie,
PI>. 439 ff., and Canaan, Aberglaube, p. 24.

2 Doutte, 1. c.

3 IJaJid ibn el-'Valid is said to have carried a hair of the. Prophet as a
barakeh.

4 On this day it is believed that sea water becomes sweet, cAbd el-Madjid
All in at-Tu~fatu l-Marq,iyah, p.61.

5 Also called "wdet erJ..q,~irelt.

6 Goldziher, Moham. S.tudien 11, 309.

'1 The same idea prevailed in the Old and New Testament. Everyone who
touched something holy received 'a blessing: 2 Kings 2 8, u; 2 Kings 13 21;

Math: 9 20.21, 1486; Mark. 5 25-29; Luke 6 19, 8 48..

8 By el-~adj Mu~tafa el.An~ari.
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by Kahle (manasik el-Quds eS-Sarifl). These guide-books 2 state
exactly what sflreh and what prayer is to be said in every holy place.

The siyfiJ] returning with their adherents from masoiieim of Nebi
Musa, Nebi Rubin, N ebi ealel}., etc., to their villages try to visit as
many of the local shrines which they may pass on their way as they
can. If any well lies at a distance from the road the procession
stops, the saiyarah plays and the sel..,~ recites the fati1}ah.

The barakeh is not only derived from dead saints, but living holy
se1js may also radiate it. Es-~e1j, Abft aalaw' had during his life
time wide renown in this respect. People kiss the hand, touch the
garments, eat some of the se~'s food, or do some similar action to
get this blessing. The following story illustrates the idea: 3 A. the
husband of Imm F. was absent in Oonstantinople. His wife, having
received no news from him, went with her daughter, who was eight
years old, to e~-~eJj Abft Halawy, Before entering his room, they
heard him calling, "Welcome thou daughter of el-qutub, the descendant
of el-Ghos.' They were astonished that he had recognized them
before they entered. Seating Imm F. at his side, he took some
bread' and sugar from his waist-coat pocket" and offered them to
her, and she ate them as a barakeh. AbO. .ij:alawS proceeded at once
to tell following story: "\Vhile we were journeying on the sea, we
lost our way and reached an unknown and uninhabited island.
During the night the storm drove our boat ashore. In vain did we
labour to get the ship afloat. While all were mourning about our
desperate condition your ancestor qutb el-Ghos appeared. He floated
the ship, showed us the direction of our journey, assured us of a
safe arrival, and disappeared as miraculously as he appeared. This
all happened last Wednesday." Several days later A. arrived. He
told them how qutb el-Gho~ had saved their life. He, believing now
in the power of the seJj 6, visited him for et-tabarruk.

1 By Yusif I}ia ed-Din ed-Danaf el~An~ari.

2 Dalil el-ljlaram el-Sarif which forms a part of the appeal of the Supreme
Mohammedan Court of Palestine for all the Mohammedan world to help in
repairing the Aq~8. Mosque (Jerusalem), contains a very short and incomplete
guide to the holy places of the Omar Mosque.

3 The story was told me by Imm F. herself, and was repeated by her daugher
Imm.R.

~ The Arabic word is f ibb.
& The servants \of this holy le~ are of the family of es-Su'un.
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I shall not describe in this chapter the healing powers of the
saints, which is attributed by some 1 to their barakeh, but which, as
I shall show, is due to other powers.

2. PLACING PRIVATE PROPERTY UNDER THE
PRO~rECTIONOF A WELl

Many of the saints are situated out in the fields far from villages.
Since the peasant's work is mostly in the fields, cultivating his land,
reaping his harvest, quarrying stones, gathering thorns to burn lime,
etc., he is under the protection of these holy men. He may himself
need their help especially when he has to leave some of his property
in the fields. In such a case he puts all that he cannot carry home
under their guard, being absolutely sure that nobody will dare to
touch them. The saints are very particular in this respect, severely
punishing I anyone who steals any of their property or what is put
under their care. Different stories are related to demonstrate this,
The muJ]tar of Suc fat told me the following incident which happened
to him during his childhood. Some inhabitants of the village had
spread their olives on the roof of the shrine of es-sultan Ibrahim
elv Adhamf, in order to make them ripen quickly in the heat of the
sun. He climbed up during the night and filled his pockets and
bosom (ibb) with olives. The saint did not interfere the first and
the second time, but when the boy climbed up the third time,
an old and reverend man, clad in white, with a white beard
and a spear in his hand, appeared to him and said: "By God,
I shall cut your life short and cripple you, if you dare steal
another time." The frightened boy answered: wallah tubt ya seb,
~'By God, I repent, 0 sel]." Another story illustrates the point
in a different way. Once some thieves broke into the $ireh (enclo
sure of cattle) of the neighbours of es-se1:J, Zakari and stole the cattle.
Scarcely had they gone a few meters from the place, when the weli
struck them with blindness. Not seeing their way,. and recognizing
the severe punishment inflicted upon them by this man of God, they
restored the cows to their place. At once their sight returned and
they escaped further punishment by running away.

J Kahle and Doutte,
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The objects which are deposited are various. In eS-selj e Abdallah
(SuCfat), e~.-cUbed (Der Yasin) and es. Ramadan I saw large heaps
of thorns.! In the cave of e~-se7J cIsa (Bet Liqia) and in the maqa1n
of es-sel] Ahmad et-Taiyar (Qastal) straw (tibn) was stored, when I
visited them. I found three loban (sour mil~) pitchers placed in
front of the cave of Rdjal Abfi. Tue. (Bet Liqia). -..\. peasant of ed
Djib deposited his lime in Djami' el-Arb'In. In e§-seJ] Hamid, of
the same village, two donkey 10adM of pottery were placed under the
protection of the saint." In es-se7J A\lmad (ijirbet Qaryet S'Ideh) I
saw cultivating implements. At e~-~e7J 'Abdallah es-Sidri (lJirbet
es-Sidd) the Bedouin desposit part of their househo~d stuff. But not
only that which is deposited in the actual holy area is guarded by
these holy men of God; even the property of the neighbours of a
sanctuary is protected, as is clearly seen from the last related story.

The above description and examples show clearly how strictly the
awlia keep the old rules of the Arabs which are still practised by
the inhabitants of Palestine. 2

3. TYING OF RAGS

Tying rags to holy objects is a very old custom which is still to
be found all over the Orient. Rags are fastened on trees, on the
iron bars of windows of sanctuaries, on the door-handles, on the
mil)djan, as well as on the rasiyeh .of the tomb. The 1ni/:tdjan 3 is
the stick (with a curved handle) of the weli. The tying of rags on
the stick and the tomb are much more rarely met with than the
others. These visiting cards are sometimes so numerous that every
inch of the iron bars of the windows, and every twig of a sacred
tree which can easily be reached are filled with them.

They are generally fastened by visitors with one of the following
intentions:

1. As a sign of having visited the maqtun and fulfilled the religious
duties.

2. The piece of rag acts as a reminder to the well not to forget
the visitor and his wishes.

1 Gathered by the women and stored as winter fuel.
2 See also Goldziher, Moh. Studien 11, 30l.
3 See Mu~i~ el·~lu!ti~ I, 353.
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3. Very often a sick person tears a small piece from his clothes
and ties it with the words "I have thrown my burden (L e. "my
sickness") on thee, 0 man of God." 1 It is firmly believed that the
saint will banish the disease.t In Bet trnia the relatives of a person
suffering from fever .put two baskets of stones on a certain tree,
believing that the disease will soon disappear. 3

The fundamental principle at the base of these three ideas is
what we call "contact magic." That is to say every thing which
has been in contact with somebody or has belonged to him will
never completely lose its relation to this person. Thus these pieces
of cloth ,always. keep their connection with the person from whom
they came. They represent him, and anything done to them will
happen to their owner. They represent the visitor, reminding the
holy man of the visit performed, imploring help and begging for cure.
Through their direct contact for a long period with the holy place
they get some of the power of the weli, which is transmitted to the
person from whom they come and to the one who unfa~tens and
carries them. This superstitious belief is well established in Palestinian
folklore and we shall have occasion again to speak about it.

In the sanctuary of el-Mansuri CAwartah) I saw five pieces of
cloth of. the size of large handkerchiefs hanging down from vines
and mulberry trees there, Two of them were green, one red, one
bluish and the fifth yellowish. I was told that they were sitar (pl,

of sitreh) or "coverings" of the tomb. It was argued that, as it is
impossible for a man to vow a real cover for the huge tomb
(440 x 235 cm.) these small pieces were promised. The prophet is
satisfied and accepts them as though they were real large coverings. 4

~he same idea is expressed by placing small or large stones on
the grave of a saint or on a holy tree. This custom is much less
common than binding rags. I have seen stones on the tomb of
Hasan er-Raci, eS-~e1J Ghanim, Abft Hurerah, masadjid sittna c.A.iseh,
eS-se1j 'Abdallah, etc. In such cases the stones are generally a sign

1 A.1j\ J,~. ~ ~ ~).

2 Cf. Abergla'Ube, p. 25.
3 Cf. the custom of placing stones on the rock Abft e, -~hur after rubbing

the back, p. sa
•u~4 J~\J\.
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()f having visited the sanctuary. In the case of en-nob; Yaqin near
Beni Ne em the door-handle, a~ well as the railing surrounding the
holy rock, showing the footprints of Abraham, are full of these rags.

Bracelets, beads and small necklaces were also to be found among
the rags.! Many take some of these rags and carry them, believing

that they thus receive a barakeh from the weli.2 This is especially
practiced by sick persons. In every such case another rag must be
substituted for the one which is removed. Doubtless this custom
resembles that recorded Acts 19 12: "So that from his body were
brought unto the sick handkerchiefs or aprons and the disease
departed from them and the 'evil spirit went out of them."

The Bedouin and half Bedouin often fasten their (uqal on the

holy tree. They believe that this is most efficacious, since it is a
complete article of dress and represents the owner better. In very

rare cases a ~idjab is bound on a holy object. The idea is that it

thus contracts more power, which is added to the power of the
magic or Qoranic formula. This custom I know only in connection
with en-nabi Danian.

Some trees on which rags may be seen

E~-sel] Y ftsif
en-nobi Nun (oak)
eS-sel] el-Bugtiari (oak and 'carob)
lJarrubet el-cAsarah

eS-sel} Barri (oak)
Abu er-Rayat (oak)
e8.se~ 'Abdallah (oak)
el-Butmeh
en-naln CAnnir

Among shrines where rags are tied
windows are:

Abti. Madian

Beram Djawis
Taqet Silwan
en-nobi Musa
Abti. Zetftn ·

el-Badriyeh

t The same I observed in Abfr IJurerah.
2 Curtiss, chapter VII.
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Even on the grave these reminders may be placed:
en-nabi Nul). Kerak

eS-~e1J Sliman Der Aban
~-~e~ Abmad el-CAmari near Der Aban
Abf1 Hurerah Tell Abfl Hurerah
es-sel) Ntiran near Salla,leh

On the doors of eS·se~ 'Abd er-Rahman (Rammun), e'11,-nabi Lftt
and en-nabi Yaqin (both in Beni N'em), and on the mihdjaneh of
~-sel] Ahmad el-Gharib (N. of Mdjedil en-Nasrah) rags may be found .

. I have never found the practice of attaching meat to trees as
J aussen t and Doughty (referred to by Curtiss) have observed. This
custom seems to be characteristic of the Bedouin.

4. HEALING

It is wonderful what a profound belief in the power of the saints
still exists in the Orient. We have seen how the peasant comes in
every phase of his life to these demigods. He comes for help, but
he comes also to thank them. When a child is severely ill the mother
implores a saint: "I beg you, 0 prophet David, to cure my son."
Or in a more humble way, "I am your servant, 0 Friend of God,
save my only child!"> .

We have already noted that the present inhabitants of Palestine
try to obtain the special favour and help of the saints by promising
them offerings if they answer the prayer and cure the sick. Rut
they are not satisfied with these means. Thus we observe that it is
still a deep-rooted belief among them, as it was among their ancestors,
that everything which belongs to or comes in direct contact with a
saint or bis shrine receives some of his power, which may be trans
mitted to others. 3 Thus the trees, grass, stones, water, earth of
the tomb, the tomb coverings, oil and even sweepings, possess super
natural power by virtue of the weli to whom they belong. This
belief leads the Oriental to use such objects, hoping thus to get
some of the saint's power to guard him from misfortune, ease his

1 J aussen, p. 334..
2 "Only child" is expressed by wafl,id. When one has a son (or a daughter),

after a long period, he calls him (or her) wa~id (or toa~ideh).

3 The people of Bet DjaJa believe that they will sell their goods better if they
put some earth of srir et-Saiydeh on them.
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pains and hasten his recovery. In examining these curative
"medicines" we are astonished by their great number and variety.

We may divide this material into the following classes:
1. Objects taken from the sanctuary and used in a protective or

curative way
2. Acts performed in a sanctuary to cure a disease.

Ad 1. The material used may be of vegetable, mineral, or of
liquid origin. The grass which grows around the shrine is gathered

. and dried if necessary and used to fumigate a person who has fever. t

The common word for "fumigate" is daaq. Leaves of trees are used
in the same way. Occasionally a decoction of plants is made as a
draught. Small pieces of wood are cut from holy trees and carried
-as amulets. The mee trees (Celtis Australia L) which grow in the
Mosque of Omar area 2 are the most important source of such amulet
wood. They are carried as a protection against the evil effect of
the bad eye. One sees many children-and sometimes animals 
wearing this amulet. The most active Cftd (twig) mes is that which
is cut on the 27 th of Ramadan 3 after sun-set and before day-break, 4

since the Qoran says: "It is peace until the rising of the morn">
(last verse ' of Snreh 97). This night 6 is chosen, since all believe
that the heavens then open, the angels descend, and God .grants
every wish and hears all prayers. 7 The Mohammedans believe that
the divine decrees for the ensuing year are anually fixed and settled
on this night," The mee trees were planted according to popular
legend by the djinn as a present to king Solomon for the protection

1 Still better is straw taken from an ant-hill, situated near a shrine.
2 See Aberglaube, pp. 62, 63.
3 The 27th of Ramadan is lelat'U 1- Qadr mentioned in the 97th Sfirah,

According to most Mohammedans it is one of the last ten nights of this month.
In Palestine the 27th is fixed as the night. This is due (according to ai-Tuhfah.
l-Marq,iyak (i l-AfJ,bar eZ-QudBiyah wal·A~amt an-Nabaufiyak wal-'Aqa'id et
Taw~idiyah, by cAbd el-Madjid CAli) to the word lelat'U l-Qadr coming three
times in this Sfrrah, As this word contains nine letters ()~\ ~), the number
of letters of this word in this Sfrrah indicates which night of Ramadan,

~ Most people cut the twigs just after midnight.
~ Sale's translation.
6 On this night the angel Gabriel gave his first revelation to the Prophet.
7 All sins are forgiven if requested.
8 According to et-Tult(ah el-Mar4illall" the battle of Badr took place on the

morning of the next day.
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of his temple.! The small twigs have nearly always the shape of a
fork with two spikee.s Christians, who also believe in the action
of this tree, but to a less extent than the Mohammedans, cut small
twigs from the mes tree near the well of the three Kings." It is
believed that the present tree is the offshoot of that under which
Mary rested when she was pursued by the Jews.4 If possible a
twig with the form of the cross is carried.

Dates are brought from Mecca as a barakeh and as a special
means of making children speak sooner. But they have also another
benefit; if young children are allowed to suck such a date, they
will become good speakers with a sweet voice.s The Christians
believe that a date from the date-palm of Mar Saba 6 is the best
cure 7 for sterility.v Cut-up palm-leaves are used in qisret el-Hamis,
to be described below.

Leaves of the Prophet's olive tree gathered on the feast of the
flags (djum(et el_calemat9), which corresponds to the Good Friday of
the Greek Church, help to cure fever and stomach trouble. This
tree lies between the Aq~a and the Omar Mosque, just to the west
of the water-basin (el-Kas). Every year the Prophet and his $a~abeh

inhabit this tree at the above mentioned time. This supernatural
fact manifests itself by a quivering vibration of the twigs. Olive
trees enjoy" special honour in Palestine. to Ohristians 11 take small

1 Cf. Aberglaube, p. 62.

2 Ibid.

3 The well is called Bir Qadisma.

4 Cf. Aberqlaube, p. 63.

~ The Prophet is supposed to have said "keep your aunts, the date-palms,
in honour," cf. Aberglaube p.87.

8 It is really curious that a saint who during all his life ran away from women
and even long after his death guards his convent from female intruders should
help women against sterility.

7 Heard from several persons and a priest of the convent.

" Uaridatu 1-CAdj8'ib says that date - palms were created from the same
earth from which Adam was made (Aberglaube, p. 87).

. 0 PI. of celem, the deminutive from t alam .

. 10 Aberglaube, 1. c.

11 Aba Sukri Mustaklim.
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olive twigs carried during the Foot-washing procession and mix it
with qisret el-lJamis.1

Next we turn to a pure Ohristian practice which resembles the
customs already described in many respects. The Qisret el-!!a1nis
has been described already in my Aberglaube, and this account may
be repeated here with some additions. Qisret el-Ilamis, which means
literally "the peelings of Thursday," is composed of the capsules of
1nablab iPrunus mahaleb,2. an aromatic grain) with cut-up leaves of
palms, olive trees, and some cut Bowers. The mahlab capsules are
dipped in the water in. which the Patriarch of the Greek Orthodox
Church washes the feet of the Bishops in the ceremony of Maundy
Thursday. The water is perfumed with rose-water, etc. This sack
is dried and put that very evening on the pulpit from which the
gospels are read. The olive leaves are taken from the olive branches
which are used in the ceremony of the Foot-washing. The Bowers
come from the 1J,add en-nus« 3 or from (id e$-$alib, "the Feast of the
Cross," On these two days the cross is laid on a large plate
(sin~yeh) covered with Bowers. Prayers are said upon it and the
flowers are then distributed to the congregation. The palm-leaves
are from palm Sunday. Very often one finds salt and alum mixed
with QiSret el-Ham/is. This composition is used to fumigate a sick
child, as it is -the best means to obviate the bad results of the evil
eye. When no salt and alum are mixed in, they are added before
the fumigation talees place.s

Meramiyeh (Salvia Triloba) has its name from Mariam (St. Mary).
It is said that while Mary was walking once in a hot summer day
she perspired profusely, so she plucked a plant to wipe her face.
Hence this plant carries her name, and is used to cure many diseases.

In examining those objects which belong to the mineral kingdom
we find that q~arah (plaster), stones and sweepings of many shrines
are used medicinally. The stones are carried, or water in which

1 It is a wide-spread custom to place below the threshold a green olive or
other twig with a silver coin, as it is believed that such an act symbolizes
perpetuity and prosperity. For the same reason a large green twig (an oliye one
is always preferred) is placed where a tiled roof is being erected.

2 Belot.
3 The Sunday which lies in the middle of the Easter fast-days.
4 Heard from 1\1iss Baldensberger.
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they have been placed is drunk. The black stones of Nebi Mf1sa
are considered as a very active birz (protective amulet). They show
their special power in being burned. They contain a bituminous
substance and are therefore black. Very often they are cut in square
or triangular forms, a protective talisman is inscribed and are thus
carried as a ~~idjab (talisman). Christians as well as Mohammedans
use the soft, whitish stones of the milk-grotto in Bethlehem to
increase mother's milk. The stones are rubbed in water and given
to the nursing women. It is supposed that the Holy Family took
refuge to this cave, where a drop of Mary's milk dropped on the
floor, In many cases a certain number of stones from a special holy
place have to be worn in order to be efficacious. I have always
found the number seven in use. Seven stones taken from eS·8e~2

Ghreiyb, siyul} el MasaJmeh, e~-seh Abft Yamin, etc., cure fever.
The sweepings of es-~el] Snet (Hebron) cure sterility;' and those

of en-nob; eale\!, se~ Qaittin (Hebron), es-sel} Ramagan,2 etc., heal
fever. Some of the earth (trabeh) of e8-se~ ez-Zughbeh (Mall}.ah)
prepared with oil in a paste cure sores of the head. Earth gathered
from qabr er-Ra'I 3 dissolved in water and given to cattle will guard
them from disease.

The water of many holy places is used for curative purposes.
Oure is effected either by a bath or by internal use. In most cases
the water is used either to heal fever or to prevent sterility. People
suffering from fever take a bath in cEn Silwan~ (En es-Samiyeh,4
cEn en-nebi Aiyub or the well of es-sel} Ibrahim,« or they drink from
the cistern of e~·Suhada. 6 In the case of Siloam it is not a simple
bath which cures' fever. The bath must be taken on Friday during
the midday prayer, after which water is poured over the patient

1 The same is true of Nebi ~ale~ (in the village bearing his name) which is
situated on the top of a mountain. The servant (<< abd, also "negro") of the
Prophet is thought to be living in the badd (oilpress) of the maqam.

2 In Qatanneh. He is supposed to be a relative of the Prophet, and as the
inhabitants of the village consider themselves his descendants, they call themselves
alraf, or members of the Prophet's family.

3 Near the sanctuary of Nabi l\Iusa.

4 In Kolonia.

5 Bet Djibrin,

, Hebron.
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seven consecutive times. When a sterile woman seeks a cure of her
barrenness, she takes with her to this spring seven 1nasaJ]i$ (pI. of
mas~a~ 1), seven keys of doors which open to the south, and seven
cups of water, each from different cisterns upon whose openings the

rays of the sun never shine.t She places the keys and the masal]i$
in the water, washes herself with it and pours the"water of the seven

cisterns over herself afterwards. Masa~i$ are old gold coins which
bear on one side two human figures (saJ]$ = person).

El-Matba'ah, a swamp in the plain of Esdraelon between eS-se[t
Ibrek and Tell es-Sammam is renowned for the cure of rheumatism,
nervous pains and sterility, It is believed that e,~-se1} Ibrek gives
this place its healing powers. After a barren woman has taken a
bath in el-Matba'ah she washes herself in cEn Ishaq and goes then

to eS-seb Ibrek to' offer a present. En-nabi Aiyub, east of ~arbata,

helps also to cure sterility. Many inhabitants of Jerusalem believe

that sitting in the djurn (basin) of sitti Mariam 3 banishes barrenness.
It is supposed that the Virgin Mary once took a bath in this basin
Barren women believe that they may receive children through the
blessing of these demigods, the awlia. The Hebrews of the Old
'I'estament ! used to cherish the same belief. 5 Washing inflamed
eyes with the water of cEn Imm el-Loz (below Silwan) is supposed
to cure them. Christian women think, as already mentioned, that

Christ sent the blind man to wash his eyes with its water. 6

Several springs where the Palestinians believe that Job bathed
and was thus cured of his disease, are still 'used for all sorts of skin
affections. Some of these places are:

Hamman es-Sifa 7 Jerusalem

Bir Aiyub 8 near Siloam
en-nabi Aiyub Ras ibn Simhan

en-nabi Aiyub ~arbata

I Cf. Aberglaube, p. 69.
2 Canaan, JPOS vol. I, p. 165.
3 Near St. Stephen's gate.
4 1 Same 1 7-11; 2 Kg. 412-17; GeD. 29 31, 30 2, 22, 18 10.

5 Curtiss, chapter X.
e J POS vol. I, pp. 153fr.
'7 Near the Mosque of Omar.
8 Below Silwan.
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en-nab! Aiyub Der Aiyub (near Bab el-Wad)
~ir Aiyub Der Aiyub (near Bab el-Wad)
CEn Aiyub E. of J;larbata 1

To this list I may add that the people of Gaza and the villages
north and south of it believe that Job was cured from his severe
skin eruption by taking a bath in the sea on the Wednesday which
precedes the Greek Easter. Therefore this day is known by the
name of arbdat Aiyub, or ibriyet Aiyub. All animals afflicted with
a skin disease are brought Tuesday evening (i, e. the beginning of
Wednesday 2) to the sea and bathed. The best place where a cure
can be obtained in near sittna el-Hadra (near the site of Ascalon).

In the vicinity of the spring Abu Zed and ~En abu Fakkah (Bet
Zakariya) some herbs grow which cure the bad; effects of el-JjDfeh
-=:3 fear. The curative action is due to the nabi 3 zakariya.!

The water of ~iyf:tn el-barr (springs of retention of urine) are
renowned all over Palestine as the best cure for suppression of urine.
Among all springs belonging to this group I have found only one
which is supposed to be inhabited by a weli, namely Bir es-Sahar
in Der 'rarif, inhabited by el-weli Suceb. The question how these
springs got their curative action' remains unsettled.!

Not only are things which are physically connected with a shrine
used medicinally, but even offerings deposited there are also employed
to cure disease. Thus we find that wicks (of oil lamps), incense,
rags fastened on a tree or a window, tomb-coverings, etc., possess
a curative action. Rheumatic or neuralgic 6 patients rub their fore-

1 Some of these were mentioned in JPOS, vol. I, p. 168.
2 The mode of reckoning time in Palestine exists to-day just as it was in days

of Christ. The day of twenty-four hours begins with sunset and ends with sunset.
This is alluded to in almost the opening words of the Bible (Gen. 1 6; see also
vv. 8, 13, 19, 23 and 31). In keeping with this, the priests in the Tabernacle
were to order it (that is, their daily service) from evening till morning. There
are very many references in the Bible pointing to this mode of reckoning.
Cf. James Neil, Palestine Life, pp. 1fr.

3 See also Goldziher, Moham. Siudien, pp. 345, 346. In the vicinity of el
Mbarakeh (Qalandiah) grows a plant called Cisbet en-nasrah, which is carried
against the evil eye.

4 Heard from Miss Baldensberger.
5 These springs have been described JPOS, vol. I, pp. 146-153.
6 The word ca~am is used falsely for rheumatic and neuralgic pains, as well

as for nervous and mental diseases.
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heads and joints with oil from shrines. Sometimes it is mixed with

dried herbs, as in the case of e§-sel] Snet and e~-sel] Kanfu~ (both
in Hebron), or it is mixed with some earth of the shrine (ez-Zughbeh

in MaJl)ah). 'I'his paste is used for skin troubles. Whenever oil is
taken from any shrine other oil is given in its place; if this is

neglected, the holy oil may produce a result opposite to that
intended.

The wicks of Nebi Musa (sometimes Nebi Dahfid or the I.Iaram
in Hebron) swallowed by sterile women are believed to cure their
condition. Others carry these wicks as a 1:tidjab (amulet) against
the' same trouble. A patient with fever is supposed to get well if

he is fumigated with incense taken from sittna el-!!a4ra (near ed

Djorah) or with the straw of the mats (qass 1:ta~reh) of Shab ed
Din (near J affa). If .small children wear a rag, taken from a holy

tree or a holy shrine, they are protected against the bad effects of

evil spirits. Fumigation with such a rag is believed to cure all
diseases caused by the djinn. Whenever a rag is taken, another
must be fastened in its place. Rags from Sadjaret es-Sa'adeh
(between Yamun and Djenin) are renowned for their action. Women

try to cut a piece off of the tomb-covering of Nebi Musa and make
it into a cup for a sickly child or for a child whose mother has lost
most of her male children. A thread which has been passed around

the tomb of Moses (and which has thus the length of its circum

ference) worn around the waist of a woman suffering from continuous
miscarriages, prevents such an evil in the future. The rosaries of

many saints help to hasten a difficult labour. No sooner does a
woman hang such a rosary around her neck and down the abdomen
over her womb than normal contractions begin and all troubles and
pains are soon over. These wonderful rosaries are called masabi1],
(pI. of masba1;ta.h) yusu'r. 1

Among such rosaries are that of el-Bakri.s in the possession of

Hasan of Der Ghaasaneh; that of eS-se~ Abft Yamin (Bet cAnan) in
possession of eS-se1:J Yftsif and that of e~-selJ el-Arami. The same
wonderful help can also be obtained by the tomb-coverings of eS-sel]

I Some mean by this name a special sort of rosary.

2 o. S. el-Barghfiji.
8
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Mohammed el-Halili. t The bread of sidna eS-sel} Abft Madian.>
which is prepared from corn of the waqf of this holy man during
the month of Ramadan is a barakeh, as well as a remedy. In the
latter case it is hung above the head of the sick or put under his
pillow. During the bread-making the Qoran is recited. Generally
the following parts are read while the dough is kneaded:

The whole Qoran once
Al-Fatihah seven times
Snrah 112 ten times
Surah 113 three times
Surah 114 three times

As it would take a very long time for one person to read the
whole Qoran alone, we see as many persons as the Qoran has parts
(hizb) assisting in reciting the Holy Book. Some of this bread is
sometimes prepared in the month Satban. But only that which is
made during Ramadan possesses the above-mentioned virtue." Holy
bread (the quddaseh) is used also by Christians. It should be eaten
only while one is ritually clean.

The slippers (bdbudj, pI. bawabidj) of el.Madjdtib 4 (Der Ghassaneh
cure facial paralysis (rnilta):t) by being used to beat the affected
side. T~at of el..Bakri (Djamma/in) if worn by sterile women, cures
their' condition. For tasit er-radjfeh 1 may refer to my article
JPOS Ill, 122.

Ad 2. We shall now deal with actions connected with a holy
place and performed by the sick person to obtain relief. Such
actions are connected strictly with the most holy part of the shrine,
generally the tomb. The following examples will illustrate. A man
with fever tries to get rid of his disease by walking seven times
around the tomb of sel] lJres. After each turn he picks up a stone
and places it on the tomb. While the sick person is walking around

1 Mohammad bin Saraf ed-Din es-SafiC i el-Halili , who was born in Hebron,
studied in Cairo and died in Jerusalem (1147 A. H.).

2 Abu Madian is Su~eb Abu Madian of Morocco. He built in Jerusalem the
zawiet el-Magharbeh, where he chose to be buried. But he died in Morocco
and only his hand is buried in the zawieh (Lawaqi~ el-Anwar, by C Abd el-Wahhab
es-Sacrani I, 153).

3 Cf. Aberglaube, p. 88.
4 There is at present only one.
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the grave his relatives say prayers. Others think that taking stones
and placing them on the tomb 1 with the words "carry the fever in
my place, 0 seIJ Snet" suffice to remove the fever. 2

In Jericho a fever patient is carried by his relatives and laid on
the tomb of eS-se7j, Ghanim. The relatives retire, leaving the sick
person alone, for they believe that the soul of this man of God
converses with the sick one and at last heals him.s In Nablus the
very sick are carried to the shrine of el-Anbia, They. are placed
near the tomb and left alone. If they perspire it is believed that
the disease gets better. In the case of es-se1} Sa'td (Idnah) those
attacked with fever lie in the enclosure. Backache is cured by
rubbing the back on Abtl e~-~hllr and placing a stone on the rock.
The same power' is attributed to the broken column placed at the
head of a small-tomb beside eS-~eJj Saddad in the cemetery of Bab
er-Rahmeh.! In Hebron mothers induce their children to run over
the to·mb of eS-§e1} Snet to get over their ailmenta.!

An impotent man must wash himself in a weli or on the thresh
old of el-(Ateri (Der Ghassaneh), A 1Jidjab written by the sef!,:of
el-lJa<Jra (Nablus) and worn by the" impotent, after he has prayed
in the room known as Huzn Ya'qub, will cure his condition.

A child suffering from fever is taken by his mother to el-Kas 6

(also Djurn) a water basin between el-Aq~a and e~-Sabrah. The

1 CAbd el-Ghani states that the sick and troubled of his time used to place
stones on the tomb of A~mad ed-Dadjdni, hoping to get rid of their difficulties
(Kahle, PJB VI, 74).

2 While this idea is true ill connection with placing stones on a holy spot,
it can not be accepted - at least for Palestinian conditions-in connection with
throwing a stone on a mafazeh, as Doutte describes for Morocco (p. 428).
Mafazeh is, as we have seen on page 76, a heap of stones found on the top of
a mountain. A traveller will, after climbing the mountain, throw a stone on an
existing heap and thank the Almighty that he has overcome a difficulty, but does
not intend by this act to transfer his weariness, palpitation, thirst and breathlessness
to the heap of stones.

3 A patient who was cured in this way told me that the lell asked him about
his ailments, advised him to keep his religious obligations and cured him.

• Different cases have been mentioned where patients place stones on the holy
place. By doing so the peasant believes that he takes away his burden-disease
and places it <In the weli. He gets rid of it, and the man of God, whom this
burden cannot injure, assumes it.

!} See also Doutte, pp. 485, 436.
a This basin is holy, since it lies between the two mosques, and is quite near

"Mohammed's olive tree."
8*
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child walks three times around the basin, during the midday prayer.
on Friday. During this process his mother throws sweets continually
on the ground, and the child is taken home without turning or
looking back.

Talismans 1 are also made in a sanctuary and worn by people as
a protection against disease, or are used to fumigate a sick child.
The seal of the Mosque of Hebron with the names of the Patriarchs
and those of· their wifs who were buried there is used against fever
(cf. Aberglauhe, p. 130). The following is a translation of such a
talisman:

His wife
chosen by

God

The Prophet of God
Abraham

Peace be with him

His wife Rifqah
chosen by

God

···············································A

The Prophet of God
Isaac

Peace be with him

.............................................. B

His wife Laiqah
chosen by

God

The Prophet of God
Jacob

Peace be with him

His wife Zligah
chosen by

God

..................._ - ·0

The Prophet of God
Joseph

Peace be with him

...........................-.- - D

The foot print of
the Prophet

The Holy
Cave

t The best cure of a horse suffering from colic is to ride the animal at a
gallop and after tiring it, to make it jump over one, better three tombe seven
times (Muss' Abu Nada).
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This paper is cut at the dotted lines A, B, C and D. The child
is fumigated every day with one piece. In reading the amulet read
from right to left.

Similar seals are also issued by some of the se1]s of the Mosque
of Omar. Such a paper 1 contains circular seals with different
writings and the representations of hands, swords and balances.
Characteristic inscriptions of these ~awatim (pl, of ~atim, seal) are:

1. In the representation of the sword:
3 lU..J\ \:> )J\ ~)J \~)J\ 2tft )J). ~ ,~

(There is) no young man except cAli and no sword except !?u l-Fiqar.!

2. In a ~atim with a balance:

J\.Hi ~\ ei.? 0--0~ J\ ~. 0\ >\)\ oA ~~\ ~ Jl:9
6~_~~,---1\ ~\ ~\ 6 ~\ ~..,r-- ....r ..'

.b\~\

i>~

He (Mohammed), peace be upon him, said that whoever desires
to behold a patch (little piece) of Paradise should see Jerusalem.
Es-saiyd Ahmad es·Sarif.

The way.

Sl)adeh.

3. In another ~atim with a balance:

.b~ \J.~ o\~ \~

This is a balance. This is a way.

4. In a circular seal (that of Moses):

4JJ\~ ~yo

Moses the Interlocutor of God.

1 I have such talismans on white, red, and green paper.
2 I have always found it written in these seals with \ instead of ...s.
3 On the ~irz of Murdjaneh (cf. Aberglaube, p. 48) we find also the sword

with the following inscription:

,--. ~ 1< •• AlJ\~ li.iJ\ ))J\ ~)J Lo_)J\ "')J
~~.) •• tJ'~• •• ) , •• ,~ ~

)\~)J\ ~ cro AlJ\ $~ 0\ 'LLJ 0lS' \~
4 .l}U I-Fiqar is the byname of the sword of cAli bin Abi Ta.lib. It is said

to have been made from the piece of iron which was found buried in al-Ka'bah
(Dairatu l-Macarif, vol. VIII, p.410).

5 A ~adit.

6 Probably names of the iiyo,'tJ in whose possession this seal was. The first
is the older one.
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5. Abraham's seal (circular):

~~\, i~' ~ o+:"}\ ~' &F' ~~\ ~.rJ\ ~\ J~)
The Apostle of the King, the Beloved, the Allknowing, Abraham,

the Friend of the Merciful One, on him be prayers and peace.

6. On a round seal we read ayatu l-kursi (Surah 11, 250).

7. In the representation of the hand:

~.} t?, 4JJI 0'" ~ ~ 4. ~y.\ ~,
AlJ\ J~) ~~, 4JJ\ )J\ 6J\ ~

)lii.JI I> ~I ~ ~, ~ ~, L.f;. ~
6JJ\ ~. ~t...=.-) 4. ~lM 4. a~ 4.

~~\ J,)J\ 01~\ .J~l~\

Bear good tidings to the true believers, 0 'Mohammed, assistance
from God, and a speedy victory.'

There is no God, but God, and Mohammed is the apostle of God.
There is no youth but rAli, and no sword 'but pu l-Fiqar.
o Sympathetic, 0 Benevolent, 0 Merciful, 0 God.
The External, the Internal, the First, the Last.

One large seal encloses twelve circles, another seven. These circles
contain efficacious verses. When such papers are issued we notice
that each one contains several of the above-mentioned figures.

Often when a child is sick and the mother believes that only a
~tidjab will help to cure him, and she can not get one written at
that moment, she puts a small bag of salt in a hole of the eastern
wall and says cala kZ8 er-RjaCi, "for the sake of er-R." Very early
in the morning she goes to a se~ of the Rifa(i order and asks him
to write her a 1}idjab for the sick child. Her pious intention-shown
by the act described-ensures the favour of this man of God, even
before she receives a talisman from one of his representatives.t

In analyzing the diseases which are cured by remedies taken from
a weli we find that two are most represented, namely, fever and
sterility. The following diseases come next: mental troubles, sup
pression of urine, and skin diseases. The reasons why fever and
sterility predominate are the following. By fever the Oriental under
stands every ailment which is accompanied by fever, and where no

1 Taken from Sfirah 61.
2 A custom in Der Ghassaneh, heard from O. S. Barghutl.
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other symptoms-like bleeding (from the lungs, or gastrointestinal
tract), diarrhea, coughing, etc.-predominate. Thus malaria, typhoid,
typhus, recurrent fever, etc., are called simply sl}uneh or 1:tumma
(fever). We know also that malaria is a very widespread disease,
met with all over Palestine. In this way "fever" may be considered
the greatest Palestinian plague. Sterility, or in other words, marriage
without children, especially male ones, is a severe punishment, causing
a strongly felt disgrace. A man's honour is best' expressed by
calling him not by his name but by that of his oldest son, preceded
by "father of." Abii cAli,l "the father of cAli," is the honorific name
of X, who is never called "X," but Abft cAli. In order to disguise
the true condition of a childless man, he is called "father" of his
own father's name; 2 for example Hasan has no children, while his
father's name is Mohammed, he is called Abft Mohammed, or Abfl
Ibrahim if Ibrahim is the name of his father. This is the reason
why every barren woman seeks for help. everywhere to escape her
despised condition.

Very interesting is the fact that some awlia have a special power
over certain diseases; i, e., they are specialists for one sort of
ailments. Following is a list giving the diseases and the saints which
cure them: For mental troubles el-IJaq.er,3 Rdjal Sufah (D~r

Ghassaneh), en-Nftbani, es-see Djabr (Rafat) and sittoa el-tragra are
sought. El-trager enjoys the greatest reputation of all. Every place
where it is supposed that the prophet Job took a bath is renowned
for curing skin-troubles (see above). Siyftg el-cArtiri (Der Ghassaneh)
have the power of curing a special eruption of the head called
sawwatah (also .ra~Cayeh). They cauterize it with fire, while an
ointment made of some herbs which grow near the shrine is given
to the patient.!

Er-Rfati had while on earth the power of healing the bite of
venomous serpents. He begged the Almighty to give qarn el-J:taltit

t It is a widespread custom of Mohammedans and Christians in Palestine to
give their first son the name of his grandfather (father's father). .

2 A ~adit says !lair'" l-asmai m8 [l,ammada au cabbad, "the best names are
those of Mohammed or 'Abd ("servant")." The latter is always followed by a
name or attribute of God.

I I have transcribed both Uaq,r and Ua4er, as both pronounciations are heard.
6 For severe menstrual bleeding the inhabitants of the Samaria district go to

Banat YaCqub for help.
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(called i~ some places qarn el-7:talbJ,t) an antivenomous power. Since
his death ·the milk in which the qarn has been rubbed is believed
to cure every poisoned person. The Siyu1j of er-Rfaci pretend to be
proof against every serpent bite.

Very widespread is the belief that certain cures are surer at
special times. Thus bathing in Hammam el-cEn and springs dedicated
to Job in the night of C Asurah 1 (the tenth of Moharram 2) is more
effective than bathing at any other period. The sea is most curative
in the day of ibriyet Aiyub. The best cud mes is that which was
cut in Lelatu l-Qadr (the 27 th of Ramadan). Acts performed about
noon time ($alat e?-~uhr) are more efficacious than others, etc.

I shall close this section with a study of the shrines of el-Hader
(St, George), the most renowned saint physician for nervous and
mental troubles. This man of God, who is honoured by all creeds
in Palestine, possesses many sanctuaries. To everyone of them
come suppliants, but some are more popular than others. I have
been able to gather the following list of shrines connected with this
saint:

Place Quarter Description

Jerusalem Armenian quarter belongs to the Greek Ohurch
Jerusalem beside the Francis- belongs to the Greek Church

can Convent
Jerusalem inside the J affa belongs to the Copts 3

Gate
Jerusalem outside the Jaffa belongs to the Qurt family, and is

Gate honoured by Mohammedans and
Christians 4

1 It is said that el-Husen died this day while very thirsty. Therefore many
will drink water with eyes shut and from an opaque vessel, in order not to see
the water.

2 Not the ninth, as Hava states in his Arabic-English Dictionary.
3 These three churches are not used by Mohammedans.
4 George Qurt told me the story of this place as follows: His father and

grandfather were once ploughing the land where the sanctuary lies. One day
they rested at midday, stretching themselves under an olive tree, which was
known afterwards as Zetunit el-Hadr, Both fell asleep. St. George appeared
to the grandfather and ordered him: "Get up and build my sanctuary, you will
find the door at such a spot." Instead of getting up, the grandfather wrapped
himself better in his cloak, thinking that it was only a dream. But the saint
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J erusalem el-Aq~a

Place Quarter

Jerusalem Mosque of Omar 1

Jerusalem Mosque of Omar
area, NW. corner

Jerusalem Same, NE. corner

Between

Nablus
Nablus
Nablus

Bet Djala and the
Pools of ~olomon

Suetra
.aaret el.cAqabeh
near the large

djamiC

Description

Maqam el-Hadr below the Holy Rock 2·

Qubbet el-lJagr

near Bab es-Sbat (not so popular at
present)

Bab el-Hadr (the east door, which is
not in use at present)

honoured by Christians and Moham-
medans

a mosque
room with a mibrab 3

dark room 4

Nablus Hammam
ed-Daradjeh

~aiybeh

BetCAnan

a basin in which he takes a bath every
Friday 5

Christian church
a l;tuwetah and a few fig trees. The

place is completely neglected

repeated his request and at last said: "You both shall remain dumb, until my
sanctuary is built." Frightened, the man got up, aroused his son, and-behold
both were dumb. Next day the work was begun and they, indeed, found at
the described spot the opening of a cave. To their astonishment and that of all
spectators the calf which they had lost a year ago while ploughing this place was
found in the cave, well-grown and fed. Straw, barley and water were brought to
him in a miraculous way by St. George. They found also the following inscription

T~\ ~ ~\ ~.~\ J.s:'O L:A ~i ~ La iS~.~ ~\ ~~

y,.rl\ ~ v-,O/·· .. 1'·~\ ~\ ~).lJ\ ~~)~. "The miracles of el-Va9r

are many, not few. Here is the place of the great saint among the martyrs,
George clad with victories, the martyr in the wars." The renown of this place
spread. Even the Sultan granted it a Farman. Patients began to flock hither,
the last one in the year 1928. No sooner was the work of restoring the maqiim
at an end, then the power of speech of the grandfather and father of George
Qur~ was restored. An abbreviated version of the story is given by Kahle,
PJ VI, 88.

1 The four next places are mentioned by Mudjir ed-Din,
2 Kahle notes that el-balii~ah es-sodah is dedicated to el-Hadr (PJ VI, pp ..88,91).
3 The saint used to assemble here with other awlia.
4 Mentally diseased persons used to be fastened here with iron chains. I have

seen one of these chains still in place.
~ The ill take a bath in this basin on Friday, believing that this will cure them.
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Place Quarter Description

Djifnah
Carmel a cave
Bet Rima
Lydd inside the village

near Bet Djala on the way
to er-Ras

Karak

Christian 1

honoured by all denominations 2

honoured by the Mohammedans
a church, honoured by Mohammedans

and Christians
a "lJuwetiyeh called J]atwet (J]abtet) el

lJaq.r
honoured by Christians and Moham

medans.

There are some awlia bearing the name ~-~eJ] {fagr (like that W.
of Rammftn) which probably have nothing to do with St. George.
There are many other shrines dedicated to this waliy allah, which
are not included in this list. The most important of these places
are that on Carmel " and the shrine near Bet DjaJa. The latter
is situated on an elevated place between the village and the Pools
of Solomon. "The beautiful church, which is surrounded by a convent,
lies in a village, bearing the name of el-Hader, The inhabitants of
the settlement are all Mohammedans. The whole area around the
sanctuary used to belong to the convent, which is directly dependent
on the Greek Patriarchate in Jerusalem. A large part of the
sanctuary was rebuilt a few years before the war. This change is
of great importance, as good rooms were constructed for the insane,4

and thus a large part of the old practice in curing the afflicted
was changed. We shall describe the way in which the patients used
to be treated before this change took place.

As the reputation of the wonderful cures of this saint spread all
over the country, sick of all creeds were brought to it from all
directions. No sooner did they arrive then the priest chained them
in the narthex in front of the church. The heavy iron chain was
fastened to an iron ring around the neck of the unfortunate creature,
the other end of the chain being drawn through one of the two
windows, on each side of the main portal, and fastened inside the

1 There is a chain for the madjanin.
2 Cf. Kahle, PJB VI, 89; Graf Miilinen ZDPV XXX, 88.
3 Called by some Mar Elias.
• The present government has forbidden the acceptance of insane in this place.
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church. In case three patients were sent at the same time the third
one was placed in a small room built just west of the dome. The
chain in this case went through a small window of the dome thus
connecting the patient with the church. During the cold winter
months the patients were kept inside the church.

The following story, taken from the written notes of my father,
beautifully illustrates the strong belief in the miracles of St. George,
and shows how such ideas are propagated by the priests themselves.
The Greek Orthodox priest Ibrahtm el-cAwwa t went as usual on
Saturday afternoon, accompanied by Ishaq Tfuna 2 to the convent
of St. George to read the night and the Sunday morning masses.
They found there a furious and mentally abnormal Bedouin ~e~ of
the Tayaha tribe, chained in the church. His condition was so bad
that he tore all his clothes. Whatever the raiys (director) of the
convent put on him was soon torn to pieces. As the priest with
his assistant Isl)aq got up during the night to perform their duty,
they beheld the shadow of a human being moving cautiously on the
roof of the church. Frightened, they awoke the monk. A thorough
investigation showed that the naked sel} was crouching in one corner,
shivering with cold and extremely exhausted. At once the superior
of the convent gave him clothes, and, taking him into a room made
a fire and began to rub him until he felt better. The raiys asked
the ~eb how he got out of the church, while the doors were still
locked. He answered: a gentle looking man, with a spear in his
hand, riding on a horse, appeared to me and ordered me: "Get up
and go to your tribe." He touched the chain with his spear and it
fell of my ~neck. I climbed up the chain from which the church
lamp hung. Swinging myself to and fro I reached a window in the
dome of the church from which I got out. The ~e~ was absolutely
normal from that moment. He pledged himself, to offer yearly seven
goats to his healer, el-Hadr, which promise he is said to have kept. 3

The patients received no medical treatment at all, but had to be
cured by the miraculous intervention of St. George. The raiys of
the church found it very often necessary to hasten the cure by

t From Bet DjaJa.
2 From Bet DiaJa. He was ordained later as a priest.

3 Told my father by the ahove-mentioned priest Js1)aq 'l'uma.
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driving out the devil. This was done by thorough beatings and
prayers. No wonder that these poor creatures were furious when
the priest fell into their clutches. Whenever a patient's condition
got somewhat normal the priest secretly unfastened the chain from
the church, and told the patient that the saint declared him cured.

Only a simple straw mattress was given them. The two who
were bound in front of the church had not the least protection
from the frightful summer heat or the cold of the winter. Their
food consisted of bread-sometimes very hard-and water: Both
were given to a very limited extent. The odor of their evacuations
used to make the place unsupportable.

At present the sanatorium is built a short distance south of the
church. It is composed of twelve rooms, in each of which there is
a chain, firmly fastened to the wall. The hygienic conditions of this
place are in every respect better than in the old system. This new
hospital was connected when I saw it last by a wire to the church.
Thus the healing power of the saint is transmitted to the sick.

4.n analysis of the above-described treatment is of great interest.
The sick are placed in the direct neighbourhood of the saint, to be
near his blessing and his field of action; the chains transmit the
curing power. As soon as the hospital was removed to a distance
a connecting wire was run between it and the church to carry the
saint's miraculous power. Prayers and beatings are the best way of
driving away a devil. This practice is still common among the
~iyul]. Whenever a sick person shows any nervous symptoms like
hysterical fits, apoplexy, epilepsy and even convulsions resulting from
fever a ~e1] is called for treatment. He writes a talisman, recites
prayers, spits on the patient and massages the body.! This massage
is always done in such a way that the hand of the ~e1] moves from
the upper parts of the body downwards. The reason for this direction
of movement is that the devil should be massaged out from the im
portant organs to the less important ones and eventually be thrown

1 An insane girl, who received no help from all the consulted physicians,
went to a Chaldean priest. He, after fasting three days and three nights, made
the sick child kneel down and pray with him, and behold a cloud of smoke came
out of her mouth, while she lost consciousness. The priest put her in a bath
and began to massage her. The moment she awoke she was cured.
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out of· the body through the lower extremities. 1 The massage
developes in most cases to violent beatings, which may be carried
out with the hand, with a stick, shoe 2 or even with a holy object,

like the wooden shoe of the Madjdub.
It is easier to drive out devils when the bodily condition of the

possessed person is at the loweat.s It is a common belief that the
djinn prefer well-built, corpulent patients. This explains why' the
patients are fed so badly. Neglect of cleanliness leads to the same
result. 4

5. OATHS

It is a widespread custom to call on God or a saint to witness
and attest one's affirmation, or to assert one's innocence. This
assurance is given by means of an oath in the name of a holy man,
generally in his shrine, or in the name of God and in a shrine of
some weli. Simple oaths in which the name of God alone is used,
and which may be uttered on any occasion, are innumerable and
will· not be discussed. Simple oaths are so common that they- are
a part of the daily life of a peasant. 5 If he is telling a story or an

t A demon in an important organ causes much more harm than in an
unimportant one. Massaging a demon upwards may cause an irreparable weakness
in the heart, eyes, tongue, brain, etc.

2 See the case described in Aberglaube, pp. 117f.
a This is an older belief; see at- Tu1),fatu l-Marq,igah, p.4.
6 See on this subject also Stephan, "Lunacy in Palestinian Folklore," JPOS V

pp. 1-16, on which the following remarks may be made:-It would have been
more helpful if the original meanings and uses of all the synonyms on pp. 2 and a
had been given. - I do not think that "lunacy is considered as something divine"
(p.2). On the contrary it is at present regarded, as it used to be in Biblical times,
as the work of Satan. Although madjdQh is used at present for a beginning lunacy,
its real meaning is quite different from madjnun.- The real causes of lunacy
following the writing of a si~ir (and such sorcery is called 8i~ir aswad), drinking
of spirits (p. 6, footnotes 3, 4), or coitus noous (p. 7) are nothing but the djinn
and should not be put in another category.

5 I will mention Borne of the most important simple aqsam (pI. of qasam)
which are much used in the daily life of the peasant. They belong to one of the
following two categories:

a) The name or an adjective of God, that of au:elior a sanctuary are connected
with the oath,

b) The ya·min mentions some natural phenomena. •

The following examples will illustrate both kinds:
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adventure and finds it necessary to emphasize a point, because some
one may doubt his statement, he says u-baqq el-l!a4r el-A~4ar innz
rU~tt udjit, "By the truth (of the existence) of St. George I went
and came (back)." Or, "By the truth and honor of the Prophet

Ad a)

6JJ \ J~) ~' 6J.J\,
6J.J' oAl i'-\ Lo, ~J.J\,

~\. ,
~ ~.. '\ .~i1 '-\..r- ~,

u.s,.4.1."
~\~
00 • •• ,

By God and Mohammed, God's apostle

By God, and there -is no one more powerful
than God

By the life of this branch (stick) and the wor
shipped God and the Prophet David

By the living cross

By the truth of the Mohammedan direction of
prayer

By the truth of this church and those (i, e. saints)
abiding in it

By the door of this East (i. e. by the direction
of the sunrise) which is the prayer direction
of the Christians (the direction of burying
Christian dead).

By the Ka C beh

By the honourable church of the Nativity

By the Qoran

By the beard of the Prophet

y)W:J\A i~,

~\'~\2S.r4:rh.L\~U.\~~-,

w\~\, ~Jt+\ ~ll\ ii~,
"4W \

'-'~ W lJ\ i ~ --~.. 'LA i~
..J • U y-:-- ..'

~) t5: o ~, ~r ~
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Ad b)

~rtJ.\ ~~ ~.~ ~-, By the truth of this sun's disk (lit. small eye)
4:r?) ~lhJ which is going down in the west in obedience

to her Lord

By the life (here : existence) of this moustache

By the existence of the water which purifies the
living and the dead

By the existence of the flowing water and the
high heavens

By the existence of this tree which drinks with
its root, .and which praises its Lord

By the existence of this green carpet which
grew dumb and deaf (i, e. quietly) from the

.earth

~ ~)' ~ ~. ~ ~, By the truth of the One who knows how many
~ i~ ~,i~lA leaves there are on this tree, and how many

~\,~~ hairs on this animal. (The person while uttering
this oath points to a tree and to an animal)

Some of these formul:s were taken from the written notes of my father.
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Moses I ..." t These oaths are made in any place and need not be
restricted to a sanctuary. It is customary to use the name of a local
or an important outside weli. All oaths made in a mosam of a
saint, or in the neighbourhood of a sanctuary are performed in the
name of the respective weli or prophet.

More important are oaths made in the shrine itself. The causes
for such an act are either major or minor ones. When a man is
accused of having stolen something, but no direct proofs can be
brought, he is asked by the accuser to go to a 'lveli and swear his
innocence. The accused, followed by the accuser, enters the shrine.
The former lifts up his hands and says: "By God, the Great
(Almighty) 2 One who has no greater Power above Him, I have not
stolen, nor even seen this she-mule, nor do I know who has taken
her." 3 The accuser must content himself with the oath and is

regarded as having lost the case. The accuser may not trouble
himself and the accused-to go in such a case to a sanctuary. The
accused may be allowed to turn his face in the direction of the
appointed wel~ and swears to his innocence with uplifted hands.

The principle el-yamin C ala niye.t el-mhallif, "the oath is (to be
fulfilled) according to the intention (resolution) of the one who
requires the oath (from the other)", has two meanings. First that
the accuser has the right to appoint the sanctuary, the time and
sometimes the part of the sanctuary on which the accused must
place his hand while swearing (the tomb, the mibrab, the Qoran,
etc.). In the second place the oath given by the accused is explained
in the sense intended by the accuser. Wording which may express
the truth only externally, but be essentially untrue, is a false oath.
For example A is accused by B of having stolen his mare from the
closed stable where it was'fastened. A was actually the thief, having
stolen the mare in company with C, B's servant. 0 opened the
stable, untied the mare and led it outside the premises of B where
A was awaiting .him, A then galloped off with it, and after selling
the mare gave C his share. B suspects A and asks him to swear.

1 Udjah en-naM Musa ...
2 This is sometimes repeated three times.
3~ I •••~ ~ ~lA .\ _--ocl:..& AM _l:..e.\ Lo >1111\ _~l:...1\ AJJ\
,~.rw · ~~ r- ~,~ ,

\AJ.:;..\~~ ~, ~J.:;..\.
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The latter says: "By God, the Almighty, I never entered the premises,
unlocked the stable, untied the mare or took it away." His oath is
literally true, and B is obliged to accept it, but since he tried to
cheat through the wording of the oath, God and the saint will
punish him most severely. When the accused is ritually clean he
enters the shrine, or if not he stands outside the door of the sanct
uary, facing the interior, and performs his oath. In the case of a
holy cave one stands on the door. Many Bedouin of Transjordania
step over the tomb of the weli (yuj"Auq) and then swear. They think
that the saint, who ,is already irritated by the contemptuous act of
stepping over his tomb, will act the faster in punishing the accused
if he has given a false oath.

If the accused is guilty, but does not dare to acknowledge his
fault openly, and is at the same time afraid of perjury, he may get
out of his difficulty in the following way, told me by Sofiya of
TurmusCaiya. The accused wears his garment turned inside out,
fastening in it seven needles and carrying three silver bracelets in
his pocket. All this is done secretly. With this protection he
believes that no harm will befall him, even if he swears a false.
oath. He intends by such an act to acknowledge secretly to the
man of God that he has committed the fault, but promises him to
return the stolen things secretly or by some intermediary.

When an accuser loses his case by a false oath of the accused,
he tries to provoke the anger of the saint, believing that he can
thus hasten the punishment of his guilty opponent. There are dif
ferent modes of provocation. He may hold with both hands the
two ends of a mat of the sanctuary and swaying it up and down,
thus shaking its dust on the accused, say: ,,0 my Lord, 0 Sef ed
Din, get me my right from this lying scoundrel." Sometimes the
mats of the shrine are turned over 'with the words: "I turn the
mats of el-:ijauwa~ over on you, ° scoundrel." 1 The mats remain
upside down until a passer-by or the qaiym turns them back.
Generally, however, they are not touched, until the person who in
this way besought the saint for justice turns them over again himself.
This is done when the relatives of the person who made a false
oath beg for it. Turning the mats upside down is supposed to

t Qalabt Calek l~u~r el-QauwO,f go, iaUm.
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transfer the anger of the saint to the guilty person. These two acts,
which are known as qalb el-~tu$ur may be performed not only when
a person has perjured himself, but also whenever a person is unjustly
oppressed. All believe that these acts will stimulate the saint to
react at once in favor of the oppressed person.! In some parts the
oppressed person goes to the sanctuary, and lying on the floor covers
himself with a mat, or he places the sweepings of the shrine on the
tomb. Both these acts are believed to irritate the saint, who will
at once protect the one who has been maltreated.t

When an innocent person is accused and is thus forced to swear
he feels himself injured by the suspicion directed at him, and tries
in one of the following ways to make the saint avenge him. He
throws a small handful (half or a quarter of a full hand) of q$arah 3

on his opponent and says; Yam~nak yiqlib C alek, "(the result of) the
oath (which you have forced me to make) shall return upon you."
The accuser answers 4 "it will return on the liar." S Others take
stones or earth and throw them on the grave or on the maqam,

thus arousing the spirit of the holy man to keep his maqam holy
and clear of false accusations. 6

Exceedingly rare is the custom of going to a sanctuary and binding
on the headstone (m$ibeh) a piece of cloth belonging to the oppressed
person with the words ~ur ya Madjqub li fulan illi ?alamni, "Attack
So and So, who has oppressed me, 0 M." This custom is practiced,
as far as I know, only by women of Der Ghassaneh. 7 ,

A last resort to show one's innocence and demand revenge from
God is to turn a masha] (Qoran) upside down, saying to the accuser:
haiy qalbet mashuf Calek, "Behold a Qoran is turned on you."

While the simple oaths (yman Cur~ah) for small crimes which we
have treated may be made at any wel%, more solemm ones (yman

t Der Ghassaneh.
2 Both these customs I heard from people of Abu Ghos.
3 Q~arak is the plaster coating of the walls of the rooms.
• Arab. yiqlib ala l-kddib.
5 The accuser and accused, who came the same way, return separately by

different roads.
6 If the accused is a descendant of a saint and is innocent, he tries to irritate

the saint by putting filth on the tomb or by shouting that the saint is asleep,
powerless or indifferent (cf. 1 Kings 18 27).

7 Heard from O. el-Barghfiji,
9
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mughalla?) for major crimes like murder,' rape 2 and hadjseh 3 have
to be performed in the shrine of an important saint. Man~ur of
Lifta assured me that a welt ~lisr (or nizq), "a nervous, irritable
wel~" should be chosen, since he will punish a liar at once.s In such
important cas~s it is not the accuser, but the judge who orders that
such an oath be made in case no absolute proofs can be brought
of the defendant's guilt. The judge-if he is unable to go himself
sends representatives to report the result. The oath of the accused
must be seconded by a notable and sanctioned by three others.!

We have seen that all oaths; taken in a sanctuary, are made in
the name of God and not in that of a prophet. The name of the
latter ,may be mentioned in some cases after that of God, but no
important oath is ever made in the name of a saint alone. Fridays
and Mondays are generally chosen for an important oath. The latter
day is selected because it is said that the Prophet was born on a
Monday.

The material given in the foregoing section shows the great honour
and fear of the saints. Few indeed dare to make "a false oath in a
shrine, for the vengeance of the saints- is most severe. This revenge
may show itself in him, his family, his property, or his animals.
Story after story is told to illustrate this point. In some cases-as
with el-well, Shah ed-Din of eaffa-the man of God marks the houses
of those who make a false oath. Early in the morning they may
find the. corpse of some animal in front of the door. If no such a
th~ng is found, everybody knows that the oath was a true one.

6. VOWS

The practice of incurring voluntary obligations to a deity on
fulfilment of certain conditions, such as deliverance from disease,
death, or danger, success in enterprises, bestowal of an heir, and
the like, is of extremely ancient date and common in all systems of
religion. There are many references in the Bible dealing with vows,

1 Ar. damm.
2 Ar. 'arif,.
3 Ar. ltadjseh is the entrance of a respectable house. by a stranger, either for

robbery or for adultery.
4 All those I asked corroborated this statement.
5 See also O. el-Barghuji's paper, JPOS 11, 51.
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which fact shows us how widespread this practice was. The prophet
Mohammed gave some rules concerning it in the Qoran, as well as
in the Hadit, Vows as they are performed at present have kept
most of their ancient features. 1 This custom is still found among
the peasants as well as among the town-dwellers, among Moham
medans and Ohristians, rich and poor. All believe in its necessity,
its efficacy and its sure blessing. Every difficulty or misfortune in
the daily life of the Oriental brings him nearer to his God and to
the saints. And holding that these holy men are nearer God than
himself, and nearer him than God is, he believes that they are able
to help him. He tries to get their protection, favour and help;
and believes that he will be more successful if the saints are rewarded
by him. Therefore he promises one or more saints an offering, to
be given in his or their names and in their honour.

Opportunities for making vows are innumerable: in sickness, in
the case of the journey of a friend, when bad news about an absent.
member of the family is received, when a woman is barren, during
a bad agricultural year, in the face of impending danger, repeated
loss of children, difficult labour, infectious disease of cattle, etc.
Among all these causes I sickness is the most important and most
vows are paid in connection with it. Many saints are called upon
for help. The father, mother, wife, brothers, sisters, children, other
relations or even friends of the sick make the vows. Usually each
of them calls on a different saint, thus ensuring the help of all the
most important saints. In case the condition of the sick men allows,
he himself will promise an offering. The value of the offering varies
more or less according to the importance of the sick person in the
family. The father, husband or the only son are generally the most
privileged in this respect. The wife, daughters, or old women of
the family come last. I witnessed the following occurrence which
illustrates the above excellently, as described in Aberglaube, p. 70.
Abft Amin el-Betunt, the eldest member of his J;tamuleh 2 fell sick
with pneumonia. He had such a severe relapse that the course of
the disease was greatly prolonged. When one day his condition got

t Kahle, PJB VIII, pp. 148ff.; Canaan, Aberglaube, pp. 70ff.; Jaussen, Doutte,
Curtiss, passim.

2 l;lamo,leh is the "family" in the wide sense, almost "clan," while the narrower
meaning is expressed by celeh.
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very' critical and I explained the matter to his brothers and relatives,
one of his brothers vowed that he would give thirty francs t worth
of candles to the sanctuary of Abraham (Hebron), to the Mosque
of Omar (Jerusalem), and to Moses. At the same time he begged
the Almighty God to heal his brother and to inflict the disease
instead upon his own young son, who was eight months 01d. 2 He
was even ready to lose his child, if the Almighty would save his
brother. 3 A second brother vowed a ~b1,bah for the weli ZetQ.n
(Betunia), and a second sheep as a satl}ah (picnic) for his friends
and relatives. The wife promised Nebi Samw'l a sheep, while the
sick man himself promised to offer a sheep and a "basket" of rice 4

to Abraham. The other relatives made smaller vows. According
to Palestinian Arabic belief God is the Almighty One, who stands
higher than all saints. If He chooses He is able to do every thing,
possible and impossible. This is the Qoranic teaching. But the
saints are preferred. They are easier of access and stand nearer to
men-as they all were once human beings. "At the same time they
know human needs, ailments and weaknesses very well. ·Therefore
the belief in them and the fear of them has spread so widely among
the Palestinians that gradually they have taken the place of God.
People look at them as minor deities, nor do I doubt that in many
places superstition has elevated them to a rank equal to that of
God. This is the reason why nearly all vows are made to saints
and not to God. The number of saints to whom vows are brought
is innumerable. Generally the local welis are preferred, but very
often others are thought of, either because they are prophets and
thus favourites of the Almighty, or because they have gradually
gained through their miracles the complete confidence of the peasants.
Even in one and the same village, where there are several awliya,
one of them enjoys the greatest popularity, since he is believed to

t Twenty francs or one pound are called nerak or lerah. The difference between
a French, an English, an Egyptian or a Turkish pound is expressed by adding
the name of the nation, fransawiyeh, ingz?'ziyeh.

2 The baby fell sick a few days later.-The mother said bab es-sama kan maft-a~,

"the gate of heaven was open," i. e., when the father expressed his wish God
heard it at once. This idiom is always used when a desire is quickly fulfilled.

3 Such a desire is not called a nitjr, but a da'ueh. (8 curse),

4 Quffet ruzz = 100 kg (33 ro~l).
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be more powerful than the others. This is why, inspecting several
shrines of the same locality, we observe that some are cleaner, better
kept and richer than others. Besides the great prophets, like Moses,
Abraham, David, Christ, Rubin (Reuben), Samuel, eale~, etc., who
are more highly thought of than the rest, there are some welis like
the Badriyeh, Salman el-Ears!, el-Qatrawani, t etc., who enjoy a wide
reputation.

Some saints do not like to see a woman entering their sanctuaries
even to fulfil a vow made in their name. This is especially true of
Mar Saba. Some women of the Greek Church therefore never make
offerings to him, since he will not allow any of them to enter his
sanctuary. The following story will illustrate this belief.t A Russian
lady, who had offered him a golden lamp, wished to bring it herself.
She wore male clothes, entered the church of the convent unrecog
nized and placed the lamp in front of his picture. Some unseen
power threw the lamp away and spilled the oil. Ev~ry time the
lamp was replaced, it was thrown still further away. The astonished
raiys (head of the convent), who observed all what was happening,
searched for the reason, and as soon as he found out that the offerer
was a distinguished woman, he begged her to leave the convent,
assuring her that Mar Saba does not accept any offerings from'
women, but even prohibits females from entering the convent."

Vows are' not only made to sanctuaries where a maqam and a
tomb are found, but every other shrine combination which we have
studied enjoys this privilege. Naturally what is vowed to these
shrines-stones, caves, trees, .springs, etc.-is as a rule much inferior
to what is offered to the anbiya. Offerings to supposed holy stones,
trees, waters, etc., are another connecting link with primitive religions.

1 EI-Qa~rawani is situated on the top of a mountain, amidst a small group
of oak trees, which grow between the remains of a ruin, with several cisterns.
The shrine is composed of one room with two domes. The shrine is composed
of one room with two domes. The tomb is supposed to be in a cave below the
building. A heap of lid (see below) was placed in the N. E. corner of the room.
To the west of the sanctuary one, finds the tomb of his servant.

2 Related' to me by Imm EliaB of Jerusalem.

3 Therefore the women of the Greek Orthodox congregation work on his feast
day, saying that since he does not like them they will not honour him,
cumruh la t'aiyad.
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Vows may even be made to living persons. Generally these
priviliged men belong to one of the following classes:

1. The descendants of a holy man. A thorough examination
of the present awliya shows that. some of them are recent and that
their descendants are still living. Oases in point are hadj e 0 beid, t

cAbdallah 2 and irdjal Sufab. 3 To the living sons of the awliya
simple things are promised (tunbak,4 djadjih,5 ~Ob,6 etc.),

2. A.~eJjs of a tariqah or who are considered as especially pious,

as el-se-I] Abft I;Ialaw'.
3. Servants of a shrine or a priest. Vows of this class are

especially made by Ohristians. The following case illustrates this
type. A man of Djifna whose son was sick vowed: "0 St. George,
if my child gets well I shall offer curtains 7 (lit. cloths) for your
c~··and a vestment for the priest,"! A

4. To mentally abnormal men. In 'En tArik there used to live
an insane 9 man who was silent most of the time and walked only
backwards. Not only the inhabitants of this village but also those
of the surrounding places considered him a welt They thought that
by his behaviour one could foretell the future of the village, If he
shouted during the night, rain fell, and if he ran aimlessly to and

1 In cEn Karim. The maqam, which is at the same time a djami' with a
medaneh, is inside the village. Adj acent to the shrine there is' a fruit garden.
Anybody who ta.kes a cutting from these trees and plants it, finds that it will
not grow.

2 West of ei·ie~ Ghet (near Der Ghassaneh). His maqam was originally a
cave which was changed into a small room with cloisters in front. The tomb of
his wife (es-Slabiyeh) is beside his. His family all belong to Dar Mustafa Saniur
(0. S. Barghliti).

3 The maqam is situated on the top of a hill to the west of Der Ghassaneh,
and contains three tombs for the male (el.Madjqub, Ibrahim and CAll) and two
female (daughters of el·Madjqub) descendants. Outside the maqam there are
four other tombs, one for ei-lefJah ~al~ah and the other for her maid Hanfir.
I owe this information to O. S. Barghutl.

• Tobacco used in the argileh,

fi A hen.

6 A cloth.

7 The "curtain" is a thin (if possible a silky) cloth which is hung over the
pictures.

8 It is the official suit carried by the priest in the church.

9 Eight years ago he was living; I do not know whether he is still alive.
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fro they knew that ~aiy'aleh1 "gendarmerie" were approaching the
village to collect the taxes. Women used to vow him a hen in
case one of their family was sick. A few hairs of this saint's head
were always taken when the hen was presented, and with these hairs
the patient was fumigated.>

Sometimes vows are made to objects or places which are not
connected with a known saint. As soon as a spontaneous, miraculous
sign is supposed to have been observed by someone, the place is
regarded as inhabited by some supernatural power, probably pious
men of unknown origin (~ulla7:t) to whom vows may then be made.
The following example is a good illustration of this. To the left of
the carriage road 3 leading from J erusalem to Kolonia and opposite
the last house of I.Jifta (situated some distance from the main village
and directly below the carriage road) there is a Cave in which some
peasants of Lifta 4 used to live during the summer months. During
its stay in this cave the family lost one member after the other.
Once the father of the family noticed a mysterious light in the cave,
which made clear to him that ,this place was inhabited by some
superhuman power who had punished him for having defiled its
habitation. At once he moved from the spot and vowed to offer a
sheep and to light an oil lamp once a week.5

There is another set of vows which have no 'connection with the
types described hitherto, in which offerings are made 'to objects
which are not associated with any holy man, holy place or sacred
object. The best illustration is the following custom: Sterile women
who go to. the mosam of el-Husen, near Ascalon, take a bath in the
sea and promise: "If I become pregnant, 0 sea, I shall kill a sheep
in your honour."6 In the mosam' of the next year a woman who had
received the blessing of motherhood kills the sheep on the shore, in

1 People were very much frightened when gendarmerie came to a village,
since the soldiers gathered the taxes heartlessly, imposing many unnecessary
expenses upon the villagers.

2 Cf. Aberglaube, p.72, n.5.
3 The place is called el-:e:omeh.
4. The same family which lives now in the house opposite the cave.
5 The same may be said about es-selJ, Husen (near ed-Dahriyeh) where one

night a light was observed under the sidr tree. At once the tree was regarded
as growing in the site of a wet?, and a small maqam was built. •

6 In ~bilt ya ba~r la-a4ba~lak aarU{.
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such a way that the blood flows into the sea,and throwing the
saqat 1 of the sheep into the sea she exclaims.s "Take your vow, 0
sea." 3 Although such customs are really very rare, they carry us
back to past ages when the sea was honoured and worshipped as a
divinity.

A connecting link between the two last antagonistic groups, i. e.,
between objects and places which have no religious tinge at all,
and those which are directly connected with saints, are places where,
according to local belief, dervish music or prayers have been heard,
a greenish light seen, or burning incense smelled. The discoverer
of such a place makes the first vow. A good illustration of this
belief is given by the story of Djum'ah (above pp. 59f).

In closing this, section we may draw attention to the two following
points:

1. In many cases vows are made to God without mentioning any
saint.! "If my child gets well, 0 God, I shall slay a sheep for you."
In such a case the sheep may be slain in any place and the meat
be given to the poor. Vows to God are becoming less and less
frequent.

2. Most of the Mohammedans I asked, assured me that it is an
irreligious act to make a vow in the name of a saint. Every thing
comes from the Almighty and must be offered therefore in his name.
llli lJiynijer la-wali min dun fjikr allah $arat fjbiJ;ttu fti$eh, "Whoever
makes a vow to a weli without mentioning God, his sheep becomes
a carcass." A dead beast is, of course, not accepted either by God
or by a saint, and should not be eaten by men." The only correct
formulas are of the following type: in tab ibni ya allah ilak ya
l!auwa~ , "If my child gets well, 0 God, you will have, 0
IJauwa~ " This principle is followed more rigidly by the Bedouin
than by the peasants, as is well illustrated in the formula recited
when a (JbiJ;tah is ·killed by a Bedouin. He says: minnok u ilak ya

t Saqa~ means the head, intestines, extremities, lungs and other internal organs.
It will be described more fully later on.

2 1!oq niqrak ya ba!tr.
3 Cf. Aberglaube, pp. 75, 76.

. 4 In ~ab ifp&i ya aUa.·h la-aqbaltlak IJaruf.
s Qoran.
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allah, adjr u ~awab 1 la-saiydna Musa allah akbar, "It is from Thee
and to Thee, 0 God; reward and recompense for our lord Moses;
God is great." 2 This is a religious rule, but popular religion is in

many ways hostile to the religion of the Qoran and the Bible.
The formulas used in making a vow are different. Usually the

word ni4r, "vow,'t is used: nigrun Calaiy ya nabz Musa in tab ibni
la-aqaddimlak ljaruf, "A vow (is) upon me, 0 prophet Mosea; if my
son gets well I shall offer you a sheep." The word niijr may be
omitted: "0 my lady Badriyeh, I owe you a jar of oil, if my son
returns healthy from America." A third form is: in tab abuy la
aq,wUak samcah tuluh ya !!a4r el-A1]tJ,ar, "If my brother is cured I
will light you, 0 .ijaQ-r el-Abgar, a candle of his length."!

All these vows are known officially as ngftr muqaiyadeh,4 "bound
vows," i. e., vows bound by a condition, which must be executed.
There are vows belonging to another class, namely, nugur mutlaqah,
."free (general) vows," in which no condition binds the fulfilment of
the vow: ilak 'alaiy ya rasul allah an a$um sahren, "I"impose upon
myself for thy sake, 0 Apostle of God, the obligation of fasting two
months." In some parts of Palestine special expressions are used
when vowing an animal; they will be described below. A beautiful
formula is expressed in the following verse, which is recited by a
mother visiting St. George's church with her two children, and asking

him to keep them alive:

Ya lla4r el-A~4ar calek el-yom tereni
wal:tad imreiy~ u wal:tad imkal:t7:tal el_ceni
niqrun Calaiya in Ca~u hal-i~neni

la-a@Ja7:t gabaiJ;t u aqaddim lal-lla4r deni. S

o £Iaqr Ever Green, two birds come to you;
The one with feathers (i, e., well-grown), the other with darkened

eyes (i, e., still very young).

1 These two words well express a very important fact in 4abay~, namely, that
they are made for the benefit of the saint to whom they are offered.

2 Heard from a Bedouin of the "Idwan tribe.
3 At times a very indefinite promise is made: ilak talaiy ya mar Milia/pI in

miJi ibni illi bi!l~lac min nafri, "I vow to you, 0 St. M., if my son walks, what
I will give you."

4 Ibn Rusd~ Bidayat'U I-Mudjtahid ua Nihayat'U I-M'Uqta~id, voI. I, pp. 341, etc.
5 Bet Djala.
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I take as a vow upon myself, if these two remain alive,
I shall offer sacrifices and pay my dues to tlacJr.1

Another verse of this sort used also by Christians is:

Ya cAdra Mariam harir es-Sam zunnarik
nidrun Calaiya in adju l-ghuyab la-a~ttadjik.2

o Virgin Mary, the silk of Damascus (I will give as) your belt;
I vow that if those absent come back, I shall need you (i, e., I shall

fulfil my promise).

At times the person who is in great difficulty goes to a sanctuary,
prays with devotion, begs for help, makes a vow and writes it on
the wall of the shrine. In this way he binds himself doubly, while
the weli is reminded continually by the writing. In the maqam of
e~-se~ cOkaseh I found the following writing, which is an excellent
illustration of this custom: "I intrust to this place my testimony,
that there is no God but Allah and Mohammed is God's apostle.
o my lord cOkaseh, if Al}mad the son of ljadidjeh the son of
Zakaria goes out of the jail wit" God's help and your help, I will
bring to you, 0 my lord -o, three oqiyeh (ea, 750 gm.) of oil, and
I shall come to visit you. Pray to your God (to hear my prayer),
o my lord -o ..."

In offering the promised vow one of the following expressions may
be used: adjak ni4rak ya ..., "Your vow has come to you, 0 ... ;"
~oq @ih·tak ya ..., "take your sacrifice, 0 ... ;" haiy samCtak ya .. 0'
"Here is your candle, 0 ..."

Vows may be made at any time. In some parts the night is
chosen (Beni Zed).3 Thus a woman, whose child is dangerously ill,
and who is therefore in great anxiety, chooses the night, if possible

1 Another verse which is more a prayer than a vow is:
go, allah ga saiyd
wil-wa/ad ufteiyd
tiniil In-a waladna
zaiy ma naialt eZ-1Jaq,ra min gad el-kutfar.

o God, 0 Lord,
The boy is the only son;
Deliver us our son,
As you delivered el-~a(lra from the hands of the infidels.

2 Bet Djala.

3 This belief is sometimes also found in other parts of Palestine.
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shortly after midnight.. She goes out of the house to speak directly
with her God. Uncovering her chest;' and lifting up her arms she
makes a vow. Sometimes she goes entirely naked 2 and implores the
Almighty or some saint for help, promising him an offering. It is
believed that at such a time-when all human beings are at rest 3~
the angels fill the atmosphere and hear human wishes better than
in the day. time.4 They carry them to heaven at once and bring
them to the desired saint. 6

Whoever makes a vow must keep it: kullu niqrin fart!, "every
vow is an obligation." Both Bible 6 and Qoran 7 give special rules
for the fulfilment. The sooner a promise is carried out the better.
Th-e saints sometimes remind a man who has not kept his promise.
A peasant promised eS-~e~ Ibrahim 8 an offering, As a long period
passed without an attempt on the part of the man to carry out his
obligation, the saint appeared to him in a dream and warned: "Pay
your vow at once; if you are unable to do all that you have promised,
bring part of it." Generally the awlia are not so gracious, but are
greatly irritated by such conduct and will punish the culprit severely.
A woman vowed to give eS-stlj, Husen 9 an offering and did not
keep her word. The angry 'tveli threw a bannay10 on her and she
had a miscarriage. Some think that saints try to remind a man
who has not fulfilled his promise in a gentle, but sometimes also in
a severe way. Thus when the clqth,s of a person are caught in

t A sign of humiliation.
2 The strongest sign of humiliation.·
3 Even nature and some spirits are thought to sleep during the night; there

fore 8 person should never drink from standing water without first saying:
itnabbahi ya 'nloill ma wirdik illa 1-' a~san, "Wake up, 0 water, only the thirsty
one has approached you to drink."

4 It is said that the noise of human beings disturbs the angels, therefore the
night-prayer is the one best heard.

5 Some days are always preferred to others for prayers, vows, etc. Among
them are lelatu l-Qadr, lelat cAraf8:t, 1. ~A8urah, etc. (el-lelJ, cAbd el-Madjid CAll,
At-Tultfatu I·Mar4illah fil-:AlJbar el-Maqdisiyah, p. 50).

8 Num. 8 12-16, 30 5; Deut, 26 22; Ps, 22 26, 50 14, 66 18, 116 14 and 18.

7 Sfirah V, 1; IX, 76.
8 This weli is the brother of el·jelJ, Su'eb. Both have their shrines near Bet

Djibrin. Ibrahim is situated in a ruin bearing his name. Quite near to him is
Virbet Santa IJanna.

g In cEn ~Arik, the spring near his shrine bears his name.
10 A large unhewn stone (lit. an unhewn stone which can be used in building).
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thistles or if he gets sick, he may be asked by his friends, 1 "Have
you bound yourself by a promise, which you have not yet fulfilled?" 2

It is often posssible-in case a man is unable to fulfil his promise

exactly-to change some part of it or to substitute another for it.
If for example, somebody vows a sheep, it is of course preferable to
sacrifice it at the saint's shrine, but if he is unable to go himself
he may send money to the qaiym or to a friend, who will buy the
animal and offer it in his name, The sheep may even be slain in
the village in the name of the prophet.

Or in case a woman promises to walk barefoot to a sanctuary
and tries to do it but is unable to continue the journey for some
physical reason, she may be released of her promise by doing some
thing else, or by offering a sum of money in the name of the saint,
giving it to the poor or depositing it at the shrine. The prophet
Mohammed is reported to have said: 3 "Whoever promises to walk
to a place and cannot do it, is not permitted to fulfil his VOW."4

Whenever a person can not fulfil his vows, he goes to a se~ and
asks for advice; he is generally told how to change his vow and
what to offer as a substitute. It is a wide-spread belief. among people
of Palestine that, while every nidr may be replaced by another, a
vow of fasting a certain number of days or weeks (besides Ramadan)
can not be changed. This vow can not be "bought" 5 in any way.
According to the regulations, of. the Old Testament every vow could
be changed to payment of money except a sacrificial animal."

It very often happens that during the fulfilment of a promise one
binds himself to continual offerings, A father. promised the prophet

Moses once that if his only SOD, who was badly sick, should get well

1 An accident is believed to be a particularly strong reminder.
2 Everyone who is reminded in one of the above mentioned ways will at once

say: Uizim nidrak lI~alak ya ..., "Your vow, 0 .•. will surely reach you."
3 The Mohammedan theologians have discussed the subject of vows very

minutely in their books. I shall mention only the following question which may
happen often in the daily life. Is a person allowed to bind himself to abstain
from allowed things (muba~at)? Yes, is the answer, except that the matrimonial
duties should never be neglected.

4 Man nadara an yarn~t limahallin walan yasta~t an yaquma bih~ {ala yadjuzu
an yukmila nidruhu masyan.

5 Often the expression "bought," iitat·a, is used; istara niqruh ibtntt girl,
"he bought his vow with 100 piastres," i. e., he offered this sum instead of his vow.

S See Zeller, Biblisches Worterbuch. I, 453.
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he would give him a sheep. While the father-after the recovery

of the child-was offering the sheep at the shrine of the prophet,
he exclaimed;' "Here is your vow, 0 Interlocutor of God,and if you

keep my son well I vow you a sheep every year." Not only Moham
medans but also Christians may bind themselves in such a way.

Most of the vows are not expensive, but some are really costly.

A man of Abfi Dis who fell sick during his stay in America and
became badly ill, vowed: 2 "If I return to myfamily in perfect health,
o God, I shall build a minaret for the mosque of my village." He
got well and as soon as he returned to his country he built the

minaret in question. 3 Another more expensive promise was that of

a seb of the family el-Imam (Jerusalem). 4 During his last sickness

he promised: "If I get well, 0 Prophet of God (Mohammed), I will
build a djamiC with a minaret. But in case I die I beg you, 0 my

relatives, to clothe forty orphans in my name."

The things which may be vowed are so numerous that it appears
impracticable to give them in one list. They may be divided accord
ing to the sort of vows into 1. material offeringa,s and 2. work

promised. But a better classification is the following, which arranges
them according to their purposes:

1. Things which serve directly for the upkeep of the maqarn

a) Offerings which serve to preserve and to beautify the sanctuary

b) Material for repairs
c) Personal work

2. Vows of food made in the name of a saint and offered (mostly)

in his shrine. The shrine derives no direct benefit from the

offering, but the poor receive a part in most cases

a) Animal sacrifices

b) Qurban, walimeh ,lil-lah
c) Meatless food

t Haiy niqrak 1/0, Kalim Allah u ilak alaiy kull sanen ~arl),f in ~alletli ibni
~aiyb.

2 In irdji~t bis-salamen la-'yiUi 1/11, ,Allan la-aimi medaneh ladjaml,of: baladi,
3 The story was told me by his cousin.
.. See Aberqlaube, p. 74.
5 It should be noted that although most of the things found in a shrine are

donations having their origin in vows, there are still other things which were
the property of the leG himself. The rosary and the spear belong to this category.
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3. Offerings given to needy persons in the name of the weli

a) Poor, sick, rarely for hospitals
b) Orphans and widows
c) Prisoners

~. Religious vows

5. Bodily chastisements and vows to be fulfilled on the body of
the vower or the person vowed for

6. Vows having no connection at all with any holy person or
shrine, and not made for the poor

7. Offerings for the dead

I. Things which serve for the upkeep of the maqam

'l'hings vowed and offered to a saint which serve directly for the
upkeep, decoration or repair of the shrine, make by far the greatest
number of all vows. Most of the offerings which belong to this
group are 80 simple and cheap that even the poorest peasant is able
to offer something. This is the reason for their popularity.

a) Offerings which are used to maintain and to beautify the shrine

The two most important elements of this category-oil and
incense-enjoy now, as among the ancient Orientals, a special favour.
Olive oil is vowed and offered more than anything else. Peasants
and townsmen, Christians and Mohammedans, rich and poor vow oil, '
and it may be offered to any sort of sanctuary. The olive tree
-~adjaret en-nur,l "the tree of light," as it is called in the Qoran
is regarded as holy. It shows its supernatural power by its animation.
The best example of this is the e~tunet en-nabi 2 with the Moham
medans, and the following belief among Ohristians. The olive trees
kneel down in the night of the feast of the Holy Cross, because it
is thought that the heavens open on this very night.s A peasant of
Bethlehem told me the following story. One night he lost his mule.
He looked through the dark night in vain for his animal, but as he
was searching in an olive grove, he observed that the ground was

1 Some data relating to. this subject have already been noted.
2 Cf. .4berglaube, p. 87.
3 Mohammedans believe that heaven opens once every year in lelatu l-Qadr.
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covered with branches of trees. He did not trust his own eyes, and
as he could not find any explanation, he tore off a piece of his
garment and fastened it to a branch, marking the place at the same
time in order to find it early the next day and to investigate this
mystery in broad day-light. Returning home he related the occur
rence to his relatives. Nobody could account for this fact. An .old
man, sitting in the corner, shook his head pIously and reminded all
that this night was the night of the feast of the Holy Cross, 1 in
which all the trees kneel reverently down before their master. The
peasant went next day to the scene of his nightly adventure and
-saw all the trees standing erect while the piece of cloth, which he
had fastened on a branch, floated high up in the air on the .top of
the tree.t

The Qoran 3 and the Bible mention oil and the olive tree very
often. According to Surah XCV, 1, God swears 4 by this tree and
therefore it is called e8-~adjarah el-mubarakeh, "the blessed tree."
It was given to Adam and Eve after their expulsion from Paradise,
and it was the first plant which appeared after the flood.! The
Arabs say that Adam had a very bad skin trouble. He begged the
Almighty for help, and God sent the angel Gabriel with an olive
sprig. The angel ordered Adam: "take this sprig, plant it and
prepare from its fruit an oil which will cure all diseases except
poisoning/'" The peasants of Palestine swear sometimes by the olive
tree saying: wihyat ~adjret en-nur, "By the life of the Tree of Light." 7

Oil is still used to light private houses, as well as churches, mosques
and sanctuaries. It still enjoys the same popularity in popular
medicine, religious ceremony and magic procedure, as it used to in
the ancient Orient.s

t According to local superstition some plants (12d mes) have a better pro
phylactic and curative action if cut on a special day. The 27 th of Rama~an

enjoys this renown.
2 On the Ascension day of the Virgin the trees are also supposed to kneel down.
3 Surah XVI, 11; XXIV, 35; LXXX, 29; XCV, 1; VI, 99 and 141.
4 Surah XCV, 1; XXIV, 35.
5 Fayr er Razl VI, 174; Gen. 8 11.

6 Dairatu l-Macarif, IX, 338.
7 Another form is u-fI,aqq man oo,r ez-zet {iz-zetan, "By that One (God) who

put the oil in the olives."
8 Oil is used in the Bible very often to express power, joy, light, life and

wisdom.
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This oil-which is always zet zetun 1 (olive oil) and never sfJridj
(sesame oil)-is used for the small oil lamps, which will be described
below. According to the ability of the person, vowing, a djarrah,'i.
half a djarrah, a ratl, or a qazazeh (also called a .qannineh, a bottle
of 800-1000 ccm.) are promised. Very often the quantity is not
specified and many jellal}in offer only a partly filled bottle. In
villages far from ci!ies an ibriq (jug) of oil is given instead of a
qannineh. The vessels in which the oil 3 is taken are left in the
sanctuary. This is the reason why we find dozens of such bottles
or jugs scattered about a typical shrine. Good examples of this'
practice are qubbet el-Arb'in, es-seb cAnbar, el-cAzerat, es-Sidri, etc ..
In el-Badriyeh (Sarafat) there are two large jars quite full of oil.4

Empty bottles, broken jars and jugs are not removed from the shrine,
and thus we meet with a lot of potsherds scattered in the place.
In large '1naqams the one who vows gives the oil to the haddam of
the shrine and tells him plainly that it belongs to the saint, and
that it should be used exclusively in the shrine. Qimt en-ni4r min
raqbati ul}attetuh fi raqbatak, "I have removed the vow from my neck
(i, e. I remove all obligations from myself) and place it on your neck
(and impose it on you)." Everybody believes that if such an offering
is not used in the shrine of the saint, the weli will punish the
servant of the shrine and not the one who pays the vow. Expres
sions like the above are especially common among Christians who
have vowed an offering to a prophet or weli whose shrine is in
Mohammedan hands: Neb! Musa, Nebi Dahlid, Ibrahim el-ijalil,s etc.

1 Also called zet~ilo,. Petroleum is zetkiis, and not zetmurr, as Kahle states
in PJB VIII, 139.

2 A djarrah contains from 5-7 ra~l, according to the different districts of Palestine.
3 The following story will illustrate the belief that olive oil strengthens the

body more than melted butter (samneh). A wife had a son of her own and a
step son. Both were shepherds. Every day before they drove the animals into
the fields she gave her own son - who was always preferred - bread and samnek,
while the other received nothing but bread dipped in oil. After finishing their
meals both used to wipe their hands by rubbing them on their sticks. The stick
of the son was soon hollowed out by weevils, while that of his step-brother
became gradually harder and stronger. (Taken from the written notes of my
father, Rev. B. Canaan.)

4 Not all the oil found in a shrine comes from offerings. In large maqams
some of it comes from the ioaq]' of the l.veli or from the department of religious
endowments (dairat el-auqo,t').

s Heard from a woman of Taiybeh and from Imm Elyas,
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Two customs must still be mentioned in this connection. Very
often a person takes a vow to offer a quantity of oil every year to
a weli, "1 will give you, 0 selj Salman el-Ears! a ratl of olive oil
every year if you cure my son." Although this custom may be
followed with any offering, it is more common with oil. Many
peasants take some oil with them as a present every time they go
to visit the shrine, even if they are not bound by a vow. In such
cases half a bottle only is presented. It is believed that this act
pleases the saint, who favours the giver. When I visited CEsawiyeh
I asked the se~ 1 Mohammed eAU to send somebody to guide me to
selj cAnbar. The young lad brought a bottle half filled with oil and
placed it in the maqam. On my question whether he or one of his
relatives had made a vow to offer oil, he answered: "No, but every
time we come to the neighbourhood of the weli, we bring some oil

with us."
Most of those who offer oil take with them a match box Cilbit

kabrit or kal}~lateh) and leave it there. Thus. opportunity is given to
every visitor to light the oil lamps. A great number of full and
empty boxes are found in the taqat of some shrines.

It is expected that everyone fulfils his promise exactly, since the
saint takes every vow at its exact wording. Thus a larger offering
than was mentioned in a vow may not be accepted by. the weli.
A very poor widow, whose only child was badly ill promised, in her
excited state and without knowing what she was uttering: ya lla4r
ed-Djerid in tab ibni la-aqaddimlak zet fi qiSret bedah, "0 St. George,
if my son gets well, I shall offer you oil in an egg-shell." As soon
as her child recovered, she hastened with a pitcher of oil to fulfil
her vow. She filled the oil lamp which hung in front of St. Georges
picture, but an unseen power tilted the lamp and the oil was spilled.
The same thing happened every time the lamp was filled. The priest
who observed this unexplicable happening asked the woman, "What
was your promise?" And when she told him, he answered very
earnestly: "The saint accepts only what is due him, and not a
grain 2 more." 3

1 Belt here does not mean wel'E but ':old man."
2 In"'Arabic they use the word qatn~ah, "grain of wheat" also in this sense.
3 Related by Abu Elyas, Jerusalem.

10
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The oil presented is used only to light the oil lamps. Indications
regarding the use of oil taken from the lamps of sanctuaries will be
given later. Since olive oil is not so abundant in Transjordania,
melted butter (samneh) 1 takes its place in vows and for lighting
lamps in shrines. Candles (samiC, pl. of samCah) and kerosene oil
(kaz or zet kaz) are also vowed. In the case of candles not only
the number but very often the quality and the length are speoified.t
"0 Nebi Musa if I find my boy in good health, I will light you
a candle" of wax of his length." 3 Samic nahl» are finer than tallow
candles and are more fitting as offerings. The length of candles is
specified only in cases where children are sick. When no specification
is made the following expression is used, ya... la-adioilok sam

f ah,
"0 .. " I shall light you a candle." Sometimes the weight of the
candles is specified. In el-Badriyeh heaps of such candles may be
seen.! mostly offered by Christians of Bet Djala and Bethlehem. 6

I have rarely found candles in less important sanctuaries.
In the case of the church of St. Mary near Gethsemane the vow

may specify the number of' candles and the way the vow must be
fulfilled: "0 my lady Mary, if my son Elyas walks, I shall light
your staircase on both sides."? For every step two candles are
lighted. A few minutes later the priest puts the light out, gathers
the candles and keeps them in the sanctuary for further use.s A vow
of this sort must be paid on the first day of Mary's feast. A still
more comprehensive vow is the following: "If my son Ibrahim walks
I shall light a candle in every shrine which he enters."

The most common lamps used in shrines are small, crudely
prepared pottery lamps, which resemble ancient Canaanite lamps in
many respects. These surdj (pl, of sradj) may be specified in vows.

t As the Bedouin do not have much oil, we find that animal sacrifices are
very abundant. Often an animal sacrifice takes the place of oil.

2 Ya Nam Mo,sa in laqet ibni ~aiyb la aq,wilak sarn'ah min nalll u ~uluh.

3 Promised by a father who receives during his absence news of the illness
of his child.

~ The expression means properly "beeswax."
5 Some of them I saw hanging from the ceiling and others lay on the so-

called tombs of her children.
6 Christians trust greatly to the help of this female weli.
7 yti sitti Maryam in miSi ibni Elyas la aq,wt daradjik ·ala ed-djihten.
8 Heard from Imm Elyas (Jerusalem).
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They are placed in one of the cupboards of the tomb, in a niche in
the wall, on the tomb or around it (eS-seb Hamad, Qubbet el-Arb'tn),
on a ledge in the wall (s. (Anbar), o~ a wooden bracket fastened on
the wall 1 (Sultan Ibrahim el-'Adhami, el-Badriyeh), in a cave
(Allmad el-Hwes), under a tree (s. C Abdallah), in a stony enclosure
(s. Fredj 2) or in an open place (el-CDmari 3).

Sometimes we find tins crudely shaped, by bending their sides
upwards, into a lamp-like vessel, which serves to hold the oil.4 A
lamp of this inferior type is not presented,. but made at the spot. for
the lack of a pottery lamp. 5

The wick 6 is made in two ways: 1. a piece of cotton thread,
or even a thin strip, of cloth is well dipped into the oil, one end
protruding above the surface of the liquid; 2. a thin stick of wood
about twice as long asa match is well wrapped in cotton. The
upper end of the cotton is allowed to project over the wood. After
dipping the whole in oil it is placed perpendicularly in the lamp and
lighted.

Some people vow a glass lamp with or without an outside silver
casing. A qandil min fi44ah, "silver lamp," may be suspended by a
silver chain in front of the saint's picture," above the tomb 8 or in
front of the mi~trab. Rich people vow brass or silver candlesticks,
or even an expensive lustre for candles or glass lamps.?

1 These holders may be a little mora complicated, so that they look like a
small, elongated, narrow box without the top and front side. The top may at
times be present.

2 Bet l;ranina.
3 Jericho.
4 In some places empty sardine or other tins were used as lamps.
& In en-nabi Danian I found an old pan used as an oil lamp. I want to

correct at this place the statement made on page 62 about the situation of this
sanctuary. It lies to the SW of el-Hader, and not between this village and A.Ji8.s.
It is situated on a high mountain, commanding a magnificent view. The shrine
is surrounded by a ruin and the simple niche is built in the midst of the oak
trees.

6 Ftileh.
1 Mohammedans never have human or animal pictures in their mosques or

shrines. .
8 In churches they are very often met with. In Mohammedan shrines they

are rarely found except in important sanctuaries.
9 I have not found pottery lamps in churches. For illustrations of pottery

lamps see Mc Oown, Annual of the American School, vol. 11-111, p. 28.
10·
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Incense (baJjhur) is very' often vowed: "0 selt Sabba].! if my boy
comes out of jail, I shall burn incense for you." Much' more often
the phrase ad'aq) baJjl]/u,r j'i maqamek, "I shall burn incense in your
.shrine," is used. This incense may be burned in the shrine at once
or it maybe given to the ltaddam or priest. In unimportant shrines
the baJffJur is burned in an old dish, a piece of tin or on a potsherd.
These objects remain afterwards in the shrine. Such is the case in
all the shrines of Jericho, es-se!} Husen, Qubbet el-Arb'tn, ed
Dawacri, etc. Sometimes the quantity of incense is specified in the
ni~r. Incense may be offered in all sorts of shrines.s

Burning incense is a very old custom, found in all religions and
connected' with many ceremonies.3 It is not only done in shrines,
but also in places inhabited by demons. In the first case it is
thought one pleases- the holy men by this act, while in the second
instance it drives away the evil spirits. It is supposed that what
pleases holy men and God is disliked, by devils, demons and evil
spirits. For this reason it is employed by sorcerers to expel evil
spirits from supposed demoniacs.

Other votive objects belonging to this category are: mats (~ta~ireh,

pl. l}u$ur), carpets (siddjadeh~siddjad),brooms 4 (mukunseh-makanes),
jars (djarrah-djrar, hiSseh-hisa~), pails (~atl~stuleh), tins (tanakeh
tanak 5), ropes (~~abil-l}bal) 6, water skins 7 (qirbeh~qirab, small ones
are called stin-.:-scuneh), wood (1;tatab), etc. With the exception of
the carpets all objects are vowed to all sorts of shrines, especially
the simple ones. Carpets and~udjur (pI. of ~~udjrah)-long woollen

t Ddaqa in the sense of "burn" is not found in Belot, Wahrmund, Kassab
and Hammam or in M~~t"el·Mulii~. ,

2 If"a menstruating women "goes down to cEn es-Seg :J;[usen (in Kolonia, also
called 'En ed-Djoz) she has to purify the place at once by burning incense. If
'she fails to do it, the servant of the weli (an cabrI') will appear and inflict some
disease upon her.

3 In the Old Testament burning incense was one of the official religious rites,
Ex. 30 7,8, Lev. 1612, etc.

4 There are two kinds of brooms, the usual one with a broad sweeping surface
and the round, short one, -which ends in a small brush.

s For storing or drawing water; sometimes .specified as' tanaket kaz, as they
were originally used for petroleum.

6 For drawing water.
7 For the transport and storage of water.
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carpets woven by women- are presented to the more important
sanctuaries.

Decorative objects are sometimes also vowed and fastened to the
wall of the maqam or to the tomb. Qoran verses, kaff qami1J" or
jewels are met with. Besides verses of the holy book 'sometimes the
genealogical tree of the Prophet, and representations of the Ka'beh
and the sanctuary of Medinah are found. A kaff qamib, is made of
ears of grain with long stems woven in such a way as to have ears
on three sides-the two lateral and the lower-while the upper is
earless. This "hand" of corn is generally offered as a sign of thanks
for a good harvest. In Bet Dja,la every owner of a vineyard t used
to bring on cid et-tadjalli (Transfiguration Feast2) a small basket of
grapes (sallit3 Cinab) to the chur.ch. After sanctifying the grapes,
the-priest used to distribute some of the fruits among those present.s
The last two customs 3 were mentioned because they point to vestiges"
of thanksgiving offerings. 7

Jewels, or rather ornaments like the znaq (necklace), halaq (ear
rings), ~akleh (broach), Gatim (ring), asawir (bracelets), satweh (head
dress of Bethlehem, Bet Djala, and Bet Sahlir women) and $affeh

. (the head- dress of the women of Ramallah and the surrounding
villages) are also vowed. They are either hung on. the starah of the
tomb (el-Badriyeh), around or on the qunelt (picture) of a Christian
saint, or are sold and the proceeds spent for the -benefit of the
~am. As soon as a Christian woman of Bet Djala 8 makes such
a vow she hangs the promised jewel on the picture of the saint. In
case the person for whom the nigr was made dies, the objects are
taken back, but if he recovers they remain the property of the

1 Of the Greek Orthodox Church.
2 August 6th, Jul. Oalender (19th Greg.).
3 A small basket is called qit1alleh.
4 Taken from the notes of my father.
S Many of the peasants of the villages around Nazareth :eut aside, as soon

as they finish harvesting; some barley and wheat for es-lefJ Shah ed-Din, This
will be sold and with the money a picnic is given in the name and the honour
of the weli.

6 The peasants of Bet Djala send some oil, after pressing their olives, to the
church of Mar Inqula as a sign of thanks.

., See also Curtiss, chapter XVII.
I Of the Greek Orthodox Church.
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shrine.1 Most of these ornaments, especially the znaq, the ~atweh

and the $affeh are costly pieces and are offered by women who think
that by depriving themselves of such valuable things, they will make
sure of the saint's favour and sympathy. A description of the satweh
is important to show the value of such a head-dress. It is cylindrical,
solid and covered on the outside with red, sometimes green cloth.
The top of it has a rigid projection covered ·with the same cloth.
The front is lined with several rows of gold and silver coins, while
the back has only silver ones. The satweh is fastened on the head
by a band running below the chin. From both ears of the~atweh

the znaq hangs down.t

Vows which are paid only to the tomb are: starah (or ghata), a
covering, and CaqaJ or laffeh (head-dress). The starah3 is a large
piece of cloth covering the. whole cenotaph. In less important shrines
it is made of a single coloured cloth, while in the important ones a
thick, woollen cloth of good quality (dju~ 4) is presented. The red
and the green colours predominate; white and yellow are less
favoured. Sometimes the cloth is bordered or even embroidered
with Qoranic verses. Very often a combination of these colours is
found in the same starah. This is made by sewing strips of cloth
of different colours on the main cover. Not infrequently one tomb
is covered with several starat, the upper one being the last vowed
(nebi Mftsa, Badriyeh, etc.). 5

Occasionally a beraq (banner) is vowed, generally beautifully
embroidered. The name of the saint, those of the four aqtab (see.
below) and a verse of the Qoran are generally embroidered on it. 6

The colour of the turban (Caqal) and that of the laffeh 7 (the
dervish head-dress) must correspond to the order to which the [;e~

1 From the written notes of my father.
2 Aberglauhe, p. 74, n, 6.
3 Among weus who possess .a starah are Salmfln el-Farai, •Anbar, Abd es

Salam, Badr, sittna el-IJaQ.ra, el-Bedriyeh, el-Halili, etc.
4 In Sarafat I heard the expression hirmzeh for the cloth of the starah.
5 The starah does not always lie directly on the cenotaph, sometimes it is

supported by a wooden frame which encloses the tomb (Beyram Sawls, el-Badriyeh),
8 Such presents may be seen in the shrines of Lfi], Musa, Dahfld, etc.
7 The headdress of some villages around Jerusalem is also a laffeh, which

differs slightly from the one described in the text.
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belonged.1 The starah and the head-dress are vowed only to saints
whose tombs are inside a building and never to tombs located in
the open. In the case of some Bedouin saints, however, a head-dress
is found on an exposed tomb. Seyidna el-Husen, S. E. of ed-Djorah
(near Ascalon), has no tomb, but inside the mfUJam a fragment of a
pillar shows the place where the head of el-Husen was buried. The
top of the pillar bears a green laffeh and below it there is a red
cloth.2

Some peasants (especially Christians) vow one or several trees to
a saint. The fruit of the trees belong to the holy man. If the
trees are cut down the wood goes to the shrine, but the holy ~an loses
all further rights to the place of land, since the trees and not the
ground were vowed. The latter returns to the former owner or to
his descendants. Of course a piece of land with its trees or even a
house may also' be donated to a shrine. Such property remains
wagf, "religious property." 3

Vowing to decorate a shrine is the connecting link between votive
offerings and vows to perform work. The commonest material is
1)inna but we find also nileh and siraqun, which have already been
described. Common expressions are: ana dabil (aleld ya sitti e~

Samiyeh in arzaqtini $abi la-a,4bablik baruf wa-al:tanniki, "I beg for
help, 0 my lady S... , if you grant me a boy I will slay you a
sheep and dye you with l:tinna." In the case of the two other
colours the word azauwiq (embellish) isf-bsed. Such vows are made
exclusively by women. 4

b) Vowing material for the repair of the maqam

Vows promising material for the repair of the maqam or its
complete reconstruction are also very common. If such v~ws did
not exist, a great number of sanctuaries would be in a condition of
ruin, and the site of some would have been lost completely. The

1 Ea-seg. Ri~an, ea. A~mad et-Tori, ea. 'Anbar, ea. 'Abd es-Salam, etc. .
2 The large m.aqam is on the top of a hill about 20-30 minutes from the

sea. There are no tombs or caves in its neighbourhood. Two mulberry trees and
a vineyard are his property.

3 This is the reason why some churches have extensive properties.
4 Even the stones of a holy ~uwe~i!leh - as in the case of ea-lefJ Sa'id in Igna

may be painted with !tinna.
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following are the most important materials which may be vowed:
1)djDJrah (pl, 1)adjar, hewn stones), dab~ or djab§ (unhewn, irregular
stones), C UlJ.qad (stones for vaulting), sid (lime), n1)ateh (fine broken
stones left over from stone-cutting operations), water for making the
1nadjbuliyeh,1 ~ladid (iron) and el-boo (the wooden or sometimes iron
door). Generally several persons while assembled in the ~afeh

agree that each one will bring something. 'I'he ~e1J of the village,
discussing the condition of the shrine, makes the first promise. One
after the other follows saying ana Calaiyz ..• , "1 will offer ..." Such
a statement is already a vow and it must be fulfilled exactly.

Even. when the weli is not in a ruined condition, many vow lime
which is deposited in the immediate neighbourhood of the 'shrine or
even inside it. Such.vows· are made, in the first place, by persons
who are burning lime. In this way they hope to get the assistance
of the weli for a successful completion of the job.2 A visitor to
Mohammedan welis will often find in them heaps of lime 3 generally
covered with a coating of earth (~.se1J 'Anbar, es-sultan Ibrahim,
e~-;e1J Hamad, Al}mad el-Karaki, etc.),

Another occasion when vows of this sort are made is, when a rich
peasant builds a house and promises some building material for the
same reason: in ~allQ,$t ibnait beti bis-salameh la-armilak ya . · . falat
~~mal4 ~d, "If I finish my house in good health, I will bring you,
o . . . three loads of lime." Such vows are also made by Palestinians
who become badly ill whil~absent in a foreign country, as we have
seen in the case of the man of Abft Dis, Sometimes a weli with no
shrine, or whose sanctuary is defective, appears in a vision to some
one in thf3 village and orders him to erect or to repair the' m·aqam.
This man will then tel,l his vision to hi.s fellow villagers and soon
the necessary material is gathered.

1 A mixture of lime (one-third) and earth (two-thirds) for mortar.

2 In CAwartah many of those who burn lime will offer to el-'Azerat one
farde'" of side One fardeh = 30-50 kg" In this village I heard the word 'cubbar
for a small latton.

3 The lime may be deposited outside the shrine, in a cave near-by, in the
shrine itself, or on its roof. ' .

'4 The loads may be specified: .[lim.l djamal, [I. baglll, or ~. ~ntar, i. e. "a camel's
load, mule's 1., donkey's 1."
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c) Personal work

No sooner is the material ready than the people of the village
~en and women, grown-ups and children-offer their help for the
work. This one gives two days' work, the other vows to hew some
of the stone, a third promises to carry' the water, etc., and in a
short time the work is done. Even the rich and the old count it a
special honour and blessing to help erect such a building, Combined
help by all the inhabitants' of the village is offered when the ceiling
is buil~ (el-Caqd). All move very busily in finishing the shrine. But
only in exceptional cases does a sanctuary need complete erection;
generally it needs only to be repaired: The roof is defective, the
q$arah has fallen, the door has been burnt, the tomb has lost its
white-wash, etc. In such circumstances one generally takes a vow
to make some repair. In halla$tilli el-latton min il-~arab ya Bidi ya
se-I] 'Abd es-Salam la-armilak l:timlen ~d u .. la-atrus qobrak. "If you
save ·our lime-kiln from .deetruction-O my lord, 0 sel] .cA ... , I will
bring you two loads of lime and will. whitewash the tomb and the
shrine." This vow was taken by Mohammed of cAnata, who had
built a lime-kiln with some relatives. He had already been heating
it for four f$11leh t (pI. offa$l, season, here half a day), when suddenly
part of the kiln began to collapse. The owner, afraid of losing all
his work made the above vow, whereupon the holy man appeared in
the midst of the flame and began ·to extinguish the' fire. They
repaired the lime-kiln, lit the fire anew and the .work was saved.
Some shrines thus repaired are: A. stone casing was built for the
entrance of eS-§eJj, es-Sidri: (Anbar received an iron door; for eH.
Suwan a tomb was built; the djamiC in Abft Dis .received a minaret;
the tombs of ed-Dawa'ri were whitewashed; adjacent to ea-Sultan
.Ibrahtm's mosque (Bet J;lanina,) a hall was erected, etc.

Besides these "expensive vows we meet with others "much simpler
and less expensive. A woman may bind herself to sweep a sanctuary
several days, weeks or even more. In the' last case the shrine is

t Fasl has the following meanings:
fa~l es-soneh, "a season of the year";
ra~l maiyeh, "twelve hours of water." This is used when the water of

a spring is divided among many gardens;
fafll of a day stands' for the twelve day and twelve night hOUTS. Thus

a day has two f~uleh.
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swept once weekly. Another person may promise to light the
lamps for some time. This is done every Thursday evening. Still
another will bind himself to fill the sabil with water. . Some offer
to work three days (or more) in the wag! (sanctuary property) of
the saint. Many women of Bet.Djala vow to help in harvesting the
olives of Mar Elyas, others to plough the vineyards of el- ij:agr.

11. Food vows

They are generally offered in a shrine. The shrine has no direct
benefit from this offering, but the poor receive part in most cases.
This class may be divided into:

a) Animal sacrifices (gbi1}ah, pl. ijabayb')
b) Qurban (offering to God), or walimeh lil-ldh (banquet for God)
c) Meatless food

All these three categories were very well known in the ancient
Orient, and in describing each class we shall refer to the corres
ponding Hebrew practice.

a) Animal sacrifices

By ijbi1}ah a sacrifice of some animal is always understood.
Dabi~lah is the feminine of iJabil:t and means "whatever is slain as
an offering," and really stands-as was already noted by Jaussen2

for a female animal. At present the word has lost its specific
character and is used for any animal. From the same root (iJaba"IJa)
we have madbal:t 3 "altar," originally the place where the sacrificial
animal was killed. It is curious that the word smat 4 is used in
'some parts of Palestine exclusively for a iJbi~ah (Beni Zed,o Beni
Malik 6), while in other parts-as for example in Jerusalem and the
surrounding villages-this same word is used for a tab~ah, and not

1 Mu~i~ el-Mu~i~ I, 708.
2 Page 338.
3 Means also the neck.
4 Sma~ means according to Mu~i~ el-Mu?ti~ (1, 994) a table or a large round

tray on which food is presented. I do not doubt that the present meaning of
"food offering" originated from the idea of offering a table with food (a walimeh)
for the 'welt

5 With Der Ghassaneh as the main village and former capital.
G With Abft Ghos as the centre.
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for an animal sacrifice. Whenever the word smat 1 is used in this
section (of animal sacrifices) it means a dbl,lJah, and the formulas
used originate in Der Ghassaneh or Abft Ghos.

I do not intend to give in this study all the different sorts of
dabaiy~~ known in Palestine. J aussen has given in his boo~ Coutumes
des Arabes, a list of 29 sorts practised in Moab.s

~abaiYQ may be divided into three groups, and it is a mistake to
mix one of these with the other:

1. Sacrifices connected directly with some religious idea
2. Those connected with the djinn
3. Those connected with family circumstances, such as invitations,

family feasts, etc.
Only such animal offerings as belong to the first group' will be

described here. Some of those belonging to the second category will
be mentioned only for completeness. Occasions which belong to
the third category are: the installation of a muJjtar,3 the arrival of
an honoured guest.s family events such as circumcision, betrothal,
marriage, the dedication of a house. Important agreements are often
not completed, until sealed with a sacrifice. 5 But the most fruitful
occasion for making sacrifices is the discharging of a vow." These
sacrifices belong to the first group.

The custom of vowing an animal is not at all ne~. All religions
of the ancient Orient practiced it.· Kinds of animals which may be
used for this purpose are a young camel (djamal djazur), a young
she-camel (naqah djazur) , a yearling ox (~Or ~ol1, 7), a cow, a sheep
(~aruf8), a young goat (sa1]l9), or a goat (djidi).

In different parts of Palestine different animals are preferred:
thus the Bedouin often vow a camel, while the fellal}in prefer a

t According to M'U~i~, Belot, Kassab and Hammam, sma~ means also "the
table cloth on which the meal is offered."

2 Pp. 337-368.
3 1 Same 1115.
• Gen. 18 1-9.

5 Gen. 31 6(.

6 Jacob (Gen. 2820-22), Jephthah (Jud, 11 30-(0).

7 From !tol, "one year," but very often older animals are vowed.
8 The ewe is called naCdjeh, the ram kabs; both may be offered.
9 The female is called 'onzeh, the male tes; both may be offered. At times it

is specified whether one or the other is to be sacrificed.
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sheep.' No unclean animal (pig) will ever be vowed. A vowed
animal must possess special characteristics which will be described
later. Very often it happens that only a part of an animal is
offered. This is only the case ·when the sacrifice vow is a camel,
ox or a &w. Half, a third or a fourth of a cow may be vowed.
In such a case half, a third or a fourth of the price of the cow is
given to the sanctuary. This money is given as soon .&8 the cow is
sold. Abft Talib, a man of Bet I;Ianina, told me, that not orily
should one-half of the price of the animal be given, but as long as
it is not sold half the work, half the milk and half of all calves
which the cow gets after the vow is made (and before it is sold)
belong to the weli. From the moment, Abtl ~alib explained, that
the vow is spoken half the cow and thus one-half its work and
products belong to the owner and the other half to the man of God.
At present only half the. price of the animal is given and all other
rights of the saint are withdrawn. Abft Talib continued: ed-djami f

byaklu l}aqq el-awlia, i. e., not everything that belongs to a weli,
and that should be given tOI him, is actually given. Very conscientious
persons expressly vow, therefore, only half the price of an animal:
in adjani 1:Jabar Sifah2 ya nabiy allah ya Muba1nmad la-astri ibn~~~
ta1nan ~-~or kisweh 3 lal-fuqara, "if I receive the news of vhis
recovery I shall buy, 0 Prophet ·of God, 0 Mohammed, for half of
the price of the ox, clothes for the poor." 4

A Christian of Taiybeh informed me that it is customary in the
vicinity of his 'village, when the calv-es .of a cow die, one' after the
other, to vow a part of the next one born to el-Hadr, "Accept my
vow, 0 Green ij:aq.r; a quarter of what she (the cow) brings, is
yours."

By far the most common animal vowed is a sheep.! Always when
the animal is not specified, i. e., when only the words 4biQah or

1 Sheep are called bayai} (white), while goats are known also by the name of

samar (black). The meat of bayaq, is much preferred to that of goats.

2 The k is to be pronounced.

3 See below.

4 Such a vow is made when an absent relative is ill.

5 The sheep is the first domestic animal mentioned in the Bible.
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sm4t (in Beni Zed and Beni MuJik) are used, a sheep 1 is meant to
"be offered.

An absolutely healthy and faultless animal has to be offered. No
lame, blind or sick one should be promised.s An animal which has
accidentally broken a limb or has been wounded by a gun-shot is not
suitable for the fulfilment of a vow.3 The Old Testament gives the
same regulations.! The word gbi~lah bears the sense of "slaughtering."
Therefore one which has lost some of its blood in any other way
than by being butchered does not fulfil the real purpose of the vow.

"Animal sacrifices are drawn in many cases from one's own herd.
Stolen animals are not accepted by any weli. I can not verify for
Palestine Doutte's observation in North Africa,» namely that a dbfl;tah
must be a male animal.

The expressions used in taking a vow for a gbfJpah are very
numerous. "I shall only mention the most important ones: Srniltak
ya Hauwa~ in raq ibni, "Your animal offering, 0 :ij. (will be sent
to you) if my son recovers;" 6 nigrun Calaiy ya nabi Musa in ridji C

djozi bis-salameh la-aqaddimlak dbil:tah, "I take upon myself a vow,
o prophet Moses, if my husband returns safely, I shall offer you an
animal; "7 in adjani §abi ya [!alil Allah la- adba1}lak kull saneh ~aruf,

"if I get a boy, 0 Friend of God (Abraham) I. shall sacrifice to
you a sheep yearly."8

All the above expressions contain the assumption that the animal
which is. being promised will be slain, But it is not at all necessary

1 The sheep was pre-eminently the animal for sacrifice, though mostly rams
were appointed to be offered up, first because their meat is thought better than
that of ewes, and .also because it was more important to spare the ewes for
breeding purposes. The milk of the ewes was (in Biblical times, and i.s still) a
most important article of diet; thus M.oses in his song speaks of

"Butter of the herd and milk of the flock,
With fat of lambs and ram-lambs, sons of Bashan," Deut. 32 14

(James Neil), "
2 Doutte, p. 464.
3 See also Jaussen, p.338.
~ Mal. 1 14.

5 Page 464: "elIe doit etre de sex male."
6 In this formula as well as in the following the animal is not specified,and

generally a sheep is offered.
7 While the last formula 'is' used in Beni Zed and BeniMalik, this one may

.be heard everywhere.
S Contrary to the last two formulas this one specifies the animal.
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to slaughter the animal; some promise to send a living animal to
the sanctuary: ya mar Djirius ilak Calaiy in tab ibni l]aruf waqif,
"0 St. George, if my child recovers I owe you a sound sheep (i, e.
a living one)." After such a vow the sheep will be sent to the
convent of St. George in el-Hader, and the raiys (director of the
convent) has the right to do with it as he pleases.

Animal sacrifices are made mostly on important 'occasions: disease
or absence of a member of the family; great impending danger;
when a man has no male children; when a disease attackes a flock
of sheep. The expression used in the last case is: in rafaCt el-waba 1

min ghanami 2 ikbirha smatak ya Rfa/i, "if you take the disease from
my flock, the biggest of them is your offering, 0 R." In the case
of eS-~e1J (Anbar 3 a flock attacked by an epidemic is all brought to
visit the maqam,4 whose door is kept open. While the sheep pass
the weli, the first one which tries to enter the shrine is vowed to
the ~eb. It is said, ihtarha, "he has chosen it." In this case, as
well. as when the sheep is pointed out, the top of the ear is cut with
the words ~ara~tt danuh,5 "I have cut his ear." Such a sheep
remains with the others and is well cared for until it is sacrificed,
biybgo, (ala ismuh, "it remains on his name" (that of the welt to
whom it belongs). Sometimes a man promises the firstborn sheep 6

of his flock 7 to a saint, hoping that this man of God will bless the
flock and keep it safe. Others vow one of the first twins. In both
these cases, as well as when a .lamb is brought for the fulfilment of
the vow, the young animals are well fed and cared for, until they
grow up and the time of their sacrifice comes. They are called
rbibeh,8 an expression which is also used for any well-fed sheep

1 This word means also "plague, epidemic."
2 Ghanam stands for a flock irrespective of whether they are sheep or goats.
3 cAnbar's shrine is situated on the SE. saddle of the eastward continuation

of the Mount of Olives, not far from CEsawiyeh. It is a maqam of lea 'Anbar's
tomb in the main shrine and that of his wife in the small northern room. It is
said that cAnbar was the slave of an Egyptian master. The miraculous story of
the journey of CAnbar will be mentioned later.

• Bi.eauwr11h8.
~ Q~al is also used.
6 See Curtiss.
7 According to the law of Moses it was forbidden to vow the firstborn of

any beast, which was already devoted to God (Lev, 27 26).
8 Kahle, PJB VIII, 156.
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brought up under specially favorable conditions. .In case an animal
dies of a disease, some people replace it by another, while others ..
believe that as the Almighty God permitted such a loss, the weli
has no right to another one, and they feel released. In case an
animal which has been vowed gets sick, it may be sold and with its
price another (but younger animal) may be bought. Others slay it
and distribute the meat among the poor.

It is forbidden to change an animal once dedicated to a weli.
The man of God will surely-a-thus the peasants believe- not accept
such a sacrifice and will punish the doer.

It is not at all necessary to breed every animal Jowed for the
dbi~ah; it may be bought at the sanctuary or in the market. In
some shrines there is a large market at the time. of the mosam,
giving everyone opportunity to buy any number of animals he wishes.!
It even may happen that the person who has bound himself by a
vow can not go to the sanctuary, thus being unable to fulfil his
promise in person. He then entrusts the fulfilment of his obligation
to some friend, by giving him the animal or money to buy one.
Sometimes, but not often, a sum may be sent to the qaiym of the
holy place, in order to buy a sheep which he slays in the name of
the donor.

We will see later why it is very important, even obligatory that
everyone should be present in person or be represented by' a dele
gated friend or relative while his dbi1Jah is sacrificed. Offering an
animal for somebody else without an authority takes away the desired
connection between the' person and his holy intercessor.s

Generally the one who has made the vow and he for whom it
was taken, with some relatives and' friends, go to the sanctuary to
fulfil it. In case the niger was made for a woman who becomes
impure by menstruation at the time of the fulfilment, she does not
accompany the procession and can not attend the sacrifice. Young
children and babies may not join such a feast as a rule, especially
when the weli is far away.

A dbi1J;ah is usually slaughtered in the maqam of the saint to
whom it was promised, but this is not a binding rule. A dbi1:tah for

1 Nebi Mus8., Rubin, eale:tt, etc.
2 See also Doutte, p. 466.
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Ibrahim el-Halil (in .Hebron) may be offered in .Ierusalem, and one
for en-nabi Dahnd (Jerusalem) in Nablus, In such , a case btini1bi~~

(ala ismuh, .:"it is slain in his name (i, e., that of the saint)." This
may happen when nobody can go to the shrine in question. A

Bedouin of the tribe el-Tdwan told me that most of the sacrifices
made for Moses are killed in their camp (Transjordania) and not at
the shrine. But it is considered more correct to offer the animal in
the sanctuary, for a visit to such a place is in itself a barakeh,
."blessing."

When a sheep is taken to a shrine it is sometimes decorated with
flowers and ~oloured ribbons. A small round mirror (mray) some
times is suspended from its forehead and the horns are dyed with
,l.linna. In the mosam of Nebi Mtisa one finds many sheep whose fore-
heads, backs and tails are dyed with siraqun and ma4hab. 1

Anyone who knows how to slaughter a sheep may do it. Generally
it is done by the people who take the offering. In exceptional cases
it is done by the tladdam of the shrine. In important places of
pilgrimage 'with well-known ' mawasim there are butchers, who usually
slaughter the ~bfJ:tah, receiving a quarter or half a madjidi for their
work. But nobody is obliged to hand over his sheep to such a
person. Women never perform this act. Doutte's 2 observation that
a muqaddim (offerer) slays the gbi/:tah in most shrines has its parallel
only once in. Palestine, the Maghrebine zawieh of Abti Madian. 3

In a large maqam, like N ebt Mftsa,4 there is a special place for
slaughtering. 5 In smaller ones . with a kitchen the animal is slain in
or in front of this room (en-Nabi Salel)., in the village of en-Nab!
Sale!). There ' are sanctuaries, which have no real kitchen but have
adjacent to the wall of the maqarn an open enclosure or rwaq which
serves as a kitchen and where the gabayJj are slain and the food is
cooked (er-Rfa'i, Rdjal Sufeh), Not infrequently especially in Trans
jordania . the animals are slain on the roof of the maqam, so that
some of the blood runs over the front wall. In all other shrines the

I This word comes from ma (water) and dahab (gold) and means "gold leaf
·tinsel."

2 Page. 462.
3 Kahle, PJB VIII, 155.
4 It lies one or two minutes from the shrine and near a cistern.
5 Kahle, I. c., and Curtiss, chapter XXV.
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animal may be killed in any place which is in the direct neighbour
hood of the maqam: under a tree, on a large flat rock, in front of
the shrine itself. If the place of slaughtering is designated in the
nider, then such a condition must be fulfilled: e. g., S'matak ya
l!auwa$ adba1J,u cala Catbatak, "your sheep-offering, 0 ~ ... , I shall
slay on the threshold of your door." The animal is more often
killed on the threshold of the door of the courtyard than on that'
of the door of the shrine. Dbi1;ttak ya I!atim a@a~ha cala tabidak,
"Your gpi1;tah, 0 H, I shall slay on your coffin." In the last case
the animal is slain inside the shrine, beside the tomb and not on it.
Great care is taken that neither the floor nor the tomb be polluted
with blood. A pail (lakan) is so placed that all the blood flows
into it.! Like Kahle 2 I have not seen nor heard of any case where
animals are slain in such a way that their blood flows into the water
of a holy. spring or into a holy cave, as Curtiss 3 mentions.

No pregnant animal-if this condition happens to be known-is
ever slain. But such an animal may be vowed, and it, as well as
its offspring, belongs afterwards to the saint. One waits until after
delivery. In case such an animal is (without knowledge of the
condition) offered, the foetus is thrown away.4

The animal is thrown on the ground with its head turned east
ward and the face southward. It is not without interest to note
that dead persons and sacrificed animals are laid so that the face
looks towards Mecca 5 (in Palestine southward). The difference
between them is that the former lies- on his right side with the head
to the west, while the latter is laid on the left side with the head
pointing 'eastward. The one who kills the animal says: bism allah
allah akbar, "in the name of God, God is great;" 6 or bism illi qaddar
(aleki e4-iJab1;t-allah okbor, "in the name of the One who decreed
your sacrifice-God is great." In Bir Sabi' I heard the following
expression: bism allah- allah akbar hall Caleki e4-dabilJ, rabbi innaha
mink wa ilek fida, "In the na~e of God-God is great-, you (the

1 I owe this information to the kindness of O. S. Barghuti.
2 PJB VIII, 155.
3 Chapters XXII and XXV.
4 Only the very poor (according to a woman of et-Taiybeh) eat the foetus.
s Christians lay their dead on the back from west to east, the head on the

east side and looking to the east.
6 PJB VIII, 157.

11
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sheep) are lawfully slain. My 'Lord, it is from you and is a ransom
for you." 'I'he name of the weli to whom the animal was vowed
may be added to that of God. Thus I heard the people of Jericho
say, "In the name of God and that of e~..~e~ SalaJ).:' The ordinary
formula of the fatibah, which is used in all other cases, bism allah
er-ra~Iman er-rahim, "in the name of the most merciful God," t is
never used in slaughtering, as the adjective "most merciful," is
contradictory to the act of killing. Some even think that an animal
which was killed with these words should not be eaten. Although
the following' practice does not come directly under the subject of
vows, it possesses an illustrative value in this connection. A frigh
tened man (mardjuf or mal]4ufj 2) must undergo special treatment to
counteract the evil results of "fright." One of the many ways to
attain this end is to eat the neck (raqabeh) of a sheep, which is
cooked with saddit (or ~awayidj) et-tarbeh. 3 In, killing such an
animal the following formula is pronounced: bism allah u bism
rauwa!:t er-rod/fen; "in 'the name of God and in the name of the
One who removes the fright." 4 When a person is attacked with
night-blindness, which is known by the name of hidbad,5 he will

1 Sale's translation.

2 From lJa4~ah which is another name for el-bofeh(also radjfel&). See Oanaan,
,!,asit er-radjfeh, JPOS Ill, p. 130. In Aberglaube, p. 35, other less usual names
are mentioned.

3 A yellow powder made of several strong spices.
~ A very famous prophylactic measure against el-bai/4ah in the following,

which I shall describe in a story. My friend and neighbour Ibrahim Djirius
was very much irritated and frightened by bad news which had been received.
A relative of his fearing that this oofeh might result badly, cooked a black hen
with various spices. She kept the vessel well covered, so that the vapour could
not escape. When she thought that the hen was well-cooked, she threw herself
on the ground in a room adjacent to his and began to cry and lament in a most
heart-rending way. In alarm he got up, went to her and asked for the reason
of her distress. She wept louder, "my son, my dear son, why didst thou die
-my joy, my fortune has an end-my SOD, my dear son." My friend became
still more anxious about her trouble. When she thought that his alarm was
sufficient to counteract the first one she told him the truth and forced him to,
put his face over the opened vessel, so that the vapour clouded his face. He.
had to eat the whole hen alone (Canaan, Aberglaube, pp. 68, 69). A white hen is
used when the fright took place during the day, a black one if during the night.
, 5 In Mu~1,~, p. 2163, and Hava 811 this word means only "weakness of the
sight."
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only be cured if he eats the zawayid.1 The lungs 2 have to be
prepared without salt. In killing such an animal, bism allah u ism
il-hidbad, "in the name of God and the name of el-hidbad," must be
pronounced, else the cure will have no efi'ect.3

Not only in slaying a ni(Jr dbibah is the name of God invocated,
but whenever the Mohammedans kill an animal for food they always
say bism allah. If this is neglected they think it unlawful to eat of
such an animal, This is done because it is ordered in the Holy
Book, Surah V, verse 4: 4 "'Ye are forbidden to eat that which dieth
of itself, and blood and swine's flesh and that on which the name
of any besides God has been invoked." S This was ordered because
the idolatrous Arabs were accustomed in killing any animal for
food to consecrate it to their idols by saying: "In the name of
Alla,t or a.l-cUzza."

Doutte's 6 observation in the Maghrib that a special knife is used
in killing a sacrifice, is unknown in Palestine. The Tarabin i

Bedouin will not kill an animal with a knife whose sheath has three
nails. With the words bism allah aUah akbar the one who kills the
animal says itqabbal ya ... ni(Jr . .., "Accept, 0 ..., the vow of ..."
Those who have fulfilled the vow feel freed from their obligation.
This is well expressed in what is said while the animal is being
slain: waj'ena smatak yo, seQ Yusif, "We have paid your sheep, 0
see Y ... ;" haiy nigrak ya nab?' Rumn, "Here is your vow, 0 '
Prophet RI"

In some places we find the following custom which shows the
relation of the person (in this case a child) for whom the 4biQah
was slain and the sacrifice offered. If the child is very young he is
carried three times (rarely four times) around 'the animal. The
circling is called two,f.' bitauwfu l-walad bol el-1Jaruf, "the child is
carried around the sheep." When the child is somewhat older he

1 See below.
2 In the Arabic text the word 'I'nuc 104. is used, This has the literary meaning

of "vital organs (Hava 48): spleen, liver, heart and lungs." In the dialect it
stands for the lungs (and many include also the liver).

3 This custom I have found described in the written notes of my father.
4 See also Surah 11, 168; VI, 146: XVI, 115.
5 The translations are taken from Sale.
6 Page 463.
7 Sinai Peninsula.

11*
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rides on the sheep. This latter custom is not nearly so wide-spread
as the other. one. Both these two customs are practiced when the
child can not accompany the procession of offering the ni4r at the
shrine, aud always before the animal is slain. When the child is
able to go to the maqam and attend the ceremony he steps over the
IJaruf after it is slain, or over the flowing blood.! According to
.others he walks first three times around the sheep and then steps
over the blood. While he encircles the animal the jati1;tah is read
three times. Even Christians of some villages practice this custom
(of stepping over the blood) when a sheep is offered to ij:a<j.r el
A~Qar.2 This crossing over the blood is called fasaq»: In Taiybeh
the sheep is drawn three times around the sanctuary of St. George,
and in every round the Lord's Prayer is recited once.

This custom of stepping over a vowed sheep or over its blood is
practised also with ~bibit el-fadwa and rarely with that of e4-41;tiyeh.
A few words about these two last sacrifices are necessary to illus
trate the difference between them and that of a vow sacrifice. The
best animal for eij-4h,iyeh is a sheep, although the poor may offer a
goat. Bedouin prefer a camel or an ox, as in the case of a vow.
A man of er-Ram assured me that e4-rthiyeh must be a cow (ras
baqar) three years of age (~le~eh) 3 or more. A poor man may offer
seven goats instead of a cow.s This belief seems to be local, since
I could not verify it in other villages. The sheep is laid on its left
side with the head turned to the east and the face to the south.s
The man who slays it turns his face toward Mecca." The person
for whom it is offered says: allahumrna itqabbalha minni, "0 God,
accept it from me." Such an animal is slain on the Qurban Beyram
feast.7 On this day rich people may slay for each member of their
family one sheep, which must be well-developed, faultless and which

1 In Nabi Mus3. (according to Abu Otmin); in Ibrahim el-ij:alll (Abu Tilib).
2 According to Milid! of Bir Zet.
3 'l'leleh COmes from talaleh, "three."
, This man assured me that no sheep can be offered for e~·4~iyek, which

belief is wrong.
5 Exactly as is done with the sheep of a vow.
6 The immolation of the victims in the Hebrew cult took place on the north

side of the altar. Lev. 1 11, 6 25.

7 10th of Mo~arram.
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has passed the age of one year.! Every member of the family then
steps over the blood of his sacrifice, which counts in his favor on
the day of judgement.t The poor offer one animal for the whole
family. Some women3 attribute miraculous curative action to the
blood of such a sacrifice. If a woman washes herself With the blood
of a i]biQah mixed with water she will get children. 4 One third of
the dbih,ah is eaten by the offerer and by his family, one third is
given to the relatives, and the last third is distributed among the
poor. I Some-but not many-will not accept this division. Thus
the s~~ of 'Imwas assured me that the above statement is not
correct and that nobody should eat of his own dbiJ:tah. As many
inhabitants of one village offer a sheep each, one will share the
meat of the sacrifice offered by another and distribute all his own
sheep.

The Palestinians believe that a sacrificial sheep will appear in
the day of-judgement well-dressed, well decorated and with penciled
eyes (imka1:t1:taleh) and will carry the person for whom it was offered
over the surat to Paradise. Therefore the common saying ija1J,ayana
matayana,6 "our sacrificial animals are our riding beasts."

In slaughtering the victim of erJ-q}J/tyeh the utmost care is taken
not to break any bones, so that the animal may appear whole and
faultless on judgement day, for it is thought that these sheep render
to their offerer the great service on the last day of joining his good
"deeds in the balance, and thus outweighing his faults and sins.t

Dbi~et el-fadwa is a "sheep of ransom" offered on special
occasions. When plague attacks part of the country its inhabitants,
as well as those of the surrounding area, may 'make use of 'such

1 The animal must be absolutely faultless, i. e., not blind, half blind, lame or
weak. Even the bleating must be loud and clear. Some, but not many, prohibit
even the sacrifice of an animal which has been branded (inkawat, or makwiyeh)
as a curative measure. This method of treatment is very wide-spread in the
Orient.

2 Heard in Lifta.
3 Imm Mohammad of 'Imwas,
4 If the blood is taken from a sheep sacrificed on fArafat it will be more

effective.
5 A ~adi! allows eating from one's own dbi~et eq,-q,~i'!leh.

6 Curtiss, chapter XIX.
7 Heard is Bet a:anlna and verified elsewhere.
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offerings. The people of the infected part expect that God will
accept these offerings and free them from' the scourge. The others
hope that the dbi~ah will prevent the spread of the disease to their
country. A fad'tva may also be made for a single person.! M., the
only male child of' a family well-known to me, came back from a
long journey. .His parents slew a sheep in front of the house and
the son had to step over the flowing blood before he entered the
house.2

Even when a flock of sheep is attacked by a mortal plague, one
of the sheep-generally the best-is offered as ransom for the whole
flock. All sheep of the infected flock are marked with the blood of
the killed one.s Sometimes the following expression is used while
killing a fadwa: fida (or jadwa) Can el-cial wil-mal, "ransom for the
family and the property."

The meat of this @i1),ah is generally all distributed to the poor.
What Jaussen states about the Negeb is true also in some localities
in Palestine, namely that ifIJiyeh and fadwa are used at times to
denote one and the same thing.

In continuing our examination of the nitjr dabay1J, we notice that'
the blood of the sacrifice flows on the ground. In some shrines where
a special place inside the main enclosure surrounding the maqam is
designated for slaughtering, the blood is led through a special
channel to the outside. The blood may be used to decorate the
shrine. Large maqams like en-nabi Musa are exempt. The ~a*yeh

(the lintel of the door) and the $daghat (the jambs of the door) are
first of all smeared with blood. Generally the impression of the
hand is made. The Christians of Taiybeh smear the Catabah 4 of the
IJagr sanctuary with blood, making the figure of the cross. They
take some blood in a keka'rah-a small earthern vessel-and sprinkle
the lintel and the jambs of the door.s The same custom prevailed
in early Biblical times when Aaron's sons sprinkled the blood of
the offering "upon the altar round about.?" Instead of blood the

1 Such a r]bifl,ah is also known as Ciqqah.
2 Curtiss, 1. c.
3 Compare the story told in Ex. XII.
4 Caiabah means in reality the threshold of the door, but is falsely used as

iastllen.
5 The Arabic expression is Mlatt!J'u.
6 Lev. 1 6, 3 2.
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Ohristians of Taiybeh very often whitewash 1 the stones with a
preparation of lime,s soon after the animal is slain. The white colour
is thought to bring good luck. Most of the door frames of newly
built houses are smeared with the blood of sheep killed while the
vaulting is going on.3 The same is true with dbi1J,it el-jida.

The forehead of the child, less often that of an adult for whose
sake the nUJr was made, are also smeared 4 with the blood of the
4bfQah.5 Also the Ohristians of 'raiybeh and Bir Zet have the same
custom. The sign of the cross is made on the forehead of the child.
In Bir Sabi' the camels 6 are smeared with the blood of a rJbil!ah,
as a sign that the vow has been fulfilled.7

The qaiym receives his part of the animal. This consists generally
of the skin and the saqat (called also et-traj,8 and in some places
zawayd). By this expression the peasant understands the extremities,
the head, the abdominal organs (with the exception of the large
omentum 9) and the maiJba7:t. 10 The madba1J, is that part of the neck
where the knife cuts the throat. 11 This piece is cut off and given
to the qaiym. Generally he also receives a good piece of meat
besides, and joins the party at the meal. What has been said of
the qaiym is true of the Siyu~ who are connected with the shrine.O
Ourtiss' statement that one-fourth of the animal is given to the
qaiym is only true occasionally for Palestine. This custom is again
an old one and is illustrated in the story of the children of EH.i3
In places like Nabi Musa the butcher (la1J}Jam) receives either the

t BiY'14rusu.
2 Very often this is done with a stick on the end of which a tassel of cloth

ribbons is fastened.
3 This sheep is killed inrthe name of saiyidna Ibrahlm el-Halil.
4 So in Nab! Musa and Ibrahim el-Halil.
~ J aussen finds the same custom in Transjordania (p. 316).
6 Ibl (pI. with no singular).
7 PJB VIII, 159ff.
8 Saqa! and ~raf really do not mean the same. The second expression stands

for the extremities only, while the first includes some of the internal organs, as
well as the extremities.

9 Some include with the large omentum the intestines directly connected with it
10 From dabafta, "to kill an animal with a knife."
t 1 The saqa! differs in different places. Among the Beni Zed the maq,balt is

counted to it, in Jerusalem the lungs hut not the marJ,ba[l,.
12 As for example in al-Anbid, el-ij:a(lra, etc.
13 1 Same 212-16.
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skin or a quarter of a medjidi, 1 less often half a medjidi. The
other parts of the animal are cooked and eaten. Such a holy dbibah
should not be prepared as a earb. 2 Very often rice is also cooked
and served with the meat. Bread and the other materials necessary
for the preparation of the meal are brought by the party. All
present take part in the meal, and often many bystanders join the
party, for as soon as people are seen going with one or more sheep
to a sanctuary everybody knows that a nigr will be fulfilled. In
large mawdsim a part of the raw meat (la1J,m alu"jar or labm naiy)
is divided among those present. Often vowed animals are given as
a whole to the kitchen of Nabi Mus§, or some other saint, where it
is cooked with the other food and is distributed to the visitors.
Such an act is thought to bring additional blessing.

The preparation of the food takes place in the kitchen, if there
is one, otherwise near themaqam in a place protected from the
winds. Often the food is cooked under a tree. The copper pots
(tanadjir, pl. of tandjarah) or the ·copper troughs (dsu,t, pl. of dist)
with the food are placed on the mawaqid (pl. of moqadeh, hearth,
fire place). These are either well-built stone hearths or improvised
ones. The latter are constructed by placing two elongated stones
of the same height parallel to each other, with a space of 30-60 cm.
between them, where the fire is made. Many shrines possess .a
number of copper pots, which are always used in such occasions.
In welis where there are none the people who come to offer their
nigr bring them along. The wood is taken from the property of
the weli, or is brought with the visitors. In cooking a niijr all the
dry wood which has fallen from the holy trees may be used, but no
twigs may be cut, even if they are dead. ~his fallen brushwood is
never used on any other occasion.

All join in eating the sacred meal. Everyone says the fatibah
for the soul of the weli for whom the offering has been brought. It
is considered that all present are guests of the weli, for the gbibah

lOne Turkish medjidi = 20 piasters ~agh (and 23 'piasters 8urk), normally
one-fifth of a Turkish pound.

2 Zarb is a roasted sheep, where the whole (when the animal is young) or a
part of a sheep is placed in a small freshly-prepared, cave like oven. This oven
is heated very strongly, the meat is salted and placed in it after which the oven ""
is hermeticalIy closed.
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is his, and the food is cooked in his honour. Therefore everybody
who attends the sacrifice, or happens to pass this way at this
occasion is welcome to partake of the sacrificial meal. The weli
receives the most important part of the victim-the soul, which
lodges in the blood, t as we shall see later on. The same practice
was known in the Old 'I'estament.t A sacrificial meal followed the
sacrifice. The flesh of the victim was eaten at the sanctuary by the
sacrificer, and his family (1 Same 1 3-7) or by representatives of the
community (1 Same 9 22-25). The underlying idea was "that of sharing
a common meal with the deity." The worshippers were the guests
(Zeph. 1 7) of God at His sanctuary."! Happily they rise from the
feast and joining in games they pass the time in enjoyment. Contented
with their act they leave the shrine, sure that the weli has blessed
them for the fulfilment of their obligation.

These sacrifices followed by feasts are known in the Bible (1 Same
20 4, etc.). We know from 1 }(jngs 3 3 and other passages! that
these sacrifices took place in the high places. In the search for
his father's asses Saul came to Samuel and was taken by the Prophet
to a sacrificial meal.

Before we leave the subject of i1bay~~ we may mention some irre
gular or anomalous customs practiced in some parts of Palestine.
Very rarely it happens that the sheep which has ,been slaughtered
in or near a sanctuary is carried back to the village, and cooked
in the house of the vower. Sometimes the condition or the situation
of the shrine prevent offering the sheep in or near it. In such a
case the animal may be sold and the proceeds are either given as
such to the maqdm, or some jewelry is bought with them and this
is offered to the shrine and hung on the picture of the saint.
Dabayi1:t vowed to St. Mary on Calvary are not offered as such.
The sheep is sold, jewelry is bought with the money, and is offered
to the quneh.

Some vows of this group form the connecting link with the meat
less food vows. El-msarwaleh is a dish made of milk and rice,

1 1 Same 14 32-84.

2 W. Smith, Dictionary of the Bible, vol. 11, p. 1079.
3 See also 1 Cor. 10 20-21.

4 Hastings and Selbie, Dictionary of the Bible, 1914, p. 812. Doutte, p.472.
:; Amos 5 21-23, etc.
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mixed with another of meat and rice. Such an ofl'ering-like all
meatless ones-is cooked in the house and then carried to the
shrine, where it is partly distributed and partly eaten.

Among the Bedouin and some peasants the cooking done in
connection with a molad vow (see afterwards) is more important
than the molad itself. This festival may be with or without meat.

There are still a number of subsidiary practices connected with
sacrifices to be considered. Since they touch the fundamental
principles of making vows, ~e may be able by studying them to
explain the conception connecting the sacrificial animal with the
person for whom it is vowed. I shall first give two examples, which,
although they do not belong to the above-described animal sacrifices,
nevertheless illustrate vividly the idea underlying them.

When a dead person is carried from the place where he died to
his own village, the Bedouin and the peasants load him on a camel.
The peasants have the superstition that the camel may die from the
kabseh 1 exercised by the dead. In order to safeguard against such
a heavy loss, they slay a cock on the camel's back, before the
corpse is loaded. The blood of the cock, which flows over the
camel's body, is thought to remove the impending danger. Thus the
cock in giving his life has saved that of the more precious camel.

Another illustration demonstrates the same idea from another
point of view. When a child is attacked with convulsions, it is
believed that a specially malignant djinn has attacked him, and that
the evil spirit will probably not depart without having taken the

"child's life. In order to save the precious life of the child the demon
must be satisfied with some other life. Therefore the head of a
pigeon is introduced as deeply as possible into the rectum of the
patient, and it is held there until the animal dies. A life is given

t It is not difficult to explain how the kabseh acts in this case. A dead body
is always surrounded by the evil spirits which caused his death, and is therefore
unclean. These spirits prefer to leave this environment and inhabit some living
object. In doing so they may cause the same bad effects to their new host. The
same explanation is true of the kabseh which may act on a sick person, if another

. sick person is carried into the room. The evil spirits causing the illness of the
second (and most diseases are caused by demons) may leave their host and
attack the first person, thus increasing his disorder. For other examples see
Aberqlaube, pp. 37, 39.
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to save another, and the djinn is satisfied by the offering it has
received, and leaves the child.

These two examples show three points clearly:
1. To save the life of an important being, that of another less

important one must be sacrificed.
2. The sacrifice is made to please that supernatural power which

is thought to be the cause of the danger, or which has in its hands
the power of preventing it.

3. The animal sacrificed must come somehow into direct external
contact with the being for whom or for which it has given its life.

A I ~lose examination of the practices connected with vowing and
sacrificing animals, as we have followed them, shows that the same
ideas underly them, with some modification.

Ad 1. The Palestinian thinks that everything, especially disease,
affliction and misfortune comes "from allah" (min allah). He has
permitted their occurrence, exactly as He allowed Satan to tempt
Job and afflict him with all sorts of visitations.! Therefore when
ever the peasant is attacked with afflictions, he tries to escape them
by directing the wrath of the superior power against some other
being. An animal is offered in his place, to redeem the human
being with its life. Thus the peasant still walks in the paths of his
ancestors, believing that "life shall go for life"> and that "blood
maketh atonement," 3 and that the life of an animal is accepted by
the Divine Power instead of that of the offender, who himself deserves
death. 4 This is the only explanation for the wide-spread custom of
sacrificial vows; and while other vows are not so strictly executed,

~

a promise of an animal offering is much more seriously treated.
This idea of redemption is well founded in all Semitic religions.

Ad 2. The Almighty God is difficult of access. This is another
fundamental idea in Palestinian folk religion. 5 This is why the
Palestinian prefers to call on saints and welis for help. They were
once human beings and thus understand human difficulties and
temptations. A weli is always ready to assist, more so, if one shows

1 Job 1 6-12.

2 Dent. 1921.
3 Lev.1711.
4 Compare the sin offerings of the Mosaic law.
5 Exod.19, etc.
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his humility in some way. Just as no one would approach a deity
without a gift in his hands, or a promise of one, so a peasant would
not ask a weli for help, without at the same time vowing a sacrifice.'
This conception already prevailed in Biblical times: "None shall
appear before me empty." 2 The object of a sacrifice, reduced to its
simplest terms, is threefold: to secure and retain the favour of the
saint; to remove his displeasure; and thirdly to express gratitude for
benefits received. Although these things may be said about any

offering, nothing pleases these holy men as much as an animal
sacrifice: firstly, because so many of the poor can be fed in their
name and on their tables; secondly, because everyone who partakes
of the feast says a prayer in the name of the weli. These two acts
are placed by the Almighty to the account of the weli. .

Ad 3. The study of the connections between the animal to be
offered and the person for whom it was offered are very interesting.
For the purpose of analysis the. following resume of the customs
described above may be given:-

A young child-for whom the nUjr was made-is carried three
times around the animal. When the child is older he rides on the
aheep.s

He may step over the sacrifice or over the flowing blood.
The forehead of the person is sometimes smeared with the blood

of the dbi1:tah.
The flock or herd is touched with the blood of the animal killed

for their safety.
All these actions show clearly that the sacrifice must have a

direct contact with the person for whom it is offered. Therefore
the person for whom an animal is slain to safeguard his life is
marked with the blood of the victim. The shrine of the saint to
whom the animal has been promised, is smeared or sprinkled in
many cases with the blood of the flbi1J,ah. 4 This is done to assure
the man of God that his nidr has been fulfilled, for the mere
dedication of the animal during the act of slaying with the words

t Gen. 4 s f,
2 Exod. 34 so.
3 In the Old Testament the sacrificer had to put one hand, in later periods

both hands, upon the head of the victim (1 Same 21 4).
4 Exactly as in Lev. 1 6, 17 11, etc.
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"Take your promise, 0 .•." does not suffice. One asks why blood
plays such an important role in these religious rites? An investig
ation of this question discloses that blood plays a very interesting
and complicated part in Palestinian superstition. Since I believe
that the study of these practises will bring us to a clearer conception

'of the underlying ideas, I shall describe some of them.

Blood is believed by the Palestinian to be the abode of the "sou!."
The same idea existed in the earliest periods of Biblical history:
"For the blood is the life.". Therefore wherever human blood is
shed or lost, a part of human life and soul is lost. This makes
blood a highly respected, but at the same time a highly dangerous
thing. The following superstitious customs will throw light on this
idea:

1. When two children desire to enter into fraternal relation to
each other (yit~awu), i. e., become intimate friends, each pricks one
of his fingers "with a needle and sucks a little of the blood of the
other. Thus each takes some of the soul ofhis friend and they enter
into blood relation to each other.

2. In every place where a person is killed (and only when his
blood is shed) the soul appears at night-time as a rasad2 and
cries out the last words spoken by the dead; 3 cf. Gen. 4 10, "The
voice of they brother's blood crieth to me from the earth."

3. In case a wife is not much beloved by her husband she tries
to inflame his affection by giving him a few drops of her blood,
mixed with some other liquid, to drink. 4 She is sure that the part
of the" soul drunk with the blood by her husband knits him more
strongly to her.

4. Supernatural p~wers hover over every place and person where
blood is found. They may even be injurious. This is the cause of
the fear of the menstrual blood cherished by the inhabitants of
Palestine.6

1 Deut. 12 13.

2 Also called mfawil.
3 Aberglaube, p.17.
4 Blood always used to be the sign of a covenant, Exod. 12 7, 18.

5 This is not the "place to dwell on this phase of superstition, which is
discussed fully in Aberglaube.
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In offering an animal we are offering a life, a soul for another
one-the human life. The meat of the 4bi~ah is not the important
part of the sacrifice. It serves only to satisfy the human visitors.
The gods (saints practically = lower deities) do not eat and drink;
they are only satisfied by the sacrifice of the SOU!.1 A Christian
woman of Djifnah in describing a ~bi1)ah said lil-lJa4r feitet ed-dam:
tt lan-nas efl-@Jibah, "For ij:aqr the pouring of the blood (i, e., the
soul) and for the people the sacrificial animal." Blood plays an
important role as the symbol of life. This shedding of blood is the
essential part of an animal sacrifice.s No animal which has been
previously killed will be accepted by any weli as a sacrifice. The
blood must be shed in his shrine, or at least in his name. It is the
atoning act.

b) Qurban or walimeh lilla·h

A qurban also involves the ~bibah. This sort of vow belongs
partly to this category and partly to a later one. It may be
described fully here, as it has to do with animal offerings. The vow
is made in these cases to God only, and not to any saint or weli.
ThuB it is clear that a qurban is a real sacrifice in the name of the
Almighty, in case of sickness. As soon as the sick man recovers,
the animal must give its life for the man who is saved. The animal
belongs entirely to God. But God does not need any food, there
fore it is distributed entirely among the poor, the vower receiving
nothing of it-contra~y to the practice in the case of all animal
offerings described up to now. Such an animal may be slain in any
place and its meat is distributed a~itar,3 "in a raw (uncooked)
condition," or it may be cooked and then given to the poor. From
this custom the name walimeh lillah is derived.

Qurban (from qaruba, qarraba) denotes everything offered to God
which brings the offerer nearer to the Deity. 4 Walimeh lillah, "a
feast for God," ·well expresses the idea set forth in another place
and shows that the sacrifice is in reality nothing but a feast given
to the, needy in the name of God.

t 1 Same 1432-34; Deut. 1216; Lev. 7 ioff., 727.
2 N. Soderblom, Das Wesen des Gotterglaubens, p. 81; Curtiss; Kahle.
3 Also called naiy.
4 M1,~i~ el-Mu!ti~ 11, 1681.
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In many cases when such a vow is made, the mother or the father

take an open knife (mus, bu~ah)l and sticks it in the door or in the
outer wall of the sickroom. While doing so the following words are

uttered: qurbdn la w·idjh alldh in tab ibnl" "A sacrifice for God's
face, i. e., God's sake, if my child gets well." Such a knife may
remain in its place until the sheep is killed.t

Much like the above custom is vowing a candle for God: "If my
child speaks, I will light a candle for you, 0 God." 3 According to
Christian belief such a candle must be lighted in the open air and
not in a shrine. Imm Elyas of Jerusalem took such a vow and
lighted the candle on the roof. She passed the night guarding it,
so that it should not be stolen. As the candle was not all burned,
it had to be lighted on the second night. According to Moham
medan custom, a light of this kind may be brought to the nearest
weli and burned there in the name of God.s

Before leaving this subject of animal sacrifices we may note a
iJb1,~iah custom which has nothing to do with vows. In case a saint
has been irritated by some mortal, he may punish the evil-doer and
perhaps all the inhabitants of the village in a very severe way.
A sheep is generally offered to reconcile the saint. I. have already
told the story of ~-~e1J ealel), who inhabits ijirbet Ntlta, and which
illustrates this point excellently.

c) Meatless food

In Jerusalem and the immediate neighbourhood these vows are
called smat, while in Beni Zed and Beni Malik the word smat is used
only for a ~bibah, as we have seen. I have been unable to find for this
word the explanation given by J aussen, and which he has deduced from
the use of the expression in 'I'ransjordania.! Everywhere vows of

this sort are also known by the name tabhah, an expression not very
much used. Most of the inhabitants of Jerusalem and the adjacent
Christian villages understand by smat 6 only a special dish, namely

1 Also kazlak, sikkineh.
2 A custom prevalent in Beni Zed.
3 This type of vow is made when the child grows up without being able to

speak.
4 According to a man of Bettir (Beni Hasan).
s Page 365.
6 Aberglaube, p. 75.
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prayers over them and asks God's blessing for all the members of
the family which has offered them. He then keeps four loaves for
himself and one is taken by the offerer. The last is divided among
the members of his family as a barakeh, Some keep a piece of this
blessed bread for illness, believing that eating it will cure disease.
When once such a vow is taken it has to be continued every year
until the man for whom it was taken dies. Such a ghirbn1.yeh 1 is
always made one day before the feast of the saint to whom it was
vowed. The priest blesses the bread after the afternoon prayer
(~alat el-ca$r). Such a vow is a material help to the priest.t Many
vow bread for the poor and needy in the name of the saint. This
practice I shall describe more fully in the following section.

Ill. Offerings given to needy persons in the name of' the saint

In the last section we have often mentioned vows fulfilled for the
benefit of the poor. The S1nat (tabljah) and specially the walitneh
lillah (qurban) come under this heading. All vows of food promised
to God must be given to the poor, even though not so specified in
the wording of the vow. In all other vows it is specified; e. g., "0
Nabi eale~, if you bring me safely through this matter, I shall dis
tribute a basket of rice to the poor." Either food or cloth may be
vowed. The food may be offered in a cooked or uncooked state.
The "needy" may be grouped under the following headings:

1. Poor (fuqara)

2. Orphans and widows 3 (aytaAn u ara1nil)

3. Prisoners (mababls)

4. Sick, especially the mentally disturbed (madjanin).

The following are illustrations: "If I get up, and am able to walk
I shall, 0 Prophet of God, clothe thirty orphans;" "0 friend of God,
as soon. as I am released from jail, I shall give two hundred loaves
of bread to the prisoners;" "0 St. George, if my son returns to
normal mental condition, I shall slay a sheep for the madjan1.n of
your shrine."

1 Also called quddaseh.
2 This custom is only followed by the Greek Orthodox church.

3 Called by the collective name maq~aC~n (those who have nobody to help them).
12
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In making a vow of kisweh t one must, according to most of those
whom I have asked, supply all garments necessary to dress a person,
i, e., shirt (qami$) , shoes ($arami 2), bag-trousers «(i)7bas 3), qutnbaz 4

(gown3) and a head-dress (tarbu~,6 or battah and (uqal 7) . Many do
not give all these, but only a shirt and a qumbaz, or the cloth for
both. Generally the fulfilment of such a vow is postponed to one of
the Mohammedan feasts, Cid e4-it~lilleh (Cid el-kbzr) or Cid 6$-~ghir (Cid
Rama4an).

The condition of the prisoners used to be pitiful. Very often it
happened that an accused or suspected person remained for months
in the prison before his trial took place. Most such victims used to
implore God and all the saints for help, promising to offer a sheep
or bread for the other prisoners, if they should be released from
their misery. Even prisoners who were already convicted used to
take vows that as soon as they should be released they would offer
this or that for the other inmates of the jail. Even if these vows
are made in the name of a weli they do not reach his sanctuary.

It is advised by many in Jerusalem 8 that the best way to fulfil
a food vow for the poor, is to give it to the qkiyeh kitchen where
food is cooked daily and distributed to the poor. Generally the
one who TOWS a sheep will remain in the kitchen until the meat is
cooked and distributed. Bread may also be brought to the kitchen.
Orphanages and hospitals are sometimes but not often remembered.
Flour, rice, melted butter, beans, lentils, etc., are generally presented.
The leper asylum "Jesus Hilf" receives such vows at long intervals.
"My Lord, if I live to see my son (returning) in good health, I will
bequeath my lower house to the Dkiyeh." The yearly rental of the
house goes to the general income of the qkzyeh waqf as religious

1 From kaBQ" "to clothe."
2 Also called markub, maAiai.
3 Made mostly of white or blue cloth, with wide parts above the kneel)

(some call it lirtval).
4 Also called kibir.
~ It is put on over the shirt and the trousers. The qU'~nbiiz is made of coloured

linen, cotton or silk cloth. It is open in front, reaches to just above the ankles
and is fastened by a zunnar (belt).

6 Fez.
7 Bedouin head-dress.
8 Heard from Abu 'Osman (Jerusalem).
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endowment, I know of a man who transferred all his property to a
relative as wagf, making in the waqfiyeh the condition that a sun
of money should be given to the poor by the heir in the name of
the donor. It ma~Y happen that somebody has no money to vow to
the poor. He .then promises to devote the wages of three or more
days' work to the purchase of food for the poor.!

IV. Religious vows

By "religious vows" I mean that a person takes. upon himself the
fulfilment of some religious act or obligation other than what he
would naturally perform. Religious vows are practiced by Moham
medans and Christians. Very interesting is the fact that an adherent
of one community assumes obligations of another.

Perhaps the most popular example of this category is the promise
of reciting the story of- the Prophet's nativity, qrayet molad. "If my
daughter recovers I shall recite a molad, 0 Prophet of God." The
molad. is the legendary story of the Prophet's birth and is a poem
which describes not only the birth of the Prophet, but names his
ancestors, all the prophets, and his own acts. A great part of the
molad. is devoted to praise of Mohammed. There are different
molads and one of the most important is that of el-Imam 'Abdallah
bin Mohammad el-Manawi. According to Wafiyat el-Acya.n by Ibn
ij:allikan, vol. I, the first one to attach a great importance to the
molad was Mu~~affar ed-Din (Prince of Irbil). During his time, in
the year,604 A. H. el•.I;lafiz 'Omar Abft el-£lattab wrote the best
molad poem.

The fulfilment may be simple or more elaborate. In the first case
the vower gives a sum of money (one to one and a half medjidi in
the villages, half a pound to two pounds in the cities) to a sel] who
must recite the molad from a minaret, in a mosque or weli, in the
name of the giver. Among these places the minaret is the one
usually chosen, and often it is specified: (ala el-medaneh el-1jamra,2
(ala medanei en-nabi Musa. 3 The muaq~in of that minaret may do

1 Heard from Imm Bsarah Tledjeh.
2 Inside the city in the northeast quarter.
3 A molad is not generally recited in small sanctuaries, nor from the minaret

of unimportant welis. Ibrahim el-ij:auwa~, en-nabi l\Iusa, en-nabi ~ale1}., cAli ibn
(Elem, en-nabi Rubin, etc., are preferred places.

12*
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the job. The 1nuat!4in or other {;eb who reads the molad takes
several others with him, to help him in singing or reciting parts of
the molad: It is always done in the evening, generally that of the
night of Thursday to Friday, or that of Sunday to Monday. More
important is the reading of a molad in the house. Many friends are
invited. A large meal is prepared. After all had their supper they
assemble in a large room, where the ceremony is held. One or
more se1js are chosen to recite this prayer, while refrains may be
repeated in chorus by the audience. It takes about two to two and
a half hours, during which no smoking or conversation takes place.
One may enter or leave the room at any time. After the ceremony
is over sweets are presented. Thus we see that the religious ceremony
is preceded and followed by a festivity. When a woman has made
a vow to recite themolad she fulfils it by inviting her female relatives
and friends and asking a se1]ah or a ~e1} itarir 1 to recite it.

In some villages one to two ratls of barley with three raw eggs
(some bring only one) are placed in front of the sell who recites the
story of "l\Iohammed's Nativity." The eggs are eaten by the se1}, to keep
his voice clear.s while the barley is kept by thepeople as a blessing
and as a curative medicine in case of sickness. It is supposed that
the barley receives a supernatural power through this religious
ceremony. In case a child falls sick, he is fumigated with this barley.!

An old woman of Jerusalem told me that a dish of flour and a
glass of water are placed before the ~e1j, who recites this prayer.
As soon as he finishes, the contents of the dish are distributed
among those present. It is kept as a birz for small children. They
either carry it in a small bundle' around the neck as a prophylactic
measure against the evil spirits or they are fumigated with it in case
of disease. The water is drunk by those present, believing that it
cures shortness of breath.

Although this custom is purely Mohammedan it sometimes happens
(but very rarely) that a Christian woman vows that she will recite

1 Blind seas are allowed to enter chambers of the harem to teach the Qoran,
or to say prayers.

2 I could not find any other explanation for the eggs. The Bell has no right
to take them with him.

3 I heard this custom from Man~ur of Lifta,
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a molad. The wife of el-Qari 1 promised.: "If my child gets well, I
shall recite a molad." In fulfilment she held the ceremony in her
house. Generally Christians prefer giving a sel~ a sum of money
and asking him to recite the molad in their name.

Besides the molad, fasting is very often vowed. It is a religious
law that every Mohammedan shall fast in the month of Ramadan.?
Nothing is eaten, drunk or smoked during the day-time, while at a
certain hour in the late evening the first meal (ftilr) , and a few
hours after midnight a second one (sbur) is taken. Nobody may
vow to fast in this month, since this is his duty. But fasting· on
other days or weeks than Ramadan are often vowed, generally by
women. The number of days or weeks which are to be kept is
specified in the vow. These fasts are kept in the same way as that
of the month Ramaqan. Radjab and Sacban are the preferred months
for fasting, and Monday and Thursday preferred days of the week.
This sort of vow cannot be bought, as others may (see above), i. e.,
it cannot be changed to another obligation. A person who has
vowed to fast a month must keep his promise exactly, while another
who has bound himself to offer a sheep, oil, etc., may give a sum
of money in their place. No unclean woman is allowed to fast.

Christians ma)· vow to fast days or weeks more than required by
the church. In such cases they abstain completely from animal
food, sometimes including, sometimes excluding fish. More unusual
is the promise of a Christian to keep the month Ramadan or a
part of it. Sometimes Mohammedan women bind themselves . to keep
the fast of St. Mary's feast Cid el-A.~ra) or part of it.

Often a Mohammedan mother who loses one child after another
vows to baptize the next one, believing that putting him under the
protection of Christ will guard him against death, since the evil spirit
el-Qarini is driven away. The Qarini is the evil demon which
attacks children. and pregnant women, causing all the diseases of
the first, and producing abortion in the latter. 3 Watfeh the wife of
I. CAql (from LiftS,) lost all her sons during their infancy. While
pregnant she was advised by an old neighbour to vow to have her

1 Greek Orthodox Church.
2 Unclean women, sick and those on a journey are excused from this rule.

They must do their duty in the same year.
3 See Aberglaube, there transcribed ~arini.
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offspring baptized by a Christian priest. She did it with the words:
ya rabbi in razaqtni ~abi ni4run calay la-atmmduh cind en-na~ara u
la-asammih cala ism en-n~ara, "0 my Lord, if Thou grantest me a
boy, I vow to have him baptized by the Christians and to give him
a Christian name." She bore two sons after this vow and both were
baptized. One was named Ijanna and the other Djirius, A ~elJ of
SuCfat told me that a barren woman vows: "By God, if I get a boy
I· shall call him Elias," By this expression she means that she
will give him a Christian name, thus dedicating him to a Christian
saint. She must therefore baptize him, since baptism puts him under
Christ's protection and giving him the name of a Christian saint
helps to keep him safe. Therefore only names of popular Christian
saints are chosen, like Hanna (John), Djirius (George), etc. St.
George's name is preferred since it is a connecting link between
Christians and Mohammedans. It is said that the priest conducts
the ceremony of baptism as in the case of a Christian child. Only
meron is not used.

There are a few Christian women who vow to circumcise a child
and to give him a Mohammedan name, like Derwis, Hasan, etc.
Such vows are taken in the same cases as the previously mentioned
ones, i. e., when a mother loses all her male children. When such
a woman makes a 'vow she may fix the place where the child is to
be circumcised. Baptism of Mohammedan children is much more
common than circumcision of Christian ones. The latter is only
found among some few villagers.

Circumcision is a rule for every Mohammedan and therefore it
can not be Towed. But a Moslem may bind himself to do this act
at a special shrine: "I entreat you, 0 Prophet Moses, if you cure
my child, I will circumcise him in your sanctuary." Such a vow is
thought to be good for both parties. The child is ·protected by the
saint, and the confidence shown in the man of God increases his
reputation. Very often a special and additional vow is made, namely:
"I will take upon me to circumcise so and 80 many poor children
together with my own boy." This means that the vower has to pay

for the expenses of the operation, and also gives each child some
clothing as a present.

Some vow the service of a person in a sanctuary: "If you, 0
man of God, grant me a child I shall let him serve you one month
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('S time)." Such a custom-although found also among the Moham
medans-is more wide-spread between the Christians. Such a vow
of direct service for a certain period in a sanctuary is fulfilled by
helping the qandalajt (sexton) in his work.t In such cases Moham
medans sweep the shrine and light the lamps. This sort of vows
resembles the vow of Hannah, the mother of Samuel (I Same 111 if.).
Na4artuh la-mar Anton, "1 have vowed (offered) him to St. Antonius,"
means that the boy must wear the garb of that order for one year.
The priest puts the garments on and in one year's time the priest
must take them off. The parents offer a candle at each of these
ceremonies. The convent presents the girdle-rope, the rosary (el
masbo1)ah) and the cap (et-taqiyeh), while the parents provide for the
cloth, which is cut by the priest (or in the convent). This priest
prays over the dress as well as over the child. Thus the child wears
priestly clothes for one year. Members of the Latin church, as well
as of the Greek orthodox follow this practice. The latter ask a
priest of the former for the performance of this act.

Sometimes the whole or a part of the sick person is vowed to a
holy man: "0 man of God, 0 :£lau,va~,2 if my child recovers, you
will get half of him." This means that half the "price" of the person
is offered. The price of a person is only discussed when he is
murdered. The diyeh, "blood price," must be paid by the murderers
to the family of the murdered, and it amounts to 33,000 piasters.
Vowing half or a quarter of a person means to pay half or a quarter
of 33,000 piasters.! i. e., 16.500, respective 8250. This sum is given
to tbe qaiym of the sanctuary with the understanding that it is for
the welt In case such a vow is made for a girl her price is not
reckoned on the basis of the diyeh but of the mahr (marriage-price).
The wedding ceremony of the girl cannot take place, until her vow
is fulfilled." Even in the Old Testament the .N azarite could be

1 Vows of this type are also known in the Old and New Testament, where
persons were vowed or chosen 8S Nazarites for their life or for a short period.
J udg. 13 5, 1 Same 1 11, Luke 1 16, J er. 85 6 ff., 1 Mac. 8 49, Acts 18 18, etc.

2 To this weli more persons are vowed than to other saints (heard from
O. S. el-Barghuti).

3 See O. Barghitti, "Judicial Courts among the Bedouin of Palestine," JPOS 11,
No. 1, 1922.

• I have heard of this custom only in Central Palestine. It is unknown to
the villages around Jerusalem.
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redeemed at a valuation according to age and sex, on a special
scale.1

Finally we must mention a custom which, although not belonging
directly to this group of vows, seems to me more closely associated
with it than to others. The wife of F. (Greek Orthodox), whose son
was badly sick, fastened a silken handkerchief on the Nabi Miisa
flag. This was done on the first day of the feast, while the proces
sion moved from the Mosque of Omar, While doing so she ex
claimed: "If my son gets well, 0 prophet Moses, I shall fasten
another handkerchief on the day of the return of your flag."2 This
example shows us again the honour paid to Mohammedan saints by
non-Moslems. Such a vow is exceedingly rare. In explanation of
this custom we may point to the Mohammedan custom: in tab ibni
la-arbuilok ya !!auwOt$ drac baft rayeh bedah, "If my son recovers,
o H., I shall fasten for you an ell (pie) of white shirt as a white
Hag." To hoist a white flag for somebody means to proclaim his
ability, his excellent character, his charity, etc.

v. Bodily chastisement and vows to be fulfilled on the body of

the vower or person for whom the vow, was taken

"If my child gets well, 0 my Lady, 0 St. Mary, I shall visit you
(i. e., your shrine) barefoot." Walking barefoot to a sanctuary is
vowed by Mohammedans and Christians. Christians of Jerusalem
prefer the sanctuaries of St. Mary and Mar Elias, To sitti Maryam
Mohammedans also bind themselves by a similar vow. This visit
must be performed, if at all possible, on the saint's day. Generally
the women rise up very early-long before daybreak-and while all
are sleeping, walk barefoot to the sanctuary, say a prayer and come
back before the visitors begin their pilgrimages to the shrine. 'I'he
badi~ says "if a man vows to walk to a place and he cannot do it,
he may not fulfil his vow walking." 3

t Lev. 27 1-7. It ranged with males from 5 to 50 shekels, with females from
3 to 30 shekels.

2 From Imm Elyas.

3 llfan nadara an yamsi li-tna~allin uialam yasta~1,c an yaquma bihi fala yadjuzu
an yuknlilan-nidra 1nasyan.
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Another vow of humiliation is the sweeping of a sanctuary with
the head-dress. "I take a vow to sweep Sef ed-Din 1 with my head
cloth, if my brother gets well." 2 To throw, or to place the head
dress on the ground is always looked at as a dishonouring action.

Very often it is vowed that the hairs of the sick child will be
cut in a sanctuary. The hair is. allowed to grow from the moment
of the vow until the promise is fulfilled. In the case of a Christian
the child is taken to the church, where the fulfilment of the vow
must take place. In case the Holy Sepulchre (Qabr el-ij:ala~3) is
chosen, the act is performed behind the tomb of Christ. The priest,
after saying some prayers, cuts a lock of hair from the forehead,
another from the occipital region and one from each lateral side,
thus marking the sign of the cross. The barber cuts the rest of
the hair. In other churches the child approaches the altar 4 and
the ceremony takes place. Some friends and relatives are invited
to attend the .ceremony. Returning home, all join in a feast. In
the case of Mohammedans the child enters the sanctuary and the
hair is cut in the mihrab or near the tomb. At Nebi Mftsa it is
done outside the real shrine. In the district of Djenin I was told
that a vow to cut the hair may be performed in most of the ' 'U)elis.
This practice of shaving the head, or cutting the hair at the expiration
of· a votive period is a very old custom. In the Bible we have reference
to it. 5

In all cases the weight of the hair cut off, in gold, silver or money,
is presented to the sanctuary. The money is given to the priest or
to the qaiym.

VI. VOWB not connected with any holy person or shrine

Such vows may ·be vestiges or remnants of primitive religious
practices. "If my brother returns safely, I shall make you a zarb,
which we will eat in the vineyards." This vow is made for friends.
At other times it is a thank-offering to a person. Thus we meet

1 In Lifta.
2 Heard from a woman 0 f LiftS..
3 Lit. "the Tomb of Salvation."
, El-tnadba~.

5 Acts 18 18, 21 24:.
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with many nq'lirah of this category made for physicians, nurses,
teachers, etc. Most of these vows are never fulfilled.

In connection with the subject of vows I wish to draw attention
to the following idea. There are some expressions which seem to
indicate quite a different idea, but which originate in the same cycle
of conceptions as the vows. The Palestinian believes that the death
of a child or animal, the breaking of an object or the spilling of a
fluid may atone for the loss of somebody or something more important.
lnkasar es-easr, "the evil is broken," is said when a glass of water,
a tea cup or a coffee cup fall from a visitor's hand and breaks.
Inkabb eS-~arr, "the evil has been poured out," is used on similar
occasions.

When a horse dies, a house collapses, etc., people express their
feelings by saying: fidak tt fida Ciyalak, "it is a ransom for you and
your family." The idea underlying these expressions is that some
evil had to befall the loser, but the Almighty Providence has directed
it to a less important object and thus saved a greater loss.

VII. Vows for the dead and the djinn

I cannot close the discussion of vows without calling attention to
vows offered to the djinn and the dead. Although this category of
offerings differs from that of offerings brought to the saints, it shows
many points of resemblances and serves to illustrate some points of
interest, It is hard to find such characteristic examples of sacrifices
brought to djinn and dead as of those offered to saints. Nevertheless
a careful investigation shows many customs which belong here. A
comparision between sacrifices offered to saints and those brought
to the dead and djinn exhibits the same idea in different stages of
development. I shall describe some customs and superstitions beliefs,
which suggest

a) Offerings to demons

l)bibet ed-dar (among the peasants) which corresponds to dbihet
bet e~-~aCr 1 of the Bedouin is the most characteristic example of this
sort. Besides dbibet el-galil 2 we meet with another sort of animal.

1 J aussen, p. 339.
2 A sheep must be offered to Abraham whenever a house is newly built.
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sacrifice, practiced by many peasants in connection with the comple
tion of a house. Some will not even occupy a newly built dwelling
until a sheep is immolated, to please the djinn who have already
taken their abode in it. With the blood the sides of the door are
painted as an external sign of the offering.· Others may even slay
a sheep in the foundation trenches. Whenever a Bedouin tribe
changes the locality of its camp the ~e1.J, and others immolate a sheep
to the demons of that spot with the words dastftr ya $abib el-mahall;
"By your permission, 0 owner of the place." t

According to an old belief, which is at present dying out, some
buildings --- especially baths and houses erected near a spring - will
not be fortunate and prosperous, unless the foundation stone has
been erected upon shed blood. In the case of a Turkish bath it is
even thought, that a human being-and curiously enough a. Sudanese
must be offered before the first stone is laid. Some old women
assured me that the head of a negro suffices, if buried below the
threshold. The following expressions point to this human sacrifice:
el-ban~1nam ma bidur illacala 'obd, "The bath does not work except
on a negro;" qaym (ala 'obd, "it is erected on anegro;" mabni (ala
'obd, "it is built on a negro." 2 Excavations show that these foundation
sacrifices were very wide-spread in the ancient Orient. In 1 Kg. 16 34

we read: "In his days did Hiel the Bethelite build Jericho: he laid
the foundation thereof in Abiram his firstborn, and set up the gates
thereof in his youngest son Segub."

Whenever a house is thought to be inhabited by demons, because
every family which occupies it loses one or more of its members by
death, nobody else will move into it before sacrificing one or more
sheep, for the house is thought to be maskicn, "haunted," lit., "inhabited
(by evil spirits)."

The spring of Djifna is supposed to be inhabited by a demon which
appears in the form of a charming bride. Once a woman of the
village approached the spring during menstruation. This careless
act provoked the anger of the djinniyeh and the spring was dried up.
A priest had to go to the place and burn incense, thus reconciling
the djinniyeh.3

1 J aussen, I. c.
2 Aberglaube, p. 20.
3 "Haunted Springs and Water Demons," ,JPOS I, pp. 153-170.
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To this category belongs also the custom known as tiblay,"sugaring."
Superstition holds that the djinn are pleased and quieted by sweets
and sugar offerings." The following example will illustrate the
procedure. A mother once beat her child on the threshold Catabeh).
This careless act resulted in a severe punishment of the child and
mother, the first getting fever and the second having a slight attack
of facial paralysis. These inflictions were caused by the djinn living
in this place. To appease them the woman was advised to strew
sweets on the threshold.

More complicated is the following belief. A child had fever, and
the mother was told that this was caused by a fright. She took the
sick boy to el-Hadjar el-Mansi, where she washed his hands and feet,
after which she strewed sweets and returned home. The explanation
of this act is as follows: The fever excited by the fright is caused
by demons. Taking the child to the grave of a holy man and washing
his extremities there drives the devils out by the power of the man
of God. The sweets are an offering to appease the demons, who
are irritated because they have to leave their prey.
, In analyzing all these customs we find that the idea of offering
something to the spirits is represented in everyone. I have only
mentioned a few examples of each sort. The underlying idea is to
get the favour of the spirits through these sacrifices, to please them
and to atone for mistakes which may have provoked them. According
to popular belief the. spirits always react favourably to such offerings.
Many references in the Bible point to offerings to spirits and demons.t

b) Offerings to the Dead

With regard to sacrifices to the dead I shall only mention practices
which bear a special connection to our subject. While the corpse
is being ritually washed, the. relatives distribute some money (an rub
el-1naiyet, "for the soul of the dead." This is called squt e$.~{tlay.

In the cemetery and when the burial is over, money is again
distributed, this time to the ~el]s who have been repeating during
the whole procession, allCihu akbar, as a prayer for the dead. In the

t See Aberqlaube.
2 Lev. 16 8, 17 7; 2 Chr. 1115; 2 Kings 23 8. In the latter "spirits" should be

read instead of "gates" (i. e., seCiritn instead of se'arim), as has been suggested.
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graveyard, bread and dried figs are given to the poor Can ri(~l, el
1naiyt). Those who can afford it may even have a new wooden coffin
(to))llt, sabliyeh) made, on which the deceased is carried to his
burial place. This coffin is then left to serve for poor dead, and
this act of helping the poor, even after their death, is believed to
bring a special ~awab, "reward," for the soul of the departed.

All who go to the house of the mourners to condole receive coffee
with or without a piece of cake. After drinking the coffee, and
sometimes on entering as well as on leaving, they say: allah yerbatnu
"May God be merciful to him." 1 In the third night a tahlileh is
made. Sweets are distributed to all invited, who are chosen from
the better class as well as from the poor. Afterwards la ilahan illa'
allah is recited by those present, all repeating this phrase over and
over again until the sum of all the prayers reaches one thousand
in the cities, and 75000 in some villages. 2 Thereupon al-lJitmeh
(al-Qoran) is read and those reading it say at the end: wahabna
~atvabaha li-rid) j"ulan. "We have presented its recompense (merit),
i. e., that of reading the Holy Book, for the soul of N. N,' The
meeting ends with a meal. Every one recites the jatibah for the
soul of the dead. The meal this night is also called unisoh. (el-Malbalt).

On the first Thursday the relatives distribute a sort of a cake
fried in oil to those who happen to come to the cemetery. It is
called j'akket hanak» On the second Thursday a ~mesiyeh is made
in some villages. All friends go to the cemetery to visit the tomb.
The relatives distribute dried figs, sweets, raisins, etc., among those
present, especially to children, also Can ru!J el-maiyet. As on other
occasions, everyone asks the mercy of God for the soul of the departed
one. At the end of the forty days another supper (a~a)4 is made.
On llamis el-Amwat the peasants send fruit to the ma4ajeh, while
in a city the relatives of the dead go to the cemetery and distribute
sweets, dyed eggs, and very rarely cooked food among the poor as a

1 Other expression, are: 8alamet rUskum, el-bo'qiyeh t'i Cutnrak, allill, yoalli
wlddak.

2 Heard in el-Qubebeh,

3 Eakkei et-wi/ldeli is the expression used for the first visit made On the day
after the corpse is buried•

• One who does not prepare this supper for his dead father is despised by
his fellow-villagers, who say :ma ilak ~cr (i abo'k 1nO, camiltilo~ ~ala ya kalb.
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?adaqah (an el-tnaiyet. Food may be sent at any time by the peasants
to the guest-house and is known by the names es-sadaqali, el-fiqdeh,
er-rahmeh, kaffarah. City-dwellers generally give food to the poor on
every feast (New Year, Ramadan, cId el-Kbir). While any sort of
food, even fruit. may be sent on any occasion to the maifafeh. it is
customary in the villages to slay a sheep on the tahlileh, some times
on !Jamis el-Amwat.1

From the above we see that the peasants prefer to send the
sadoqah. to the guest-house, for all visitors, travellers and strangers
stop there for rest and recreation. Every time the relatives of the
dead bring food to the ?naqafeh they say; ha4a an ruh· fulan, "this
is for the soul of N. N." Every one who eats of it must say a
prayer for the deceased. Thus many prayers ascend to the Almighty,
imploring the salvation of the one who has died.

Some relatives of a dead person will give a sum of money to a
poor person obligating the latter to journey to Mecca and perform
the hadj for the soul of the dead. When he has finished the official
ceremony there he must say: itqabbal ya a,llah ~awab hal-badj Can

·rft~t fulan, "Reckon, 0 God, the recompense (merit) of this pilgrimage
for the soul of ..." No rJbi~let eq·itltiyeh can be given in the name
of the deceased.s

The Bedouin of el-Qibleh (the Peninsula of Sinai) once a year
bring all their cattle to visit their cemetery, While the sheep pass
the burial place, every animal entering the cemetery or remaining
standing near it is thought to have been' chosen by the dead and is
sacrificed there. I have been told that very many sheep are slain
on such an occasion, as all Bedouin, even the poor, bring their sheep
to visit the dead in order that the latter may choose an offering.

There are some who engage a se~ to read el-..{fitmeh 3 for the
benefit of the dead once or several times a year. As in the case
of the badj, here also he says, as soon as he finishes the reading,
wahabtu tawabuha la·rub· fulan.

There are other somewhat similar customs which may be passed
over. I wish, however, to emphasize what has been mentioned

1 In the villages this day is also known an Qamis el-Bel} (Thursday of Eggs).
2 Heard from several women of Jerusalem, who gave me several examples,
3 Some believe that Radjab, Sacban and RamacJan are the most suitable months

for reading the Holy Book.
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repeatedly, that every one who receives money or food in the name
of the deceased recites a prayer and generally the ju..ti1)ah for his
soul, and adds in every case the words rohmd. allah caleh or allah
yirbarnuh.

While all the customs described above are practised by the
Mohammedans, the Ohristians have others which are based on the
same conceptions. I do not wish to describe the various masses and
prayers for the dead, as they are accepted religious institutions of
the different churches, but will restrict myself to folkloristic practices,
mentioning only those that differ from the customs described above.

On the third, ninth and fortieth day, six months and one year
after the death 1 a $ftniyeh and a widjih are made by the family of
the deceased and distributed in the cemetery. By suniyeh a dish
of boiled wheat with sugar, decorated with almonds, candy, etc., is
meant, while a widjih is a large disk-like loaf of bread of about
40-60 cm in diameter, coated with sesame seeds. The priest says
some prayers and then the food is distributed to those present. Many
offer these things only once or twice.2

Some Christians distribute cakes (either kack ioeimsim; biqsmat or
rab.meh) 3 on the first cid el-Amwat, Members of the Greek Orthodox
church may also take wine on such occasions. The priest blesses
the wine and gives every one a cup, The dead person also receives
his portion, for the priest pours a little wine, marking a circle with
it on the tomb.

As with the Mohammedans so also with the Ohristians, every one
who receives something implores the mercy of God for the deceased

An analysis of these customs shows the following main points:

1. Food and other offerings are made in the name of the dead
and for the benefit of the dead.

2. These offerings are accompanied by a multitude of prayers and
good wishes, which are intended for the benefit of the dead.

1 Some Christians give those who come to condole a cup of coffee with a
hard cake. In some cases simple ka'k ibsimsim (cakes with sesame seeds) are
distributed instead of bigsma~ (the above mentioned hard cakes).

2 This custom prevails among the Greek Orthodox congregation.

s Ra~me't stands for rounds cakes made of smid (semolina) butter and
sesame seeds.
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When we question the peasants about the purpose of these customs;
we. find that they reason as follows. When help (food, money, etc.)
is given to the poor, strangers and children in the name of the
deceased, and prayers are said for his soul, God will reckon all
these acts in his favour in the day of judgement. The more a soul
can rely upon such acts, the better off it is. since all of them will
be added to kajfet el-mizan, in which' his good actions are placed,
and the likelihood ' of outweighing his evil actions will increase. In
other words, we see that these actions are sacrifices made by the
living for the benefit of the dead. This thought is beautifully
expressed in the sentence lolCi el-altya la-hilkat el-amwat, "Were it
not for (the actions of) the living, the dead would have perished."
This is the fundamental idea in all sacrifices to the dead, as we
shall see later on...

A close examination of the goal at which these offerings and
prayers aim, removes every doubt of their sacrificial character. The
latter becomes still clearer if we remember the words said every
time the fatibah and bitmeh are read, namely: itqabbal ya allah
tawabh{t(a'n ruZ~ fulan, "Accept, 0 God, its recompense for the
soul of . .." These customs are illustrated by the fact that the
Hebrew word for "pray ('11)')" is cognate with the Arabic root ?"
which means "sacrifice (sheep)." 1 Prayer and sacrifice were 80

intermingled that every prayer was an offering, and every sacrifice
a prayer.

Even the simplest phrases, allah yirbamuh or rCltbmet allah. caleh,
seem to have been originally ad'iya, "prayers," offered for the benefit
of the dead, and not only polite expressions.?

There is another motive for this custom to which I wish to draw
attention, as it has not usually been connected with sacrifices for
the dead. The underlying idea of all these sacrifices, including
those offered to saints, is the same. Neither saints nor other dead
eat themselves, although meals are offered in their names. To their
tables many are invited and when satisfied say a prayer for the

I See .lllu~i~ el-Mu!~i~ and Belot.
2 Whenever one is on the point of beginning a journey he asks his friends:

id'!?, li, "pray for me." They at once recite phrases like "God be with you,"
"God protect you," "God make you prosper," etc. All these simple expressions
are considered as prayers (ducti).
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soul of the dead, who is then their real host. Thus a person is
endowed even after his death with the highest virtue in the eyes of
the Oriental.. namely hospitality.

In the Bible we find parallels to the custom of sacrifice for the
dead, cf. Dent. 26 14, Sir. 30 18. The most interesting passage is
2 Macab. 12.48 fi.: "And making a gathering, he sent twelve thousand
drachmas of silver to Jerusalem for sacrifice to be offered for the
SiDS of the dead, thinking well and religiously concerning' the
resurrection. For if he had not hoped that they that were slain
should rise again, it would have seemed superfluous and vain to pray
for the dead."!

7. CELEBRATION OF FEASTS (matvasim)

The word '1nosa~ '}, (pl, mawasim) means "season, mart, fair or time
of asse~bly: .of pilgrims." 3 In our case it is the "season of visiting
a sanctuary;" thus, for example, emta mosam en-nabi Rubin means
"W hen is the season (the time) of visiting (celebrating the feast of)
the Prophet Rubin?" Whenever one speaks of el-mosam in Jerusalem
and the surrounding villages it is understood by all to mean mosam
en-nabi M'i'tsa.

Many sanctuaries have regular mauuisim. The feast is very
elaborately. celebrated in some and extends over several days, while
in others it is very simple and lasts only one day. At such a time
people flock from every direction to visit the holy place and to take
part in the festival joys. At these times they also fulfill their vows,
perform their religious duties, circumcise their children, etc.

A description of the N ebi MfIsa feast 4 will give an excellent picture
of a mosam. All other mauuieim resemble it in most of their
characteristics. The Prophet Moses is highly honoured by all
l\'Iohammedans of Palestine. People come to the feast from all
villages of southern Palestine and Samaria. Many also come from
the north.

1 Douay translation.
2 Canaan, Kalender des pal. Fell., ZDPV XXXVI, p. 274, note 2.
3 Used originally for Mecca, Mull,i~ el·M'tt!li~ 11, ~250.

4 Descriptions have been given by: Hans Spoer, Das Nebi·Musa Fest, ZDPV
XXXII, pp. 207-221; R. Hartmann, Nebi Musa, ,l.,fNDPV 1910, pp. 65-75;
P. Kahle, Gebriiuche bei den moslemischen Heiligtumern~ in Palestina, PJB, 165 etc.

13
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The shrine is situated seven kilometers S. ·S. W. of Jericho, just

south of the road leading from Jerusalem to Jericho. It is composed
of an extensive complex of buildings .with .large gates. It may be
divided into two parts: the sanctuary itself and the room. surrounding
it. The latter are separated from the first o~ three sides by an open
space, the courtyard.! The sanctuary ,itself is surrounded on the
north and east by porches, and covers the supposed tomb 'of 'the
prophet. A quantity of 'rags are tied to the bars of the windO'\V8.
Above the door an inscription states that'Abdallah Pas§, rebuiltthe
place in 1235 A. H. The mCUJam .itself is opened only on special
occasions and during the festival days.

The greater part of the complex surrounding the shrine is composed
of rooms which serve to lodge the visitors.' The minaret is found in
the N. W. corner of this part and is not connected directly with
the sanctuary. Two mosques are attached to this complex, one of
which (djamf en-niswan, the mosque of the women) has a mi~ira1J,

while the other, which seems to have been changed from a stable 2

into a prayer-room has no niche. The second story opens nearly
everywhere on to a terrace which overlooks the court-yard. In the
lower story two large kitchens, as well as stables, store-rooms, and
wood-rooms are to be found, beside the many rooms for the' pilgrims.

Although this building is erected on the top of a hill, the two
other shrines (Hasan er-Ra't and Masadjid sittna CAis~h) command
better views, being found on still higher positions. East of the whole
building is a cemetery, where those are buried who die during festival
days. Notables who die in Jericho are very often brought here, and
the 'Idwan tribesmen of Transjordania bury some of their dead also
in this cemetery. They count it a special blessing to be interred
near this man of God. 3

1 The courtyard is paved with stone slabs.
2 This may still be seen, since the door leading to the outside has been closed,

and the places for tying the animals are still visible.
3 Beside the three shrines mentioned on page 8, where children are buried in

their neighbourhood, I have two other sanctuaries with the same characteristic,
making fi ve in all:

el-lea A1}mad at Nebi ~amwi],

el-sea l\Ian~ur at Hismah. The three already mentioned shrines are
el-Ielt Nuran near Sallalah,
el-seh Ahmad es-Sarrisi at Abfl Ghos, and
eS-8e~ cAbdallah at SuCfat.
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Not a single tree is to be seen anywhere near the building t bat
large cisterns 1 gather the rain-water for use in the feast days. These
cisterns apparently belong to an older age than the present building.
It has been supposed that they were the cisterns of the convent of
St. Euthymius.?

'I'he ridge on which the sanctuary is erected is composed ofa
bituminous stone, which burns easily and gives an offensive asphaltitic
odor. The ,people : think that this natural sign, which -is not found.

in the case of any other saint, is a decisive ' pro~f of the greatness
of. the prophet. Naruh min bdjaruh,3 "his fire is (comes) from his
stones," has become proverbial. I have never heard the sayings,
given by Spoer, 4 about this bituminous stone, which , looks white
outside (like the angel of light 6) and inside black (like the angel
of death 6).

The feast itself begins on the Friday preceding Good Friday
of the Greek Orthodox Church? and ends on Maundy 'I'hursday.
This Friday is called djumCet en-nasleh, "the Friday of Descent,"
while the Friday preceding it is known as dJu1nCet el-mniidiit, the
"Friday of Calling," since it is on this day officially made known
that the mbsam of the Prophet begins on the next Friday. Thursday
evening and the night of Thursday to Friday is named lelatu l-tvaqjeh,8
"the Night of Standing," in other words, the night preceding the
feast. Everyone who intends to take part in the feast prepares for
the coming days. Different friends 01· families come together and
talk over their plans. This time resembles in some respects the
preparation for Passover on the part of the Jews. The night of the

1 As much depends on the amount of water these cisterns hold at the time
of the feast, the people believe that they are often filled in a miraculous way.
'Ve are told that when the rainfall during the winter is scanty and the cisterns
are not filled with water, it always happens that the prophet Moses senda a
heavy downpour of rain, which falls only over his sacred area, shortly before
the beginning of the feast.

2 ZDPV XXXII, 218.
3 Kahle, PJB V~II, 174.
4 ZDPV XXXII, 212.
5 Moses is meant here.
6 CUzra'yl.

7 Not on Good Friday as stated by Spoer.
8 This expression is used for the evening before 'every feast day.

13·
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next Wednesday to Thursday is.called lelat es·~el,- since most of the
·pilgrims arrange to leave.

Before describing the beginning of the festival processions we
must call attention to the fact that six Fridays of- this period are
considered as more or less important, since they are connected with
special celebrations and privileges. The N ebi M.uss, feast: forms the
nucleus. The following is the list ~ .as known in the enviroDs of
Jerusalem. Some Fridays bear other names in other places:

dj. en-naeleh, dj. el-beraq,
or dj. es-siddtir; 2

i dj. er-raghayb, dj. el
l1JalaW1..3orea-aj. et- tawili

1j,amis, or

dj. en-nobtii

1}amis el-amwat,
or ~j. el.~erJ

dj. el-maqhri, or
dj. el-"!Jayawanat-

I Names among the
Ipeasants and Bedouin

dj. el-!1huraba

~amis et-ial'ah; or

Y01n e8-sel

djumt:et. el-mnadat

Names of Fridays in
Jerusalem and environs

Order of ICompared with the I
Fridays Greek Easter I

l
I

First
14 days before

Good Friday

Second
8 days before

Good Friday

Maundy

Thursday

Third Good Friday_

Fourth
8 days after

Good Friday

Fifth
14 days after

Good Friday

Sixth
21 days after

Good Friday
dj. el·~lazana

t Somewhat modified from Canaan, Folklore of the Seasons, J POS'rrr, p. 23.
2 Some say sindari. \. ~'-' .; .~,

3 The Christians of Bethlehem, Bet Dja.la and Bet ~a~ur call D'ec.24 yom
.el-~alaloi, and flock on this day to Bethlehem to attend the official procession of
the Patriarch, using the opportunity' to buy sweets. This' custom is dying out
(from the written- notes 'of my father).
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The procession begins by bringing the Nebl Musa banner from
the place where it is kept· all the year through, called ed-Dar
el-Kbireh, belonging to the Husen! family, and situated west of, the
Haram area in the street connecting, Bab el-Habs with the lJan
ez-Zet street. The 'notables aswell as many officials assemble here.
The banner is 'handed over-to the l\'fufti on a plate. After, reciting
a prayer he unfolds the banner and it is, fastened on its stick. The
banner is made ~of green velvet, embroidered along the border with
golden threads, And measures 200xI40 cm, A piece of 'black silk
is sewn at the centre 'of each side bearing inscriptions.! to be
described below. This black cloth is also artistically embroidered
on its edges. The flag is fastened to a long staff, called zaneh,
ending above in a golden crescent (hlal).

.The "'Procession -which in the time of the Turks used to be
accompanied by a military band and a guard of honour-moves
slowly to the Mosque of Omar, entering by the gate Bab el-Habs
(also known as Bab (Ala ed-Din el-Buseirj). After the midday
prayer is over the procession leaves the mosque area by the same
gate, and not by Bab :autta, as stated by Spoer.t It is true that
a great part of the multitude which attends the ceremony in the
mosque leaves by other gates. The Grand Mufti, the banner-bearer
and the other' servants of the prophet go ahead'. As soon as they
are out of the holy area they mount horses and move slowly through
the prolongation of the Via Dolorosa, leaving the city by St. Stephen's
gate (Bab Sitti Maryam). The spectators fill the street, the balconies
and windows, the cemetery, and the gardens on both sides of the
way. Due to the great .number of umbrellas which are carried. by
the members of the procession and the spectators; this day has been
called rid ~-~amasi, "the feast of the umbrellas." The sabab (young
men), assemble in parties, 'and 'each one plays, dances and sings on
its way. In the crowd many Hags are carried, coming from different
awliu of the city' and the surrounding villages. Every. flag has, its
adherents. Thus we see the flags 'of eS-~elj, rAtif 3, eS-~elj, Qazzaz 4•

I The writing is also worked in gold thread.

2 ZDPV XXXII, 214.
3 The qaiyrn of e;-leG Djarral}..

4 This and the preceding come from Jerusalem.
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tAli es.S&r-if~, from Nabi eamw:tl, etc. The banner of en-nabi Dahnd
and that' of the Mosque of Omar are always seen in this procession.

'I'hey accompany that of the prophet Moses, until the procession
reaches HAs el-' Amfld. Slowly the procession advances and after
two or three hours reaches Rag el ...cAmQ.d, where the Mayor of
Jeru98lem. &fJd the other members of · the Municipality welcome it.
The Municipality invites many glIests for this occasion. After re
freshments are served: the banner is carefully folded and the dignitaries
continue ,their journey in automobiles or carriages. Part of the crowd
follows slowly, but the greater part return to Jerusalem.

Every day of the feast the nnm ber of the visitors increases. They
come generally in the following order 2:

Arrival Group Departure

Thursday Coffee-house keepers and some Friday after eight
merchants days

Friday The servants of the Prophet Moses Thursday
and some merchants

Monday or Tuesday

Thursday

Monday

Saturday The 'Idwan tribe

Sunday The different flags of Jerusalem
CAt.jf, Qa~zaz, etc.)

The Hebronites, the banner of the Wednesday
~abab ofJerusalem and thatofNablu8

Tuesday 'T he Bedouin of ed-Dillk Wednesday

\\Tednesday The inhabitants of J .ericho Wednesday

A man who comes for one day is called $abbabi, while one who
spends 'only one night in the sanctuary is known by the name baiyafi.
i'be former comes in the morning and returns home in the afternoon,
while the latter arrives generally in the afternoon, spends the night
and leaves during the next day.

The Hebronites leave Hebron Saturday and encamp in the Baq'ah,
just south-west of J erusalem. The next day they enter/Jerusalem
by the Jaffa Gate in a long procession, singing, dancing and playing
se! u turs. A multitude of spectators assemble to witness the event.

1 The qaiym of el-:ijaq.ra (Nablus).
2 This order was given me hy several persons, who go every year to the

sanctuary, since they are servants .of the Prophet.
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Through the old city thE')" continue their march until .they enter
el-Haram by Bab el-Ma\lkameh. They pass the night in the mosque
area and early the next day leave for the shrine. It is customary
that before such a procession reaches a village they send a radjdjad
to the v:iU~. to announce their coming, At once as many of the
inhabitant. as are able go out to meet the precession, taking along
tbeir banner and (iddeh. Often the newcomers- are invited to take
some food.

All saiylJlrat leave J erusalem for Nebi Mftsa with great pomp and
monotonous music; the procession is headed by the banner. As
BOon as t,heypa88 Gethsemane they furl the banner ·and march
slo.wly and quietly. As 800n- as they are ill sight of the shrin-e of
the Prophet tlley rearrange their group, unfurl the Banner and begin
the formal procession ac.ain. First they raise small heaps of stones
as qanatiri, and recite the jAtiJ)ah. The dervish wao heads the
procession sends one of his followers to an-Dotuiea their coming to
the other dervishes who are already in N I·bi Mflsa. Taismo9S8Dger
is called nadjdjab. His master binds a mandil around his neck to
be untied oftJy by the ~eJj who welcomes him at tbe lanctuary. This
nadjdjdb ruas direetly to the maqtim, all the time beating his naqqarah
(a sort of & small drum). As soon as he reaches the building ail
the dervishes, to whatever tariqah they may belong, go out to welcome
.~im, aud the oldest dervish unties tbemandil from his neck, reciting
ihe jati1)ah at the same time. This sel] orders all saiyarat and 'ukul
to wilcome the new-corners.

Fu·&t the mazar of er·R.a(i is visited and then the crowd proceeds
to the Nebi. As soon as the outer comt is reached, the procession
advances very slowly, while their enthusiasm inereases, All the way

to er-Rati and to the Nebicgun shots are fired in order to increase
the :eathueiasm and to proelaim their coming, This custom is no
longer, allowed,

Processions aee- geaerally .. arranged in the following way:. The
banner-bearer goes allead, followed by the mnsieiana, Then follow
some young men of the party, encircling their leader and dancing
according to the tempo givea by him. Every dance is accompanied
by singing. The leader recites a strophe and the others repeat it.

1 \Ve find such heaps of stones set up by way of witness in patriarchal days:
Gen. 31 '.-68; Joshua 4 1-8 and 9-11.
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He swings a sword, a 'stick or a handkerchief in the air and dances
with them, thus giving the tempo. Sometimes 'all or part of the
musicians are seen in the circle. While" singing and dancing the
party clap their hands in" a rhythmical way. This clapping of the
bands may be met with in all seasons of great mirth: and rejoicing t

and both performers and audience never seem to weary of this simple,
but universal amusement. 2 . They proceed slowly until they"; reach
the maqtim. Some of the women spectators welcome the pa,rty with
zagharit, or short" songs ending with a 'shrill tongue-rattling.

It is very interesting to note that· "the "above description of this'
procession resembles in" many a way the joyful 'processions described
in the Bible. Singing, dancing arid clapping-of the hands, the use
of musical instruments and the participation of all classes are the
same to day as they were thousands of years SigO; cf.·2 Same 6 5 ff.,

2 Kings 11 12, etc. The description "in Ezek~ 25 6 and 7 resembles
very much the sa1Jdjeh dance to be described later: "Thou hast
clapped thine hands, and stamped with the 'feet, and rejoiced in

heart." 3

The most important' sorts of dances are the sahdjeh and the
dabkeh. .A dabkeh may consist of the following varieties: taiyarah,
§amaliyeh, Cardjah, ftu~iyeh, qarradiyeh, sabfawiyeh and rna~luteh.

Clapping the hands and stamping the feet may accompany anyone
of these dances. In many cases, either instead of a dance, or following
the dancing group, another party plays the se! u turs. Each of two
persons who occupy the centre of the group is armed ·with a sword
and a small shield. While their friends clap their hands and sing
around them, these two pretend to attack one another, advancing,
retreating, kneeling on one leg, standing up, bending to the right or
to the left, swinging the sword in different directions all the time.
From time to time they strike their sword on their own shield or
on that of their opponent. Sword strokes are delivered rhythmically
so that the sound follows a regular measure. Some of the songs
used in this play as well as in dancing will be given below.

1 In wedding processions, welcoming a friend home from a foreign country,
at the release of young men from their military service, etc., such rejoicing
takes place.

:l James 'Neil, Palestine Life, p.133.
3 Clapping of the hands is also used in scorn, contempt, mourning and grief.
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The musical instruments which are used are the following:

tool drum
kas (kasat) kettle-drum
miehar . kind of lute
"sabbabeh flute
arghitl
'luiyeh long flute
zum1narah fife
,nidjwiz fife with two tubes
dirbakkeh kind of drum,
nobeh very large drum

The rhythm played by the iabl and kllsdt has nearly always a
-meaning: Some examples are:

allah au»: allah 1J,aiy I I I I" 1 I --
da-ym dfi,;.ym - I - I
qai-yftm qai-y'f'tm I - I -

In the case of allah alone the tabl are allowed to vibrate, while
one is turned slowly on the other, and the last syllable is given by
a strong beat. The banners are of green, white or red cloth" with
Qoranic verses, the name of the saint to whom they belong, or names
of God inscribed on them. The inscription is made by sewing cloth
bands of different colours on the flag itself

Some of the writings on banners are:

1. AlJ\ J~) ~~ 6JJ\ \1\ ~\ \I

There is no God but Allah; Mohammed is God's apostle.

2. On the banner of Nebi Musa:

a) on one side: the above mentioned Mohammedan creed

b) on the other side:

11-.'~ ~yo 6JJ\ ~,

God spake with Moses discoursing with him 1309

3. The banner of Bet Sftrik:

~}\ ~}\ ..u\ ~4
~ t?, IJJ\ cro~

~,~\ ~~\ ~~ l~. ~,)~;;
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In the name of the most merciful God!
Assistance from God and a sure victory!

Your help, 0 my lord AJ;uD·ad el-Badawj l

4. On the banner of e~·seh DjabiT en-Na'na':

~~\ J."i ~\.>..i\ ~ar ~ ~>Lw ~

.~, J:.~ ~ ~ ~ 05\ ~ v\

I have masters whose power

(and) whose bravery are supernatural.

Although I am not one of them,
(1 derive from) their love power and dignity.

5. On a second banner of the same sel]:
A1J \ )J \ tkJ \. ~

~\ J,..w) ~.A1J\ )1\ ~\ )I ~}\ ~}\ tklJ\ ~

6JJ\ ~, ~~li."J\ ~..\ ~~

?:rJ\ zs;.w ~\ ~ ~

There is no God but Allah.

In the name of the most merciful God, there is no God but
. Alla,h and Mohammed is God's Apostle.

Our Lord Ahmad er-Rifa'! is the Friend of God.

God has proclaimed his wonderful Mystery.

6. Seen at Nebi Rubin festivals:

r"'" J~ ~\
..>.~, dJJ\ )1\ 4J\ )J

tJJJ \ J:,.w)

Abfi Bakr tomar

There is no; God but Allah, and Mohammed

is God's Apostle.
4:Ali

7. Banner of es-se~ Ahmad el Falel).:
~~ ll.b ,,?\

~:..\ .J#J \ .>~~

~\ ~(LLJ\

~.~)J\

4:0tman
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Abii 'l'all)ah Sa~d

It was renewed by the poor (for

God's help) AI)mad el·Fali~ the
successor of Mohammed's excellency

Zubeir Said

8. Another banner of the same {;ell:

~::..}\ ~.t\ 6JJ\'~

~, \~, ~? ~J ~J..J\ 6JJ ~\ Ji"
~, 4J ~. ~, ~U\ ~ ~.~ ~ ~.

In the name of the most merciful God!

And say, Praise' be unto God, who hath not begotten-any
child; who ",bath:. no-partner in the. kiagdem , nor hath
any to pretectbim (Sutah 17, last-verse) .. .:

9. Seen' in Rl1bin (1924):

r ~~\

, ~~ )\ ~,J\ 4JJ\ ~

AlJ\ J~) ~~, cUJ\ \J\ 6...1\ \J

4JJ\, ~ ~ii ~~ \:>\,

~~\ 6-.-f'- J~\ Li~

~ r : Q~

Abfl Bakr 'Omar

In the Dame of the most merciful God!
There is DO God but Allah:

. ' If I resolve (to do something) I trust on God.
Our Lord' el~l1a~r, peace be upon him,

'Otman cAli

The staff (ez-zaneh).; on which the banner' is fastened, often has
on its upper end a metal piece which is worked in one of the forms
shown in the accompanying plate. A study of the different forms
-which are generally called hlal (crescent) -indictes the following
grouping:
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1. The representation of a weapon (spear). Nos'. 1, 2' and 3.

2. The representation 'of the hand (Nos. 6, 7). Number 8 may
also be counted to -this group, while' number 15 shows the
holy number seven.

3. Different forms representing the development of" the moon.
Nos. 4, 5, 9, 10, 16,. 17, 18, 20. No. 21 has the inscription
4JJ\ J,,-w) ~~, 6JJ\ )1\ tkJ\ )I in the moon. Nos.ll, 1~.13;14,

which look like ~ sphere or a circle, may be classified under
this .head , although they may also be explained as the
representation of' the terrestial .globe.

These signs are cam m-on i~ ' popular" superstition, we meet with

them in magic formulas. and popular medicine.'

Some of ,th e villages having ' ail '; 'iddeh, which is generally brought
to visit the Nebi, are: Bet Iksa, .Bn-Nabt ~amw~l, Biddn, Bet CAnan
Bet Duqquh, Bet 'Sllrik, AbO. Gho~, el.cEsawiyeh, Silwan , ed-Diuk,

Jericho, etc. I was told that the Bedouin tribes el-Tdwan , el
Ka'abneh, etc., do not bring an 'iddeh. or a flag with them.

The servants of the Prophet, l]uddu/ln en-Nabi, i. e., those who
have the different positions in this place, are: The Huseini, Yuuis,
Qlebo and the Bazbazeh families. These families are not, as Ourtiss
says, "priestly." 2 They have absolutely no religions tinge. Each of
the first two has a kitchen- (matbal]) in which an enormous 'quantity
of food is cooked and' distributed to the visitors twice daily. The
banner bearers are members of the Qlebo, while the mualjljin comes

from the Bazbazah family. The last have also the right to light the
tnaqam. ' T he mufti of Jerusalem must lead the procession. All of

these "servants" are proud of the honour bestowed on their families
in serving Kalim Allah.

Every day about one quntar (300 kg) of meat is cooked by the
Huseini family and about the same by '-the Yunis, This meat is
cooked in large vessels belonging to the maqam. At the same time
a great quantity of rice is prepared as ruzz mfalfal. 3 Ya~uineh

(pl, of yabneh) are also cooked. Yohne: jul (broad beans), y.,,ba~al

t Abergla'Ube, pp. 58, 64, 84-, 94 and 95.

2 Curtiss, chapter XVI.
3 Not tnufilfil, as Kahle says in PJB VIII, 172.
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I III

onions), y. '1nlu~zyeh (garden mallow 1), y. be4indjan (egg-plant), etc.
rre the most important dishes. By ya~neh cooked vegetables with
neat and eamneli is understood. Every day' two public meals, dinner
md supper, "are prepared. When the food is ready the visitors come

1 Corchorus olitorius (Hava) .
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and ·take··their··share. "'Generally they unite .in' small groups' and a
representative 'of each g~onp., receives the food. Bread. is also
distributed. It is a densely- crowdedjnass th.t a,',aits the., time of
distribution. ,E,'~ry one carries a v~s'el and ttie," to be 9.pe 'of the
.first, pushingvelbowing and shouting. "Many vi~~~ors who prefer to
cook themselves receive their share as ~ardj nitsij, i. e., ~aw meat
and uncooked rice. Well-known families cooking their own food
may receive the cooking vessels from the rrtQ.fba~., whileotaers mu~
give.~~~ety (rahn). ..J....~. I ~~~:-/ j :\

The arnimals, mostly' sheep,.are·~k~Jled i~ a' special plip;J., .eutside
the .uary, on the way to t1w:,.trriage fo4\tt. Even a ~~son who
has vowed a £]bibah for Nebi Miss' generalf kills it ill this place.
In doing so a special formula is' used, nam~!l: minnak u ilek adjr
~t ,:~~wa~ ~a;Sfiydn~ J(ftsa, "Frem····fhee at«' to:'~thee (0, ~od) may
it ~e :c.UP~ as.recompence and reward IQr ol}llord )£o~s~" Very

often .•...', '\>'i~nowiDgse~ence is added: it~a1Jb~tfii4rak yo,K41.}m' ~llo,ht
..Accet your vow, 0 Interlocutor of God.~ The meat, IS either
'distributed tu those present, at the time of slaughtering, o~{' it is sent
to one of the two kitchens of the sanctuary, to be cooked with the
other food and then distributed to the zuwar. The offerer always
keeps a good portion out for himself and his, friends. The enormous
expenses of these seven days ',.ar. met with by. the income .of the
Prophet's ioaqf. '

The rooms, courtyard and a great area surrounding the building
are crowded ~th visitors. It is a very picturesque, ..interesting and
instructive eig1;lt to observe the different faces, c08tUtnes, manners,

gam~ and' other characteristics of this mass. Peasants, half-Bedouin
and! Bedonin mix .. with people of J erusalem, Na~lus aad .~aebron. A
close stadeat-cf-the country easily distinguishesone type..troPt the other.
With the exception of the city women, who keep the roems most of
.the time or stand on the open veranda of the second story, all female
visito~s' take part i~ the activities of the men, with whom they mix
continually, All are dr.essed in their best clothes, which exhibit
every colour 'of the rainbow. The number of the pilgrims is at times

¥l0rmous, and it reaches its climax on Monday and Tuesday. After
this time many begin to leave. During all this time, excepting the
first day (when nobody goes home) and the last day (when nobody
comes any more to the sanctuary) there is a constant going and
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beads, earthenware pitchers, jars and pots.. booklets, tracts and
~lidjab{)'t, tobaceo, .match-boxes, candles, and many other things. While
many have their merchandise placed on, improvised wooden shelves,
others spread ·their goods on a strip of cloth on the ground (imbassit,
pI. imbasstin). All day and far into the night they stand tirelessly,
each trying. to outshout his neighbour. in praising his .articles.
Outside the courtyard herds of sheep are brought for sale. Any

one who has to offer a dbi1;tah may buy the animal here. Many
bring their offerings with them.

Outside the building there are always coffee-houses, made of rough
tentcloth. Low Arabic stools welcome.the customers. Coffee, lemonade
and argileh may be ordered, and it is .not without interest to sit
here, especially in th.e evening, and observe the life and the activities
of the crowd, while a phonograph plays monotonous melodies..A shadow
theatre (qaraqoz) .attracts the attention of. passers-by and entices
them to enter.. $anduq el-cadjam is also much visited, especially by
children, peasants and Bedouin. It is an oblong box decorated

outside with small bells, mirrors, glass balls, pictures and flowers,
and resting on a small chair. In front it has small holes through
which the spectators look at a roll of pictures hidden in the center,
and turned. so that the observer may follow the story, which is
recited in a quick monotonous manner by the operator. One may
also spend his time playing cards (saddeh or waraq) and ttiwleh
(tric-trac, backgammon).

Outside in the fields parties come together and spend their time
with horse-racing (sbaq), dja1"id (mock fight, with long straight branches,

where the best player is the one who throws ·his stick farthest), etc.
The last game may also be played on horse-back. Peasants and
'citizens try to compete with the Bedouin, but rarely show the skill
of the latter, who guide their graceful Arab mares with much eale.
In another game the players divide themselves into two parties.
A Bedouin of the first party, holding the reins of his mare in one
hand, and his rifle in the other, gallops at full speed and tries to
overthrow his opponent of the second party, or to cut off his retreat.
If he succeeds his opponent is captured, but if he is caught, or only
touched by the man of the second party, he must go with him. The
rest of the captured man's party try to release him by rushing and
touching him.
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Nor should we pass over the religious observances of these days.
As soon as the mua4tjin calls to prayer most of the people answer
the call. It is all the same where they pray: in the maqam, djamir,
a room, or outside in a tent. From time to time a dikr is held.
A ~e~ with a good voice recites part of the Qoran in a melodious
chant. All present keep absolutely quiet; no talking, smoking or
coffee-drinking is allowed. I once attended such a dikr at Nebi Mftsa
and found it quite edifying to see how devotionally all listened.

Circumcision is very common in these days and at this holy place,
and one may observe daily several such performances. The child is
dressed in new silk clothes, and is decorated with golden chains,
buttons, etc. to the extent allowed by his father's purse. Of course
a blue bead, bidjab, ma~7ja." alum or other amulet are never forgotten,
in order that he may be protected against the evil effects of the
"eye" r~n), or "soul)' (nafs). A child is more subject on the occasion
of circumcision to the action of these supernatural powers than at
other times.' The parents, relatives, friends and neighbours present
accompany the child in his procession, which begins in a turn around
the building. A band or a group of dancers are hired. All sing as
loud as they can. The women relatives may show their joy by
trilling zagharit. 2 The boy, who suspects nothing of the pains to
come, enjoys the whole performance hugely. As soon as this party
reaches the door leading to the courtyard the boy dismounts and is
carried by his father or his nearest male relative. The music plays
louder and the singing is more enthusiastic. At the window of the
maqam the drums play fortissimo and the shouting increases. Amidst
an excited crowd the barber-who is the professional surgeon
performs the small operation with the utmost skill. No local
anaesthetic is used, nor are aseptic or antiseptic measures taken,
and dozens of children are circumcised with the same knife. For
this reason many wounds become septic, and cause much trouble.
Hadj Ahmad el-Hallaq and his sons enjoy the reputation of great
skill in the speciality of circumcision. The cry of the patient during
the operation is drowned by the music. The barber receives his fee,

1 Aberglaube, p. 81.
2 I have never heard the expression "oloolelL" used by J. Neil on pages 81

and 143 of his Palestine Life. Tanlil, zagharit and woltoal are not identical, as
he writes.

14
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which depends upon the ability and generosity of the father of the
child and ranges between one medjidi and one pound. It is not
called fee (udjrah) but ikramiyeh (sign of honour). Some poor
persons are circumcised gratis by the barber as an adjr (recompence).
Because of such a charitable act he believes that the Prophet will
bless him here and in the world to come. After the whole party
returns the wound is dressed with dried plants powdered and some
times mixed with oil taken from the lamps of the maqam. Many
believe that the latter alone is best cure. At present the barber
sometimes uses a drying antiseptic powder.

Most of the songs repeated during the ceremony of circumcision,
as well as during dancing and se! u turs have nothing to do with
the Prophet Moses, but are common songs used on any occasion.
Many songs which are really in praise of Mohammed are sung during
these days. Here I shall give a few songs connected directly with
Moses.

ya zu~var ~l1'tlsa 1

siru 2 bii-tahlil»
zurnd. n-nabi Miisa4

(uqbdl el-!!alil 5

ya zuwar Mflsa
zftru bil-ciddeh
zurna n-nabi M'lisa
(uqbal el-badjdjeh

1.

o visitors of Moses,
March with exultation.
We have visited the Prophet Moses
May it soon be (granted to visit) Abraham.

o visitors of Moses
Visit (the shrine) with musical instruments.
We have visited the Prophet Moses
May it soon be (granted to perform

the) ~tadj.

t Variant of Kahle, PJB VIII, p.169. Dalman, Pal. Diuxm, gives only three
verses of this song (p. 168).

2 Some use Stra instead of zurii.

3 Kahle omits the article.

4 Kahle notes ltalamak ya MusQ, maktub bi/-man,"l, "your words, 0 Moses
are written (and kept) in the veil." The above text is more used.

5 Still another variant of this verse is:

Zurna n-nabi Musa We have visited the Prophet Moses
'ugbal el-':lalit May it soon be granted to visit Abraham.
uSa'rak 1/0, Miisa And your hair, 0 Moses
sayil e al-qandil Is flowing over the lamp.
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ya zuwar M'ttsa
zuru bid-daraqeh t

u sacrak ya Mflsa

harir fi waraqah

ya zuwar ..... 2

zuru bil-'alam
zurna .. . . .
u (aleh es-eolam

o visitors of Moses,
Visit with the shields.
And your hair, 0 Moses,
(is like) silk (wrapped) in paper.

o visitors ..... ,
Visit with the flags.
We have .....
Peace be upon him.

ya zuwar .....
tihtu salmin
ya zuwar ... . .
truddu salmin

o visitors .....
You went down peacefully (safely),
o visitors .... -
May you return in peace (safely).

2.

A t the well of Zamzam the Prophet
washed himself (ritually)

With a silver pitcher and lighted candles.
At the well of Zamzam the Apostle

washed himself (ritually)
u With a silver pitcher and candles and

incense.

Through (the power of) your prophecy,
o Prophet,

el- The Mu~tafa made his nest near your
house.

Be his brothers (i, e. companions), 0 stars
of heaven!

Be joyful, 0 way (leading to the sanc
tuary) of the Prophet.

(Be as soft as) fresh butter under the
feet of the visitors!

Good evening, 0 Moses, 0 son of
'Amran,

'ala bir Zamzam itwa44a
en-nabi3

bibriqfirJ4ah u samt yinrJawi
'alQ, bir Zamzam itwacjcja

er-rasul»
bibriq fi44ah u lami c

ba1j/Jur
yalli bnabitak ya nobi

li djanb betak cas Ca~

M~tala3

kuni l],uwanuh ya ndjum
es-sama

kuni haniyeh ya tariq en
nabi

zibdeh tariyeh taJ.l~ idjren
ee-euusi»

massik. bil-[ler ya MitsQ, ya
ibn C.A.tnran

1 Not bidereke as Kahle notes it, but with el and q (instead of k). It means
"shield" and not "slowly;" see M'U!Ji~ el·jful&i~ I, 645.

2 The two next verses are not mentioned by Kahle.
3 The Prophet Mohammed is meant.
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The marriage festival is not a (real) joy,
Nor (is that of) the circumcision of boys;
There is no (real) joy except "visiting

Moses-
Peace and prayer be upon him.!
If it was not you, 0 Moses, we would

not have come and taken this trouble,
And we would not have treaded the

small stones and the sand with our feet.
Good evening, 0 Moses, 0 son of CAmran.

ya.lli tqum mtn manamak 0 thou who dost arise from thy sleep

tiJbih el-ghuzlan 1 resembling gazelles.t

3.

el-curs ma hit farbah
wala thur e$-$'Ubyan
ma farhah. illa 3 ziyaret

Musa 4

(aleh e$-$alah wis-salam
lolak ,ya Musa ma djina

wala 6 tCannena
wala dahasna el-~li$a wala

er-ramil bi-idjrena 7

massik 8 bil-~Wr ya Mitsa ya
ibn CAmran

ya sakin el-GhOr u blad Thou who livest in the Jordan valley
IJoran. 9 and in Hauran.!v

Some short sayings connected with Moses are:

ya ibn (Am1"an barri~ il·mi~an t 1 0 son of (Amran move the balance.
halawit en-nabi 12 Mitsa jba- The sweets of the Prophet Moses1. are a
tama» 11 "ra-" dates "" " "1 bl ·
l A .... k h 1 easing
emun 11 "e" emons" " " "

Some beggers shout continually:

ana illi caJiidi el-kalim My lord the Interlocutor owes me
kackeh u ma(multen A cake and two almond cakes

t Heard from a woman of Mall}a.
2 The first part of this song is sung by the pilgrims going to Mecca. I have

heard the whole song used by N. Musa. visitors.
3 Ma-ilia is more correct than wala alone, as mentioned by Kahle.
4 Many substitute for Musa, en-nabi, which points to Mohammed.
s Kahle, PJB VIII, 168.
6 Ma-wala is more correct than wala alone.
1 Many go barefooted to the sanctuary, thinking that such an act brings a

greater blessing.
8 Not mQ,s-ik, which means "holding," as Kahle has.
g I. e., "the one who is found everywhere."

10 Kahle, VIII, 169.
11 Kahle, 1. c.
t 2 These sweets are very popular.
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With games, songs and ceremonies the week is passed in the most
agreeable way.. We may consider it as one of the most important
family feasts of the Mohammedans of the Jerusalem district, playing
the part here that Nebl Rubin, N ebi ealell (Der Ghassaneh and
also in Ramleh) , cAli ibn 'Elem , Hasan and Husen take in their
respective districts. Men and women, old and young, rich and poor
enjoy it and every class finds amusements to satisfy its taste. The
student of customs and folklore finds in this feast an excellent
opportunity to study the tribal differences, customs, dress, super
stitions, etc. I have visited Nebi Musa three times during the
mosam, spending the night there twice, and visiting the building and
surroundings twice outside the festival.

On Thursday (Maundy Thursday) the official return with the
banner of the Prophet takes place. Most of the visitors have already
left the sanctuary and gone home.! As soon as the siddari of the
Prophet reaches Ras el·CAmftd the procession begins again. The
different banners and 'idad which had accompanied the banner in
its departure from Jerusalem go out to welcome it back. The bayariq
and musical bands of the §iul] el.Qazzaz, CAtif, Abli. Madjid, Hasan,
CEzariyeh, and other villages together with the banners of en-Nabi
Dahud, el-Haram, and eS-sabOh of Jerusalem, Nablus and Hebron
are to be seen. As the procession moves toward the city one
observes the same number of spectators of all classes and groups as
watched it leave the city. Music, dances, sef u iurs, singing, etc.,
form the most important feature of the procession. The banners of
Nebi Mftsa and Nebi Dahud are carried back to the places where
they are kept the rest of the year.

But the end of this day does not mark the end of N ebi Musa.
On Friday the Haram enclosure is crowded with people celebrating
zaifet el-'alemat,2 "the procession of the flags." The banners of the

1 Many of the visitors commemorate their visit to a shrine by writing some
verse or prayer on the wall of the sanctuary. The simple formulas have been

described. A complicated one, which I have found in cOkaseh, is \J.A J ~~,\
$ --

All\ J~) ~ ~, ~\, AlJ\ )J\ AJ\ )J ~\. i>~ ~r\ ~tn\
~ 1:

• . J ". • U A.il1;" *1... -:J \ . '\ """\ ~~\ LAW\ i>l :.
~f?, 'tfT ~" Q " v-:- ~ ~ c.;rGJ "" ~~" ~

ti~ Z5~, ~~ li~ Z5~ v~")J\ ~ ~li~", ~ ~.,

6JJ\ J~) ~~ ~~
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Sagrah and those of Mohammed are carried after the midday prayer
in a great procession from el-Aq~a to es-Sahrah, The Q~tb family
are in charge of this honourable duty. Midway, near el-Kas, they

halt. The olive tree just beside this basin, known as Zetunit en-Nabi,'
is believed to become animated at this time, when Mohammed and
his $ababeh visit the mosque area and live in the tree. 2 Under this
tree the banners are held and it is believed that the branches bend
down to honour them. A representative of the family el-Qutb ascends
the manbar (marble pulpit) just above the stairs leading from el-Kas
to the platform of the Mosque of Omar and receives the flags, which
he wraps in a silken cloth (buqdjeh) and carries back to their resting
place in the ea!}rah. The participients in the procession of the
flags are wildly enthusiastic, but no dancing or se! u iurs take
place.

On this and the next day most of the Nebi MfisR pilgrims leave
Jerusalem. One 'iddeh. after the other leaves the city and goes
home. In every case a small procession with the ~e1:J, the banner
bearer, the musicians and' some followers is formed. While the
saiytlrtlt of the villages go home they stop at or even march around
every important weli whose sanctuary they pass. Every time a

saiyarah approaches a weli the fati~~ah is recited, the band plays,
the beraq is lowered in honour of the weli and the procession stops.
They believe that honour shown to these men of God will be counted
to them as an adjr.3

The shrines of the native village are also visited one by one,
while the inhabitants of the village go out to welcome the pilgrims
home, and make the day a feast.

While the Nebi Musa feast is the largest mosam, there are others
of equal rank and still others of less importance. The fact that
"makes N ebi Musa so important is that several shrines have their
mosam or ziyarah at the same time or a week later. The following
list gives some of the more important mawasim:

1 The old tree has nearly dried up. Three new ones have been planted around
its remains.

2 Cf. Aberglaube, p.87.
3 Once the ciddeh of ~ataJ passed Der Yaslo, as it was going to Nebi Musa.

As it did not pay the usual honours to ·e§·le~ Yasin, i. e., it did not stop to play
the music, nor did the attendants read the f.a tihaIt, the uJeli obliged them in a
miraculous way to go back and to perform this duty.
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Nabi Aiyub (called near ed-Djorah
Ibriyet Aiyub)

Location

Ramleh

Del" Ghassaneh

near ed-Djorah

Date of festival

Djum Cet el-CAlemat

Friday next to Djum'ei el
C...4.le11uit

Tuesday afternoon and

Wednesday of N ebi Mfisa
week

Wednesday of Nebi Musa
feast

Bent I;Iarit DjumCet el-CAlemat

N. of J affa During the melon season
(the feast is called M8sam
el-Ifara1n)

Nabr Rubin, S. of In the lunar month falling
J affa in August-September

Ras ibn Simhan Wednesday of the Nebi
Musa feast

Between Del" rrarf 14th of Sacban

and 'Vilhelma

Name of weli

Nabi ~alel)

Nabi ~alel)

en-Nabi Rubin

el.:a:usen

en-Nabi Aiyub

en-N abi 'Annir

<Ali ibn cAlem

en-Nabi Kafl

el-lJac.lr

el-lJagr

ez-Zarqa

Lydda (known as
cld Lidd)

Haifa (Carmel)

Spring between Del" ",Vith cid Lidd 1

Ghassaneh and cAhfid

es-~e1J L'mar Bet Duqquh

Ibrshtm el-lJauwas Del" Ghaasaneh

el·Hadra Nablus....

Djum'et el-cAlemat

Bamis et-Talcah 2'"" ..
CAsurah

During the festival of Nebi Rubin the people gather in great
numbers at the river which bears this name. The festival extends over

\one month, beginning with the new moon of August. During the full

1 Some Christian saints have also a mosam. Mar Djirius and mar Elias
enjoy only one day, while in the case of St. Mary several days are spent in
amusement.

2 In this day the animals ate dyed.
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eastern cemetery
all situated in the

"
"

"
"

"
"

"
"

moon nights the place is most popular. The number of visitors to
en-Nabi Rubil l exceeds that of en-Nabi Mftsa. More coffee-houses
and shops are erected. The plain around, especially that to the
N. W. of the sanctuary, is full of tents. The pilgrims come principally
from Jaffa, ~ydda, Ramleh and the surrounding villages. It is. a
picturesque sight to see a small caravan of camels carrying a whole
family with the necessary household equipment for spending several
days or a few weeks at this place. The sanctuary itself is a small
building composed of the shrine proper with the tomb (1,75 m. long
by 1 m. broad), a small room east of it and a ruuxiq with three
arches open to the north, with a mibrab. A minaret is connected
with it. The whole complex is "Surrounded by a wall, which encloses
a few trees.

Nebi Rubin and 'Ali ibn 'Alem are the summer feasts of the
inhabitants of the plain - so much so that it is related that the
Jaffa Mohammedan women say to their husbands: ya bitrobinni ya
bittalliqni, "Either you take me to Rubin or you divorce me," or ya
bit'robinni ya bobrik, "Either you take me to Rubin or I give you
your freedom (divorce you)."

Many local feasts are connected with smaller shrines. On Friday
the last day of the Nebi Musa feast (dj. el-CAlemat) most of the
important shrines of the villages are visited by the inhabitants. The
afternoon is spent in the fields around the sanctuaries and many
unpaid vows are fulfilled.

In some districts, like Nablus, most of the great saints, especially
el-tf:aqra, are visited in Lelat cAsurah and ?n the next afternoon,
while the zyarah of the less important shrines is performed on
Saturday. This last is true of:

es-seg Mohammad es-Sabti
es-Safariu!
el-Baqqani
el·'Aqraban!
el-Bubari

1 Both Rubin and R1lbil are pronounced. On the tomb there is a writing

which reads: ~}\ ~.r\ cUJ\ ~4

6JJ\ u-:3 ~')'
On many shops we may find the following sentence heading the announcement:

~') ~J\ )\,jJ~
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Another custom prevailing in Palestine among the Mohammedans
may be described in this connection. I have no doubt that it is
found wherever Moslems live. It is of importance for two reasons:
1. it is a popular feast of the women; 2. it shows the relation of the
living to the dead. Even the Mohammedan books of theology advise
one to visit the dead. According to Raqi el-Ealdl) 1 the dead are
aware of these visits, especially on a Thursday, and the days preceding
and succeeding it. Every Thursday afternoon the relatives of the
dead, especially of those who have died during the year, go to the
cemetery, sj~ around the grave and read some parts of the Qoran.
But of all Thursdays, :£lamis el-Amwat, "the Thursday of the Dead"
(also known as dj. el-Amwat), is the most important. It lies fourteen
days before Good Friday of the Eastern Ohurch. On this Thursday
some take with them dyed eggs, sweets, cakes and even cooked food
and meat. The peasants prefer taking dried raisins and figs. The
greater part is distributed to the poor, as an adjr (recompence).
That is, just as help is given to the needy in the name of the
deceased, God will reckon such an act in his favour. In some
villages the women go before sunrise to the cemetery, believing that
a visit after this time is not so good. Soon after sunrise they come
home. The children of the peasants go on Thursday afternoon to
the houses of their neighbours and beg af}ftni beijah flan rft~~

ctmwatkunt, "give me an egg for the (sake) of the soul of your
dead." Those in the house give an egg, dried figs, raisins or a piece
of bread. The children e~pres8 their thanks with the words: allah
yir~amhum, "God be merciful unto them." This day therefore bears
also the name :£lamis el-Bed (Thursday of Eggs).

:£lamis el-Amwat is a feast day of the women. The visiting of
the dead is in most cases very superficial, and the time is actually
spent in good company out in the fresh air. Nomen mix with the
women, except in Hebron, where the young unmarried and betrothed
girls go to the cemetery of es-Suhada and dance. Unmarried men
are allowed to look on from a respectful distance.

8. PROCESSIONS

The word "processions" is not used here in the sense of pilgrimages
to a weli, as already described above, but only twaf performed in

1 A~mad et-Tahtawi, p. 608.
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or around a holy place and only on special occasions. Apparently
there are only two types belonging under this heading, circumcision
and rain processions,

I. Circumcision Processions

I have above described the custom of taking the child to be
circumcised around the whole building of Nebi Mftsa. The same
thing is done in most villages. Thus the people of (Anata take the
child out to the sanctuary of (Abd es-Salam. All friends and
relatives, of both sexes, accompany the child, who is dressed in his
best clothes. He sits either alone, or in front of his father on a
beautifully decorated' horse. The sabab join in singing, dancing and
playing sej u turs, while the local band of music plays. The child
is always adorned on this occasion with several amulets, which are
supposed to protect him from the evil eye. The procession advances
very slowly. After going around the maqa1n of eS-se~ 'Abd es-Salam
where all recite the fatibah, the whole crowd goes back to es-se~l

eale~. The small operation is performed in the courtyard of the
maqam. The procession is not called twaf but zaffet et-thur. 7-'10aj ,
is the name given to the procession around the 1naqam.

Such processions are found in most villages, but they do not
necessarily accompany every circumcision. The most important weli
is chosen. It is believed that the saint will look favourably at this
act and will certainly bless the child. We have seen elsewhere that
many mothers Vo\V to have their children circumcised in a special
maqtum. In such cases a zaffeh also takes place. Sometimes the
bridegroom must visit the awlia of his village.! Such a visit is also
accompanied with most of the ceremonies just described.

A procession may also be made in the case of the death of a
person who is the descendent of a family of ~iub, who are connected
with a weli. If the dead person lived in another village than that
in which the principal se~1, of his family lives, this procession will

1 In Bet Djala we hear the following verse, which points to the custom 'of
taking the bridegroom to a shrine:

ya mar Djirius 'willna el-yo'm zU1varak
djina inzaiyn el-tursan (i maqtimak.

o St. George, we are today your visitors,
and have come to shave (and thus to beautify) the bridegrooms in your shrine.
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take place. It is a quiet one. The company, headed by the l;elj,
moves slowly to the village of the defunct. They are preceded by
a person who announces their coming, who carries a bazeh (a small
drum) on which he plays all the way, abstaining completely from
conversation. As soon as he reaches the house of the dead person
all those assembled stand up and say la ilah illa alldh. Some go at
once to meet the procession, whose. ciddeh plays the' same tune all
the way. Such a procession is never called zaff'eh.

11. Rain processions

Processions of this category 1 are practiced everywhere in Palestine,
by Mohammedans, Christians and Jews, each in his own way. Only
those of the Moslems interest us here, and the customs of the
Christians will only be mentioned to complete the study, as well as
for the sake of comparision,

The success of the whole year's work of the peasant, his entire
agricultural life, even his existence depend upon the amount of rain
which falls during the winter months. The fella~t studies the clouds
and the signs of the sky; he examines the direction from which the
wind comes, in order to be able to foretell the rain. His observations
have led him to fix many weather rules. But when heaven holds
back its blessing, he tries to get the help of the saints to intercede
for him with God, for he believes that men's transgressions have

caused the wrath of the A.lmighty: . »: ., , ,

. ·ll·t h·d.... .... .... )+, A ~·t .... .... 2 ~ ~ ~.ILdl "men q~ ~ t ana sar $eJ na S~ ana, .J)

"From the lack of our true religion, our summer has become our winter."

Old and young gather in a procession which marches around the
village, 3 comes to the 'tveli regarded as most important, and goes
around it. They enter the maqam-in some cases stand only at the
door-recite the fati~~ah, and sometimes even ascend to the roof of

t Canaan, ZDPV XXXVI, 266-300; Bauer, ZDPVXXXVIII, M-57; Bauer,
Volksleben im Lande der Bib el, pp. 112-118, with weather rules taken from
Bliitter aus Bethlehem; Canaan, JPOS Ill, 21-30.

2 Cf. ZDPV XXXVI. This means that the seasons have changed and have
thus caused an upheaval in all our work and life.

3 Heard from Abft Dis, Surbahir and Nebi Samwil.
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the sanctuary 1 to be nearer to God. They raise their hands to
heaven and pray for rain. Imm el-Ghe], "the Mother of Rain,"2
which may be carried all through this procession, is a large, primitively
made doll.e Two pieces of wood are fastened to each other in the
form of a cross and are dressed in female attire. It seems to me
that originally this expression 4 referred to the Virgin Mary, but at
present it is : used vaguely.! The procession ends in front of the
head of the village (seJj el-balad). The women carry one or more
gharabil (pI. of ghurbal, "grain sieve"), 1nanaJjil (pI. of 1nunJjul,6 "flour
sieve") and a ta(iuneh 7 (hand mill) all the way. These are the most
important utensils for preparing bread. All are carried empty to
show how poor they are, since they do not even possess the most
vital necessities of life.

The statement of Curtiss 8 that Imm el-Ghet 9 is sometimes called
C ar'tts allah, "the bride of God," has been already shown by Jaussen 10

to be groundless. Nor have I ever heard this expression, either
from the peasants or from the Bedouin. I am also unable to verify
the expression mentioned by Jaussen, nu~~ 'ariie, "half bride," which
he heard in the Negeb. This custom of carrying a large doll in
rain processions is commoner among the Bedouin of Transjordania
than among the inhabitants of Palestine Proper. The former dress
the wooden framework with better clothes and more ornaments than
the peasants of this side of the Jordan. Christians as well as
Mohammedans use the expression, although they have no clear idea
about its meaning.

1 Heard from S~ftd Abft Sacid from Abft Dis,
2 Kahle, PJB VIII, 164.
3 This custom is more common among the Bedouin than among the peasants.
4 The hooded crow (corvus cornix) is also called in Arabic Umm el·Ghet

(also Zagh), cf. A. Gustavs, PJB VIII, 88. But this expression has apparently
nothing to do with Imm el-Ghe],

5 No peasant could tell me exactly who is meant by Umm (Imm) el-Ghet.
G Not mol!,ul with Kahle, PJB VIII, 162.
7 Not 1!l,unen with Kahle.
e Curtiss, 1. c., chapter XI.
9 In Morocco they carry a well decorated doll through the fields and in a

great procession. They think that such an act will give them a good harvest;
see Goldziher, Material zur Kenntnis der Almohadenbewegung, ZDMG 1887, 42.

10 J aussen, p. 328.
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During all these processions they sing one of the following songs: t

el-ghe~ ya rabbi isq~ zar eak el-glzarbi 1

el-ghet ya rabman isqi ear e ak el-ca(san
ya rabbi bill e~-saleh cahidak fuqara u kaiyuleh
ya rabbi bill es-sarsitb· 3 ib,na 'obidak wen inrfl~~

ya rabbi bill eS-~ambar 4 1),adj et-tudjdjar titqambar
ya rabbi sft hal-fhidah. dju (na u akalna el-b·umme4ah
ya rabbi itbill il-mandil i~~'na fuqara wen inMl

(Send) the rain, 0 Lord, and water Thy western grain!
(Send) the rain, 0 Merciful One, and water Thy thirsty grain!
o Lord, wet the mantle, Thy servants are poor and grain-measures

I (obliged to measure their grain)!
o Lord, wet the rags (with which so many are dressed because of

poverty), we are Thy servants wherever wo go!
o Lord, wet the head-cloak, put an end to the strutting of the merchants!
o Lord, what is this (Thy) anger, we hunger and eat the woodsorrel!
o Lord, wet the veil, yte are poor, where shall we go!

In Bet DjAIA I heard:

ya rabbi les hal-ghebeh akalna (urftq el-~~ullebeh

ya rabbi bill el-sammftt ibna 'obidak biddna nmftt
ya rabbi tbill el-qas« willa bnirhal (a-Ma.rr s

ya rabbi el-nuuar wis-sel ta-nisqi el-baqo»: wiZ-bel

O Lord, why this Thy absence, we have eaten the roots of the spurge!
,0 Lord, wet the spadix (of the plants), we Thy servants, are on the

verge of dying!

1 Most of these verses have been given in ZDPV XXXVI, 290, 291, while
two lines were noted also by Kahle, PJB, 1.c. The verses given here may be
sung separately or together.

2 A variation of this is found in Dalman, Palest. Diwan,p. 56.

3 Neither larm"~ (Kahle) nor larlu~ are known to the lexicographer. A variant
.of the second line is: i~na fuqara wen inrU{t, "we are poor; where shall we go?"

4 Sambar (also sanbar, not lumbar as noted by Fr. Ulmer, SUdpalii8t. Kopf
lJedeclcung, ZDPV XLI, 118, 114) is a black head-dress with long tassels hanging
down from the 0 two sides. It is worn by peasant women in festivals.

~ So also the sons of Jacob, had to go to Egypt for the same reason.
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O· Lord,. wet the hut.! or we shall (be obliged to) go to Egypt!
o Lord, (we ask for) the rain and the stream to give. our horses

and cows to drink! 2

The following verse is put in the mouth of the shepherd:

itnlni i1nbu ya rabbi
bubzi qabma~ /1, cubbi
imbu imbu ya sama
~ubzi qab1naJ car-rama
in~bf(, i1nbu ana ?amt
irba1nni ana ~t balali.

Water, water, 0 Lord,
:M;y bread has dried in my bosom!
Water, water, 0 heaven,
My bread has dried upon the (garden) walls!
Water, water, I am thirsty
Have mercy upon me and my cattle!

In Nebi Samwtl they sing, along with parts of the above, also the
following:

ya rabbi les hal-kanneh wakalna (urUq el-kirsenneh
ya rabbi le~ u le~ wakalna (uruq el-1Jurf~

ya rabbi '1na hit minna kulluh. min n'lo,Sayl],na
naSsaft el-qatr (anna

o Lord, why this calmness (indifference) while we have eaten the
roots of chick-peas!

o Lord, why, why-and we have eaten the roots of thistles!
o Lord, it is not due to our faults; all is the fault of our elders,
Thou hast dried (withheld) the rain from us!

A variant from Bet Iksa is:

ya rabbi 7M hal-qaedeh wakalna Curf«} ed-djaCdeh
ya rabbi ya rabb en-nds tisqi zarcna el-yabbas
ya rabbi tbill ez-zardeh wibna w1·idna Ca Yardeh.

1 Qafr means "castle" or "palace." Here it stands for the summer lodges of
the peasants, built in the vineyards and made of rough stones and brush-wood.

2 Other verses may be found in Dalman, Palest. Diwan, p. 56-58. Baldens
perger gives two verses in his book, The Immovable East, P: 256. The tran
scription is so faulty that the fourth line of the first verse in unintelligible.
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o Lord, why this neglect, while we have eaten the roots of the lupine!
o Lord, 0 Lord of men, water our drying crops!
o Lord, wet the thorny bush, and we have gone to drink from CEn)

Yerdeh!
Other verses are:

ya rabbi le§ hat-tfllelt tvakalna t~lftnet in~ftleh

o our Lord, wby this delay and we have eaten dough of bran!

zfileh (anna ya ~obeh baraqtna ha~-88beh

Go away from us, 0 heat-this heat has burnt us.

ya rabbi ya Cauwad(i) akalna $arar el-tvadz
ya rabbi ya ghaiyur(i) akalna $arar el-biiri
toil-bet ma fiha wala tabneh wala qir~ ma$rftr(i)

o my Lord, 0 Accustomer (Thou who bast accustomed us to Thy
gifts), we have eaten the pebbles of the stream-bed!

o my Lord, 0 Zealous One, we have eaten the pebbles of the
uncultivated land!

And the house does not contain even a mess of flour or a wrapped-up
piaster,

From the Bedouin of the 'Idwan I heard the two following verses:

butt el-qam~~ biclj-djarrah ya allah hanniak ya allah
IJutt elAnoiyeh bil-ibriq ya allah ya blitl ir-riq

Put the corn in the jug, 0 God, (show) Thy mercy, 0 God!
Put the water in the pitcher, 0 God (we beg Thee for) the wetting

of the spittle.

The following verses are intendedto show the bad results of the
lack of rain on health, especially that of children and women:

imbu imbU ya qadir min el-Catas mani qadir
imbu imbu ya ra1:tim insifna bzaz el-barim
itnbu imM ya ghaiyftr in§ifna djuwa ed-dftr
imbu itnbu ya Qatrawy min el-'ataJ djitak ?ami

\Vater, water, 0 Alm-ighty,. I am weak with. thirst!
Water, water, 0 Merciful One, the breasts of the women hare dried up!
Water, water, 0 Zealous One, we are dry within the houses!
'Vater, water, 0 Qatrawy, I am coming to you driven by thirst!
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Another is:

ya rabbi el-ghe~ ya tra1Jim titrbam kull el-barim
wat-tifal el-murqf at ya rabbi nisif en-nabat 1

o Lord, (send) the rain, 0 Merciful One, have pity on all women!
And suckling babes, 0 Lord, (for) the plants have dried up.

The children often gather alone, and march through the streets,
going around one or more awlia, reciting continually and monotonously
a few lines of a song in which God is asked to pity their condition.
The old people of the village are accused of having done wrong,
but not the children. They take off their head-dress as a sign of
humiliation. Generally a great noise is made by beating with sticks
on empty petrol tins. Songs used by children at these occasions are: 2

ya rabbi ma twa1Ji~na kulluh min maJay1}na
ma~ay~na hal-(i)kbar ya rabbi ti~riqhum bin-nar.

o Lord. do not blame us, all (evil) is from our elders;
Our elders, our old ones - 0 Lord, burn them in hell-fire.

ya rabbi ya rabbuna tib
fat

3 ~ita lazarfuna
hunn(i) kbar il-aqnabu 4 ibna e,-~ghar sft qanbuna.

o my Lord, 0 our Lord, send Thou rain for our crops,
It is the old people who have sinned: we young people-what is

our sin?
min ~ulm m~ay~na nmf ma' yanabifna

For the injustice of our elders, the water of our springs has dried up.

min ~ulum kull eS-siulj djismi min es-sam« matbul}.
For the injustice of all the elders, my body is baked by the sun.

ya rabbi ya llhaiyftr(i) inSifna nsaf el-buri
la twa~igna bil-(i)kbar(i) wala (i)b~ahdini iz-euri

o Lord, send the rain, 0 Zealous One; we have become as dry as
uncultivated land!

Do not blame us for the (sins of the) old ones, neither for the bearers
of false witness!

1 This verse and the one mentioned before are used in &Atarah.

2 Cf. Jer. 14 18.

3 Not tib'a, as Kahle offers.

• Abbreviated from illi a4nabu.
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sorahbanna ~orabbanna ma binru~~ illa ib-balleh
haiya ya rabb el-(ibad haiya sitrak lil-adjwad
la twlil],i(jna bi~·~ulla,n wi1Jna f'UfJara ma bninlam.

What! 0 Lord, what! 0 Lord, 1 we shall not go without a wetting!
Give, 0 Lord of men, give Thy concealment 2 for the generous men!
Do not blame us for (the acts of) the unjust, since we are poor and

can not be blamed!

ya rabbi baraqna eS-sob ramena el-ghata UJit-tob
la twa1]itJna bil-mul]tar "an afraluh ma bitftb. 3

o my Lord, the heat has burned us; we have thrown away the cover
and the garment.

Do not blame us for (the faults of) the headman of the village; he
will not repent from his _evil doings.

ya rabbuna ya rabbuna ihna e$-$ighar m danbuna
talabtul, 1J·ubeeh 4 min ummina ijarabatna "a-tumm·ina

o our Lord, 0 our Lord, we young people-what is our sin?
We asked a piece of bread from our mother-she struck us on our

mouth.

At times even specific families are accused of being the cause of
God's anger:

ya rabbi tbill el-ghttrbal kulluh min (Abd ed-Djabbar 5

o my Lord, wet the sieve; all (the mischief) is from 'Abd ...
ya rabbi tbill il-hnlibeh kulluh '1nin Abu lfababeh

o my Lord, wet the wooden plate; all (the mischief) is from Abu ...
ya rabbi fhill ~-~aleh kull'lth min eS-~e1:J, A.~1Jadeh6

o my Lord, wet the cloak; all (the mischief) IS from es-~eg S...

t The expression lorabbatlna may be a contraction from 814 hada ya rablmli.
2 That is, concealment. of the poverty of those who have been very generous

up to now, but who can not help any more, since they have nothing of their own.
3 All these five verses come from ~ Atarah.
.. I heard also fatten, "a piece of bread."
5 A family in Neb! eamwlI, where I heard the song. The name JJ:asan

~amdan is used by some instead of cAbd ed-Djabbar.

6 Another verse is: ya rabbi tbill el-kondet
kull'Uh min ahl $am-wel

o my Lord, wet the calycotome villosa;
All (the mischief) comes from the inhabitants of NeLi Samwil,

, 15
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I shall describe now more fully a rain procession in (En Karim.
An old woman mounted on a donkey held a cock 1 in her hands.
A great procession of men, women and children followed. Some
women carried empty jars on their head, as a sign of lack of water,
others ground a small hand-mill, in which no grain w'as put. Still
others carried grain and flour mills, to denote, as already mentioned,
poverty and misery. The whole crowd shouts rather than sings a
"rain song." .During the whole procession the old woman squeezed
the cock from time to time, thus forcing the poor animal to crow
or squawk. In this way they think that the animals join in their
request and implore the Almighty God for help. The cock is chosen
because he is considered as a muadtjin. The procession went to
the maqam of Hadj rAbed and then to the house of the headman
of the village. As soon as they reached this place one could hear
them begging:

billt'tna ya dar es-se1) yu. rabbi taCtina el-.qhe~

yu (I)mm el-Ghe~ ghi~ina ubilli bset 'fa'ina
ura/ina Fa'radjallah byutlub min 'indak ya allah

Wet us, 0 house of the ~el], 0 my Lord, give us the rain!
o Imm el-Ghet, help us and wet the mantle of our shepherd.
Our shepherd is Faradjallah: he begs of Thee, 0 God (the rain).

The n~u~tar came out, sprinkled the crowd, saying: allah yisqiku
min rabmit rabbkum, "May God give you water from the bounty of
your Lord!" The sprinkling with water is a symbol of the rain
(rain charm). After this the crowd dispersed.

The Palestinian believes that God sends drought as a punishment
to chastise human beings for their continuous transgression, but He
will not in His mercy punish the poor dumb animals. In the same
way little children are guiltless and thus are not the object of the
Divine wrath. For this reason a hen, a cock, or both are carried
in the procession, and little children are sent by themselves, a~ noted
above. In their rain songs the peasants very often allude to this:

ya rabbi rsa~eh rsa~eh ta-nisqi hadj-dj1}useh 2

o Lord, give us a sprinkling rain, a sprinkling, rain, that we may
water these young donkeys!

1 Kahle has seen a black hen and a white cock. I heard that sometimes
several hens and cocks are carried in the procession.

2 Heard in Nebi ~amwil.
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ya rabbi nuqtah n'UlJtah ta-niJqi hal-quttah!
o Lord, give us a drop (of rain), a drop (of rain), that we may water

this cat!

ya rabbi el-mtua» wis-sel tanisqi el-baqar wil-bel t

o Lord, give us rain and a running stream, that we may water the
cows and the horses!

The following, mentioned by Kahle,2 is another:

~u biddak ya q(J,qi 3 el-lel
biddi matar biddi sel
biddi jatteh lal-yatama.

What do you want, 0 crower of the night?
"I want rain, I want stream,
I want a piece of bread for the orphans."

A variant is:
dfkna byizlt aq tul el-lel
uss« mata» uss« sel
biddu rahsneh. min rabbuh

Our cock crows all the night through,
He wants rain and a stream,
He wants mercy of his Lord.

There are some shrines which are more efficacious in giving this
blessing than others, especially the following (among the Moslems):
es-sitt el-Badriyeh, eS-~e1.J Ghet, eS-se1.J Matar, ea..se1.J Lemun, 4 ~..~e1.J

el-Qatrawani, etc. It is believed that these holy men or women are
most powerful and will hear prayer most quickly, .being able to
influence the Almighty in a special way. But it must be emphazised
that every weli may help if asked. A. man of Abft Dis assured me
that a procession which went around the dja1ni C of ealaJ} ed-Din
was answered the next day by a heavy rain, which filled all the
cisterns. The people waited until two months of the winter were

t Known nearly everywhere.
2 PJB loco oit. The last two lines do not properly belong here, hut come

under the general heading of rain songs. They have been given elsewhere.
3 Q6,qa is really used fot the cackle of the hen (qaqat ed-djadjeh, lithe hen

cackles"), m,ifI means "the (cock) crows;" qaqi el-lel is, however, known 8S a
name of the cock.

4 Kahle, PJB VIII.
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gone, after which they decided to make the procession, whereupon
abundant rain fell. In some villages the people go from one weli
to another, hoping' that if one cannot or will not help, the other
will answer the prayers. 1

Among the rain songs In which a special weli is called upon for
help are the following:

ya sitti ya Badriyeh isqi ear' el-barriyeh2

o my Lady, 0 Badriyeh, water the grain in the flelds.s

ya rabbi tisqina el-moiar ib-barkei eS-se1] Matar 4

o Lord, give us rain to drink, for the sake (blessing) of my master,

~e1j Matar.

ya rabbi tisqina el-ghe~ ib-barkat sidi eS-~elj Ghet 4

o my Lord, give us rain to drink for the sake (blessing) of my master

e§-se1j Ghet.
ya (I)mm el-Ghet 5 ghitina billi bset 6 ra/ina
ra/ina Hasan el-Aqro; tu.l el-lel u-hi: yiera C

yizra( fi qami~~ qarri ta-nmalli ~awabina

o Mother of Rain, help us and wet the mantle of our shepherd,
Our shepherd is Hasan el-Aqra',? who has been sowing all the night
Sowing qa,ri 8 grain to fil1 9 our granary. to [through,

I Heard from Bet Djibrin.
2 Canaan, ZDPV XXXVI, 292.
3 Barriyeh means "wilderness, desert." The Palestinians use it often in the

sense of "fields," as here.
4 The words m~ar and gh1t mean "rain," and from them the names of the

saints are taken.
5 The imam of CAtarah said that there is also an Abft el-Ghet, the "Father

of Rain," a statement which I have been unable to verify in other places.
6 B§et, dim. of biJt, is a long, wide woollen mantle, .
t EI-aqra C means "bald-headed."
8 A specially good variety of wheat , not mentioned in my article in

ZDMG LXX (1916), 166.
9 The ~.abiyek is made of sun-dried clay. Nearly every village house has such

a granary, made by the women.
10 A variation to this verse was mentioned in ZDPV XXXVI, 292. When

the prayers are answered and rain falls down, they say:
"'fhe Mother of .Rain went to bring thunder; scarcely had she come back-the

corn was as high as a camel,
The Mother of Rain went to bring rain; scarcely had she come back-the corn

was as high as the trees."
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ya (I)mm el-Ghe~ ghi~ina qatta"na lawatina 1

o Mother of Rain, help us; we have 'cut off the coins on our head-dress.

From the 'Idwan Bedouin I heard:

yamm el-Ghet ya taqCah 2 qatalna l-bard wis-saqah. 3

o Mother of Rain, 0-, cold has killed us.

Jaussen 4 mentions a song about Imm el·Ghet which IS a variant
to the combination of two verses, cited above.5

ya djami'na nistardjik rusq el-maia» yudJ],ul fik

o our mosque, we implore thee, may a flood of rain enter thee!

ya ~elj, (nabi or mar) . .. ru~q el-maia» yudJ],ull fik 1

o ~e~ (ne/!i or mar) ... we implore thee, may a Hood of rain enter thee!

ya sidi ana nOJ:J,ik
rusq el-maia» yu"bur fik
lelit ed-djum"ah la-a4wik

o my Lord, I extol Thee!
May a flood of rain enter Thee!
(Then) I shall indeed light Thy maqam Friday night!

ya nabi $amwil tisqina ya rabb es-sama tisqina

oProphet Samuel, give us to drink; 0 Lord of Heaven, give us to drink!

1 The more elegant sort of this decoration is called Ilaffek.

2 I have not secured any explanation for ~aqCah. It may point to the pealing
of the thunder.

3 Bard and saq"an are synonyms

• Ooutumes, pp. 826, 327.
5 The translation of J aussen in the first verse should be changed. Ytl Imm

el-GAel !la daiym, "0 Mother of Rain, 0 Immortal (appellation of God, and not
of Imm el-Ghet)." The verb bUli goes back to Imm el-Ghe],

6 I heard: ya se!J, fAbdallah
ya naM eamwil
!la nabi Lemun
!la Mar Elias
!la Mar Muss

To the last expression my attention was drawn by Mr. S. H. Stephan. Any other
welimay be invoked.-The second line of the verse given by Kahle, PJB VIII 165,
is not mit1oall~lin, bir-rabbe dfnak, hut mitwasslin (with 8 and not '11) birabb(e)
dinak, i, e., "We entreat the Lord of your religion."
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ya rabbi tbill el-kondel wi~lna wridna ca $amwel

o y Lord, wet the calycotome villosa , for we have come to Samuel
to ask (his mediation) for water! 1

In 'Atarah and the surrounding villages they sing:

ya rabbi el·ghe~ samawi ib-djah e~-selj, el-Qatrawi
ib-djah eS-seTJ Abu l-cEnen ya rabbi niB/at el-fen
ya rabbi tbill ~-su~eh karameh l-Abu Suseh
ya rabbi el-ghe~ dqiqah ib-djah en-nabi u ~adiqah

ib-djahuh tirbam el-(a)wlad bil-maior rimm el-blad
ya rabbi el-ghet ya djauwad nutc,ub minnak djarret wad
ib-djah eS-~elj, el- Qatrawi ya rabb·i wad Silwad

o Lord (send) the heavenly rain (I beg Thee), by the high rank
(and influence) of el-Qatrawi.

By the high rank of. es-seg Abft l-t~nen, 0 Lord the fountain has
dried up.

o Lord, wet the lock of the scalp, in honour of Abft Suseh!
o Lord, (send) the rain one minute, by the rank of the Prophet

and his friend!
By his rank (I beg Thee) to have mercy upon the children and cover

the land with rain!'
o Lord, (we beg for) the rain, 0 Generous One, we ask Thee for a

flowing stream-bed!
In respect of e~-seTJ el-Qatrawi 0 my Lord, the valley of Silwadl

The Christians call on mar Inqftla (St. Nicholas) and mar Elias,
In Bet Djala I heard the following song: 2

mar Inqula djirta lek
suJjb el-matar daJjil lek
i1;lna el-yom cabidak
mujla~~ es-san~a fi idak
haiy imbu ya haiy imbu

1 The exact wording of the translation is correctly given by Kahle, PJB
VIII, 103, but the intention of the verse is not to go to the village and bring
water" from it, but to ask the Prophet for help. I heard this verse from a
woman of Nebi ~amwi], so the translation of Kahle would hardly fit the case.

2 Given in part in my paper, Der Kalender, loc. eit.
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~tutt el-ful fidj-djarrah
wistannu ra~1mit °allah.
mar Inqula ya djarna
ya babib zgharna wikbarna
tit~aifaC la-ilahna
u1ntur ya rabb r ala bladna
ya rabbuna yarabbuna
tumtur calena ya rabbuna
min qillit ei-mtua» (ala bladna
lIulr Inqultio itsaffac la-ildhna
mar Inqula djina lek
nahm» zghdr u ~a4acna lek
u-nahnu el-yam fi /Jimaytak
t'l,tmtur calena ya rabbuna.

We have come to you, St. Nicholas!
o stream of rain, I implore you!
We are today your servants;
Heaven's key is in your hand 
Bring water,1 Oh bring water,
Put the broad-beans in the jar,2
And wait for God's mercy,
St. Nicholas, 0 our neighbour!
o friend of our young and old,
Intercede (for us) with our God,
Send rain, 0 our Lord, on our land!
o our Lord, 0 our Lord,
Let it rain on us, 0 our Lord.
Because of the scarcety of rain on our land
(We implore you) 0 St. Nicholas to intercede (for us) with
We are coming to you, St. Nicholas; [our God.
We are young and we submit to you;
We are to day under your protection;
Send us (therefore) rain, 0 our Lord.

t The exclamation hay imbU (at times pronounced himbU) perhaps means
"bring water." ImbU is baby talk all over Palestine for "water."

2 A variant is ~14~ el-fad fidj-djarrah, "Put the stick in the jar." I really
cannot say what these two expressions mean.
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We see that mar Inqula is called sU/...1h el-matar j, "a stream of
rain," and is believed to possess the keys of heaven (for sending
rain). Dalman notes in his Di1van: 2

qa~adna l-cAdra ~-mar Ya(qftb
ti~qt zar(na l-m~yftb 3

qa~adna l-4:A4ra u-mar Elias
(i)t~!adder zarCna el-yabbas~.

We went to the Virgin and to St. James,
(And ask:) Water our suffering grain!
We went to the Virgin and to St. Elias,
(And ask:) Make green our dying grain!

A variant heard from a Mohammedan leper is:

ya sidi l!aitr el-A~itar

tisqi zar(na el-a~itar

ya sidi mar Elias
tisqi zar( na el-yabbas.

o Lord, 0 St. George, water our green crops!
o Lord) 0 St. Elias, water OUI" drying crops!

From a beautiful song which ~ heard from a man of Halhul I
quote the stanzas which belong to our subject:

ya rabbuna yu rabbuna ya baiy ya qaiyftm irbam qUJana
ya rabbuna ya rabbuna bi~alilak il-auwahi5 ~lassin saCyana
ya rabbuna ya rabbuna bis-saiyd el-ghaiyuri anbit ear' ana
ya rabbuna ya rabbuna birasulika Israyla a~rir ~ar(na

ya rabbuna ya rabb'l.tna bis-saddiqi Yusufa (ummana
bis-saCy wadjbir ya rnuhaimin kasrana.

1 Su~b means primarily "stream of milk."
2 The last part of the first song on p. 56.
3 Ma~!lub means "attacked with disease," or "dried up by the heat of the sun."

4 The following verse shows how St. Mary is thought to welcome her visitors:

tallai el- eAqra u qalat
ma,·~aba ya zallrin
marfl,aba fi el-sel! minkunt
wil·~awarni l-badilin.

The Virgin looked down and said, Be welcome, 0 visitors,
Be welcome, (0) elders and gowned priests.

s Auwah, "he who sighs and cries to God."
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o our Lord, 0 our Lord, 0 Living One, 0 Self-existing, have mercy
upon our weakness!

o our Lord, 0 our Lord, For the sake of Thy friend.! continually
sighing, make our intents good!

o our Lord, 0 our' Lord, For the sake of the zealous lord 2 make
our crops grow!

o our Lord, 0 our Lord, For the sake of Thy prophet Israel 3 make
our udders flow (with milk)!

o our Lord, 0 our Lord, For the sake of the true friend Joseph
include us all

in good endeavour, and mend, 0 Watcher,
our broken hearts!

Another rain procession 4 described to me by the imam of CAtarah
has many biblical parallels. He said that when the Almighty holds
back the rain for a long time 5 the imam 6 of the village asks all
the inhabitants to fast, and appoints, together with the chief of the
village, a day in which all the people, men women and children,
leave their houses and go to some distant valley or mountain. In
this procession everyone puts off his good clothes and dresses in
the worst rags he has. Babies are not allowed to suckle. All
animals of that village are also taken out, but no food or water is
given them. Out in the fields on their way of "emigration" from
their habitations they implore the Almighty God to have pity on
them, their children and their animals. Before they leave the village
every one forgives the faults of the others, and in this way they
hope to deserve the forgiveness of their God. In nearly the same
way the ancient Israelites 7 tried to gain the favour of their gods.
i'hey used to fast and pray, removing their clothes and putting on'
coarse sackcloth. Their prophets and highpriests promised them

1 That is, Abraham.
2 That is, 183&0.

3 That is, Jacob.
• It was called by the imam, el-istisqd.
s Even ill the Bible we observe that public fasts were proclaimed to express

national humiliation on account of sin and misfortune, and to supplicate divine
favour in the face of threatening danger.

6 In the time of the Israelites the chief used to proclaim a fast: Samuel
(1 Sam. 7 9), Jehoshaphet (2 Chr. 20 3), Jeremiah and Baruch (Jer. 36 6-10), etc.

7 Joel 2 12; Esther 4 3, 16; Bar. 1 5; Judith 4 7, n ; Jonah 3, 5, 7.
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always that their God would hear their prayer and help them, just
as today. Stories of ancient and modern times illustrate this practise.

In conclusion I will quote several verses of Jeremiah, chapter XIV,
which show many points of resemblance between rain processions of
biblical times and of to day. This chapter -seems to me to describe
customs connected with rain processions: "Judah mournetli, and the
gates thereof languish; they are black unto the ground; and the cry
of Jerusalem is gone up. And their nobles have sent their little
ones to the waters: they came to the pits, and found no water; they
returned with their vessels empty; they were ashamed and confounded,
and covered their heads. Because the ground is chapt, for there
was no rain in the earth, the plowmen ,were ashamed, they covered
their heads. Yea, the ·hind also calved in the field, and forsook it,'
because there was no grass. 0 Lord, through our iniquities testify
against us, do thou it for thy name's sake, for our backslidings are
many we have sinned against thee."

C. NATURE AND CHARACTER OF THE SAINTS

In the course of our study we approach the most important part,
namely,. the saints themselves. This subject is a very complicated
one, but it is undoubtedly of the greatest possible interest to the
student of comparative religion. On the whole, the conceptions of
the people of Palestine have been surprisingly little changed, con
sidering the extraordinary vicissitudes to which this land has been
subject. Invasions, conquests and occupation by new races have
modified their beliefs by giving .them different colour, but they were
y~~ unable to extirpate them entirely. Even the great revolutions
produced by the three great monotheistic religions, whose cradle lay
in or near Palestine, were not able to suppress all primitive beliefs.
This condition will surely not continue unaffected by the present
social and political transformations. In the past twenty years con
ditions have already changed so much, that it is at present decidedly
more difficult to gather genuine folklore material than it was
about 1900. It becomes the duty of every friend of Palestinian
folklore to work as intensively as possible, if what remains is Dot to
be lost.

The subject of the saints will be described under the following heads:
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1. Gharacteristics of the Awlia.
2. Miracles.
3. Relation of the Saints to Men.
4. Relation of the Saints to God and Popular Religion.
5. Origin of the Saints.

I shall restrict myself entirely to modern Palestine and shall leave
the task of comparison to specialists.

1. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE Awlia

The following two points demand particular consideration:

I. Bodily Characteristics.
11. Religious and moral characteristics.

I. Bodily Characteristics

All saints were once human beings, and they have kept many
human characteristics even after their transformation into awlia. It
is important to note from the beginning that although the statements
one receives about the same weli vary in different places, we find
these differences to be only superficial while the fundamental ideas
remain the same. Let us approach the subject from the following
points of view:

a) Sex and age,
b) Mode of life,
c) Imprints of their hands, feet, etc.,
d) Appearance in the forms of animals.

a) Sex and Age of the Saints

.Awliti belong to both sexes 1 though male saints are by far the
more numerous.s This fact does not justify the statement of Kobelt
that the Arabs have no female saints," Nor is Perron- right when
he writes that the way to holiness is too difficult for women) there
fore we rarely find a woman in Islam taking it. 5 One who critically

. I The Preislamio Arabs had male as well as female gods. Wellhausen,
Beste Arab. Heidentums.

2 Jaussen, Ooutumes des babes, pp. 802 and 303, mentions some female saints.
3 Globus, 1885, nO 3, p. 40 (after Goldziher).
• Femmes arabe« avant et depuis l'Islamism, p. 350 (Goldziher).
&Er -Razi thinks-in explaining Sfireh 12 109 16 46 and 21 7-that God never

sent a female prophet.
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reviews the position of women in the earliest periods of Islam, and
carefully studies the teachings of its founder will find no real
obstacles to the religious development of the female.1 Whenever
male awlia arose, we find reference to female awliaalso. Among the
shrines which I have visited 13.2 per cent are dedicated to female
saints.s In reviewing the list of female .saints one observes that the
greater part of them are of some importance, 60 per cent of the
female saints enjoying a wide reputation, as compared with only
31 per cent of the male list. It is curious that some villages have
no waliyat pI. (of waliyeh, feme of weli), e. g., cA.nata, SaCfat, eoba,
en-Nabi eamwY1, Bet cAnan; etc. Female saints .enjoy the same
reputation as the male ones of the same locality or an even greater
one. EI-Badriyeh is the most important saint of Sarafat and the
surrounding villages. EI-cAzerat is held by the inhabitants of 'Awartah
in nearly the same respect as al-Mufaddil or al-Man~ftri. AI-lJ.aQra
of Nsblus and AI-lJ.a<Jra of Djorah-e-two different saints-are more
honoured and more visited than all other awlia of their localities..
But there are also female saints of minor importance. Such are
Banat eS-se1J Salel) (Jericho), (Iraq el-Badawiyeh (Mal\1a,), el
I:Iadjdjat (Mall}.a), es-Samiyeh (Kolonia), Banat er-RfaciCAwartah), etc.

It is curious that practically all holy trees, which have as their
own name the simple name of a tree," are thought to be inhabited
by female saints. 4 Below I gave a list of such trees.

An explanation of this belief is the fact that all tree names are
feminine in the Arabic language. 5 In one sense it is true, as Jaussen
says, that all such trees are themselves regarded as saints. But
investigation will show that every such tree is believed to be the
habitation of a spirit of a saint, who appears on different occasions
to different people. In many cases the expressions sittna (our lady)

t Goldziher, Monammedaniscne Studien 11, 299.
2 Of 255 saints (not including the 163 visited by me) for whom material was

g-athered, only 8,6 per cent were female. In most cases the peasants did not
give me a complete list of the awlia of their village.

3 See page 71.
• An exception is el-le!J, Abft ij:arrubeh, south west of e<l-.Qahriyeh, who is a

male saint.
5 Cf. also the fact that the tree deities of ancient Palestine and Egypt were

generally considered as female; e. g., Asirat (Aserah) and the Sycomore Goddess
(nb.t nh.t) [W. F. Albright].
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and eS-~e~ah (fern. of eS-se1:J) are used instead of waliyeh. The female
saints are believed in popular Palestinian religion to possess the
same powers as the male awlia. They heal the sick, help the oppressed,
guard the property of their neighbours, protect the village from its
enemies, etc.!

Few female saints are of Biblical origin. In er-Ram one is shown
the tomb of Samuel's mother. In Nablus a shrine is dedicated to
el· tIaqra, who is supposed to be the daughte~ of J acob, Her history
is as follows: The son of the leader of a tribe asked Jacob to give
him his daughter as wife. The patriarch refusing his request, as he
was an idolator, the young man bribed the 40 followers of Jacob
who were all mu)minft,n (believers), giving each one a sack of gold. 2

These persuaded their master to accept the offer. Jacob answered,
"You may accept such a bargain, but I will not,"! They nevertheless
sent their wives to prepare el-tIa<}ra for the marriage. Her father,
assuring her that the God of his fathers would not allow such an
act, asked her to shout three times, just as her bridegroom entered
her room:

o grand father (help me)!
o Prophets (help me)!
o God (help me)!

She followed this advice and her bridegroom fell dead at the
moment of his entrance into the room. Thus she kept her virginity
and was called el-tIagra, "the Green." I

The male saints, who predominate, forming about 86.8 per cent of
all awlia, are generally regarded as Bedouin, Soudanese Maghrebine
or peasants. The saints appear mostly in night visions. Sometimes
they are seen in the dusk of evening. While some love to visit and
converse with human beings, others are seen only rarely. Most of
the male awlia have been observed to be reverend se1]s, with a white
beard and white hair. °lbtiyar, saiyb and sel} are the usual expressions
used to denote this appearance. Very few have. been found to be
middle aged, like eS-sel] Al)mad of tIirbet Qaryet S'ideh.

1 In the case of Fatmeh el-Barri (Zakariyah) no male visitors are allowed to
enter the shrine. QS, 1915, 175.

2 From that time it is believed that bribery began.
a Perhaps this story is an echo of the story told in Gen. 34.
4 The story was told to me by the le~ of the shrine.
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Female saints appear mostly as maidens, sometimes as middle
aged women, but very rarely as an old woman (QIljfte). Saints may
be recognized on their appearance by a majestic walk, a penetrating
eye, a serene look and an erect stature.

While most of them are of the white race some are negroes, while
some are described as qamlJ,i or 8udiini, "darky," "Nubian." Among
negro saints are:

es..se~, Abmad ljirbet Q. S'idih

e8-~eb 'Abdallah Suffat
es-sel] eAnbar CEsawiyeh

eS-~eb ~barak Bet Iksa
~..~el] Abu Ismall t:Likia

~..~e1:J, 'Ubed Sata,f
I have not seen a sanctuary of a negress,

b) Mode of Life

The dress of the awlia generally conforms with the two following
conditions:

1. The native costume of their land of origin.
2. The locality of the sanctuary.

If the saint is supposed to have been during his life a Badawi,
Mughrabi, peasant, madaneh (city dweller), 'obd, (slave, negro) rich
or poor, .he wears the corresponding dress. Each of these has his
own costume, which he is thought to keep even after death. At the
same time most of the saints .of a locality are suppoaed to wear the
clothes of that locality, even if their native home may have been in
some foreign country.

In general, the following description is given: a lafeh, ~a§eh

~araf or camameh covers the head. On the body they wear a
tab, djibbeh, Cabay and a zunnar. The Bedouin saints wear
an cu,qal.

It is interesting to note the colours of the various garments. 1
have noticed that they always belong to one of the three colours red,
green and white. White predominates, while green is the holy colour.
Often we hear the expression labis abya,rJ fi abyait, "he is clad in
pure white." Several saints have a white headgear and a green
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djubbeh, or a red laffeh and white ~ob. All those saints who are
supposed to be descendants of the Prophet (surafa) wear a green
head-dress. The colour of this article of dress is always decisive,
while that of other pieces is less important.

The dress of the waliyat is said to be madani, badaw1, or fal11tbi.
Es-Samiyeh (Kolonia) has been seen wearing the clothes of a city
woman with a white 'izar (an ample veil). Banat es-~e7j ealal) dress
themselves like Bedouin. EI-Badriyeh and sittna el-Gharah (Bet
Nftba) each wear a green veil and a white 'izar. The latter lady
has a greenish band on her forehead.

Bisr e~·Bafi1 (Nablus) is said to appear walking barefoot, as he
used to do during his lifetime. This characteristic gave him his
surname el-lf-afi, "the barefooted." We often hear that some are
seen wearing a crown, tad;, which is described in every case as of
green colour.t Such are

en-nab~. Danian

el-lJa4r

es-se'l] 4\lmad

e§-§e~ Husen

es-seb Husen

near el-lJaQr

in all of his shrines

.lJirbet Q.S'ideh

Bet Surik

Bet ~Anan.

In the case of en-naln· Musa many assured me that they have
seen him with a greenish halo surrounding his face. A staff
(mi1Jdjaneh), a spear (rum~~) and a sword have been observed to be
carried by some holy men. E~·se7j 'Abd es-Salam, ea-sultan Ibrahim
el-Adhami (Saffat), Barraq (Bet Djibrin) and en-nab; Aiyub (Ras ibn
Siml)an) appear mostly with a spear; es-Mohammad (Wadi en-Naml),
ert-nab~ farfini and sittna el-Gharah (both in Bet-Nuba) carry at
times a sword dripping with blood. Es-se1j Sarif and many others
carry a mibdjaneh.

In most of the cases the awlia appear walking or sitting,
occasionally also they are seen riding on a horse. This is a special
privilege of el-Hadr, St. George. Danian has also been seen riding
to his m.aqam. As soon as he reaches it, he ties the horse to one of

1 He is said to have been the banner-bearer of the Prophet.
2 See also QS, 1916, 66.
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the oak trees and proceeds walking to the holy spot. Es-se~

Husen! has a green horse.s

In examining further details we learn that some still continue
performing the habitual acts of their lifetime. 'I'hus Banat eS-se~

Salal} have often been seen boiling coffee and singing. ES-8ultan
Ibrahim el-Adhami (Bet IJanina) was observed sitting in front of his
shrine and smoking his pipe (ghalyun). E§-se1j Ahmad el-I;I:we, (Biddu)
often walks from his tomb to the cave bearing his name, where
he used to spend a great part of his time while alive. EI-lJaqr is
supposed to take a bath every Thursday night in Hammam ed
Daradjeh (in Nablus). Es..§eQ ]jalid3 spends the summer months
under his oak tree, and lives in the winter in his taqah."4 Al)mad
ed-Djabbarah (Yalo) spreads his bed on the surface of his well. The
bed is made of a farweh (a sheepskin coat) with long white wool.
Sadjaret Abft Nar has, whenever irritated, a menstrual flow.5 The
word bit1}~q, was used and the fluid was described as viscous. In the
case of Bir (Onah (Bet Dja,la) the stones on the brim of the well

are dyed red once every year on St. Mary's feast. They are the
only cases I have heared where female saints still possess the
property of menstruation.s

The saints are attached to their habitation, where as a rule they
appear and where most of the miracles take place. But they may
change their shrine, settling in some other village or even in another
country. This is established in the case of the Banat eS-se1} Salal} of
Jericho. When their habitation was ruined during the war, being

t Bet Surik.
2 Even the horses are described in verses as being of green colour:

siadi rakbin ~iul lJu44ar
lanum zen el-mabaBim ma tlJa44ar
(ala c,A.rafO,t foadaco'na nitllac!4ar
qlub lakieh ki!r e~-I!ad{l

My lords are riding green horses.
They have beautiful features (lit. mouths) with the early growth of moustaches.
They called U8 to f Arafat to pray and become sanctified.
Our hearts complain of lack of attention.

3 Der Ghassdneh.
4 By this ~aqah is meant a small cave situated near the tree.
5 See JPOS IV, 71.
6 Cf. JPOS I, 163.



8. Knees and hands of St. Mary
9. Knees of Christ

1~. ~he head of the Prophet Mohammed
11. The, hand of Gabriel
12. The. body of St. Elias6
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changed by the Turks into a stable, they punished them by helping
the English to occupy all the Jordan valley. At the same time they
moved to Hisban.!

c) Imprints of Hands, Feet, etc.

One of the great characteristics of awlia is that they may leave
the imprints of their hands, feet, knees, etc., in the solid rock. Such
a sign is found only in the case of very important prophets. In
50 per cent of the cases we find impressions of the feet, in some
those of the hands and in very few those of the head, knees, or the
whole body. At times the impressions of two different parts of the
body of the same saint can be seen in the same rock. The following
is a list of all such impressions which I have seen:

1. The 12 footsteps of the Prophet Mohammed, on the Sagrah (1,3),2

2. 12 footsteps of Idrts on the eagrah (1,2),
3. One. footstep of the Prophet Mohammed nea,rtheSagrah(III,14),
4. The right. foot of Christ el-Aq~a,

5. The feet of Christ Mount of Olives,
6. Two feet and two hands of Abraham 3 Mas4j~d el-Yaqin,

.1. Two feet and two hands of Lot4 n~ar masdjad el-Yaqin
in ~ ,Qu'uJetah, 5

Bir cOna (Bet Dja.la),
Bir cOna (Bet Dja,la),
e~·ea9rah (11, 7),
e~-Sa9rah (I, 1),
opposite, the convent

Mar Ilyas,

1 See IV, 84.
2 The numbers in parenthesis refer to the enumeration given on pages 81

and.82, in vol. IV. .
3 See IV, 79.
4 See IV, 78.
5 Some !£uwe!at are not at all religious, but are made for catching birds and

are generally situated near a spring. I have seens ~Uff of .this sort near'
:ijirbet Zif. Another sort of enclosure (known as kifreh) is made by highway
robbers. Between Hebron and Yatta I saw a circle of this kind.

6 See IV, so.
16
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13. Srir 'lIsa.1

14. Srir es-Saiydi2

in the entrance to the
Stables of Solomon,

Bet Djala.3

The people of Bet Djala tell us the following about numbers 8
and 9: While the Virgin was carrying her child on a hot summer
day, she passed the valley beside Bet Djala. She and her baby
became thirsty, but on reaching a well she discovered that it was
dry. The Virgin bent over the brim and said: intli ya bir laylrab

el-walad e$-!}ghir, "become full, 0 well, so that the young child may
. drink!" The water began immediatly to flow from a subterranean

source until it had filled the pit up to the .brim. St. Mary and Christ
bent down and quenched their thirst. The impressions of the knees
of both, and those of the hands of Mary remained in the rock. From
that time on it was also observed that the brim became dyed red
on the feast of the Virgin. 4 The well received the name Bir cOnah,
"the well of Help,"! since it responded to the call of the Virgin.

EI-Masgfltah6 is a large field of rocks of all sizes, which are said
to be petrified men and women. This place lies to the NW of
Bet DjaJa, and its story runs as follows: The peasants of a village
celebrated a wedding. The f ar U8 (bride) was brought from her father's
house on a camel, as the custom used to be and is still in some
villages. She was followed by a great crowd of friends, who sinned
so glaringly that the Almighty God punished them by changing the
whole of the procession into a field of rocks. Once their shapes could
be clearly recognized, but through the disintegration caused by
weathering only a few can still be identified. Thus one is still shown
the bride riding on the camel, and many rocks are explained as
representing a woman, a man or a child." This awful punishment,

t The real impression of' the body is not seen.
2 See IV, 80, note 2.
3 One impression of a foot is shown between Der Ghasaaneh and cEn ed-Der.

It is thought to be that of the Prophet.
4 Canaan, Haunted Springs and Water Demons, JPOS 1,164.
:5 Whenever a peasant-especially 8 woman-is called, she answers, 'Imah;

"(what) help (can I give you ?)"
cs Mudjir, I, 80, says that God had changed at the time of Pharaoh many

Egyptians in to stones.
1 Jaussen, G'outumes, p. 337, mentions a similar but simpler case.
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which somewhat resembles the story of Sodom, Gomorrah and Lot's
wife,1 served as a warning to all the surrounding villages, who
repented and began to serve Allah.

Such petrified stones are the opposite of the imprints of saint's
bodies. While the latter are the signs of the greatness and the
miraculous power of their owners, the former represent one form of
the punishment of the sinners by God. The former are honoured, the
latter cause horror.

d) Appearance in the Form of Animals

A very curious and interesting feature is that welis may appear
in animal forms. 2 This idea certainly goes back to primitive

religion." Es·~eb (Abdallah of Bet Surik even takes the form of the
awful ghul, while on other occasions he has appeared as a serpent
and as a ~yena. I have in my collection fifteen such cases. The
animals represented are:

t Gen. XIX.
2 A [ladif says that God puts the souls of the martyrs into green birds which

live in paradise. Taqiy-d-Din es-Sabki, lifa-l-asqatn /i ziylirat ber el-)anam, 143.
3 In Christian folksongs we observe the same idea:

ra!Jalna uinzilna ~aqabr el-masifl,
laqena mar Yu/lanna qatid yistarilJ
faralelna bsa~lI,h 'Uqalna uq''Udtt
ta~alJilna indjiluh uqalna ismacu
isma"'na qrayeh ism~na fl,s12s
ismaocna qrayeh btiltiyeh-en-nif(;s
Il'l,ocna ltad-djabal lagenD, lalat lwmamat
10a~dih bitfalli uwalJdih bit~um

'Uwa~dill btut·luq bil-ba~lJUr.

We journeyed and went down to the tomb of Christ,
(Where) we found St. John sitting down to rest.
He spread for us his carpet (his cloak),
and said, "Sit down!"
He opened for us his gospel and said, "Listen!"
We heard reading, we heard voices,
we heard reading which revives the spirit.
We ascended the mountain, and found three doves,
One prays, one fasts and one waves the censer to and fro.

These three doves probably stand for Peter, Paul and John, as may be
inferred from an evening prayer.

]6*
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in seven cases birds,
in three cases serpents,
In one case a rabbit,
in one case a goat,
in one case a lion,
in one case a white sheep and
in one case different forms.

In analyzing these animals we find that they belong to two
categories:

1. Animals whose forms are preferred by demons. These are the
goat (djidi), hyena (ilabi') , (arbid and ghftZ. The colour or' these
animals is black or dark, which points,' as we know fro~ Palestinia~

demonology, to a bad djinn. t <,Arbid, not baiyeh, is used in these
cases to denote a serpent. cArbid means primarily "troublesome,
petulant.t quarrelsome, ill-natured.l'" In classical Arabic ~irbidd means
"a bad and poisonous serpent," as well as "the male of every
serpent." 4 Popular use has combined these forms and characteristics,
so that carmd now means "an illnatured, poisonous male serpent."
Common belief always gives it a dark colour. A goat stands, as was
shown in Haunted Springs and Water Demons, for a bad demon. The
ghul is one of the worst demons, while the hyena is reckoned as
the most insidious and ill-natured of animals.s

2. Animals whose shape is generally taken by good spirits. In my
collection we have the dove (lJ,amameh), the green bird <fer aJjilar),
the peacock (ta'fls), sheep (always described as white), the ghreyib
bird, the lion and probably the rabbit. The dove has always been

1 Canaan, Haunted Springs, JPOS I.
2 Kassab and Hammam, P: 415.
3 Hava, p. 454.

4 JlulJ~ el-mu~i~ 11, 1364.
~ It is thought that a hyena always tries to hypnotize a person who happens

to meet it, before .devouring .him. By crossing his way and crocking its tail the
beast hypnotizes (biyrJ,ba) the person, who looses his faculty of judgement and
follows the animal unwillingly. If he does Dot fall by accident and lose a few
drops of blood-by means of which his power of judgement will return-he
follows the hyena to where he is led and is finally devoured.
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the symbol of good tidings and piety. 1 The same may be said
about the green bird,2 while spirits in the form of sheep are always
good natured.! All I know about the rabbit is that I never heard
that a bad demon takes the shape of this animal. It is further said
that the saints who take the shapes of the last described animals
have always been seen in this form while they were helping human
beings, saving a village from enemies, caring for people in great
danger, etc. On the other hand, all saints who are supposed to take
the shapes of the animals mentioned under number 1 are represented
as punishing people, injuring and frightening them.

This curious phenomenon of transformation is very interesting since
it can be hardly explained except as a survival from ancient religion.
Only in this way we can see how saints-chosen men of God-can
take the shapes of furious, malicious animals.

In this connection it may be noted. that there are animals which
guard the sanctuary from being defiled. These protecting genii are
always described as 1J,aiyeh (serpent), and never as tarbid. The
following story is told i about en-nabi Milsa. During the War a' heathen
Indian (Sikh) troop encamped in the building. Since they defiled the
place a large serpent appeared and drove them out, ,In these cases
we are never told that the prophet or weli takes the form of the
animal, but that he sends the latter to punish the tresspassers.

The following is the list of the saints who have appeared in
animal forms:

Name of the saint

Ahmad et-Taiyar
Moses
El·cAzerat
Abu el.cO£

Es-Suhada4

Location

Sara,fat
near Jericho
CAwartah
Sindjil
Jerusalem

Animal

large bird,
green bird,
three doves,
dove,
white sheep.!

1 Gen. 811; Cant. 116, 21', 52; Ps, 6814; Math. 318; Marc., 110; John. 182;
Luc. 3 22; etc.

2 According to Mohammedan superstition the Almighty God made at the
creation a peacock in which the soul of the Prophet was placed, e~-eyuti, ed
durar el·~isiJ,n (on the margin of daqaiq el-'aobar), p. 2.

a See JPOS 1,153-171.
4 Outside Bab es-Zahirah (es-Sahirah)==:aerod's G~te.

5 Related by Imm Mo~aQlm8d .Q,l.
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Name of the saint

er-Rifa'i
el-Badawi
ed-Dastiqi
ed-Djilani
Lot,·
Abft Sftseh
I;Iamdallah
'Anbar
el-Brediyeh
cAbdallAh

J;[asan el-Baqari

Location

Bani NCem
Bet cUr el-Foqah
Biddft
CEsawiyeh

ed-Djib
Bet Surik
lJirbit en-nabi Tan1

Animal

peacock,
green bird,
a small bird called ghreiyb,
lion,
rabbit,
'arbid,
carbid,
(arbid,

goat,
ghul, hyena or 'orbid,
gazelle.

The following stories illustrate the foregoing descriptions. The
inhabitants of the villages surrounding 'Awartah reinforced by some
Bedouin tribes attacked the inhabitants of this village, who seeing
that they were lost, implored the CAzerat for help, and behold three
green doves Hew from the shrine and hovered over the village. The
enemy, as they confessed later, saw everything green, and could no
longer recognize the situation of the village. All their .efforts to
locate the houses were frustrated, and they had to go back with
disappointed hopes.

Abfi. el-fOf appears as a dove to everyone who asks his aid when
in difficulty, especially to one who is in danger of being drowned.

11. Religious and Moral Characteristics

a) Irritability and Forbearance

Everyone who has taken the trouble to investigate the cult of
the saints will be struck by the simple division made by the peasants
of Palestine, based on a very interesting aspect of their character.
The saints are tawilin er-rfiJ) (forbearing) or nizqin, Q~rin (irritable,
temperamentalj.t-s-The first group treat human failure with patience.

t Buried in the court of the prophet ~ari.

2 Many of the saints of this group do not allow a building to be erected on
their tomb. This superstition exists also among the Jews. Goldziher, Moh.
Traditim ~~ den Grabesort des Jonas, ZDPV 11,13, etc.
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They give mortals time to repent, and wait patiently for the fulfilment
of vows. 'I'hey may remind them gently of their obligations. This
forbearance may go even so far that people begin to doubt their
power. But as soon as such a doubt arises they at once respond
and show their power and ability clearly. The story of eS-~e1J, Abft
el.cEnen in fen Qina illustrates this point.

The irritable saints, on the other hand, do not show any pity to
transgressors. They demand their rights and sometimes use very severe
methods of punishing those who trespass on their rights and make
a false oath, dishonour their maqam or speak irreverently about
them. This group of saints is, therefore, more feared and respected
than the former group. When a man is suspected of having com
mitted a major crime, the judge may ask the defendant to take
an oath at the shrine of a well known saint, who is always chosen
from this class. When a person is maltreated and oppressed by an
influential man, from whom he cannot get his rights, he hurries to
such an easily irritated weli and asks for aid. Generally the saint
is treated in such a way as to irritate him still further, as already
described above in treating the subject of oaths. The following
stories are characteristic.

A man of Lifta cut a stick from one of the trees of ~·~elJ Husen
(Bet Surik) in order to drive his mule while he was threshing corn.
No sooner did he strike the animal with this stick than a disease
attacked it and the animal was unable to move. The frightened
peasant returned the stick at once, made a vow and begged the
~e1:J, to forgive him. The mule was cured as miraculously as it fell ill.

A poor man of Gaza went to Qattaneh to glean olives from trees
which had already been harvested. 1 He placed all that he had
gathered in the house of a peasant of the village, who denied the
next day that anything had been entrusted to him. The man of
Gaza then went to es-seb Ramadan, where heaps of thistles (qaJ~)2

were deposited, and begged him: "1 beseech you, 0 seTJ Abft Qass3

(behold) I have entered your village (as a guest) and the inhabitants

1 Such a work is called bit,aillaf.
2 Such thistles are used for fuel instead of wood.

3 He did not know the name of the weli. Seeing the heaps of thistles, he
called him "Father of Thistles," .
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have stolen my hardly gathered olives." No sooner had he finished
his exclamation than a fire attacked the house of the thief, who came
running to the saint acknowledging his sin, promising to repay what
he had taken tenfold, and begging him to extinguish the fire and
save his house.

Much severer was the. punishment inflicted by eI-se~ cAbd es..
Salam, An inhabitant of cAnata-a descendant of the §e~---had a
quarrel with a person of Hizma, who cursed him and his s81j• .The
insulted person went to the shrine of the latter and, reproachiogthe
weli, said "Thus, 0 se1], they curse me and you, and you will not
protect me and yourself!"! The same night the man of God appeared
to the ~izma man. He fell sick with general paralysis 'and died a
few days later.

. As a rule all negro saints are thought to be nizqin. The
Maghrebine come next.

b) Supernatural Phenomena

We meet with four different appearances which have been
observed in connection with all saints, namely, a green light, burning
of incense, religious music and prayers. It is curious that these signs
are perceived by the three most important senses, since a light is
seen, while incense, is smelled and music and prayers are heard. With
the sense of touch mortals can very rarely perceive a saint. When
a person becomes a darwiS, he begins to feel the saint with his
hands. But even then this method of identification remains incomplete
and thus far behind the other three. It was the same in the ancient
times, when deities could be seen and heard, but not touched.t

The green light is seen in the dusk of the evening or at night,
and appears and disappears at intervals. The .light is described
always as greenish. Every time a person approaches the sanctuary
where such a phenomenon is observed, the light disappears com
pletely, but no tempest can put it out. 3 Such a sign is accepted by

t In QS. (1916, 131 and 132) a story with the same idea is given.
2 Moses saw God but did not touch him. In Christian legends Christ and

the saints may touch the person to whom they appear.
3 This is especially true of el-Mbarakeh (Kalandiah).
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all the Arabs of Palestine! as a sure indication that the place is
inhabited by some good-natured superhuman power. In many cases
it has been the only means of recognizing holy sites. We have had
already several examples.

The incense smelled at the sanctuaries is said to have a sweeter
odour than the usual one. No one who visits a place where he has
smelled incense will find any indications pointing to the burning of
incense, since supernatural phenomena never leave any physical
trace. In some important shrines one smells burned baJjbftr· every

Friday.

Often religious music, coming from a shrine, is heard. It is either
the singing or rather the melodious recitation of maday1) (pl, of
maai1p) or it is darw~ music, produced by the combination of several
musical instruments. Such an ciddeh sometimes plays so loudly that

all the peasants in the neighbourhood of the maqliltyl, have t~ leave
their houses, as in the case of eS-§eJj Fredj (Bet Hantna), Loud music
is an exception. The 'iddeh of eS-~e~' AbO. Yamin (Bet CAnan) plays
while tho saint flies over and around the village.

It is interesting -to note the following in connection with the hearing
of prayers. The weli has been heard to say his prayers alone, but
more often many awlia or ~ulla1.t perform their devotions together.t
It is often related that the Prophet Mohammed and his ~ababeh

attend such meetings. In Nablus el-Hader holds a meeting with the
~ababeh in his shrine. In the sanctuary of en-Nubani3 the aqtab
assemble. The saints are rarely seen walking in meditation around
their shrine. 4

t It is slowly vanishing. .

2 EI-Ie~ es-Sidri (Anata) goes every Friday to the Mosque of Omar to per
form falat ed-dj'Umcah.

3 Nablus.

4 The following verses throw' light on the subject:

el-Uauwa~ min gadduh hu sidi l.lana cabdul~

lIndahni "'ana aNidluh ya darll 'ulu biddNh
taniiJ'Uiluh el-qanadU guddam e8-8al~in

Who is so mighty as .el-:ijauwa~?

He calls me and I answer.
(He asks) to light his lamps

he is my lord, and I am his servant;
Who knows what he wishes?
before (we do i~ for) the sultans.
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Before passing on to the description of other features we
may summarize the preceding. The four phenomena described are
manifested as follows:

1. During the night or the dusk of the evening only;
2. More regularly Thursday night;
3. Until a human being approaches, when they vanish;
4. Two or more of them may take place together.

From the foregoing discussion we note that the green colour pre..
dominates: the coverings of the tomb and the clothes of the awlia
are mainly of a green colour. The headgear, sometimes the horse, the
doves, the birds and the light are greenish. In one case the halo
around the face of Moses was greenish. Green is the colour of light
and common in modern Oriental superstition.!

As a supplement to this section we may describe some of the con
versation . of the saints. It is interesting to analyze speeches which
are heard in night visions. While in most cases the awlia express
their wish in a· gentle but imperative way, at times they use coarse
language, unworthy of them. Thus en-nabi Aiyub appeared once to
cAbd er-Rahim of ljarbata and said: "Why do you not vieit me?
If you do not do so soon, I shall cut off your life."2 Es - sultan
Ibrahlm el-Adhami threatened a boy who had stolen some olives,
with the words: "By God, I shall kill you or make you lame if
you steal another time." Es-seJj Ahmad el~CAdjami,3 appearing to
Hamdan Mol)ammad Salel). ordered him to tell a man who was

ya, UauUJti~ yabU naBleh ~awileli

fOJ},at ri~tak ca8-8ala~in

yti Uauw~ djina-el-y&m inzurak
ni~wi lamCitak 'U nidCaq ba!J!J(j,rak
f8.!iat ri~tak I a8-sal~in

o :ijauwa~, 0 owner (father) of a tall palm tree!
His perfume is diffused over the 8ul~an8.

o tI., we come today to visit you,
to light your candle and to burn your incense.
Your perfume is diffused over the sul~ans.

"8u~ans," stands here for "saints."

1 A green coat seema to be characteristic of saints, See Mudjir I, 42.
2 •aq~'Uf ·umrak.
3 East of Bet Ma~sir.
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building a wall in the property of the weli: "~n ma ridji c Can turquh
la'aqtaC

eS-sur~ef1,."l "If he does not turn back from his course,
I shall cut off his posterity."

c) The Two Antagonistic Classes of Saints

Everyone who has visited several shrines or who has investigated
the awlia will have noticed the distinction made by the people be
tween CAdjami and dcrwisor se1J. The word Cadjami denotes originally
a Persian, but it is used at present for foreign or exotic things or
persons in general. It is, therefore, a mistake to think that these
saints are Persians; on the contrary, not a single weli in my list of
ar djam came from that country, and all my enquiries in this respect
were answered in the negative. Most of them bear the simple appellation
el-Cadjami or the plural el-aCdjam. Few are known by personal names,
like eS-se1j Salman (Bet Surik), eS-selt Abft Ris (Bet CAnan), Al)mad
el-CAdjami (.Bet Mal)sir), irdjal el-Arb'in (Biddu), lsma/il (Bet Duqquh),
Man~ftr (Hizmah). Other awlia of this group, bearing the name of
el-radjami or el-aCdjam, are:

el-A(djam
'Iraq el-A Cdjam 2

four different CAdjamis
el-ACdjam
el-A'djam
el.cAdjami

These holy men are respected in. some villages and neglected in
others. The honours paid to them in the first are less than those
to the other saints. All of them belong to the irritable class. All
I could learn about them is the following, related to me by a se~

of Der Ghassaneh. Ahmad el-Badawi had a clever woman, Fa'tmeh
the daughter of el-Barri," as one of his disciples. As soon as she
was elevated by the master to the rank of sainthood, she left him,
and began to be honoured more and more by the people, many of
whom became her devoted followers. She and her disciples had many

1 8urle1J, "two roots," means "the descendants of both a man and of his son."
2 They are also called Irdjal el-Mal}sumiyeh.

3 According to some she is the daughter of Sarifeh the daughter of el-ij.a9ra..
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religious quarrels with el-Badawi from the very beginning. Therefore
her group was called by the aq.tOb by the despised name of "foreigners,"
aCdjam. The following verse refers to her:

es-saiyd illi maqamuh madjmaC el-aqtab
low ma salab bint el-Barri ljatruh nui tab
rU~t ya mrl,di uitqallab flal·aCtiih
uin massok cJe1n ybqalak calena \i)tab.

The master whose shrine is the assembling place of the aqtab
had he not captured the daughter of el-Barri, he would not have

been satisfied,
Go, 0 thou who Iovest me, and turn yourself (as a sign of humi-

, liation) on the threshholds,
and should difficulties befall you, then have you the right to be angry

with us.

This Fatmeh t is supposed to have her shrine in Zakaria. No male
visitors are admitted in the shrine. She is supposed, according to
what was told Masterman and Macalister, to have come from Persia."
but compare what is said above.

The greatest importance of the (adjami saints lies in their hostil
ity to all darawis saints, who belong to the $ufiyeh. I have never
found that they' oppose the prophets. As they cannot hurt the dead
awlia they persecute their descendants and followers. The following
stories are excellent illustrations. If a man of CAnata-and all in
habitants of this village claim to be descendants of eS-se~ 'Abd es
Salam-should spend the night in Hizma, he is bound to remain all
the night inside a house, for the moment he goes out Man~ftr el
'Adjam! attacks him. Stones are thrown continually at him. In pro
tecting himself he will also fight ag~inst his attacker. Nobody beside
him is able to see the enemy; and even he can only perceive him
vaguely. In case he is obliged to leave the village during the night,
he must wear an cabayeh (cloak) of a a:izma man, turned inside out,
so that the CAdjami will not recognize him.

1 QS 1915, 175.
2 The story noted in QS 1916, 126, about the origin of the Cadjami is not

known to me, and it seems to me improbable, for' the' a~madiyeh welis are not
the descendants of e8-8~an Badr,
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When a member of the family of eS~~e1:J, el-Mahdi (Bet Djibrin)
dies and is carried to be buried, the A Cdjam try to prevent the

burial by shooting sharp arrows at him, as well as at those carrying
the beraq and at. the musicians. The best way to neutralize their

action is to sprinkle pure water in the air, else the body of the dead

will be badly injured.

Not only the descendants of a holy person, but every darwi~ is
afraid of their enmity.! From the many stories I heard and the
explanations given to me, I conclude that:

1. ··The aCdjam are hostile to the $f1jiyeh, trying always to attack

darwi~ saints;
2. This can be accomplished only by attacking. their descendants

and followers;

3.. Such explosions of wrath take place especially during the night;
4. None but the' ones attacked-and these only vaguely-can see

the aCdjam;
5. The danger of such attacks can be .prevented by.simple measures;
6. In other ways these awlia resemble the other saints, but they

are generally less honoured.

Es-se1} Mbarak .(Bet Iksa) is the only 'negr02 'Adjami. He is
renowned for his hatred to negroes, who never dare. to. enter the

village for fear of being strangled by him. I have never heard of
female saints belonging to -this group, and have never heard of cadjami
inhabiting a spring, while all other sanctuaries may be haunted by

them.
Whenever I was shown a shrine and the people began to tell me

something about the weli, I· enquired whether he was an 'adjami.
"La" used to be the answer, when he did not belong, to .this class,
"hit Ahmadi (or Mobammadi)". This expression was always used for
the no~-Cadjami saints. .,Why such an appellation, derived from the
name of the prophet, is given to them, I cannot say.

We rarely hear that an A\lmadi weli becomes jealous. E~-seb el
Bakri" went as usual to ,pay his visits to the saints of Del" Ghassaneh.

1 From these two examples we note how easy it is to mislead the saints.
Demons can also be misled. .

2 The forty Cadjami of Biddfi are said to come from Morocco.
3 He is regarded at present as a saint.
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His first visit was directed to Irdjal Sftfa. This irritated Ibrahim
el-lJauwa~ so much that he inflicted general stiffness upon him. El
Bakri who was a darwz~, knew at once the cause of his affliction,

begged el-lJauwa~ for forgiveness, and went directly to his
shrine. 1

This leads to a very important distinction which the present Pales
tinian has certainly inherited from his forefathers, namely, that one
group of demigods is in continual conflict with the others. The cAd·
jami are on a lower grade of sanctity and have perhaps inherited
some characteristics of the heathen local divinities of antiquity.

We may now go one step further and see how some shrines. of
saints are inhabited at the same time by evil spirits which do not
dwell in the holy place itself but in the immediate vicinity. We
have already seen in the beginning of this work that five springs be
long to this group. Other shrines of this character are:

The care situated below es-Sadjarah el-Mubarakah (Der Djrir) is

inhabited by demons, appearing as a hen with its chickens.

The cave Qattarah, which lies near en-nabz Nun (Yanun) is haunted
by seven young brides.

In eS-se~. Ibrahtm's shrine (el-Hader) a woman combing her hair
has been seen. In Mgharet ez-Zutt near the shrine of Hasan Ghreiyb?
a bride was observed.t

These djinn keep their attributes as illustrated by the following
story. A Turkish soldier was ordered by his commander to cut some
wood from the grove of Mgharat el-Qattarah. On the point of be

ginning his work, a djinn warned him not to intrude on the demons'
property. 'I'he spirit showed him that the whole adjacent plain was
full of djinn soldiers, who were ready to attack his regiment. The
frightened soldier hurried back and reported the case. The comman
der, laughing at his superstition, ordered the exact execution of his
instructions. The soldier returned and while cutting off the first
branch fell dead. The spirits of the lower world then united with

the English troops and crushed the Turkish army.

t Related by O. S. el-Barghuti.

2 He is an Cadjami.
3 In el-Iell Sarradj's maqiim a woman has been seen combing her hair.
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2. MIRACLES

Beside the well-known belief as to miraculous cure of diseases

by the saints, we meet with many other marvels. All are illustrated
and supported by widely reported facts, which are said to have
happened within the last two generations. Miracles are known by
the names mu'djizeh, (adjibeh and kartuneh. The first and last are
the best known expressions. A mu/djizeh (like the resurrection of
a corpse) is a sure sign of a prophet, while 'the karam,at are
characteristic of the awlia. The latter expression denotes the
common belief of the honour and regard in which the saints are
held by God who gives them this thaumaturgical power.

A favourite motif of such miracles is the way a saint punishes
people who steal from his property, or from material put under his
protection. A person, who stole horse-beans (ful) from el-Hauwas
was punished with a skin disease of which the eruption looked like
beans. The cucumbers (faqqus) stolen by a boy from a garden
adjacent to eS-~e1] Rarnadan (Qattaneh) were all changed into
centipedes (a~at Musa). Abll Zagaria (Bet Sa(ar) changed the stolen
peas into small serpents, scorpions and centipedes, which squirmed
and crawled in the pockets of the thieves. Some poor wayfarer took
oil to fry eggs from the shrine of e~-se1.J Snet (Hebron) without
asking dastf(.r. The moment he poured it into the pan it turned into
blood. He returned the oil at 'once and, behold, it was nothing but

simple oil! A girl who anointed her hair with oil, stolen from the
sanctuary of 'Abd es-Salam, was attacked immediately with stiffness
of the neck. A boy went with his mother to visit eS-se"lj Ibrahim
(Bet Djibrin). While the mother entered the shrine, he began to
gather olives from the trees of the saint. After filling his pockets,
the boy also entered the maqam, whereupon a loud thundering,
lightning and the beating of many drums took place, so that the
whole mountain began to shake. Both mother and child were
frightened to death,· and left the shrine, the boy throwing away the
stolen olives. The wrath of the saint was appeased .and the quaking

stopped. The mother at once vowed a gift.
The following story heard in Biddu is told in many villages, with

slight modifications. Some thieves, intending to steal goats, entered
the cave (situated near es-seb Ahmad el-:aJlwe~) where they knew
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for sure that the animals were kept. They saw and felt nothing but
rocks of different sizes. But as soon as they left the cave, the
bleating of the goats was again distinctly heard. Every time they
reentered or went out they had the same experience, Discouraged,
they left the spot without attaining their aim.

Other miracles point to superhuman muscular power. Thus it is
said that several saints can lift one o~ even two large stone pillars
with one hand. This characteristic is found especially in Nablus:
es-sultan 'Abd el-Ghafir, Irdjal el-cAmlld and eS-sel] 'faha 'Abd el
Qader possess it.

Whenever ej-seb Damrah! (Ma~aric en-Nubani) went on. a journey,
a hyen~2 assigned to serve him 3 appeared and the saint rode on it. 4

St. Nicholas (Bet Dja,la) used to fill oil jars, placed half-full in his
church, in a miraculous way so that the priest always had to take
out some oil in order that the jars should not overflow.!

The common belief that the RifaCiyeh ~e1Js walk on fire and that
el-Badawi walks on, the sea, is also known among the Palestinians.s

Many of them are said to, possess the faculty of flying. They
may .use some means of transport ,(like rocks), or mayfly without
support. Some enjoyed this advantage during their lifetime, but most
did not manifest the power until after death. i The best' examples.of
the first category are ~d-Dawacri8 of Surbahir, Their camels died
during their stay in Mecca for the l}addj. . When they asked a. rich
man to help them to procure other camels, he answered mockingly,
"Go, ride on those rocks!" They went, did as they were told 'and
observed that the rocks bega:n to rise higher and to move in a NW
direction. One descended in Qrun el-Hadjar," because the saint riding

1 He is said to have been the milk-brother of the Prophet.
2 This story may serve to illustrate the belief that the Almighty may assign

evil spirits to serve saints.
I Q8 1917, 72 gives another such case. Mudjir attributes this faculty to some

awlia like A bu '!'or.
4 See also lawaqi,!t el-'anwar 11, 144.
5 From the written notes of my father.
6 Mudjir, 93, relates that a severe tempest arose whenever an unclean woman

entered the shrine of ,Nebi Musa.
7 See.Taussen, 1. c. 295; Curtiss, chapter IV; QS 1916, 176.
8 Not Duwa'ere with Kahle, PJB VI, 92.
Q East of Surbahir.
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on it had died. In this spot, in the Sawa\lri territory, he was buried.
The others reached Surbahir. This wonderful journey, which was seen
in all of the countries passed over, established their sanctity for
ever. Similar stories are told about eS-sel], Al)mad el-Ghmari1

(ed-Dahriyeh) and his son eS-§el], cAll. In the case of el-Qatrawani,
Abu aalawi, es-sitt Slemiyeh2 and BS-Sel], lJalid 3 we hear one and the
same story. After death, while being carried for burial, the coffin
flew otr the shoulders of the bearers and moved in the air until it
reached the place chosen by the saint for his tomb.! The Arabic
expression is tar (an ktaj·hun u hadda ..., "It flew off their shoulders
and came down ...".5 There are many awlia who are seen during
the night hovering. over their village. Es-lJel} Abft Yamin (Bet CAnan)
may serve as an illustration." Beside this miraculous mode of travel,
some saints belong to ahJ, el-1jitmeh, '1 i. e. they can go from any
place to any ·other one in an instant. EI-ija(j.er8 is the best
representative of this class. A common proverb well states this
power: "Like saint George wherever we go we meet him." This
faculty may be so extensive that the saint· is regarded as all
pervasive. Only a few saints besides St. George belong to this
category, but the others do not enjoy a wide reputation. El-badj
Sl).adeh9 may serve as an example. The Arabic expression used for
such saints, btintwi el-artt ilhum, "the earth is folded (moves rapidly)

t The rock which carried him from Morocco to Palestine still lies before his
shrine.

2 Nablus. See also Jaussen, JPOS V, 78.

3 Der Ghassaneh.

4 This is an old belief in the Mohammedan world. See es-Sacran! 11, 146.

5 It is to be noted that in many cases the first miracle performed by a weli
after his death is in the way his body behaves while carried for burial. It may
get so heavy that those carrying the coffin (sul;tliyeh) have to stop and put down
their load. On other occasions it becomes very light or even, 88 is mentioned in
the text, may fly from their shoulders.

6 See also QS 1915 on flying derwishes.

1 This expression is unknown to m~i~ el-mu{li~, Hava, Bellot and Wahrmund.

8 Christians put on the head of children with high fever a plate of metal on
which the picture of St. George is engraved. Peasants who used to visit the
sanctuary of St. George in el-ij:a«Jr used to put one of the chains several times
around their neck in order to safeguard themselves against future ment.al trouble.

9 Der Ghassaneh.
17
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Bet Surik
CEsawiyeh,
Der Ghassaneh and
,Jerusalem.

under them," denotes that the earth moves while they remain where
they are.!

The story2 told below is also related with slight modification
about the following saints:

e§-§eJj Telab
~-~e~ (Anbar
~-se~ cA~fur

~-~e7j Dahnd

E§-~e1} Mohammed of Bet Surik went to Mecca to perform the
duties of the badj. On the great feast Cid el·kbir) his mother prepared
some cakes backed in oil (m7jammarat). She wished that her absent
son could also enjoy them. Tela!} her other son, who observed how
sorry she was, asked her to give him some to distribute among the
poor. He went back to his flock of sheep, and finding a wolf near by,
entrusted to his care the sheep and went in an instant to Mecca.
He found his brother on the mountain of CArafat, handed him the
cakes in a warm and fresh condition, and came back as miraculously
as he went. The sheep were well cared for by the wolf, and as a
sign of gratitude Telab gave the wolf one. Nobody knew anything
about the affair until his, brother came back from his pilgrimage.
The inhabitants went out to welcome him. He, telling the whole
story, said "I am not worthy of these honours, my brother Telah is
a real man of God, a weli." From that time Telab wag regarded as
a saint.

The following verses describe this and other powers in a beauti
ful way:

tara auwal el-lel Ijallu ~curhu/tn ~allu
jaraJft sadjadidhum ffal-modj ma (i)nballft

tara f1 'aljir el-lel j'pt ~~aram en-nobi $allft.

~allu ~alah tjikk el-karb uin~allf(.

1 In QS 1915, 174, 175, one such is mentioned. In QS 1917, 122 the story
of er·Ribffah (not Jell which is masc., but 8ittna) is given. She is said to have
flown after death.

2 In some cases the power of flying is inherited. Thus ei-1ea 'Ali of ed
Dawaym], as well as his father A~mad el-Ghmart, came in this miraculous way
from Morocco.
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Behold, at night-fall, they loosened their hair,
They spread their carpets on the waves and became not wet;
Behold, at the end of the night, they prayed at the sanctuary of

the Prophet,
They prayed a prayer which removes all troubles.and then disappeared.

sobeS1 tar-rdjal Y01n el-barb ma wallu .
faraSu sadjadidhum tQ,lal-modj 1na (i)nballu
fi auwal el-lel fallu ~Curhum fallu
u'aJjir el-lel fi ~aram en-nabi ~allu.

Recite a ~oba~ for the men who in the day of war do not flee!
(Behold) they (the welis)spread their carpets on the waves and became

not wet;
At the beginning of night they loosened their hair,
And at its end they prayed at the sanctuary of the Prophet.

sar11, ma' er-rilt
~attu mac el-barq
ya ril~ sallim t alehu1n
sadat Qa~tu-n-nidjim

qalft er-ri~~ battali
qalu hQ4a sirr-el-'abtali
uin: mirsali
layfra~/. el-1]ali

They sped with the wind, but said "the wind is too slow;"
They took to themselves the lightning and said "there is the secret

of the heroes."
o wind, salute them and be my messenger!
For these lords vie with the stars in speed, that their followers may

rejoice!

saru md er-rib
haezu qawaym el-~ar{;

er-rata 8ahba~t iqul
uil-mubtala in sihir

u Djubrayl idillibhim
min uem satuathim
allah isacidhim
iMtj" sirr ilhim.

They sped with the wind while Gabriel led them,
The feet of the Throne (of God) trembled from their great might.
The thunder praised (their power) saying: "God help them!"
And the afflicted (with devotion) will behold-if he watches their secrets.

t Unknown to mu~i~ el-m~il, Bellot, Hava, Wahrmund, Kassab and Hammam,
17*
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Another important feature is the ability of the awlia to foretell
the future. I have already mentioned the story of eS-se~ Abft :aalawi.
The grandson of eJ-se1j, Abti Yamin (Bet fAnan) is e§-§eb Mohammad
Abti Kaskul, who spent all his time in the fields living on herbs,
had a wide-spread reputation for telling the future. The following
stories illustrate miracles of types that have not yet been mentioned.

Abti Mita had a quarrel with a peasant of his village. His opponent
seeing that it was impossible for him to subdue the ~eb, said "You
tire me, 0 Abu Mita." The answer was: "Forget not that I am a
man of God," and pressing with his thumb on his pipe a greenish
flame came out, rising to the sky. The astonished peasant, assured
that he had to do with a weli, spread the news of the miracle.

Ed-Dahi! went one day with a camel driver to Transjordania to
buy two sacks Cidl£n) of corn. On the way he lost the money, and
unable to buy wheat, he filled the two sacks with earth. Reaching
home the cidlen were found to be full of corn,

When eS-se~ Djaber was elevated to the rank of darwi~, Allah
sent some men to prove his abilities. He not knowing their mission,
welcomed them as guests and killed a ~b1,bah in their honour. When
the food was ready the visitors said: "0 seb, how can we eat your
food without lemons?" Now Djaber knew that he was being tried,
for it was not the season for this fruit. Lifting his hands towards
heaven, he exclaimed: "0 my lord Badawi, give me a lemon!" and
behold a large ripe lemon fell from the roof. The men then con
gratulated him on the stage of sanctity which he had attained.

While the se~ M. Abft Ka~kt11 was roaming in the fields, he met a
shepherd and being thirsty asked for a drink. The shepherd, hiding
the water-skin, denied that he had water. Mohammad, irritated by
the lie, pierced the belly of the shepherd with his finger, and a clear
stream of fresh water poured out. After drinking, the water stopped
flowing, and the shepherd, uninjured, followed the se~ and became
his disciple. Such stories are told by the peasants to prove the
superhuman power of the saints. It is still considered as natural as
ever that a saint who performs no miracles, and thus does not prove
his godly character, can not expect to be honoured or respected.

1 On a mountain bearing the same name.
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This miraculous power manifests itself also, though less strik
ingly, in living derwishes, who handle fire without being burned, pierce
themselves with swords without being hurt, and pass a thin and sharp
8Z1J (iron spit) through their cheeks without bleeding or suffering pain.
They stand and dance on drums without breaking the skin. Such
mysterious acts are regarded by the people as a sure sign of sanctity.

In his imagination the peasant sees these se~s even after their
death. They remind him of unpaid vows, threaten the thief, order
the erection of their shrines;' etc. In such ways the villagers are
kept under the continuous domination of the awlia.

A critical review of all these miracles 2 shows that they closely
resemble the stories told in the Arabian Nights. The only (and, of
course, fundamental) difference is that the first are ascribed to the
power of God, the latter to the p~wer of the djinn. Here again
namely in the apparent result of their work-we have a point where
the powers of the upper and lower worlds coincide.s

In closing this part we may· quote some verses which describe
supernatural qualities other than those mentioned:

es-saiyed uu min eS-~ubbak madd 'iduh
djab el-' asir min blad el-kufur ibbadiduh
ji au'tval-el-lel biqra el-wirdi u biiduh.
u 'a1Jir el-lel sallam can-nabi 'ibiduh

The master who stretched out his hand from the window,
and brought the prisoner, still fettered, from the land of the un

believers,
In the first part of the night he reads and repeats a section of the

Qorail,
and in the last part of the night he saluted the Prophet (Mohammed)

with a handclasp,

1 Several examples were mentioned in the course of our study. Another
characteristic one is el·le~ cAnbar who appeared to everyone who spent the
night in a cave beside the shrine and ordered him to tell I.Iasan Mu~tafa to
repair the shrine.

2 Saints of other countries and other times performed the same sort of miracles.
See cAbd el-Wahhab es-Sacrani, lawaqi~ el-anuar.

3 Many stories about miracles performed by the Mohammedan leaders are
told in cAbdaUah cAlawl J;[asan el-cA~~a8, zuko,r el-~alJaiq fi bayan ~-~ara!lk, 239 if,
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/i balet el-bur di rft~li kuntu )arsilha
tqabbel ei-arda 'anni uhi na)ybati
jahagi dolat el·a8ba~i qad ~la4arat

famdud yaminak kai ta~da biha ~ifati

While I was far from thee (0 Prophet Mohammed) I used to send
my spirit

To kiss the ground (around your grave) in my place-for it is JQf
representative.

Behold the dominion of the spirits has come;
'I'herefore stretch out thy right hand, tbat my lip should be blessed

(by kissing it)!'

qal-er-RijaCi .ana .se1} el-'awadjie2 dom
uilli ~ata1.t3 ff, hawana ma cale~ lOm
wallah l)ara mridi fi djhannam yom
larju., djhannam 'Illata aJjalliha tiCmar dom

The Rifa,ci said: "I am always the ~e1.J, of the weak,
He who enjoys our love is blameless,
By God, if I ever see my follower in hell
I shall smite hell and never let it flourish more."

qal ed-Djilant ana latarifu a/.twali
Quijt ~jarni' el·b~tftr rnadjat laIJillJali
uilli bittrieJ, lal-juqara jil·/.taleh
maCi sef el-)azal iq~~ el-i'mari

Ed-Djilani said: "·If you only knew my state,
I have waded through the encircling ocean, but the water never

reached my ankles.
Every body who opposes the darawls while they are in the state

(of exaltation)
(must remember). that I possess the sword of eternity which cuts

short life."

t Supposed to have been recited by the RifaCj while visiting the Prophet's
tomb. God heard his prayer and allowed the Prophet to stretch his hand out
of the grave.

2 One of the names of the Rifaci, as we shall see later.
3 8a~a?& in vernacular Arabic means "to make a picnic."
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qal ed-Dasuqi ana law ti'riju es sau,wet
na1;tart sobC el-j'ala jis-saqi )akjet
ui1J,yij.t mrikkeh ueameam uil-bet
1na'i se! el-)azal lal-muctaritj q~~et

Ed-Dasuqi said, "If you only knew what I have performed,
The lion of the desert I slew and threw into the ditch.
By the truth of Mecca and Zamzam, the haram of Medina (and

the KaCbeh),
I possess the sword of eternity with which I cut short the life of my

opponent."

qal el-Mla~~aml uana el-Mu?hir lal·curban
sau,wart (ala el-ba~~r ladjli saba1;ttt-l-lJitan
ui~/yat turbit sayid walad r Adnan
barfu» djhannam bridjli uabattil el-mizan

El-Mulattem said, "1 am he who appears to the Arabs;
1 walked on the sea. For my sake the great fishes came swimming

(to salute me).
By the truth of the tomb of the lord, the son of 'Adnan
I will smite hell with my foot and stop the balance (if they stand

in the way of my follower)."

3. REI.JATION OF THE SAINTS TO MEN

. 'Human beirigs feel the great necessity of remaining in constant
good relation with the' saints, for they are the helpers, physicians,
and comforters of men as well the intermediaries between them and
God. The more one studies this phase of Palestinian folklore, the
more one is struck by the inseparable bond which unites men with
saints. As the greater part of the facts belonging to this section
have already been described in preceding chapters, 1 shall be brief,
and treat the subject uuder the following headings:

a) Saints as Neighbours;
b) Saints as Leaders;
c) Saints as Judges;
d) Saints as Superhuman beings.

lOne of the names of the Badawi, see later.
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a) Saints as Neighbours

We have already seen that most of the shrines lie inside the
villages or in their immediate neighbourhood. This makes a well the
neighbour of men,bearing all the responsibilities incumbent upon a
neighbour. An Arabic proverb says: "A neighbour is responsible
for his neighbour, even if he acts wrongfully." The saints keepthese
rules very exactly. Every saint protects the property of his neighbour,
guards whatever is put under his protection and helps in case 'of
need: Even animals who have taken refuge in his sanctuary are safe.
A pregnant woman passing e~·sel] Musa (lJarbata) discovered under
his carob tree a nest full of partridge's eggs. She took them away,
an act which irritated the welt. Soon afterwards she gave birth to
a daughter, whose one hand was malformed, looking like the head
of a partridge and showing the. beak clearly. t

Welis will not accept any bribe (bartil, ba1]Sis). An old man of
Hizmah stole some cereals (qa,tani) one night from the field adjacent
to e8.~e1} Man~ftr. Before going to work he thought to gain the
favour of the weli and thus escape his wrath, by reciting for him
the fatibah. But as soon as he cut the first plant a whirlwind arose
and threw him over the wall. He broke his leg and lay a long time
in bed. 2

Sometimes the saint employs ways of protection which will prevent
for ever any further violation of the "neighbour's rights." An
inhabitant of Kufr 'Aqub had stored his figs under the oak tree of
Mgheirit es-Seg. Some thieves tried during the night to get possession
of the fruits, but no sooner had they put the figs into the sack then
a whole army surrounded them. They could not escape, for the
soldiers drew nearer and the circle became continually closer. At
once they threw the figs away and begged the sel} for pardon,
wherupon the army disappeared.

Once some of the family of Abft Ghet from Bet Faddjar' climbed
the roof of the church of St. Nicholas (Bet Djala.) to steal olives,
which were spread there to ripen. After fill~ng their cloaks they

1 J ausscn, l. c., 331.
2 Rasid the son of Mu~ammed 'Agha of Jerusalem once lost his way between

en-nabi Musa and the Dead Sea. At this time a great part of this area was still
covered by dam (sidr) trees. '!'he prophet Moses sent two large birds every
night to guard him. One sat at his head and t~e other at his feet.
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tried to descend but saw that the sanctuary was surrounded by a
stormy sea. At once they replaced what they had stolen and behold
there was no sea anywhere.'

Persons, who have committed some fault or even a crime, coming
to a shrine and asking the well to hide them from their pursuers,
will be protected. as they have become his tanib (suppliant, client),
a relation even stronger than that of neighbour. Es-se1:J el-Tlmari
ed-Djbe'! protected all deserters from the Turkish army who fled to
him. The soldiers who came to catch them searched in vain, for the
weli struck them with blindness. The same story is told about
es-se?J Ahmad el•.awe~ of Biddti and many other saints.

For the same reason, some notables buried their dead in the
direct vicinity of some shrine.2

b) Saints as Leaders

Many of the saints of Palestine were historical characters and
enjoyed during their life the privileges bestowed on the village
elders. Meetings took place in their houses to discuss questions of
general interest. They gave orders and superintended their exact
execution, especially when enemies attacked the village. They prevented
quarrels, settled misunderstanding, and were in this way the local

judges. Their reputation did not..fade with death. This explains why'
many villages have local protectors, who were inhabitants of them.
Incidents are related to prove the marvellous help given by them
whenever enemies attacked the village. I have already mentioned the
story of Mar Inqula and that of el-'Azerat CAwartah). But as both
of them are regarded as foreign saints I mention the story of
es-seg Man~tir of Hizmah who protected the village against the
attacking Bedouin by making them see a strong and high wall
surrounding it. Sometimes a whole army is sent by the ?veli to
surround the village 80 that the approaching enemy will face well
armed soldiers wherever he goes.

Often when a dispute arises between the inhabitants of a village,
and the difference cannot be settled by the living elders, the holy
patron of that place takes an active part in bringing peace. Once

1 From the written notes of my father.
2 E'or other examples see Q8 1916, pp. 17, 64, 129, etc. Cf. JPOS IV. 9.
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the women of Bet aanina had a quarrel. In the evening when the
men came back from work the dispute became acute and a regular
fight took place. A reverend ~e~-whQ was nobody less than es

sultan Ibrahtm-c-appeared and separated the two parties. He even
prevented the stones, thrown by each party at the other, from hurt
ing anybody.

When the peasants forsake their old customs of hospitality or
abstain from their religious duties the patron ~e~ may appear, request
and advise them to return to the righteous old paths. A misunder
standing divided the inhabitants of SuCfat in to two parties. They
stopped giving alms to the poor during Ramadan and no longer
attended prayers, for having only one place of prayer they did not
wish to meet each other there. Es-sultan Ibrahtm of the village
appeared to the mulJtar in a dream, and reproaching him said "I
advise you to reunite and to. resume your old customs of helping
the poor and praying in .my shrine, else I shall punish everyone
most severely." The mulJtar called all the people together next
morning, and telling them the vision begged that all hatred should be
put aside. After succeeding in his mission he went to the mosque.
The moment .he entered the ruaq, the door of the sanctuary was
closed by some unseen power. For a whole hour he sat in front of
the closed door, praying, weeping and begging the sultan for for
giveness. The door opened as mysteriously as it was closed. He
entered, prayed and was reconciled with the man of God.

Not only in such small affairs and village disputes do the saints
lend their assistance, but also whenever the Mohammedans, as a
whole, are attacked by the kuffar (infidels). On such occasions awlia
have been seen coming back from the fight with swords dripping
blood. They may even become wounded and some of their blood
appears in the shrine. The picture of Mar Inqula (Bet Dja,la) was
seen to sweat profusely after the saint had delivered the village
from the attack of the Bedouin. E~-~e~ Ibrahim el-ijauwa~ (Del'
Ghassaneh) helped the Mohammedan inhabitants of Tripoli against
the Italian invasion. He was seen leading a whole army of awlia,
all armed with spears and carrying their flags. En-nabi ealil), of
the village bearing his name, dislikes all musrikin. While returning
from such· a battle er-Rifa'i, who was wounded, bled in the place

where afterwards his maqam was erected (one hour to the west of Der
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Ghassaneh).' The story of sittna el-Gharah (Bet No.ba) has been
mentioned. En-nobi TaraJini (Bet Nftba) was seen during the war
standing on his horse with a' sword dripping blood.

There are some verses which will illustrate how the saints are
asked for help:

ah bil-wadi nadah nadhah
sarat maC er-rih. bil-toadi
simic1ja tAli qal hissak
akl)al el-( en binadi
qU1nu ijzaCu ya (i~bat ed-din kullukul1t
ha4a n-nhar illi tban jih el-adjwadi.

Ah, I cried out in the valley-
It was carried with the wind in the valley.
cAli2 heard it and said,
Your voice calls the blacked-eyed one (the prophet);
Get up, help (all of you), 0 (men of the) league of religion!
This is the day in which the generous will appear.

banat sawader dohab umqattabeh ~eri3

u,mqattaheh bitj-dahab uil-qalb tu« imeli
in tdlni eit-(lem bandah he ya CAten
nadet ya he 'ltadju mitl el-matar uis-seli
uil-baciJ raicib hidjin uil-bactJ rakib 1j,eli
uamma .fff-Rija/i· idarridj /i nazil) el-I)eli.

Golden tents decorated .with golden pieces appeared,
Decorated with gold and the heart inclines to it.
Should difficulty befall me I will call "He, 0 CAteri!"
I called "y8. h~" and behold they came (rushing) like the rain and

the torrent,
Some riding dromedaries, other horses,
But er-Rfa'i (at once) began helping the weak.

1 Some of the above stories were told me by O. S. Barghfij].

2 cAli ibn Ahi Talib.
3 Instead of f!,en, :timeli and t:A~eri we hear also

bino,r, niifur, cAflJfur and
bidjras, djal/ils, ij:auwa,.
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uilltu1n dark u(i)siiija
ya radd el-tnalhufa
1nin cind rabb el-hebeh
nal hana uisCufO,
niin 'ind rabb ei-qadri
nal hand uisrUja
ma mi~ilha fie-een
zadu sarof rno,'ruja
barakat 'J·abbi Caleha ~Iallat
bikaramathim mabilftJah
Cala l-lJer jfltth rabi
ibc azaymuh uikfufah
ya sakin ji bab el-wadi
ya saknin ibsufa.

nadet he min ei-Basrah. sim(t1,ni
qalu nCiddak mtaiyam oqult cidduni
sart (alekt£m min bah» el·~of ifadduni.

I called "he" and they heard me from Basrah.!
They asked, "Shall we count you enslaved by love?" I said (yes)

count me,
But on condition you shall get me (safely) from the ocean of fear.

ya-(i)bn er-RjO/i yalli fi~-~aja gharqani
bi~tyat djiddak MO~tam'Jnad ~aZtib el-burhani °

mahma djara lar-rCiyeh ylzam er-riCyani

o son of er-Rfaei. 0 one submerged in purity!
By the life of your grandfather Mohammad, he of the Proof (of

religion),
The shepherds (i, e. thou) are responsible for whatever may befall

the flock.

sadatna bsufa.
nadet nadhet (adjiz
Sufa caWha el-hebeh
°1nzn ~alla j'iha el-ghebeh
Suja caleha el-qadri
min ~alla j'zhCi badri

Suja mlihah 1tZen

uiSyu~na fiha (i)~nen

S,ft/a caleha ~lallat

uiqiul 'usr ballat
ya l;e~na ya .Rabi
ras el-frandj djabi
Bidi yD..bit I1amadi
jazcah uJjel djyadi

Our lords are in Sufa
I cried the cry of a weak one,

Sftfa is invested with dignity

1 ed-Djlani is buried in Mesopotamia.

They have shields and swords.
"0 thou who answerest the

broken-hearted!"
Radiating from the Lord of

Dignity.
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He who says the evening prayer
therein

Sufa is girt with might
He who prays there early (in the

morning)
Sufa is fair and comely

Our ~e1:Js therein are two1

On Sufa there have descended

And difficulties have been cleared
away

o our seh, 0 Rabi,2
• \00

The head of the Frank (the in
fidels) he has brought

o my Lord, 0 AbO. Hamadi

(I beg thee for) help and horses
of noble breed

Obtains happiness and help.

Coming from the Lord of Might.
Obtains happiness and honour.

There is not her equal among the
fair ones.

who have increased in honour
renowned.

Blessings of my Lord on her have
descended.

By their good deeds they were
cancelled.

His (good) deeds outnumber all
good things.

With his (superhuman) resolution
and (mighty) blows.

o thou who livest at the entrance
of the valley..

o thou who livest in Sura.

Nor should one forget the generosity of the saints, as a quality
which belongs to every leader of every village or Bedouin tribe.
Whenever a dJJibah is offered it belongs in reality to the saint, thus
all who partake' in the meal are his guests. As during life so also
after death a true saint has an open house for all visitors and needy
persons. He still satisfies the hungry and welcomes the wayfarer. A
man once had a dispute with his wife, so that he ran away from
home and lived in the shrine of el-Qatrawnn], The weli supplied him
with his daily food, commanding him to keep the way he was fed
a secret. As long as he kept the secret he was never in need.
But the moment he spoke about it, the weli withdrew his help.s

1 EI-Madjgub and lell Ibrahim.
2 He is the grandfather of all the saints in Sufa. His name was MaJ;1mud

er-Rabi and he was the father of el-Madjdfrb.
3 It is often said that madjiidib receive their food in a miraculous way.

See 1 Kg. 171.
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c) Saints as Judges

In the chapter on oaths we got a glimpse of this important
feature of the saint's office. There are many phases of life where a
misunderstanding, a crime or an act of oppression cannot be solved,
settled or revenged. In most of these cases recourse is had to a
saint. It is firmly believed that awlia who know all the hidden
secrets, are also able to pronounce a true judgement, to disclose the
guilty party and to take just revenge. If a person is suspected of
a murder and the Bedouin judges as well as the accusers are
unable to find proofs of his guilt, he is asked to take an oath which
must be seconded by a notable man 1 chosen by the accusers. 'I'hree?
have to sanction the oath of the two. The four persons who swear
with· the accused go to a well known saint or prophet. The judge
either goes with. them himself or sends somebody to act .as his
representative. They take off their shoes and ~nter with rev.erence.
The accused man couches (&iqarrji$) in the niche, stretches out his
hand and swears. The djaiyed el-'amaneh comes next. The three
others follow to sanction the oath of the two. If one is absent a
riffle held by one of the muzakin takes his place. The oath, which
must not be interrupted, runs as follows: "By the great God (repeated
three times), the creator of night and day, the only One, the
victorious, who deprives children of their fathers and makes women
widows, who vanquishes kings, who subdues oppressors, I have not
acted, nor killed nor seen, nor heard, nor. known nor accomplished
evil, nor helped to do it."3 If such a person is guilty and he swears
falsely the saint will surely, sooner or later-in many cases not later
than in seven days-punish him very severely. His hand, which he
has stretched out while swearing, will wither; he may" while leaving
the shrine, fall and break a limb, or a disease may assail him.
This part has been treated more fully under the head of oaths.

d) Saints as Superhuman beings

All acts hitherto described comprise only things which could be
done-in a more or less imperfect way-by any chief. We now come
to actions which cannot be accomplished by any mortal, and thus

t Called djaiyed el-'amanah.
2 Called muzakkin.
:J JPOS n, 51.
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show clearly the superhuman powers of the saints. Disease is an
infliction sent by God, min allah, "from God." .No human being can
cross the way of the Divine. The saint is a friend of God, he is

chosen by him, to work in his name and for his honour. Through
this distinction he can accomplish miracles which really are only a
property of God. The reputation of the saints for curing disease is
widespread and every peasant believes in it.

The same idea holds true in ascribing to the awliil the power
of preventing or removing the scourges which may befall human
beings. In the first place there is lack of rain. On rain' depends the
whole agricultural year of the Palestinian, and even his whole
existence. This subject has' already been treated above, so we need
not dwell on it longer here. In some places certain saints are

regarded as the givers of good crops, the donors of successful
harvests, the protectors of undertakings, and the like. 1 This idea
can be traced back to Biblical times.t

4. RELATION OF THE SAINTS
TO GOD AND POPULAR RELIGION

a) Relation to God

All saints were once human beings and became more like God
through their piety. It is their degree of nearness to God which
puts them in different classes. But, to whatever class they may
belong, the saints stand higher then men and nearer to the deity,
There are no precisely known methods by means of which a person
may become a weli. When discussing their origin we shall come
one step further toward the solution of this problem. The honours
which the saints receive from their Creator differ according to their
rank. Their power depends in most cases also on this point. But
there are many awlia belonging to the middle or even to one of the
lower classes, who enjoy in the eyes of the peasants as great a
reputation as those of the higher classes.

In what follows I shall give the classes of the saints according
to their importance, without going in detail, for such a classification

1 Uurtiss, Chapter XVII.
2 Basea 2 s, 712-U.
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is no longer specifically Palestinian, but belongs to the whole
Mohammedan world. Nor do I claim that the list is absolutely
complete or safe from criticism. It has been compiled after a critical
study· of my list of saints and a thorough examination of the stories
and definitions given to me by different people of Palestine. This
study may throw some new light on very important points of
comparative religion.

'I'he Palestinian distinguishes the following classes of saints:

1. Al-anbia (pl, of nabi), prophets.' Although the Qoran knows
only of 25 prophets.? the Palestinian has given many others this
title. Thus en-nobi Danian, ZetuJ;l, Raiyalun, etc. Even Samuel who
is greatly honoured by all Palestinians is not mentioned in the
Qoranic list. There are many so-called prophets whose shrines are
well known in Palestine, but whose personalities are not at all
known. One example is en-nobi Hanzal near Tell Bet Imm Mirsim.
He is supposed to be the son of the prophet Safwan; neither of
them is known." I have been told the following difference between
a prophet and a simple weli. En-nabz baiyun yurzaq ya12kab, "the
prophet is living, may have children and coitus;" 'while a weli is
living and may have children. Although this distinction is not known
everywhere in Palestine, we find that it has some parallels in the
Qoran.4 The martyrs who are raised to the degree of sanctity after
death, are said to live, eat, drink, marry and beget children. While
the belief extends these abilities to all saints, the present super
stition reserves the sexu~l power to the prophets alone. I was told

1 Some Palestinians make the distinction between a prophet, who is at the
same time mursal (sent to a tribe) and a simple prophet.

! Generally counted as Adam, Idris, Noah, Hfid, eale~, Ibrshim, Ismacil,
Isl]aq, Ya'qub, Yusef, 'Aiyub, Suceb, Elyas, Harun, AlysaC

, Mftss, Lot, [>ftl·Kafl,
Dahftd, Suleiman, Yfmis, Zakarya, Yal]ia, Christ and Mohammad. Some believe
that Alexander the Great was a prophet, others that he was a pious king, while
still others say that his mother was a djinniyeh «(lairat1' l-ma'arif, VIII, 411.)

3 Handal means Colocynth plant and .~afuan= stone. The shrine is a built
cave, a part of a Byzantine church. A Car],qah (another name for sarris=pista.cia
lentiscus) grows there. Some broken columns and a row of' hewn stones are
still visible above ground.

• Sura Ill, 166. See also cAbdallah el-CAttas, zuhur el-fI,aqaiq 231, etc.; Taqiy
ed-Din es-Sabki (Iifa 1-'asqiim fi zio.ret tJer el-'anam) gives many sayings of the
had'it to prove this theory (pp. 134, 135, 136~ 142, 143, 145, 147, 154).
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that en-nabi Sale1)t appears at times during nocturnal dreams to
women who feel that they have had sexual intercourse with him.t

Although the prophets belong to the highest class, they do not
take offence when people visit others of their class, or even of a
lower one. Thus a badzt says that the prophet Mohammed exclaimed
once, man zara 'a7:Ji Yunis ka'annahu zarani, "If one visits my
brother Yftnis, it is as though he had visited me."" A woman of el
Bireh assured me that Moses said once: illi ma bitiqs caziu.'rti izur
Biban ibn ~alti, "Let one who cannot visit me visit Siban the son of
my maternal aunt."

2. The $a1J,abeh are the companions of the Prophet.

3. Awlia4 (friend, companion of G'od) is the collective name for
several subdivisions. The peasants compare them with the stars,
while they liken the prophets to the moon, because when the latter
appears, it dims the light of the former. It is easier to recognize
the Almighty God than to recognize a weli, for the latter yatasattar
min al·karameh kama tatasattar el-hurmoli min el·b·eq" "He conceals
himself from (being known as the doer of) a miracle, as the woman
conceals her menstruation."! In practice this rule is not true, as we

shall see later.

Another slight difference between the different classes of saints

must still be noted. The sanctuary of a prophet is generally called
1J,a,iJrah,6 that of a common saint maqam, while those of especially
honoured and recognized welis are known as mashad. 7 The sub

division of awlia includes:

1 Heard from O. S. Barghtlti.
2 See also Gen. 6 1-.. Another difference is well expressed in the sentence

an-nabi laku el-mu'djizah ual-wali lahu l-karamah, "The prophet has (really, shows
himself through) a miracle (like the resurrection of the dead) and the weli shows
thaumaturgical powers (as the healing of the sick)."

3 Another saying is la t'Ufaq,q,ilo,ni 'ala alJ,i Y1tnis, "Do not prefer me to my
brother ytlnis." For other sayings see Mudjir 1,53.

4 According to Abu Bakr Funk the welt does not know while he is living
that he is chosen by the Almighty, while according to Abft 'AU ed-Daqqaq he
does know, er-Razi V,465.

~ Zuho,r el-haqaiq, 235.
6 The place of his presence, his abode.
., This is true of the shrines of J;[asan, Husen, Dja'far e~-~adiq, etc. The

Sacjiliyeh call the sanctuary of cAli a mashad.
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a) al-aq.tab (pl, of qutb1) , "Poles~" the four who founded. their four
orders bearing their .names: cAbd el-Qader ed-Djilani, Ahmad
el-Badawi, Ibrahim ed Dasuqi, and Ahmad er-Rifafi. The first
who is the descendant of the Prophet's family, is called qutb
el-aqtab (the main pole). It is generally believed that the Al
mighty .has given these four the control of this world.> The
greatest number of ~ifiJJ and darawi~ follow one of the aqtab.
The following verse expresses the devotion of a follower of er
Rifaci to the four aqtab and especially to his own master:

zaiy 'an?arn uisyadi ~tu,nat el-1:taiy
arbo' salatin hum labsin ez-zaiy
uallah law sarra~~u la~tmi usauh {;aiy
ma 'ajf'tt lMe~i bitaufiq el-~laiy.

How can I be oppressed while my masters are the protectors
of the quarter,

Four kings ' wearing crowns are they.
By God, even if my flesh should be cut. and roasted,
I shall not leave, by the help of the Merciful, the Living (God),

my seJj.

It is related that everyone of these leaders received his in
spiration from a prophet, whose instructions (Jjittah = pathway)
he followed. These men of God are also known by different
appellations which are derived from some of their characteristics
or from a miracle performed. EI-Badawi is also called al
Mulattam,4 "the Muffled (of mouth)." Er-Rifaci is known by
the names Abu el-fAwadjiz" (the Father of the Needy), el
clsawi, Abft Hammadi and Seg el-~Eredjah. The last name is
derived from his curing a lame woman rardjah) by touching her
with the seam of his mantle. Verses mentioning these names are:

t Multi~ el-m'U~i~ gives as a synonym gnal.
2 According to CAli el-ij:auwa~, the Ahnighty God favours only one qu#J at

a time with his solititude. When he dies another qu!b is chosen. Lauwaqi~ el
anwar, 11, 157.

3 They are often called 8al~in, as being the monarchs of their order. Lane,
Customs and Manners of the Modern Egypt. 11, 155, note 1.

4 In the text there is a verse with this appellation.
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sadat lena lena
sidi ya-Abu Ifammadi

Our master (twice repeated),

o my master, 0 Abft Hammadi,

tail el-mataleh -ealena

dir an~arak calena
Our waiting (for your help)

has become too long.
Cast thy gaze upon us.

tnin sughur sinni u'ana fi ~tubbkum sa'ttWa~1,

iuilla zaman ~-$iba uu-seb atani urab·
uil:tyat turbit nabi sarluh ed-dalil ura~t

biddi min seb el_cAredjah la!1J,ah j"iha .nadjaJrt

Since my youth have I been a pilgrim in your love,
Youth has flown and white hair (old age) has come and gone

(i, e. even my white hair has fallen out).
By the life (== truth) of the tomb of that Prophet (= Mo

hammed) to whom the guide led and went away,
I ask se~. el-CAredjah for a blast of success (cure).

$iwanuh (ala satt bahr en-Nil man$Ub $lwanuh
el-CIsawy illi ma saka e4-(lem (aiyanuh

nada l..mnadi fi e$-$abab, uil-masa

. tihtazz silslit en-nabiyn C ala ~anuh

His "tent is pitched on the bank of the Nile,
EI-Clsawy whose patients have never complained of oppression

(want).
It is' tlie' herald who cries (his power)' in the morning and evening.
Even the chain of prophets tremble in his honour!

Ed-Djilani is also called el-Baz, as 'he is supposed to have been
,I .the first one to use this kind of drum in, religious music. Often

-the name is written el-Kilani, and is then connected with kala
. ~. (from kayala,. "to measure grain"). This name is explained by

the followingstary. The saint once went to Baghdad to buy
wheat. The merchant tried to cheat him in measuring the corn.
Irritated by 'this mean behaviour ed-Djilan! snatched the measure
from the hands of the merchant and threw it on the heap of
wheat, whereupon it began to be filled by 'an unseen power

1 This verse is thought to have been said by cAbd el-cAl.
18*
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which emptied it into the sack of the saint. Ed-Dasuqt is known
by his first name Ibrahim,

Each ljutb had a devoted disciple, who was endued with the
supernatural powers of his master. They are still known and'
greatly honoured. Some families in Palestine boast that they
are direct descendants of these men of God. They follow their
tenets and still produce masay1:J, and darawi~ of the tariqah.
As has already been mentioned each qutuh has the power to
appear in the form of an animal. The following table gives a

summary of their characteristics:

peacock

ed-Djilani
el-Kilani

Abfl Sale!) 1

el-Baz

Mohammed en·Nnbani
'Abd e~

Samad
lion

the bird
named

Ghreiyb.

el·Bahlflled-Dasuqi I . Ibrahim Abraham
: Abul-cAlamen 1

j

b) El-AbdJ1l (pt .of badal) are saints who change their shapes
whenever they like, according to common Palestinian belief.?

c) A~~ulb el-!fatmih or A~1Jab el-!fatweh are those saints who are able
to go in an instant from one end of the world to the other. Thus
they may be seen in the same day in widely separated cities.

t These names were given to me by sell 'CAli Saraf (Nablus).
2 According to mu[iit el-mu/li~, I, 73, abdal is the pi. of badil. They are pious

men, 70 in number, of whom 40 are in Damascus and the ao others are distrib
uted elsewhere. Whenever one dies the Almighty God choses another in his
place. This explanation is based evidently on a different interpretation of badal,
"to change."
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d) Ma.§diylj are those who have withdrawn from all worldly affairs
and live a purely religious life.

e) lfalifeh, pl, 1julafa are the founders of a zawiyeh (pI. zawaya)
a sort of a convent, as well as the heads of such places. The
head of all the zawayd of one and the same iariqah. is called
el-balifeh el·'a,am. 'I'his name is not to be confounded with
the title conferred on the religious head of all Mohammedaos.

f) '1'he Mudjdhidin (pt of mudjahid), "warriors" (in religious wars),
mghdzzn (p. of mghdzi), also "fighters," and 8uhada (pI. of sahid), 1

"martyrs" are very numerous. In Jerusalem we have the follow
ing places, which are said to be dedicated to martyrs:
aa) In el-Qemarriyeh2 five 'umara (pI. of'amir),3 princes, namely:

Husam ed-Din AbO. l-.aasan el-Qemari, :Viyau)d-Din, J:lusam
ed-Din tIa<Jer, N·asir ed-Din el-Qerami and Nasir ed-Din
Mohammad Djabir. Beside these princes many other mar
tyrs are said to be buried here.

bb) In ~-~e1j Djarral) we find the tomb of this man of God
aa well as of mudja·hidin.

cc) Irdjal el-Badriyeh or Suhada el-Badriyeh, Here Bader
ed-Din Mobammad Abi Qasim el-Hakkari! who died in
the Jordan valley was buried.

dd) Es-Suhada5 outside Bab es-Sahirah. A few tombs are shown.
ee) EI-Mudjahdin in the cemetery of Ma)man AlIah.6 The

heads of 70000 martyrs are said to have been interred here.
ff) Inside the Jaffa Gate there are two tombs dedicated to

such saints.

1 Near Qalansawiyeh (S. of TU! Karm) we are shown el-tnghazin. 'I'he Moham
medan historians tell us that the Beni cl- (Abbas defeated the Beni Umaiyah here
(Yaqut).

2 Situated Dear the English Mission Hospital. The maqdm is a beautiful large
room. In front of the entrance is a (ustqiyeh (room-like tomb) in which the dead
members of the buddam are buried. The five tombs in the shrine lie parallel
to each other. Everyone has a head stone covered with a green latfeh and the
cenotaphs have green starat. The place is neglected.

3 Mudjir, p. 399.
4 Mudjir, p. 398.
& Mudjir, p. 41a, They appeared once to the mother of Imm Mol}ammad Kl.

as a great floak of sheep.
e They are supposed to be the most important martyrs of Jerusalem, but the

place is completely neglected.
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gg) In the north of the Haram Area one is shown several
tombs belonging to the same category"

hh) Masdjad el ..Mudjahdin,2 situated near el.Aq~a, was built
by the sultan 'Isa, surnamed al-Mu'azzam.

ii) The tombs of el-Mudjahdtn in the court of the ija,ldiyeh
library.

kk) El-Ghawanm! (near Bab el-Ghawsnml of the Temple Area,
NW corner) are by some considered martyrs; by others
pious men.

11) Irdjal el-Arb'in in the western complex of the Temple
Area, are said to be martyrs.

mm) ~-~e1} el-Mansi," on the Mount of Zion.!
g) The Bahalil (pl, of bahlul) are a class of hermits who abjure

all worldly riches, live alone in the fields and behave abnorm
ally in many respects. El-madj04ib (pl, of madj(J'll.b) belong
to this class.s More will be said later about this clase."

4. A 'djam are the enemies of the Sufiyeh, as described above.
There is one weli in my list who is supposed to have been a

Christian converted to Islam, Yukanna el-Halaby. All female saints
are reckoned in the awlia group.

b) Position of the Saints in Popular Religion

The folk-religion of to-day differs greatly from orthodox Islam,
though the same may perhaps be said about popular religions

1 Opposite Bab el-Ttim. According to some there are the tombs of scholars
attached to the Mu ca~~amiyeh school.

2 Mudjir, p. 355.
3 Kahle mentions only six of these twelve places.
4 There are many other places dedicated to martyrs scattered all over Pales

tine. Some were mentioned on p. 24.
5 There is a slight distinction between bahali/, and madjQ4ib, which will be

disregarded in this work.
6 There are still other minor classes, such as:

zuhhad (pI. of zahid) "ascetics." Although they may possess some material
riches, they abstain from the use of them, and spend their life in de
votion and prayer, as in the case of Ibrahim el-Adhami,

nussak (pI. of nasik) are those who leave their homes, with all their comforts,
and live as pious hermits in caves. Es-sell Sa'id of Lydda, who is still
living illustrates this class.

I shall not enter into further descriptions of these classes, which do not 'play
any great role at present.
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everywhere. The orthodox Mohammedan religion knows only one
God.' Everyone who believes in more than one God is said to give
God "associates" (su,raka) and is therefore a muJrik, or polytheist.
Even the prophets, as we read clearly in the Qoran, are nothing
but rusl allah (God's apostles), chosen by Him to fulfil His divine
work. Many· of them were simple, illiterate persons, some even with
bodily afflictions. It needs no further discussion to prove that the
holy book, el-Qoran, does not allow any created being to be
worshipped. 2 Even more, according to the tenets of Islam, the
Mohammedan should be a fatalist, where life cannot be prolonged
by any prayers, tears, vows and sacrifices.s No prophet can change
the qad». Nevertheless human nature tries to overcome all difficulties.
As nobody knows "his hour" (saCatuh) duty obliges him to do all he
can to escape misfortune. Human beings have always felt the great
distance between them and God. They know that it is impossible for
the sinner to approach the Holy One! directly, so he needs a
reconciling mediator. Lolah-l-wastah la,4ahab eZ·mawsut,. "Were it not
for the mediator, the person for whom mediation is made would
perish." This feeling is characteristic of all peoples, ages and
religions. The Palestinian has inherited it from his ancestors,
Heathens, Jews and Christians. Many conceptions of these ancestors
can be still traced in the folklore of the modern Palestinian.

Thus mediators arose who were slowly raised to the superhuman
rank.! and gradually their number increased, and the conditions for
becoming a weli became easier. Once having left the rigid paths of
orthodoxy popular worship drifted into superstition. At present we

t The many exclamations connected with the name of God and used in the
daily life of the Palestinian point clearly to his belief in the almightiness of God.
Dalman, Der palest. Islam~, PJB XIII, 21 fr.; Canaan, Aberglaube und Volks
rtl£dizin, pp. 8, 106.

2 The first heads of the MOhammedans were very strict in keeping their
religion pure. Thus we are told that AbO. Bakr said to those who were inclined
to worship Mohammed, "Let those who wish to worship Moh. know that Moh.
died, but those who worship God know that He is living and shall never die."
'Omar cut down the tree under which the Prophet was declared leader because
many believed in its blessing.

3 See also Curtiss, chapters V and VI.
• Lev. 11 44, 45; I Peter 118; Ex. 19 10-13.
5 This is true also of other religions.
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find that popular religion is completely different from the inspired
one. This folk-religion interests us, for as Condor says: "It is in
worship at these shrines that the religion of the peasantary consists.
Moslems by profession, they often spend their lifes without entering
a mosque, and attach more importance to the favour and protection
of the village saint 1 than to Allah himself, or to Mohammed, his
prophet." Nor will this surprise those who realize that these same
Palestine fella~tin are heirs and to some extent descendants of the
heathen inhabitants of prebiblical times, who built the first high
places.

All awl·id, were once human beings, who lived as we live, and
experienced in their own flesh all miseries, difficulties, diseases and
woes of our life. They also know human falsehoods and intrigues.
Thus they feel with us in our afflictions and understand us better
than God does.2 At the same time their anger can be more easily
soothed and thus one always hopes, by taking the necessary
precaution, to. escape or to moderate their punishment. This explains
partly how they have gradually taken the place of God. More vows
are made in their names, more offerings are brought to them and
more help is asked from them than is the case with God. In
reviewing the formulae used in oaths, vows, etc., this point becomes
clear. The first recourse is always to them, while the Almighty is
thought of only on especial- occasions.

5. ORIGIN OF THE SAINTS

I n studying closely popular superstition with regard to super
natural powers, we find that there are three classes: Spirits," Saints
and the Souls of the Dead.!

Spirits may be good (heavenly, upper, godly or believing spirits)!
or bad (earthly, hellish, lower or unbelieving)." The soul or spirit of

1 In the original maqam stands for saint.
2 Hosea 110.
3 Canaan, Aberglaube, etc. pp. 7 ff.; ibid. Haunted springs, etc., JPOS I, 153fr.;

Doutte, Magie, etc., pp. 119, 120, 160, 222; Jaussen, Coutumes, etc., pp. 218ff.:
Einsler, Mosaik.

~ Canaan, .A berglaube, p. 11.
5 The respective Arabic words are 8amaw~yeh, 'alawiyeh,ralJmantyeh, mu'minan.
6 'ar4iyeh and turabiyeh, djahannamiyen, su{li1len, kater«n.
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the dead may become a good or a bad spirit, according to its good
or bad actions on earth. The souls of those who have met an un
natural end always haunt that spot where the blood of the slain
flowed. Such a spirit is known as '1nfdwil (or rasad) 1, Gen. 4 10.

The good souls of the dead are in many a case elevated to sainthood.
We thus see that all supernatural powers are divided into good

and bad ones. The first group contains the saints, good spirits and
souls of the righteous dead.t The second category is formed by the
bad spirits and the souls of wicked men. These two powers are
continually at war with each other, but nevertheless they possess
many points of resemblance. They appear in different . forms, are
able to fly, perform miracles, etc. The degree of supernatural power
which they can exercise depends upon their rank. The saints are

the most powerful of the good, and the djinn of the bad group.
The almighty God reigns over all and they all have to obey his
orders. The modern Palestinian believes just as his biblical predecessors
that every thing-good and bad- comes from God. The Arabic
expressions used when evil befalls a person express this idea well:
min allah (from God), bi'ign allah, (with God's permission), iaqdir
alldh (God's irreversible decree)." Both good and evil powers are
God's messengers! who fulfil his decrees. 5

In some cases it is easy to find the origin of the saints, while in

others it is most difficult. I shall try to catalogue the saints in the
following categories:

1 Such a spirit is always dreaded. Cemeteries are always avoided during the
night. Any child who is beaten in a cemetery gets sick.

2 It used to be a wide spread custom, which still exists but to a somewhat.
less extent, to place with the dead in his grave the things to which he was most
attacbed, his gUD, argileh, coffee pot or even his most beloved dish. This, as
wen as the belief that the soul may. appear to the living (especially on the eve
of Friday, see Aberglaube), shows that tho peasants believe that the spirit
continues to live and remains attached to the objects which it preferred during
its life on earth (JPOS IV, 28). But I cannot verify for Palestine the state..
ment of Curtiss (in chapter 11) that a dead man can approach his wife after
his death.

3 Job. 210; Amos a6.

4 Ex. 19; 1 Same 16 u-ie, 1810, 21 5.

:. Very' interesting is the belief that where there are many awUO" many
djinn try also to be present. Thus some saints try to drive away these djinn.
El..cAdjami in Bet Djibrin asked to be buried at the entrance of the village to
prevent the djinn from entering (see also QS 1915, 172), .
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I. Historical saints,
a) Biblical characters,
b) Qoranic charaoters,
c) Characters from Mohammedan history.

11. Saints whose descendants are still living.

Ill. Darawis of some tariqah and saints of unknown origin.

Before describing the different items in the list, it will be important
to give some details which may throw some light upon the origin of
the awlid. The examination of the names of welis often is of value,
though the explanations given by the peasants are often based on
popular etymologies.! Here is a list to demonstrate this point:

Name of saint Location Origin of appellation

He always walked barefoot.

Said to have carried a bas
ket full of water, without
its leaking.

He frightens and confuses
robbers who approach his
shrine.

He flew to Mecca.
He blows up every trans

gressor so that he swells.
He fought the infidels with

a camel's legbone (cf.
Samson),

Because of the thick hair on
his back.

Der Ghasaaneh From his craft of making
baskets from palm-leaves.

Ijirbet Husah,
SW of Safa
CAmr

Der Ghassaneh
E. of Kifr3 ad

Dik
DurahAbft 'Arqnb! (the

father of the leg)

Abft Sa~r (Father of M3Jl}.ah
Hair)

Ibrahim el-Hauwas (I.
the worker in palm
leaves)

Bisr -i-asn (the Bare- Nablus
footed)

Ahmad Abft Sal12 (the clrak
Father of the basket) el-Mansiyeh

en-nobi Hu~an

'Asfur (the bird)
Nafub (the blower)

I Such etymological explanations are not new. See Goldziher, ZDMG, vol.
XXIV, pp. 207ff.

2 QS 1915, p. 174.

3 Kifr == kafr,

4 QS 1916, 15.
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Lftlu (Pearls) Jerusalem

Irdj'a,l el-cAmftd (the Nablus
men of the column)

All el-Bakka 1 (the Hebron
Weeper)

en-nabi Nub (Weeper) CAtab

el-Kilan!
(the Measurer)

ljalilAllah 3(the friend Hebron ·
of God)

AbO. rror (father of Jerusalem
the ox)4

He mourned greatly in his
life time.

He changed kaskasfm 2 into
pearls.

He measured out grain.

He was chosen, by God, ' as
a friend.

He used to ride on an ' ox.5

Origin of appellation

He sent a ' flame to devour
'his enemies (cf Elijah).

They Hew during their life.
A carob tree grew beside his

grave.

The Almighty saved ' her vir
ginity.

They used to carry a column in
one hand,(originally pillar
saints).

He used to weep much.

Location

Nablus

in many places
SW of

ed-Dahriyeh

Sebastia

Name of saint

en-nabi Sa(leh (father
of the flame)

et-~aiyar (the flying)
AbiJ. ljarrubeh (the

father of ,the carob
tree)

el-lja<Jra' (the Green)

While for some of the shrines certain data can be secured from
the sources we have, for many we must resort to conjecture. Many
sanctuaries honoured by the modern Palestinian are doubtless older
than Islam and even than the Christian period, as Renan writes:

I l\ludjir ed-Din 11, 492.

2 kaskasun (Classical Arabic kuskus) = gruel of coarse semolina (Hava 645).
Q8 1917, 120.

3 He is called in the Bible twice the "Friend of God", Is. 41, 8; James 2, 23.

4 Mudjir 11, 488.

5 Some saints govern the rain (es-seg Ghet, es-seg Matar), the dew (Abu en
Nada, Schumacher, Der Djolan, ZDPV IX, 350), vapour (Abu :Qababeh, Curtiss,
chapter IV), etc.
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"Men have since their beginnings worshipped at the same places, 1

which were often on mountain tops, where men of remote ages felt
themselves nearer to the Divine, with whom they sought to hold
converse,"! Ps. 121, 1. The Palestinian has often kept the place as
a shrine, but has changed the name of the being worshipped there.
'I'hus, for example, the cave situated on the Mount of Olires, honoured
by the Mohammedans as the shrine of er-Rab'ahs was revered by
the Christians as the place where Pelagia atoned for her sins, while
the Jews cherish the still older belief that this place is the shrine
of the prophetess lJuldah, 4 Not only were many Christian churches
changed to mosques, but many Christian sanctuaries became Moslem
awlia.

One of the best examples of this is eS-se~ Mol)ammad Sacleh in
Sebastia.! The following story is told about him. Once a fight took
place between the believers (Mohammedans) and the unbelievers.
The men of God helping the former sent fire from heaven which
devoured their enemies. Hence this name Sacleh (flame). In the
ruins adjacent to the shrine Prof. Alt found a Greek inscription
dedicating the church to Elijah the Tishbite in memory of the miracle
of sending fire down from heaven to consume men sent by Ahaziah
king of Israel. 'I'radition has preserv.ed the Biblical story with slight
modification; Sacleh takes the place of Elijah.

It is very interesting to investigate different shrines, get the stories
connected with them and note all the superstitious beliefs attached
to them. Such data will often be of great topographical and even
historical value.

Another very important fact which is to be noted is that many
villages bear the name of their most important saint. The question
arises whether the village is called after the Dame of the saint, or
vice versa. As in most of such cases, either principle may apply.
In my collection I have the following such cases:

t Mission de Phenicie (after Goldziher).
2 A. R. S. Kennedy in Hasting's Dictiona1Y of the Bible.
3 Mentioned already JPOS IV,57. Not Rab'ah el-CAlawiyeh as mentioned in

QS 1917, 121, but el-CAdawiyeh. The story mentioned in Q8 is unknown to all
whom I have questioned.

~ Mudjir, 238, thinks wrongly that er-Rsb'ah was buried here.
J Alt, Ein vergessenes Heiligtum des Propheten Elias, ZDPV XLVIII, 393.
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Village

El-Hader
Der Yasin
Qaryet el- 'Inab
Bet Lahim (Galilee)
cArftrah
Der Saraf
lj:irbet Der es-Sidd
MazariC en-Nubant
Del' e~-Seb

Bet Djibrin
Bet Liqia
Danian (Lydda)

Yanfln
CAlut
Yamin
Bet 1Jr et-Tal)ta
Kafl IJaris
Han Yflois
EI-CEzariyeh
lj:alil er-Rahman (Hebron)

lJirbet Tell el-Arb'in
el-Fahidjeh
lJirbet Idjdur
Der CAiyflb
ljirbet CAzzuni2

en-nabi Sale\1
ed-DaQi~

ljirbet el-Kafirah (Kferah)
Der Istia

el-Yahfldiyeh
lJirbet Hti~eh

Saint

EI-lJager el-Ab~ar

~-~elj Yasin
es.~e1:J, el-Tnbawy

ea-sel] Lahham
~-§eh el-rArtiri

~-~eb Barsf
~-se1J es-Sidrt
e§-se~ en-Nnbani
e~-§e~ (es-sultan) Bader
en-nobi Djibrin
en-nabi Liqia
en-nobi Danian
en-nobi Nflu
en-nOOi Lflt
en-nabi Benyamin
en-nabi ctJr
en-nabi !?u I-Raft
en-nobi Yfmis
el-cUzer

ljalil Allah
el-Arb'in

Al)mad el-~"aludji

en-nabi Idjdftr t

en-nabi 'Ayub
Irdjal cAzzftn 3

en-nOOi Salel)
ed-Da}.1i
AbO. Kfer
en-nabi I~ya

en-nalJi Yahfida
en-nabi Hftsa.

t The biblical Gedor, J os. 1568 j 1 Chr. 439, 13 7.

2 Half an hour from Sannariyeh.

3 The full name is Irdjal cAzzun bin CAtmeh.

• The mountain on which the wen is built bears the same Dame.
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Even some "quarters of cities, small uninhabited places, mountains,
etc., bear at present the name_ of a shrine, situated in or near them:

l.Iaret en-noM Dahfld
ij:aret e~·se~ Djarrab
a:aret Sacd u sra
Bab Sitti Mariam (Lion's Gate)
Djabal et-~ori1 (Jerusalem)

es-seg Badr (NW Jerusalem)
'reIl Barameh2

Hariqet el-Liqani"
Nahr Rubin
Tell Yunis (S. of Jaffa)

en-nobi Dahild
eS-§e1} DjarraJ}
Sacd u 8cid
The Virgin Mary
es-seg Al)mad et-Tori (also pro-

nounced et-'fori)
es-seg Badr
Bal'ameh
en-nabi Liqia
en-nabi Rubin
en-nob; Yunis,

I shall try to analyaes a few of the above names to show how in
some cases the saints receive the name of the villages, while in
others villages are called after the name of their most important
awlia. It is unquestionably an important field for further investigations,
for the results will clear away many obscurities in the topography
and local history.

The two following cases, although not mentioned in the above
list, well illustrate how saints perpetuate the names of ruined
villages. Near Bisan is the mound of Tell e,,·Sarim, once the
Canaanite city of Rehob (a name meaning wide place), destroyed
about the eleventh century B. C. In Byzantine and early Arabic
times it was represented by a village of the same name, mentioned
by Eusebius, now ijirbet er-Rbab just to the south of 'I'ell es-Sarim.
Here in the later ruin is a weli who has taken the name of the
ancient city, and is called es-seh er-Rhab. The same is true of the
Canaanite royal city Eglon, probably Tell el-Hesi, A se~ CAdjlun

t According to Mudjir 11, 488, the mountain used to be called Der Mar
Morqus (from a flristian convent which had the same name). The name Der
Abu ror was given to the place after the king Abu-l-Fatl} ~Otman, the son of
~a!al} ed-Din, presented the whole village (on the mountain) to es-ieb A~mad

AbO. 'Eor.:
2 Between Djenin and Qaha~iah.

3 Bet Likia.
4. Mader, Altchristliche Basiliken, has given us much important information

about this subject.
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in the immediate vicinity of the mound, on a Byzantine or early Arabic
ruin called lJirbet CAdjlun, commemorates the place and perpetuates
in 'his name that of the long destroyed city. I owe these last two
cases to the kindness of Prof. Albright.

Es·~e~ Yasin 1 in Der Yasin is also the original Christian
St. Yason.r En-nabi Htisan in lJirbet l}useh perpetuates the name
of the Talmudic Osheh. Nabi el-Yaqin (IV, 78) may perpetuate the
city of Cain (Qayin) mentioned in Joshua 15 b7.' Es·se'J.J, A.bu Tor
(originally ~or, the father of the ox) is built on the site of the Christian
convent of St. Luke,» whose emblem was an ox.6 So also probably
el-Tlzer of AbO. Ghos is the originally Eleazar, the son of Abinadab,
who was set apart by his father "to keep the ark of the Lord"
during its stay in Kirjathjearim (1 Same 7 1if.). The sanctuary was
probably on the neighbouring hill." Bet (fir is the ancient Beth
Boron and has now as its most important saint a nabi bearing the
name of the village-en-nabi ("Or. No such prophet is known.' In
Bet Djibrin, the ancient Bet Gabra or .Bet Gubrin.s en-nobi Djibrin
(or Djibril, Gabriel) is honoured. There is no prophet (but an
angel) of this name, and the saint's name is clearly derived from that
of the village.9, Ed-Djazairt, commemorates the ancient name of

1 There is no nabi eale\l in Der Yasin 8S Abel says in Revue BiblilfUe, 1924,
620, but only a lea ~ale~. The shrine is a very neglected, undecorated room,
without 8 mi!~rab, tomb, matresaes, oil lamps or votive offerings. The room
forms a part of a building called ed-Der, The spear of the setJ is planted on the
roof of the shrine.

2 H. Goussen, Uber georgische Drucke U1Jd Handschriften (after Abel in
Rev. Bibl.).

3 See for bibliography Mader, 1. c., 166 ff.
4 Meistermann, 1928.
5 Cf. on the other hand the tradition transmitted by Mudjir, and already

referred to.

G Der el-Azhar exhibits ruins of a Byzantine church probably dedicated to
the "stay of the ark of the Lord." See Pierre le Diacre (1137).

7 It may be that the town was connected in Jewish times with the Aaronical
I;Iur (probably l;Ior), by a popular etymology, and that Bet CUr stands for Bet
!Jor lW. F. Albright].

8 It iis not mentioned in the Bible. Josephus calls it Begabris, the Talmud
Bet Gubrin. The Crusaders built here a fortress which they called Gibelin
(Meistermann).

9 About the new maqiim see QS 1915, 171.
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Gezer, Abft SQ.seh being the new name. On Tell el·cAsftr the seb
el·CAsQr perpetuates the name of Baal Bazor of 11 Same 13 23. t I
do not doubt that ~-se~2 el-Tnbawy has the same origin as that
of ed-Djazairi, Abft Kfer perpetuates the name of the old Canaanite
city whose ruin is still known as el-Kefirah. Qabr ]Jabrfin 3 (near
Hebron) perpetuates the Bittite Ephrans of Gen. 23 ~20.5

It is to be noted that these ancient city names are often certainly
not derived from personal names, but the Palestinian has personified
them with eponymous saints. In another set of cases the saint has
given his name to the village in which he is honoured:

Hebron lJalil Allah
Bethany Lazarus (el.CUzer)
Mizpeh of Benjamin Samuel
no village St. George (el-Hader)
a hill Jonas

Old name
of the locality Name of the saint

Present name
of the locality

el-HaUl
el-(~zariyeh
Nebi eamu~16
el-Rader.

~ .
Tell Yftnis.

Kojl in Kafl Haris is originally Kafr, T·he change of consonants
is due to dissimilation of the ~'r", as in Sflrbahil for Surbahir, etc.,
and is quite regular in Palestinian Arabic. After Kafr had been
changed into kafl the latter was connected with the Qoranic prophet
Dul-Kafl, and a sanctuary of this 'prophet arose.

I The trees are called iadjarat el-cAwasir. In oaths Irdjal el-'Aw&sir is used.
Both point to the plural. On the other hand the mi/lrab and the cave are
connected with the sing. cAsur. The mi~rab does not exist any more. Robinson,
Biblical Researches in Palestine, 11,264, note 1, mentions a weli on the top of

the mountain.
2 See' also Rev. BibI. 1907, 445.

3 Mudjir I, 40 calls him 'Afrun.

4 Mader, Altckristliche Basiliken, 146, note 3.

5 Near el-Qatrawany are the ruins of a Byzantine church. Some Christians
of Bir Zet, cherish the tradition that there was a Christian convent bearing the
name of "St. Katharina." The etymology of Qa~rawani corresponds more with
Katrina than with Qa~rah (a village 'near Gaza). ,

8 Abel, .Rev, Bibl. 1912, 167. 'I'he identification with Mizpah is disputed. Alt
makes it=Mizpeh, but not Mizpah; Albright makes it= both (with G. A. Smith

and Buhl).
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Before leaving this part I venture to draw the following com
parision. I have been told that en-nabi Zetfln t (near Bet fJnia)
stands for Zebulon.2 Raiyalun in the shrine of el-'Anbia (N ablus)
stands also for the same patriarch. I would suggest that ~,.4) is
the source of both ~~J,3 and ~.,.4J' and that an early Arabic or

· even a Qufic inscription with the world ~.,.4)-which would be then
written ~,b)-wa8 misread and changed by some to ~~.) and by

other to ~~J' 4

In many cases we are told that many saints live in one and the
same shrine. I have found the numbers 10, 40, 60 and 70 to pre
dominate, forty being the most important and the most common,

In analysing the shrines dedicated to the "forty" we find that this
number is always combined with some descriptive appellation, such
as weli, nabi mu'min, mghazi, rdjal, sahid, mabsftmiyeh and in one
case tadjami. Leaving the last expression aside for the present, we
observe that these appellations may be grouped into two categories:

1. 'I'hose pointing to sanctity of life, like weli, nabi, ,nu)min.
2. Those pointing to martyrdom, sahid and mghasi.

It is a most difficult problem to know who the forty were. In the
Oriental Christian church we have seven occasions on which forty
persons are celebrated.! Six times they are martyrs" and once saints.
One group of these seven were killed in Palestine. 7 The most im-

t The popular tradition about the origin of this saint runs as follows:
Imm es-Sel! (the daughter of Al}.mad ed-Dadjdjsni) whose shrine lies near,
beheld one day a column of fire reaching from heaven to earth. The same night
a reverend leo appeared to her and said that his place lay at the point where
the fire touched the earth. Early next morning she hurried to the site, which
was known to be absolutely treeless and to her great astonishment' found a
large olive tree growing there. She called the place e~-Ie~, Abft Zetftn. I can
not verify Drake's statement in QS 1872, 179, that Abu Zetun was the son of
Irnm es-Seh.

2 Heard from several people of .Bet irnia.
3 Schumacher, ZDPV IX, 353 mentions an Abu Zetun (in Djulan), whose

name came also from an olive tree.
4 Some have even misread the) as a J and read Dabbilfm.
5 See Greek SYKAXART.
6 In one case forty virgins, in another forty children suffered martyrdom.
1 It is to be noted that out of 108 occasions on which Christians suffered

persecution and death we find only seven times that the number of the martyrs
was forty (Synaxary).
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portant group, the forty martyrs of Sebaste (Asia Minor),' perished
from cold in a frozen lake, due to the persecution of Licinius.
Probably the Christian legends have given the impulse to the
Mohammedan idea. This is doubtless the case with maqam
el-Arb'in in Nazareth, which was erected on the site of the
church of the martyrs.2 The same may be said of the mashad
el-Arb'iu! on the djabal Rumedeh (near Hebronj.s and with
probability of the sanctuary of the forty on the Mount of Olives,
where according to J erome there were thirty baailicas and many
convents.

It is curious that the Mohammedans, whose sacred book makes
very little use of this number, have so many shrines dedicated to the
"forty," while the Christians and Jews, in whose literature we meet
with so many references to this number, have far fewer.! I suppose
that in many case~ the original idea was "many" or "several" saints,
who were thought to have been seen praying in one place. Sooner
or later a person claimed to have seen as many as forty, where
upon his statement was at once accepted and the definite number
replaced the vague one.

Forty is a much used number in magic formulae, superstition
and religious beliefs, but it cannot compete with the holy numbers
three, .five and seven.

In examining the shrines dedicated to ten, sixty and seventy
saints we find that they are less common than those mentioned. I
have only one example representing each class:

I On the 10th of March the Orthodox. Church has a feast in their memory.

2 This church was mentioned by Burckbardt (1283) and Corsenus (1628), see

M.an~ur, TarifJ en-Na~irah, 1924, p. 188. He writes that while ~aleh Djabbfir

was digging in his property, which lies to the SE of the maqam four pillars of

granite were found. Two were bought by the Franciscans and two by the Greek

priest Nifont

3 Mentioned by Mudjir 11, 427.

4 Mader, Ope cii., 148ft·., gives the proofs for this theory.

5 It is said that when the Prophet had forty followers he ordered his

muaddin to call for prayer.
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ljarrubet el-<Asarah

Mgharet es-sittin nabi
sab'in (Azerat 3

CEsawiyeh,l

Bani N'em,2 and
rAwartah.

In regard to the last I observed some contradiction. On the one

hand their names denote that they are thought to be female saints,
and they appeared as female doves; on the other hand some people
of CAwartah told me that they were male prophets. 4

The following is the list of the "~"orty" which I have visited.
There are many others scattered all over Palestine:

Forty 11Jelis in the cave of Rdjal el-Amud (Nablus)
madjmaC el-Arb'in in one of the rooms of R. el-cAmud (Nablus)

Arb'tn Mghazi Bet Likia
Rdjal el-Arb'in Biddft
Djami' el-Arb'in cEsawiyeh
arb'in Mghazi Soba
el-Arbin el-Qubebeh
el-Arb'In between Sataf and <En Habis

Qubbet el-Arb'in Mount of Olives
•Rdjal el-Arb'in Temple area.

Before continuing, it should be stated that many shrines have
completely disappeared, while the local name of the quarter, cistern,

rock, hill, etc., still points to the old shrine. The following are
some examples. In Bet Djala there used to be a sanctuary for Mar
'Aiya§,c» St. George,s Gideon? and for his son Abimelech.8 It was

believed that the double miracle of the fleece placed on the threshing

1 Another ij'arrubet el-'Asarah used to be on the Mount of Olives.
Mudjir 11, 411, mentions Masdjad cl-cAsarah which was connected with a
carob tree .

., l\Iudjlr I, 67; of the 60 prophets, 20 were apostles.
3 In the Christian Church we have 60 occasions where 70 martyrs and

three where' seven martyrs are celebrated (Synaxary).
• The inhabitants of this village believe that these prophets prophesied

during the time of Moses.
~ A Greek Catholic sanctuary.
G At the place where at present the German Mission has its buildings. The

whole quarter is still known 8S ~aret ed-Der.
7 Where the Latin Patriarchat has its building.
S In the northern part of the villag-e.
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floor and given to Gideon t as a sign that he would smite the
Medianites took place in Bet Djala. The place was' known up to
thirty years ago as "Iraq ed-Djizzeh, "the rock of the fleece."2 Into
Bir ed-Damm (the cistern of blood) it is supposed that Abimelech
threw bis brethren whom he had killed.t A few other forgotten places
have already been mentioned in the text.

I. Historical Saints
a) Biblical Characters

Palestine as the land of the Bible naturally possesses the sites
where different persons of both Testaments lived, acted and were
buried. Many prophets enjoy several sanctuaries, one commemorating
the place of his nativity, a' second the spot of one of ~s most im
portant actions, the third his tomb, and still another the place where
he is supposed to have appeared after death, etc. It goes beyond
the scope of this work to give a list of all Biblical characters who
are honoured at different spots of Palestine. Their number is very great.

Some of the prophets have changed their names completely, as
we have seen in the case of Sfaleh and Abfl Zetun. The shrine of
en-nabi Yaqin on the mountain al-Martum, near Beni N'em, has
been already described (IV, 78). St. J erome states that a sanctuary
of Abraham was founded in the village of Beni .N'em, then called
Caphar Barucha, The modern inhabitants place the tomb of Lot
here. His sanctuary is certainly erected on the ruins of a church.!
Other biblical persons who have changed their names are:
Raiya,lfln (Nablus) stands for Zebulon.
EI·cUzer CAwartah) stands for Ezra, originally Eleazar, son of Aaron.
El-cUzer (AbO. GhOS)5 stands for Ezra, originally Eleazar the son of

Abinadab.
El-Tlzer (el.cEzariyeh) stands for Ezra, originally Lazarus.
el-Man~o.ri CAwartah) stands for Phineas son of Eleazar.

t The inhabitants of this village believe that Gideon lived at this spot.
2 Judges 6.
3 From the written notes of my father.
4 St. Jerome says that this was the spot to which Abraham accompanied the

angels, who went down to Sodom, which belief is, as we have seen, still cherished
by the inhabitants of Beni NCem (and by Mudjir).

5 It is curious that Mudjir (138) thinks it was Jeremiah and not Ezra whose
story is mentioned above (I V, 51).
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There are many other examples. Cases like the classical Yal)ia for
Yohannf; (John) and Idris for Enoch have been omitted. The follow
ing list illustrates how one and the same biblical prophet may be
honoured in several shrines:

Abraham north of Hebron

in Hebron
Beni N(em

Jerusalem
(below the Sagrah)

Jesus Bethlehem

North of Bethlehem
Jerusalem

(Holy Sepulchre)

Jerusalem (Aq~a,)

Mount of Olives

Bet Djala (Bir COna)
Jordan
Mount of Quarantine

Mount Tabor

Bet el-lJalil, t

Bir el-lJalil,
his tomb and Ballutet el-lJalil,2
the place from which he beheld

the destruction of Sodom.
a mibrab where he is supposed

to have prayed"
nativity and Mgharet es-Saiydi

(the milk-grotto)
the field of the Grey Peas."
Beside the tomb of Christ, there

are many spots connected with
his life history.

Foot imprint,
below the Aq~a STir (Isa.
imprints of both feet in the As-

cension chapel.
Imprints of the knees.
Baptism.
a grotto where Jesus spent his

fast.
Transfiguration.

1 Mentioned by Mudjir ed-Din 11, 424, as the place where Abraham had his
tents. It is to be noted that several places in the neighbourhood still indicate
biblical places: en-Namreh (8 summit of a mountain), er-Rameh (another summit),
djabal el-Batrak (the highest mountain in southern Palestine), rEn Sarah, lJallet
el-Butmeh, etc.

2 Really Ballu~t Sebta.

3 In Berzeh, near Damascus, is supposed to be his birth place.

t The Arabic legend tells us that "one day a man was sowing dwarf peas in
that field, when Jesus passing by asked him: 'What are you sowing there, my
friend l' 'Stones' was the answer. 'Very welJ, you will reap stones.' And truly
when the sower came to gather them, he found nothing but petrified peas'
(Meistermann), See another version of the story given in lV, ~~ note ~.
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David Bethlehem

Jerusalem
Jerusalem

(below the eabrah)
Jerusalem

(outside of el-Aq~a)

In the "Tower of
David"l

In Qubbet es-Sinsleh

David's cisterns (2 Sarn. 23 14

etc.)
his tomb
mi~l,rab Dahud

a mibrab

a l1zibrab

a mibrab.

The different shrines of the prophet J ob 2 and those of el-Hader!
have been already enumerated. In some cases several tombs of one
and the same prophet are shown. The inhabitants of each village
are certain that their sanctuary is the correct one. A few examples
are: Jonah has a tomb in lJaD Yunis, another in .I:Iall)ft14 and a
third" in Me~hed.6 There are 'still other places commemorating Jonah:
Nem Yunis at Nahr Sukrer? (6 km to the north of Minet el-Qal'ah),

a Tell Yunis six and half km south of Jaffa,8 and lJ:an en-nahi Yunis
between Sidon and Beirut. In this place tradition tells us that the
fish cast up J onah upon the dry Iand.? J oseph has his main shrine
near N ablus, This is honoured by Mohammedans, Christians, Sama
ritans and Jews, while the shrine (also with the tomb) in Bet Idjza

t Le Strange, Palestinp. under the Mosle~nt~, p. 213.

2 cEn Aiyiib south of IJall}ul was not yet mentioned.

3 He is confused with St. Heorge, EJijah, .Eleazar and Phiueas, Hanauer,

Folklore of the HO~1J Lanrl, p. 51. The last two names must be exceptionally

rare, as I never heard them .

• 1\1 udjir I, 142. The minaret was built in the year 623 A. H. (1926). The

Jews placed here the sanctuary of Gad (M. V. Guerin, Descr, Geog1·. et Archeol.
de la Palestine, Judee Ill, 284 fr.).

5 Goldziher, Moh. Trad. uber den Grabesori des Jonas, ZDPV 11, 13, etc.;

Abel, Le oa« de Jonas en Palestine, JPOS 11, 176; Guerin, csuu« I, 165;

This place is the old Gath-Hepher associated with a prophet Jonas in 2 Kg. 1426.

6 Meshed (place of martyrdom) owes its name to the story of the prophet.

7 Abel, 1.C. 179.

8 Schick, QS 1888, p. 7 fr.
9 Mudjir'8 account about the place where Jonah was cast up is uncertain.
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W of Kaft Ijaris.

Kafr Sfibfi
Yanun

Yahftdiyeh
Danian
S. of Jaffa
Ras el.cEn

Banat YaCqiib

Yamin

Binyamin
Yahftdfi
Danian (Dan)
Rubin

Tari (Ashar)

enjoys only local honour and was neglected when I visited the place. t

A third shrine is shown in Hebron in Haram el-l]alil. 2

It is curious to note that for most of the sons of Jacob there

are shrines situated in different villages on the, western mountains

of Middle Palestine. There are:

Raiyalnn (Zebulon) Nablus

Yasadjer (Isachar) Nablus
Asar Nablus
Yiisif Nablus

Yusif Bet Idjza
Simon Qalqiliya.h

el-Hadra
v •

(Jacob's daughter) Nablus

b) Qoranic Personages

In this group we count the personages who are first mentioned

in the Qoran, and are not biblical. There are only few represent
atives, the most important of whom is Mohammed himself, whose

main shrine is not in Palestine. In Palestine we have several places
connected with his life history, namely, those of the miraculous

night-journey (lelatul-miCradj). The following are the places I know of:

1. His twelve foot imprints on the Holy Rock,

2. The tongue of the eabrah which spoke with him,
3. The place where he prayed, below the Rock,

4. TaCdjet e~-eagrah,

5. The hole in the Rock through which he ascended to heaven,

6. The impression of his foot on a separate piece of stone,

7. The Prophet's hair,

8. Under the Aqea two mi~lrabs,

9. The place where Braq was tied,

10. Zetunit en-Nabi,

1 While the preceding and the next places are mentioned by Mudjir, he knows
nothing about this sanctuary.

2 See Manasik el-Qud.~ ual-Q.alil, p. 34, and Mursid laz-zayr, P: 40. Some
Mohammedans believe that J oseph was thrown by his brethren' in a pit (bir
Sindjil); others think that this well is inhabited by es-1eo ~a,le.l], Canaan, Haunted
Springs, etc. JPOS I, Nr, 4.
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11. Qubbet el-Mi'rad],

12. A qubbeh in which it is said that the prophet prayed with the

angels and the prophets,

13. A foot imprint near Der Ghassaneh,

14. Another lin Haram el-Halil.!. ~ ~

The prophet is by no means connected only with these spots, but

he meets every Friday with some awlia ID their shrines, where he
has been observed praying.?

Beside the prophet Mohammed there are four prophets peculiar

to the Qoran: Hud,3 Saleb 4 Suceb6 and Du l-Kafl, Hud was sent to
the tribe of fAd, Salel) to Tamud, Suc eh to the Medianites and j)fi.l

Kafl.6 succeeded Alisaf

• Of these four Sale\l and :Pft I-Kafl are the
more important for Palestine. I have collected the names of five

places where Salel). is honoured. Two (in Qariyet en-nabi Saleb7 and
in Milfi.l) show tombs of the prophet, although it is known that he

died in Mecca.s The feast in Ramleh-where his third shrine is

found-is called ed-djumCah el-Hamiyeh and dj. ed-djamif

el-Abiad.?

The shrine between Idnah and 'I'alqumeh has no cenotaph. The

t See the above mentioned Arabic guide books.

2 This same property is even more peculiar to el-Hadr, If a person meets
another several times a day, at different places, he says: "You are like cl-lJacJr,
wherever one goes, one finds him."

3 Some think that he was :ijebar, others give his genealogy as Hfrd son of
cAbdallah, s, of Raba~, s. of ij:lud, s. of cAd, s, of cAul (biblical Uz), s, of Aram,
s, of Sam, s. of Noah. "

4 Son of 'Obed, s. of A~f, s. of Masib, s. of ij:agir, 8. of 'Eamud. (This
genealogy, as well as that of Hfrd, is taken from Sale).

5 Many think that he is identical with the father-in-law of Moses (Ex. 2 18).

Mudjir I, 68, knows his tomb in IJittin (near Safad). The place is now called
:ijirbct Madin, which perpetuates the name of the Canaanite royal city of
Madon, but was identified with Madyan, Midian. LW. F. AIbright.]

6 Mudjir I, 68, thinks with other writers that he was Biss the son of Job.
See also Diiiratu l-ma'iirif IX, 232.

7 A 8e~ of Der Ghaaaaneh justified the tomb of nebi ~ale~ of his district by
saying that tradition teaches us that his tomb lies on an elevation near which
seven teamS arise; and this is true of the village of Nebi ~a.le~.

8 Sale, p. 6.
9 JPOS 11, 165.



uamil taClamu, maqabiruhut)'1, biarqin
lIaqinan gheiru ma sakana er-rasulu
uafi l!ibrUna aiq,an fiha ghar'Un
fihi ruslun kiramun ual-Jlalilu

No one knows with certainty the places of their tombs. except where the
Prophet lived,

As well as in Hebron where there is a cave sheltering the honourable Prophets
and Abraham.
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fifth shrine is in Acre. ~ft l-Kafl t has a shrine in Kafl I:Iaris2 which
bears his name (cf. above). The tomb lies outside the maqam. It
is said that a cave lies below the maqam. Another shrine of this
prophet is to be found in Kafr fAttiyeh. Here we find again a tomb.
En-nabi Suceb has a sanctuary in fAdjftr which is very much
neglected. 3

We observe here again how uncertain these locations are, and we
may agree with Mudjir ad-Din who writes: "The site of the tomb
of no prophet, except those of the prophet Mohammed, Abraham and
his sons, can be located with certainity."!

c) Saints from Mohammedan History

A large number of these saints were commanders or warriors of
distinction in the armies which conquered Palestine. It is curious
to note that many whom we know to have died and to have been
buried in some other country.! nevertheless possess one or several
shrines in Palestine. Many of the stories told to explain the origin
of these shrines are legendary. As examples we may give the following:

Ed-Dasuqi has a shrine north of Der Ghassaneh, though his tomb
lies in Egypt, and none of his important deeds were performed in
Palestine. The shrine of er-Rifa'i commemorates some of the blood
of the qutb which dripped here after his return from a fight with
the kujfar. Salman el-Farsi, who has a beautiful shrine on the

1 He is said to have been caIJed by this name because he made himself
responsible to the prophet EIIsac to follow his steps in worshipping the Almighty.
For further details see aairatu-l-m,acarif VIII, 413.

2 Mudjir I, 68, thinks that this is the real tomb.
3 According to Mudjir.
" Mudjir 11,424.
~ An old man of Der Ghaasaneh, a descendant of ea-le!! eAbdallah assured

me that the tombs of most of the awlia cannot be located with certainty. He
quoted:
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Bab er-Rahmeh.!?

Temple area,
S. of Jerusalem, t 1

Hebron. 13

Mount of Olives, showing his supposed tomb, was actually buried in
el-Madayin.! Although it is known that cOkaseh 2 (one of the ~ababeh)

did not die in Jelusalem, his shrine here has a tomb.! It is said
that he appeared to a person praying at this spot and ordered him
to erect a maqam for him. 4 'Obadah bin es-Samet has his tomb in
the cemetery, known as Turbet Bab er-Rahmeh, Mudjir ad-Din
(pp. 231, 232) says that "nobody then knew whether his tomb lay in

Jerusalem or Ramleh."! Ab1i Hureirah died in el-Medinah and "as
buried there," but a shrine with a cenotaph dedicated to him is found
at Tell AbfI Hureirah between Gaza and Beersheba (on the Wadi
es-Sallaleh). Mudjir thinks that this tomb belongs to one of his
children. Some other. saints having shrines with tombs, where the
saints are known not to have died in Palestine, are;

Damrah in Mazaric en .Nubant,
Ibrahim el-Hauwas in Der Ghasaaneh.t
ed-Djuned in lIirbet ed-Djuned,«
Abu I-cor in Sindjil, 9

Shrines which are historically correct and which belong to this
category are:

Saddad bin Aus
eS-stlj el-Halili
eS-se~ Ahmad Abft Tor
eS-~e1.J, CAU el-Bakka 12

1 Mudjir 1, 232; Kahle, PJB VI, 79.
2 cOk8seh bin Mu\tsin (not Mi\tsin with Kahle) bin :aartan bin Katir, bin

Murrah bin Ghunm bin Dudan bin ~Asad bin lJuzeimah el-JAsadi (usdu l-ghabah).
3 On the tomb we find the following writing:

J~) ~~ ~~$. Li~ e-?rO \~ 4JJ\ J~)~, 6JJ\)J\ 6J\ )J

IrA· ~W\ ~,} 6JJ\
The date is that of the reconstruction of the tomb.

t Canaan, Aberglaube, p. 102, note 1; Kahle, PJB VI, 78.
5 EI-Hafiz Abfi. Bakr el-lJa~ib states that he died in Jerusalem.
6 1\'1udjir 1, 233.
7 Buried in Egypt.
8 Buried in Mesopotamia.
9 Buried in the Hidjsa,

10 Mudjir I, 233.
1 t Mudjir 11, 410.
j 2 Mudjir 11, 492.
13 For other instances see J aussen et Savignac, Exploration du valleedu Jordain,
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After the Crusaders there was a Moslem reaction which led to
the foundation of some sanctuaries and to the reconstruction of
others. 1 Fear of future attacks caused the Mohammedan rulers to
bend their efforts to keep a large Moslem population at the most
important points, and to ensure the presence of numerous well armed
Moslems at the most dangerous periods of the year. This goal was
attained by founding sanctuaries of' various renowned saints and
assigning suitable times for their feasts. The rulers were supported
by the religious leaders, interested rather in the development of
religious life than in the political aspects of the new foundations.
The authenticity of the new holy places was easily established, and
the nation was encouraged to revere these welis and to attend their
feasts. The pilgrims came with their horses and weapons. For every
important weli large tracts of land were set aside as wagf, so that
all expenses connected with the celebrations were well covered without
imposing any obligations on the pilgrims. These places were gener
ally chosen near the most strategic centres: Jerusalem, Ramleh, Gaza
and Acre. Not all such maqams were newly created, but many un
important and forgotten ones were elevated to new positions of honour.
The repair of the roads and the restoration of the caravansaries made
it possible for the people to be directed in time of need easily to
any spot. This strategic policy was inaugurated by the sultan eeJ
Dahir Bebars and not by Salal) ed-Din as used to be supposed. Thus
were founded east of Jerusalem en-Nabi Musa,2 to the west (in
Ramleh) en-Nabi ealel), and to the north (in the village of en-Nabi
Salel}.) 8, second sanctuary for the latter. As the most dangerous
period of the year to Islam was the Greek Easter when thousands
of Christian pilgrims flocked to the Holy City, the week preceding
this Christian feast was appointed for the festivals of these saints,
so that a still larger number of Mohammedans was gathered around
Jerusalem. In Gaza two mawasim were founded, ed-Darum and el
Muntar," Near Acre a third shrine for en-nabi Sale\l and near Sidon
one for en-nabi Yunis were established.

King Bebars' strategic plan required the destruction of the
convent of Euthymos, situated at lIan es-Sahl (also called ijan el-

1 I owe some of these considerations to the kindness of A~mad Zaki Pasha.
2 Dalman states, PJB, IV, 98, footnote, that Bebars built only the dome.
3 Popular etymologies. Darfm = Aramaic Daroma; Muntar = Aram. Man1ira.
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AY<J.ar 1) which housed many monks.t so that the way from Nebi
Miisa to Jerusalem would be free in case the pilgrims had to march
on Jerusalem.

At those times only men attended the feasts which were even
more fanatical than now. But gradually they became true popular
feasts, and men, women and children flocked to .them. 3

In this connection we may give a brief account of the zawaya in
Jerusalem. These are buildings erected to house either the darawis
of a tariqah or the pilgrims of a particular nation. The founder of
such an order or some important darwis connected with this place
is buried in it and is still more or less honoured.

1. Zawiyet el-Hnnd, also known as eS-selJ, Farid Sakrakandj, was
originally built for the juqara of the Rifaci order. Later the Hindu
Moslems took hold of it. The present head' is eS-se~ N a~ir Hasan el
'An~ari.4 The tomb in the zawiyeh has no special importance.

2. Ez-zawiyeh el-Buljariyeh houses the pilgrims of Bubarah.
E§-selj Mohammed el-Buhari was buried here, and his tomb enjoys
some honour. The present head is es.~elj Y a cqub el-Bubari.

3. Ez-zawiyeh el-Mauwlawiyeh, headed by eS-se1:J c.A.dil, has three
tombs, two of which lie in the court and one in a room. The latter
enjoys some honour.

4. Zawiyet el-Magharbi contains a tomb dedicated to el-ghot Abft
Madian. It is the richest Mohammedan convent and has many
awqaf. Abii Madian was one of the great Mohammedan theologians,
who erected his building and built a tomb for himself, since he
wished to be buried here, but he died in Morocco, after all, and
was buried in Thelmecen. Tradition has it that his hand lies in the
Jerusalem tomb.! The present head is ~tadj Mohammad el-Mahdi.

t Not ij:aD el-Ahmar which is I;Ia~rur. ij:an es-Sahl was situated to the south
of the J erusalem-Jericho road, and WSW of ij:an :e:a~rur.

2 Who lived in the convent and as hermits in caves.
3 The preceding view is supported by Mudjir I, 93, who writes that Bebars

built the maqam in 663 A. H.; and by the inscription found on the minaret.
4 Mudjir 11, 399.
5 (Abd el-Wahhab es-Sa'rani, lawaqip el-anwa,r I, 153; Canaan, Aberglaube,

86, note 7,
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5. Ez-Zawiyey el-Bustamiheh t is said to enclose the tomb of Abft
Yazid? el-Bustami, According to another belief he was buried in
his great zawiyeh in Ramleh. The present place which contains
two tombs (one for the weli and the other for his wife) is very much
neglected. In the rooms above the shrine lives the qai1l1n eS-seb
Musa el-Ghusen.! with his family.

6. Zawiyet el-Qadriyeh (known at present as Dar AbO. es-S'ud)
lies in the sw corner of the Haram area. It is the centre of the
SafCiyeh sect, whose mujli belongs to the family Abus-S'ud,

, 7. Zawiyet en-Nab! Dahlid, on the Mount of Zion, contains the
supposed tomb of King David, and used to be a very important

j
convent. The present balifeh is eS-sefJ Mahmud ed-Dadjani,

8. Zawiyet el-ijanqah (e~-SalaQiyeh) at the SW corner of the Holy
Sepulchre was founded by Salah ed-Din, The present mutau)alli is
es-se~ Amin el_c

Alam~.

9. Ez-zawiyeh el-As' adiyeh, on the Mount of Olives, used to enjoy
a great reputation. It contains the tomb of the founder of the
cAlami family who are asraf (pI. of sa1rif, descendant of the Prophet
·Mohammed) through Hasan the son of Fatimeh (therefore called
also Hasaniyeh). The founder, eS-~e~ Mohammed el-cAlami, came
from the mountain el-Alam (therefore el-CAlami) in Morocco, and is
the descendant of es-saiyd 'Abd es-Salam Massis. 4 The present head
of the zawiyeh is e~-~eh ~ahir el-Alamt,

10. Ez-zawiyeh el-Afghaniyeh lies in the N'V corner of the Temple
Area. The acting superior is called Beyram.s

It used to be customary, and is still, in most of these places to
read a tJiker 6 every Thursday evening. To this invocation of God,
which may be combined with religious music and datrawis dances,

1 Founded by es-Iel! 'Abdallah el-Bustami, Mudjir 11, 399.
2 Abu Yazid died in ij:orasan. According to Mudjir the members of this

family were buried in the cemetery of Ma'man Allah.

3 The family of el-Ghusun (Ramleh and Jerusalem) are said to be the
descendants of el-Bu~tami.

• The genealogical tree of the ~A]ami family may be found in Fe4y el-CA]am~,

fatl} er-raltman li~a,lib )ayo't el-Qoran, p. y.
5 There are a few other zawaya which are not important.

G The mu~it explains ecJ-dikt· as taUJ~id.
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a wirdl may be added. The last expression denotes a section of the
Qoran recited at intervals, but it is also used for hymns praising
God and the Prophet. One of the important wirds is Wird el-Ma~ya

which is employed in a special ceremony during the last ten days of
Ramadan. The mufti with some members of the Huseiny, Yunis,
)An~ari, and other families go in a procession from the m'ttjti's old
house, inside the city, to the shrine of the Qerami and after
reading the fati~ah they proceed to the Dome of the Rock.
During all of this procession they repeat the wird.2

The primary ain of the zawaia-to feed and to house the poor
and the pilgrims-is generally forgotten. In zawiet en-nabi Dahlid
some poor are still fed. The food comes from the families of ed
Dadjani, which take turns in providing the food. In the zawiyeh
of the Maghrebines, Mawlawiyeh, Bubariyeh and Hindus' the expenses
are covered by the income of the waqf. From the Tekiyeh Ijaskeh
Sultan 3 the poor receive food twice daily. 4

11. Saints whose Descendants are Living

In many villages we are told that the descendants of a weli are
still living. Although in some places this relation may be legendary
and doubtful, in most it has some historical foundation. The
descendants are proud of their forefathers, and in many cases the
eldest of the living family enjoys the honours of a se~. It is
customary to inter the principle descendants around the grave of
the saint, or in its immediate neighbourhood. 6 An exception to this

rule may be noticed in the case of the ~iyu~ (Isma'il, Ramadan,
fAbd er-Rahim, etc.) el-Masalmeh (Yalo), who have never allowed
any of their descendants to be buried in their neighbourhood.
Whenever somebody tried to dig a grave beside theirs, it was
always found that the irons of the picks bent.

1 Not burda with Kahle, PJB VI, 76, note 1.
2 The last two days of Ramadan are known as layDii el-,na!tiii, while

lelatul-mal~ia is lelatul-qadr, the 27 th of Ramadan.
3 According to Mudjir 11, 413, she was '.!-'unsuq the daughter of fAbdallah

el-Musaffariyeh, She died 800 A. H. (See also Kahle, PJB VI, 84.)
• The entire "Old Serai" belonged to the Tekiyeh, which was built as a

zawigeh.
~ See also Kahle, PJB VI, 72, on !tadj "Obed.
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In a few cases neither the saint himself nor his descendants are
much respected. This is true of es-se1] Abu l-rAlamen (of Biddu)

A ,. I

whose family is . known as 'Elet Samarah, .) v:~ ",.
The following list gives those saints of tbis group whose shrines

I have visited:

Qattaneh Mecca The inhabitants of
the village

Abft Ghos Qariet el-clnab a part of the in-
habitants

Bet Duqquh Hauran 4 a part of the in-
habitants

Location Origin Living family

Bet CAnan Yaman
A..

cElet Abli Yamin
Surbahir Mecca2 es-se~ Ibneiya
Biddu cElet Sl)adeh 3

Biddu Biddu Dar es.Seg

Biddu CElat Samarah
CAnata :ijirbet cAlmit the inhabitants of

cAnata
Bet Surik Bet Surik See below
Bet Surik Bet Surik See below

Name!

Abli Yamin
ed-Dawa'ri
Ahmad el-Huwes
ij:amdallah
J;[asan Abu

l'Alamen
CA bd es-Salam

Darwis

Telah
cAli

Ramadau
cAli cObed

CAbd e1-Mahdi
CAbd el-Hadi
lsma'il el-'Inbawy

Others of this category whose shrines I have not visited, are:

Name

Taldjeh
Quddameh
Sflfa
Djabr
Muhammad en-Nuht

Location

Qabatiah
Djildjiliah

Der Ghassaneh
Rafat
Der Aban

Living family

AbfJ er-Rabb t ~ )'-,:
en-Nabulsi (Nablus)

el-Madjdub
in Rafat and in Danynn
en-Nuhi

1 I have omitted the titles lea, etc. in this list.

2 But they did not originate in Mecca.

3 I met Ma~mud S~adeh as well as one member of each one of these families.

• He is supposed to have come from a village called Imm Walad,
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Name Location Living fa.mily

lJiUid Der Ghassaneh Barghuti Family
Matar Der Ghassnneh Dar Kafar'int
el-Habil Der Ghassaneh Dar Na~ir

Ghet Der Ghassaneh Dar e~-~eJj Gbet
Madjdub

IIbrahim Der Ghassaneb Dar er-Ritbi
CAli
cA~ff1r Der Ghassaneh Dar Abtl I.AUras·
Sl)adeh Der Ghassaneh Dar Abu Harfil l

Dib Der Ghassaneh Dar AbO Diab t

el.~iltl Del" Ghassaneh Dar el·];I:ilu.
Muhammad' Bet Djibrin Dar el-Mahdi 2•

U' The family of ed-Dadjani has also produced many awliii in past'
times. Imm es-Seb (Bet "O"nia) is believed to be their great grand
mother. It is customary for some of the descendants of the weli to
tour the villages around the maqam once a year and collect vows
made to the weli of their family. Even Christian priests of St. George
used to go around to the different villages to collect the VO'!S made
for el-Hader, They took with them one of the chains of the sanctu
ary, and many used to put it around their necks to prevent future
insanity. 3

In this connection it may be of interest to note the genealogy
of some well,s. That of eS·se~ 'Abd es-Salam has already been given
(IV, 86). The genealogy of es·~eb Darwis of Bet Surik is said to be
the following: Es-~eb Darwis, son of hadj Mohammed, son of b,adj
Zaiyd, son of htul] Al)mad, son of 1J,adj Mohammad, Darwis begot
'Abd er-Rahim, who begot ~-8e1:J, Mol)ammad 4 who is still living and
is the imdm of the village. The uncle of Darwis is also regarded
as a weli.-E~-~elj I mar's (Bet Duqquh) family tree is: Salel). begot
I'mar, who begot Dahud, who begot Marrar, who begot CAll, who
begot Qasim, who begot C Abdallah, whose son Isma(il is still living

t These four families are descendants of Dar er-Rabi.

2 QS 1915, 172.

3 From the written notes of my fa.ther.

~ This Mohammed gave me the information.
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and is the mul}tar of the village.! It is said that eS-~eb fAbdallah

of Qubebeh and e§-sN] Itaym of Bet Iksa are brothers of es-~eb

I'mar, This belief seems not to be based on historical fact, since

many of the inhabitants of Bet Iksa and Qubebeh knew nothing
about this relationship. The same uncertainity exists about en-nobi
Abu Lemlin, who is said to come from the family of Abft Yamin.
Another example are the Dawa'ri. One of them is buried in Jericho
(es-se~ Ghanim), 'Abd el-Fatta~ in SU'fat, a third in Qrun el-Hadjar
(in the territory of the Sawal}ri Bedouin) and the others in Surbahir,
The most important of these are el-;'Eneni, Abu Mita, Beet, Hila
and SaleQ. Es-se~ Bneiya and es-sel} CAyd are still living in
Sftrbabir. It is said that the tribe of en-Nserat are the descendants
of ed-Dawa'ri.t

Very interesting is the tradition of es-sultan Badr, who is said to
have had three daughters, all honoured as waliyat. El-Badriyeh,s
the most important is' buried in Sarafat, el-Hmediyeh in Het Fagbnr

~ and N adjlah in Djorif.!

The traditions connected with es-sultan Badr and his descendants
are very instructive as illustrations of the transformations of ideas.
The family of Badr has produced several awlia. The title sultan is
given often by the people to important men, who were never rulers.

Badr was a qutb, not a prince. His family tree is supposed to go
back as far as rAli ibn Abi TaJib. According to Mudjir ed-Din a all

the saints of his time followed his teachings. The saints and even
the animals came to visit his tomb, erected in a zawiyeh built by
him in Wadi en-Nusur." Most of his sons became awlia. Mohammed
died (663 A. B.) and was buried near his father. Mohammed's son
e Abd el-Hafiz (died 696 A. H.) left Wadi en-Nusflr and settled in a

1 This person gave me the information.

2 Every time one of this tribe dies, the 'uldeh. of the dead 'weli of' Surbahir
is heard to play.

S On the door of the sanctuary I read:

~.~\ ~.,J\ ~liA \~~ 4. ~y.\ ~' ~.;t ~, 6JJ\ OA ~J
There is no tomb in the shrine.

4 QS, 1916, pp. 1, etc. says that Badr had only two daughters. Nadjlah is
not mentioned at all.

• 5 pp. 489 ff.
6 Not Nasura with Kahle.

20
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village called Safarat,1 a name said to have been changed to Sarafat,
from the title ~urafa, a surname of Badr's family. His son Dahnd's
(died 701 A. H.) first miracle was the changing of the wine, made
by the Christian inhabitants of this village, into vinegar. This he
did because the muSrikin continually sold this alcoholic drink to the
true believers, thus helping them to disobey the holy rules. The
Christian believing that he was a sorcerer, left the place. Dahlid
built a zawiyeh where he and his children were afterwards buried.
Ahmad et-'faiyar2 whose history.will be described below was the
cousin of Dahftd and lived in .hia time. In the written version of this
story we hear that the cause of the destruction of the quhbeh by
Al)mad was solely jealousy. The son of Dahtid, also called Al)mad,
was surnamed el-Kabrit el-Ahmar ("Red Sulphur," died 723 A. H.)

t and is said to have been a great theologian. Al)mad had five sons
and three daughters. Two of his sons-cAli (died 754 A. H.) and
Mohammad el-Baha-s-were greatly beloved, and even the wild
animals respected them. 'Alt's son Tadj ed-Din Abft l-Wafa lived
in Jerusalem (died 803 A. H.) and was buried in the cemetery of
Ma'man Allah. He left two sons, (Ali and Abft Bakr, who were
also greatly honoured. One of the relatives of this Badr family,
eS-~e1:J el-Kamali, was buried in the sanctuary known at present as
es-Beg Badr on the way to Lifta. 3

The preceding details hare been excerpted from Uns ed-Djalil. 4

No mention is made of a female member with the name el-Badriyeh;
in Barafat only male descendants are mentioned as having been
buried, Ahmad et-Taiyar being the first. One of these, Badr Asyad,
(pl, of Saiyd, "Lord, Master") had three daughters as we have seen,
but no names are given them. The circumstance that they are the
only females mentioned may point to their relative importance, and
they may be the three said by the popular tradition to be the
daughters of es-sultan Badr, as said above. The whole family was

1 Kahle reading the text of Mudjir "Qariet Safarat" omitted the real name
of the village, and noted only Qarieh.

2 Not et- 'fer with Kahle.
3 Mudjir 11, 489-492. Kahle has mentioned this part in PJB VI, 72-73.
4 In QS 1915 and 1916, Masterman and Macalister give an account of

es-sul!an Badr told them by a Palestinian whose name and position are not told.
The story resembles ours in many respects. Important differences are given in
the foot notes.
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known as ed-Diriyeh el-Badriyeh (el-CEleh el-Badriyeh) from whence
the name el-Badriyeh. It is interesting to see how a female saint
has taken the place of several awlia, a result of a- verbal mis
understanding. It will be interesting to compare the story of el
Badriyeh as I heard it from the ~atib of Bet Safafa.

The grandfather of el-Badriyeh was a king in tlarasan. His son
Badr! came with his family and his cousin Ahmad et-Taiyar to
-Ieruaalemr where he devoted himself to a religious life, spending
most of the time meditating in the fields. Liking Kurafat (the former
name of Sarafat), he bought a rocky place with several caves.' Being
disturbed in his solitude by the Jews, who were pressing wine near
by, he asked the Almighty for help. All the wine made in three
years then turned into vinegar. They, thinking that he was a
sorcerer, and irritated by their loss, left the place. The daughter
of the sultan, Badriyeb, was married to her cousin Ahmad.! but
died shortly afterwards. Ahmad begged that she might be enbalmed,
but the father, refusing, built a qubbeh over her tomb, which was
destroyed twice by Ahmad, who had been expelled by his uncle.
Each time Al)mad came Hying like a large bird.! but the third time
es-sultan struck the bird with his stick and it fell down dead, after
which it was recognized to be the unhappy Ahmad, and was buried
near his wife.6

Badriyeh's father could no longer live in Sarafat. Walking
aimlessly westwards he reached the spring of the weli el- Wa1}si, 7

where tw08 daughters of the latter were sitting. While Badr was
washing his dirty clothes.? one of the two young ladies, Fatmeh,tO

t Badr was born, according to QS, in the l;lidjaz and became later a king in
Persia. After seven years' reign he was ordered by God to become a dar10il.

2 QS: At this time the king eQ.-}?ahir was besieging Jerusalem. Badr came
e'very day to help him.

3 These caves are still shown.
4 No mention of this A~mad is made in QS, first story. In the second he is

erroneously called e~·Tabba.r instead of et-Tlliyar.
~ Q8 refers this story to Der es-Seg, but it is not accepted by the inhabitants

of Sarafat, Mal~ah, Bet eafafa and Waladjeh.
6 It seems that Kahle was never told this story.
1 Not far from Ras lbn cAmmar.
8 According to Q8 el-Wa~8i had six daughters.
g The word mraqqaCah was used by the story teller.

10 QS calls her :ij:adidjeh.
20*
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threw a stone at him and wounded him. The sultan remained calm
and hanged his clothes on a dead pomegranate t tree, which at once
came to life,. sprouted green leaves, blossomed and yielded fruit. Soon
afterwards he left the place. Es-saiyd el- Wal)~i, who happened to
pass this way soon afterwards, saw that the pomegranate was-loaded
with fruit, although it was not the season. Knowing that only a few
hours before it had been a dead tree, he enquired what happened,
and his daughters told him the story. At once he followed Badr
and overtook him in Wadi en-Nusftr, which is now called Wadi- --
Isma~il. El- Wa1}.si begged Badr to forgive the act of his daughter,
persuaded him to return, and gave him Fatmeh to wife.2 Badr
lived in a cave, where he was afterwards buried, the place receiving
the name Dar es-Seg, .later corrupted into Der e~-Se9.3 The ~atib,

who told me the story, assured me that Badr had a SOD, Ibrahim
el-Hadami who was buried in es-Siyug, E. of Halhul,4

I 1 QS says that he became very angry, left the place and went to Der es-Seb
where he spread his clothes on a carob tree.

2 Badr's condition was that he would return only if he made her bleed
as she did him.

3 Whenever a village has ·as its name a word derived from the stem lari(,
"noble" (like Sarafat), or the element Beb (as Der ea-Seb and es-Syug), the
inhabitants claim to be descendants of the Holy Mohanlmedan Family, or of an
important sell .

4 QS (1916, 13ir.) mentions the following episode which is very interesting.
One day the Bul~an saw that there were soldiers in the valley, in number like
the sand of the sea, and he knew that these were the soldiers of king l)ahir.
He descended from the mountain and invited the king: "I invite you to be my
guests, you and your soldiers, and to pass the night here." The king wondered
at the se~, and instructed his soldiers to ask their host for water for their horses,
thinking it was impossible that the Be!J could have water and food enough for
all. SultAn Badr said to his servant Marzuq: ~,Take this jug and go with the
soldiers to water the horses, climb with them to the summit of the mountain
and exclaim there '0 sul~an Badr'." Reaching the top of the mountain the servant
cried out, as he was told, and behold the 8~n appeared and ordered his servant:
"Stand on this rock and throw the jug with all your might." The jug broke
into six pieces, and at each place where a sherd fell there burst a spring of
water. The soldiers, after watering their horses, returned to the king and narrated
what had occurred. He was astonished at the mighty power of the 8'td~an. The
soldiers then asked the sel!- to give them barley for the horses. He brought a
~{j,c (= 5 rotl) of barley and spread it on his cabah (cloak) and told them to help
themselves. Everyone took the necessary quantity for his horse, and there was
left over at the end as much as there had been at first. With one kid and one
roil (3 kg) of rice he fed all the soldiers and the inhabitants of the village. .
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The story of el-Badriyeh illustrates one way in which a saint may
be developed by tradition. But in many cases the development may
have been even more complicated. Many of the welis were originally
influential elders of their village, who may have possessed at the
same time certain exceptional qualities. After their death they were
first honoured by their relatives only, but gradually their reputation
spread. While the peasants of Palestine will recite the fatibah,
whenever they pass a tomb of their relatives, in the case of such a
dead leader most of the inhabitants of the village and even of the
district will perform this duty. The personality, power and reputation
of such a person do not disappear at death, but, on the contrary,
are believed to become intensified, since the soul, which is the source
of all greatness, is freed from bodily trammels. t The soul continues
to live and can see all that happens around it. Thus many peasants
and Bedouin come to the tombs of their dead to swear fidelity to
the clan, innocence when falsely accused and to tell their difficulties
and ask for help.

This was surely, in principle, the origin of ancestor worship- which
is still found all over Palestine. A person does not need to be a
political leader to attain the rank of a 'tveli after his death. There
are some religious teachers who have gained the confidence of the
inhabitants and have obtained the ascendancy. over their simple minds.
The sons of persons who were thus elevated to the rank of ~el} or
weli may attain this distinction much more easily than their fathers.

Most of the awlia of this group and some of the other categories
are considered practically as local deities. They are not only the
owners of the small piece of ground surrounding their tomb and
shrine, but are the protectors of the properties of their descendants
and the patrons of the 'whole village. Palestine has inherited from

1 Some Mohammedans of Aleppo believe that the dead may appear in different
forms during the night. Once a man went to his work a few hours after mid
night. Passing along the Mohammedan cemetery he found a shc-goat, which
he at once took home. His wife fastened the animal and went back to sleep.
When she arose she found a dead woman in place of the she-goat. Frightened
she called her husband. They kept the matter a secret. In the evening the dead
woman changed again into a she-goat, and was at once taken to the cemetery
where she was left.

2 See J aussen, p. ala ff.; Curtiss, chapter XI, brings only two examples.
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its heathen ancestors the idea that the whole country is not governed
as a whole by anyone deity, but that each locality has its own
divinity. Although there may be several saints in one and the same
village, only one of them is the real patron of the village. The
resem blance of this. belief with biblical statements is striking. t

Ill. Darawis

Many shrines belong to a dartvi~2 of some tariqah. It is not an
easy thing to become a follower of a darwi~. A person must have
a predisposition to it or an inner call. Sometimes it is very easy to
get such a call. If a saint appears to a mortal and gives him
something which he takes, the condition is fulfilled and the latter
must follow the saint. A .man passed one evening in front of the
sanctuary of es-sultan Ibrahlm (Bet aanina) and saw the saint
smoking his pipe. 'I'he weli offered it to the man, but the latter,
frightened by the apparition, ran away. Had he smoked the pipe
only once, he would have become a darwis. 3

A boy spent the night on a heap of barley which was put under
the protection of eS-~e~ Abli Hasan (Der Aban). At midnight he
was awakened by a band of religious music which came out of the
shrine and' passed beside him. One of the holy persons, approaching
the child, gave him some drink, explaining that as soon as he drank
it, he would become a follower of el-Badawi, Next morning a
member of an-Nuhi family, hearing the story, took away this precious
drink. The boy related his misfortune to Abft Hasan, who appeared
to the oppressor, threatened him, took back the miraculous drink
and returned it to the boy, who after drinking; it became a daruu.

The call may be so sudden, and the person may follow so quickly,
that he is thought to have become mentally deranged. This state
which is thought to be the normal beginning with many darawis,
makes the person called madj4ub, "drawn". 4 A madj4ub whose spirit
forgets all earthly things and follows only the internal call, lives, so

1 Cf. Ruth 115; Judges 112'; 2 Kg. 1727; 1 Kg. 117.
2 Darwil is commonly explained as derived from the Persian, and as meaning

"seeking doors," i. e. mediant.
3 See also story told in QS 1916, pp. 66fr.
4 Goldziher, I. c. 11, 287if.
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to speak, with his "caller". He is thought to communicate with him,
receiving his orders and instructions. t He is so absorbed by his
supposed inner life that he neglects all else.2 He talks discon
nectedly,e repeating one and the same sentence, roams aimlessly
in the" streets or in the fields and lives at times only on herbs" or
even, as in the case of eS-se1J Dahud,! on carcasses." In Lawaqih el
Anwar we read: "A drawn (inspired) person adheres to the outer
condition in which he was found when this state befell him. I have
seen Ihn el-Badja'i repeating continually one and the same sentence,
which he happened to be reading when he was overtaken by the
inspiration."? In the course of this work I have given several
examples of these madjagib.8

In 1924 I saw a man with uncovered head, barefoot and very
poorly clad running violently down the steep mountain of e~-ealbiyeh

(Damascus). On my asking what had happened to him, I was told
that he was a darwiS who behaved abnormally in everything. Whenever
he acted abnormally in such a manner the people of Damascus knew
that something extraordinary would take place. 9

I Modern Christian saints show the same symptoms, naf~u l-yasmin fi
nadirat Filis~in.

2 Dalman, Der palastinische Islam, PJB, XIII, 27,28.
3 This disconnected speech is thought to come from prarsmg God. They

may shout at times so loudly that pregnant women miscarry. (ea-SaCrani, IT, 161.)
t In Mudjir, 11, 510, we read that el-Ie~ Mo\lammad used to eat serpents

and beetles, pretending that they were cucumbers and raisins.
5 EI·le~ Dahlid used to roam aimlessly in the streets of Jerusalem. Whenever

he passed a restaurant eassz) he picked up some of the cooked food and put it
into his pockets. Nobody ever reproached him or prevented him from doing so.
Reaching home or a lonely place, he began to empty his pockets, wherupon
each article of food came out by itself, clean, warm and appetising. Once he
was observed eating from a carcass. A passer-by cried: "0 se~, are you not
ashamed to eat from a carcass?" Without answering the je~ thrust his arm into
the open abdomen of the carcass, took out a handful and threw at the man.
To the great astonishment of the latter it proved to be warm and well made sweets.

6 Es-Sarani gives many such examples in lawaqifl el-'anwar, II, pp. 144, 145,
151 etc. See also E. W. Lane, Manners and Customs of the Modern Eg., 11, 168 fr.

7 11, 128.

8 El-jell M. hin eAnan teaches that the repulsive appearance of a darw£s or
low acts performed by him often only appear to the public as low and repulsive,
while in reality they are the contrary, (es.Sa~rani, 11, 161).

9 See also the story told in QS 1915, p. 178.
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This verse describes figuratively the way in which the saints act.
They enter the house like thieves and take people away to become
their followers, acting with such suddenness that nobody perceives them.

It is not necessary that every darwis must go through the above
described phases of ed-djadb. Many of them, after deciding to follow
a tariqah visit a sel) of repute and learn his teachings, assisting in
his prayers and ceremonies, and in playing the 'iddeh, accompanying
him on the different ziarat, learning his methods of cures, etc., and as
soon as the master judges that his disciple is worthy of practising,
he gives him. an idjazeh: This certificate is a long scroll of paper,
certifying that N. N. (giving his genealogy) who has taken (a~a4a)

and has received the initiation from the ~alifeh (the whole chain of
~e~s is given, until the founder of the tariqah is reached) has found
that his adept . . . (with the entire genealogy of the latter) is a
worthy follower of the order. He is therefore empowered to act
according to the rules of the order, as all the secrets thereof have
been disclosed to him. Praises of God and the prophet and verses
of the Qoran are never omitted. The maker of the certificate must
affix his seal to the document. On both margins of the scroll one
finds the seals of various se~s, certifying the authenticity of the
"diploma."·

Sometimes a person may receive the permission to become a
darwis without having undergone such a period of study. The act
of giving the permission is called aCtah el_cahd. 2 There are different
degrees or stages of these fuhud.

This scroll, placed in an elongated tubular .ceae, is carried by
its owner on his side. Such a darwi~ will begin often, under
pretence of praising the power of God, to boast of his miracles and
to discant on the powers which he derives from the Almighty. In
this way he tries to extend his own reputation, which is magnified
still more by the simple jella~l. This method of advertising oneself

1 An 'idjiizeh may be of two kinds:
a) A simple one which allows its owner to practice the functions of a

darwiS,
b) a higher one which allows its owner to appoint other persons as darawU.

A man with this certificate is called ~alifeh.

2 The giving of the oath.
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under the pretence of exalting the glory of God is not peculiar
to Palestine. 1

In many cases we remain in entire ignorance of the origin of a
saint. The fellaIJ does not bind himself to facts, but often bases
his faith upon supposedly observed unexplained signs.

As an appendix to this chapter I will describe a 4iker as performed
by the daraUli~.

The darawis assemble 'in the house of the balifeh or in the
1)laqam which he guards. All must be ritually clean and have per

formed their evening prayers. The balifeh orders the naqib (his
religious servant) to distribute the musical instruments. The disciples
form a semicircle or a circle. The naqib holding a tabel stands before
his master, and while he swings his arms to and fro, says:

auwal qa,uli saraj·liUah el-fatihah (repeated three times), qidtoati
ua)ustQ4i el-baz cAbdel-Qader ed-Djilani.

"My first word Honour to God, (recite) the fatibah, My example,
and my master is the falcon 'Abdel-Qader ed-Djilani."

,Then follow Borne praises to him and the other aqtab. He
now places the drum in front of the master, who beats it. Every
darwis stands up and does the same. The small drum (el·btiz)
leading the other instruments which follow its rhythm. The music
continues 10-15 minutes and is followed by the recitation of hymns
of praise (nasid). The drums are now warmed over the fire in order
to adjust them better. After repeating the music and the recitation
three times the real 4iker begins. The balifeh appoints one who
possesses a good voice (~auwit) to lead the service. 'I'his person
begins allah, allah "allah, haiy, \1aiy, haiy, qaiyftm, qaiyum, qaiyum,
allah haiy (three times), or allah qaiyflm (three times). All repeat
it and slowly swing their bodies from side to side, or backwards
and forwards. Generally the rhythmical swingings become more
energetic and rapid and the recitations wilder and louder. This
state (balet el-gheibubeh) may become so wild that the head-dress
falls down and the foam comes out of the mouth. Sometimes several
persons unite to lay such an excited darwiS on the ground to quieten
him. The ~alifeh calls in his ears the prayer ofthe mu)aWjin which

is believed to Booth him. The rJiker is repeated often three times.

1 The book of ea-Sa'rani is full of such self-praises.
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At last a part of the Qoran is read and the leader calls, "I close this
meeting with the name of the preacher, warning and lighted, lamp."
'I'he fatibah is recited. All kiss the hand of the sel] and leave.

We append some songs or verses not mentioned in the text but
which well describe the characters and miracles of the saints, as
well as the devotion of their followers:

ya sidi ya bu Snewar' e Obed AlUih
aftak allah uilayeh naerah. lillah
ana el-mrid ilekum farbamu bil-lah.
ma atruk el-Cahd la wallah la wallah

o my master, 0 Abtl Snewar 'Obed Allah,
Thy Lord ' hath given thee supre~acy (in religious affairs). I implore

thee for God's sake, throw a glance (of help) upon' me!
I am your servant, have pity upon me, I implore thee by God!
I shall never break my vow (to the order), never by God, never by God!

ya sidi ya weli ya sakin el-bilwah
fasqi muridak bidak sarbeh 1.tilwah
in kunt Jana zallet Can 'ohdakum batwah
fas1na~~ illaiya uaballi~ni min el-balwah

o my master, 0 weli, 0 thou who livest in a hermitage,
Give thy adherent a sweet draught by thine own hand!
If I have strayed' a step from my vow to you,
Forgive me and save me from misfortune.

ya Bidi int Ibrahim ya !!auwa~

jasqini min ~arab ~-~al~lin ~l-lj~

lacallhum yktbuni findhum min ba~

djumlit ma~asibhum ya hall tara bibla~

o my Lord, thou art Ibrahim, 0 lJauwa~,

Give me to drink from the special drink of the pious,
That they may happily write me down as one of their own,
Belonging to the band of their servants. 0 who knows if it will end

successfully?

ya Bidi ya waliy allah ya sel] Ghet
innani bikum musta(ljir min kull ma bihi ghet
fabi~aqq man Janzal el-amtar fiha l-ghet
dir J an?ar sidi Ibrahim ya se!:J Ghet.
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0' my Lord, 0 weli of God, 0 se~, Ghet
I ask you to save me from all trouble,
For the sake of the One who sends down rain in pouring streams
o se~ Ghet, turn the attention of my lord Ibrahhu! toward me.

stdi sakin fi itari~tuh uismuh cA~fur

usirruh fi uua el-baddj ~ar mashfir
b1}aqq sldna el-llalil uis7:taq uil-Ghaiyftr
tisma~l la bd tri ltitruddni madjbztr

~ly Lord lives in his tomb and his name is el-cA~fur,

His secret (power) is renowned in the land of the pilgrimage (Mecca
and Medina)

By the truth of our master Abraham, Isaac and the Zealous one
(Jacob),

I implore thee to hearken to me and to bring me back restored!

yD.. sidna ya batal ya se~na Ra1J,bal
uilok karamat !la'amuadj el-babar uid-djibal
mahsubkutn bil-fahd ma yom 'ankum mal
la tiqtaCu uiddkum 'anhs» bitib el-hal

o my Lord, 0 hero, 0 our se~ Ral)\lal
Thy acts of benevolence are like the waves of the sea and the mountains,
Your servant has not deviated from his vow to you,
Withdraw not your love from him (but let him continue) in good

circumstances.

Seb Habil uana bil-cahd iluh ta/yC
usirruh fi ~aUim el-lel lamic

'adcitk rabbi uitkun laduc ayeh sarnic

bi1Jyat 'fiba uahl el-ghar jid-djamiC

(My) seb (is) Habil and I am obedient to the vow;
His secret (miracle) shines even in the darkness of the night
I implore Thee 0 my Lord, to hear my prayer,
By the existence of ~iba2 and the people of the cave (situated in

the mosque)!

1 Ibrahim el-:e:auwa~ is meant.
2 Medinah is meant.
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ya sidi ya walliy allah ya CAteri
raM mridok uini el-qutb fid-diri
dabil Cala babkum utalib lad-djirih
min kullu ma qadd baUd (alaiya min (je1"i

o my Lord, 0 God's welt, 0 (Ateri
Help thy adherent for thou art the Pillar of the district
I enter your door, asking for a neighbour's rights,
'l'hat I may be saved from all harm which may befall me!

)ana ili Bid ma§hur bism Ifalid
uiluh karamat ma~hurat lal-warid
nasrali (ala man yaridkutn djalkum qa~id

la tiq~aculuh radjah sUi go,lid

I have a famous master named tIalid.
His acts of benevolence al-e famous to the suppliant;
Cast a (helpful) glance on the suppliant who comes seeking you;'
Do not cut oft' his hope, 0 my I.Jord ija.lid!

ma~sUb (al£k sidi ya se~ Matar
uilak karam.at titwarad ealena malo»
ma "umri zallet fi 'ohdok kidh tt baia»
na?rah tnaddji mrulok min ma$ir el.~atar

I am thy servant my Lord, 0 seb Matar.
Thy acts of benevolence descend upon me like rain.
I have never strayed from my vow to you (by) lies or idle gossip.
(Cast on me) a glance to save thy follower from the dangerous way.

dir en-nasar 'amridak sidi se1] Dib
(tilem callam fi silk el-w14yah gib
in Caiyuriini uqalu. sirr se1]ak djib
landah uaqul fae' ah u se~i p'ib

Turn thy attention to thy follower, 0 my sel.! Dlb,
For thou art wise, passing wise; in the art [path] of being a weli,

a wolf [play of words] thou art.
If they reproach me and say, "Tell us the secret of thy se~,"

I will cry out and say: Help me, 0 ~el] ~ib!
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ya 'iee el-Ba~rah uya §e1j ilna ra'i
ballaftilli djurl) djuwa muhdjati rati
in talani e4-4em bandah he ya Rfa/i
~e1j et-tariqah bidjina C ol-qadam saCt

o pride of el-Basrah, and, 0 ie~, our shepherd,
"Thou hast left me with a lasting wound in my soul.
If difficulties befall me, I cry, Hither, 0 RfaCj!
(And behold) the se1] of the order comes running on his feet.

ya sidi ya wall, ya MU$tajd el-Bakri
uilak karamat tit?ahar kama ljadjri
narrah b'en er-ritJO, t1)allil biha 'usri
ma.1;tsu.bkum qadd 'atakum ytlub el-yusri

o my Lord, 0 weli, 0 chosen one, el-Bakri!
Thy miracles shine like the breaking day!
(Cast on me) a glance from a favourable eye, delivering me from

my troubles;
Your servant has come to you, asking for easing of his circumstances.

ya sidi ya walliy allah ya N4bulhi
cA.bd el·Ghani sidi el-ma~lsfibt It bahii
farridj hutnumi uzil el-yom lanabs1,
cind allah duca.k maqbftl bil-'unsi

o my Lord, 0 weli of God, 0 Nabulsi.
'Abd el-Ghani is my lord, I am his servant in my bondage.
Drive away my sorrows and cause my ill-luck to cease to-day,
For your petition is accepted kindly by God.

siadi maMn allah mac akum

salabtu r-ru}j, uil-muhdjah macakum
da'etuna i~'lnQ, nruJj, ma(4kum
'asa min yammkum y~la~t sarab e$-$aliJj,in2

1 I t is to be understood, us ana el-maflsab t alell.
2 This verse is Catabah, all others are called ta,awig.
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My lords are going, God be with them.
You have stolen the soul and the heart is (wandering) with you
You have called U8 to go with you;
W e hope that from your ocean (of piety) there will come a draught

for the righteous.

ya sadati in nasetuni 'ana e4-i1akir
uil-bamdu lil-lahi 'ana min fa4lakum ~akir

uhaqq man )aneola l-qurana umin fihi jatir
in ghibtum (an el_cen '}na tghibu can el-batir

o my lords, if you happen to have forgotten me, the evercalling,
Thanks be to God I am to your kindness ever grateful.
By Him who sent down the Qoran, including Fatir (Surah XXXV),
If you are out of sight, you are never out of mind.

ya (urbi illi nadahtftnz he )ana djit
waqij' cala babkum tat)umrft ba~~et

bi~/yat riba 'It Zamzam uil-Bet
ballu nazarkwm (allaiya uen ma ballet

o Arabs, who called, behold I have come,
Standing at your door awaiting your order to enter.
By the existence of Tiba [Medinah], Zamzam and the Kacbeh,
(I imJ;>lore you) to keep your eyes on me wherever I go!

ya sadati fi hawa·kum zadat aSwQ,qi
uil-~tubb lil-lah baiyun wa~~idun baqi
ardjfthu yaghfir ijunftbi fahua lmllli,qi
yoma l-~tisabi uana fil-haSri biqiqi

o my lords, in love of you my longings have increased,
And in the love of God, the Living, the One, the Enduring.
I pray him to forgive my sins-for He is my creator-
On the Day of Judgement, when I am in distress in my trouble!
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ya sadaJi y~ rdjal allah ziduni
antum rdjal e!)-$afa bil-~tuhbi eiduni
ya hall tara min ma~1abbti hall triduni
uakun ~adiman binafsi ~umma bifyuni

o my Lords, 0 men of God, increase in me (the love of God),
You are the chosen men increase in me the love (of God)!
o can it be that you will accept me for my love,
That 1 may be (your) servant, (first) with my soul and then with

my eyes.

ya sadati la tbftt man bikum watiq
uqalbuh. billtawa fi ~tubkum (asiq
uallah ya/lam bibaluh fil-qa$di $adiq
bil-bubbi uar7:tam mutaiyam 'omta ya bal~q

o my lords, do not betray the one who trusts you,
While his heart in love cleaves to you.
God knows his state (of mind) that he is sincere in his aim
Of love; have mercy, 0 Creator, on a slave (to your love).

nadaht he ya Yaman qalat ana ismi rU~t

uin kan tihua djatna li lal-masadjid rftb·
uhaqq man )anzala l-Qorana uast el-lob·
jirq-it siadi a~fab min tlu,c er-ru~l

I . called, He, 0 Yem.en [Kafbeh]. She answered: "My name is 'Go'!"
If you. lore my beauty, 'go' to the mosques.
By Him who sent the Qoran, including the tablet,
The separation from my lords is more difficult than the departure

of my life.

sobe~ I cala-r-rdjal ~.aramiyeh unaS~alih

iqallqu bif/,-iJ,ubab2 uin-nas ghaflanin
lauw ~ufthum ya ~aliy bil-lel madjnlfl in
djawara qabr en-nobi bil-bubb maSghftj'in. 3

1 Jobas IUbill to chant a song aloud and in company.
2 .fJubab = lips. Mu~iI, 1280, does not give it, though it gives as one of

the meanings of the verb "to speak aloud."
3 This line is also recited in the f~lJowi.ng way:

es-salik iUi Jiqim el·lel bit-taklU
(1, djannet el·~ald ytma!Jtar IamBI uyamin.
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Call out a AobaA for those who are thieves and robbers;'
Who stammer (prayer) with their lips while people are unconscious,
o my friend, if thou seest them gathered at night
In the neighbourhood of the prophet's tomb, seized with passion for

his love.

t The saints are compared to robbers and thieves, as has already been
mentioned and explained.

21
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OF PLACES AND "SAINTS" (awlia)

Since the "List of Contents" at the beginning of the book is sufficiently
detailed as a guide to the subject matter, only the proper names of places and
saints are here indexed. The order of the European alphabet is followed, and
under each letter will be · found the Arabic letter concerned and its manner of
transcription. Names beginning ·with cayin, e, are given at the end the alphabet.

Under each letter names of places are first given, and then those of the awUd.
A dotted line marks the division between the two.

A. and'
Abft Die 4:5
- Ghos (Bee Qariyeh, el-)
- Suseh 288
Aqsa, el- 15, 79
Ararat 6
AJiis 66, 96

Aaron 6
Abraham 6, 15 2, 78, 81, 89, 90, 93, 186,

276, 283, 293
- imprints of 241
Abu lArqub 282
- el-~Alamen Ibrahim 276
- el- cAwadjiz 274, 276
- Dababeh 283 5

- ~I- ~Enen 96, 230, 247
- eg-~hftr 83, 115
- Ghet
- Hurerah 3, 98, 104, 106, 298
- ij:arrubeh 236., 283
- :aalaweh 20, 26, 30, 64, 101, 257
- :aammadi 274, 276
- l;[anifeh 82
- J;[asan 310
- Ismacil 16, 52, 93 1, 238
- Kaskul 260
- I-Kfer 62, 28o, 288
- Lemun 10, 34, 70, 227
- Madian 105, 113

Abu Mite. 260
- Nada 283&
- Nar, sadjaret 70
-- Ndjem 96
- l-cOf 245, 246, 298
- I-COn 11, 96 2

- Qass 247
- er-Rayat 105
- Ris 70, 962
- Sall (A~mad) 282
- Sef 8
- eale~ 276
- e8.l~iyeh 95 2

- Sa'r 282
- Suseh 230, 246
- Tor 0, 9, 283, 287, 298.
- Tug 34, 58, 59.
- Yamin 8, 53, 110, 118, 249, 257, 303
- Yusif 44
- Zagariyah 255
- Zed 112
- Zetun 105
Adam 13
Al}mad (ij. el-Q~ur) 74, 103
- (ij:. Q. S'ideh) 4, 84,103,237, 238,239
- Abu Tor (see Abu rror)
- Abu Sall 282
- eI-'Adjami 250
- el-Bustami 23,29
- el-Dadjdjani 289 1
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Al}mad el-Faludji 285
- el-Gharib 57
- el-Ghmar! 257, 258 2

- el-Ghreiyb 59, 106
- el-:auwe~ 80, 44, 57, 240, 256, 265, 303
- el-Kabrit el-Ahmar 306
- el-Karaki et-1.'aiyar 3, 10, 11, 45, 103,

245, "283
- er-Rifa.'i, see er-Rifaci
- es-Sarrisi 18
- et-Taiyar 22, 23, 245, 306 f.
- et-Tori (see Abu ~or)

AJ.tmadi welis 253
Aiyub, ~ayret, 78
- (E. of :ijarbata) 111. 250
- (Ras ibn SimJ.tan) 111, 21o, 239
~ (Der Aiyub) 112, 285
- bir (Silwan) 111
- - (Der Aiyub) 112
- cen (E. of lJarbata) 112
- ibriyet 112, 215
~nbia,el-16,17,19,24,25, 27,29,115,272
Arami, el- 113
Arb' in, el- (general) 290 f.
- (Qubebeh) 34, 291
- (Jerusalem) 291
- el- (Nablus) 291
- - djami' CEsawiyeh) 60, 95, 291
- - - (Djib) 103
- - madjma' (Nablus) 291
- - mashad (Hebron) 290
- - magsm (Nazareth) 290
- - mghazi (Bet Liqia) 58, 291
- - - (~oba) 59, 291
- - qubbet (Mt. of Olives) 08, 291
- - irdjal (Biddu) 261, 291
- - tell 285
- - (Satif) 291
Asar see el-Anbia 295
A~l]ab el batmeh 276

Band y
Bab cAla ed-Din el-Buseiri 197
- ed-Djanneh 280
- el-Habs 197
- ij:ut~a 197
- er-Rahmeh 78, 298
- sitti Mariam 197, 286
- el-Wad 145

Balatah, el-, es-Sodah 82
Beni na- 78
- NCem 20, 21, 25, 78, 105, 292
Bet cAnan a, 8, 16, 23.
- Djila. 13, 62, 66, 149, 221, 291
- Djibrin 239, 287
- Duqquh 4, 16, 24, 304
- ij:anina 16, 35, 58
- el-Halil 293
- Idjza 4, 17, 294, 295
- Iksa 8, 11, 171 27, 222
- Lahim 286
- Liqia 4, 8, 16, 58
- Safafa 30
- §auar 255
- Surik 11, 258
- Unia 104, 304
- CUr 287
Bethany 55 (see CEzariyeh)
BetheI 84
Beth Horon 287
Bethesda 69
Biddu 11, 27, 58
Bir el- Ba]at 46
- Aijub (Silwan) 67, 111
- - (Der Aiyub) 112
- el-Arway 82
- ed-Damm 292
- ed-Djabbarah 68
- el-Halil 293
- en-Nubani 65, 67
- imm Djde' 68
- cOna 66, 68, 240
- Qadisma 108
- es-Sahar 67, 112
- Sindjil 67, 2952

- el-Waraqah 68
- Zamzam 65
- Zet 11, 13, 24
- ez-Zqaq 56

Baal Razor 288
B~dal, abdal 276
"Badwi, el- 246, 251, 256, 274 f., 276
Badr, sultan (Sarafat) 285, 306 ff.
- el-Ghafir 29
- seg 8, 9, 23, 24, 26
Badriyeh, el- 13, 20, 23, 24, 26, 35, 43,

69, 98, 105, 227, 236~ 239, 307 f.
211j:
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Bahlul, el- 276
BahluJ, bahaJil 278
Bairam Sawis 5, 29, 105
Bakri, el- 113, Il4,. 253
Balqis 38, 66 1

Ballutet el-ij:alil (Sebta)293
Banat er-Rfaci 236
- ea. ealag 84, 96, 236, 239, 240
- YaCqub 119 4, 295
Barraq 239
Barri 70, 105
Baz, al- 270 f.
Bebars 299 f.
BlJet 53
Bingamin 295
Birdaq, el- 74-
Bisr el-Hafi 20, 239, 282
Brek 36
Brediyeh, el- 246
Bugtiari, el- 105
Burning bush 73, 93
Butmeh, el- (Bet eafafa) 30, 72
- - (- Nuba) 71
- - (Q,ubebeh) 71, 105
- el- cA(jra 73

c
Cain 287
Cave, see mghdrah
- of Qattawah 254
- below es-sadjarah e~-Mubarakah 254
Chapel of Ascension 79, 98, 293
- - Nativity 997
- - Holy Sepulchre 991

Christ 79, 241, 242
- crib of 52
- impressions 241, 293

D and)

Danian 285
Dar es-Seg 308
Der, ed- 287 1

- Aiyub 112, 285
- cAD:lmar 22
- el-Azhar 2878
- Duwsn 44
- Ghasaaneh 18, 58, 55, 66, 286, 296,

303f.

ns-, lstia 285
- es-Sidd 43, 56
- Saraf 285
- ea-Seg 285, 308
.- .y asin 4, 16, 17, 287.
Dome of the .Rock (see e,·eagrah)

Da~i, ed- 260, 285
Dahud, seg (Bet Duqquh) 47
- - Jerusalem 258, 311
- - Sarafat 306
- King (see Dsvid)
Danian 62, 105, 147~, 239, 285
Darun, ed- 299
Darwis, darawis 310 fr.
Darwii (seb) 56, 304
Da.suqi, ed- 246, 276,.297
David 15, 81, 89, 218, 286, 294
- mulberry of 78
Dawacri, ed- 4, 7, 23, 25, 27, 29, 64, 256,

305

D =)

I)ib 304-
~u l-Kafl 10, 286
- - (Kafl Uaris) 297
- - (Kafr cAttiyeh) 297

~=~

Damrah 18, 256, 298

Dj = c::
Djdedah 97
Djibiah 62
Djorif 305

Djabir 260
Djabr 119, 303
Dj abbarah, ed- 240
DjaCabri, eel- 53
Djacfar e~-ei.diq 2737
Djarahid, ad- 9,.27, 29
Djarri.~ 5, 18, 19, 27, 39, 52, 277, 286
Djazairi 287 f.
Djilani, ed- 275 f.
Djibrin 227
Djinn 36f., 45, 73, 87, 186r, 254, 261,

280f., 311f.
Djuned 298
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Eglon 286
Ephron 288

E
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Habil, aI- 65, 304
Hud 296
Husan 282, 285, 287 '
Husac 62
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Ebenezer 76
Elias, Mar 73, 76, SO, 98, 215 1,282,241

Eleazar 287, 292
Eliezer 6
Elij ah 6, 284
Ezra 292
Eve 93

F and J
Farhah 76
Field of the Grey Peas 293

Fatmeh, daughter of cAli 20
- el-Barri 273 1, 251 f.
- el-Wa~sl 307 f.
Fattumeh 68
Fr~dj 61, 72, 249
Forty, the 289f.
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Gezer 288
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Gomorrah 78, 243, 292 4

Gabrianus 68
Gabriel 8, 15, 24 1, 276, 287
Gideon 291, 292

Gh = t
Ghar, el- 83

Ghanim 8, 25, 104, 115
Gharah, el- 71, 239
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Ghet 227, 228, 304
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- (ijadr) 58, 110
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Hebron 24, 53, 58, 116" 288
Holy Rock (see eabrah)

:a:al~ul 805
.J;Iammam cAsurah 65
- ed-Daradjeh 66, 67
- el-cEn 120
- sitti Mariam 66, 67
- es-Sifs 66, 67, 83
- ea-Suljdn 83
J;Iaram el-ij:alil 94
J;[auran 97
}Jisban 241
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- el-, el-Mansi 79
l;Jadj djAt, el- 236
Hamad "16, 17, 23, 24, 27 10, 47, 69
:aamdallih 27, "39, 65, 246, 303
l;Iamid 103
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- el-cAruri 71
- el-Baqari 246
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- er-Ra, 14, 17, 19, 20, 27, 75, 104,
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ana 53, 304
llmediyeh 305
asen 16, 239
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- (Bet-Sfu-ik) 52, 239, 240, 247
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- (ed-Dahriyeh) 135 5

- «<En CArik) 189
- (Askalon) 135, 151, 215
:aua, 30, 61
l).uzun Ya'qfib 51
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Van el-AbeJar 300
- el-Ahmar 3001
- lJa~ur 3001
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ij:adra, el- (Nablus) 9, 19, 30, 46, 112,

216, 286, 287, 283
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:ijalid 240, 257, 304
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IJrea 114
ijuIdah 67, 284
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Jordan 69, 991

Jacob 24, 40, 115, 232 (see Anbia)
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- (- Der Ghassaneh) 304
- (- el-Hadr) 254
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- el-Adhami (SuCfa~) 14 1, 61. 102. 239,
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- - (Bet :aaniDa) 20, 16, 35, 51, 240,
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Icbed 53. 74
Tbrek 68, 111
Idris 81, 242
Idjdur 286
Jesus 65, 69, 89, 276, 293
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- ea-Beg 289 1, 304
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.................... Naaman 69
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Qasim 47
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Rehob 286
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Rhab 286
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Rifacj, er- 78, 92, 119, 246, 266, 266,
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Sa'id 62, 115
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Srur 17, 43
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Tarafini 239, 267
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Yaqin 20, 78, 105, 106, 287
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8arafat 13, 20, 24
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- es-Sa'ddeh 70, 71, 113
Samiyeh, es- 10, 64, 68, 236, 289
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Siban 273
Sne~ 110, 113, 116, 226
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- sey 67, 112
Sucah 16
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- el-Hesi 286
- es-~ammam 111
- e~-earim 286
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cAnata 2, 3; 7, 8, 18, 22, 24, 27
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CEsawiyeh 24, 27, 30
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- (SuCfa~) 31, 70, 103, 104, 238
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- el-Mahdi 303
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- er-Ral}man 106
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- Abu Ris 251, 70, 962
- lsma"il 251
- Man,ur 251
- Salman 251
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cAdjlun 286f.
CAiy8.B, mar 292
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- Bakka 283, 298
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cAnnir 20, 105, 215

cAruri 71, 78, 119, 285
cA~fur' 57, 75, 76, 258, 282, 304
cA~ur 281
cAzerat, el- 8, 16, 144, 23H, 245
cEredjeh (see RifaCi)
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- sell 103
'Inbawi 285, 288
cOkaseh 5, 298
cObed 184
cObadah bin e~·eamet 298
cOmar ibn el-:ijatt3b 17, 60, 51
cUbed 103
cUr 287
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_ eAwartah) 3, 17, 22, 24, 26, 34, 44,
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